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Abstract 
A novel gas separation technique based on gas hydrate formation (solid 
precipitation) is investigated by means of thermodynamic modeling and 
experimental investigations. This process has previously been proposed for 
application in post-combustion carbon dioxide capture from power station flue 
gases. Prior to this study it has been shown that formation of gas hydrates from 
mixtures of carbon dioxide and nitrogen may create a solid hydrate phase in 
which the carbon dioxide content is higher than the original concentration in the 
gas phase. Separation of carbon dioxide from flue gases by hydrate formation may 
be performed at pressures of approximately 20 MPa and temperatures below 280 
K. Thermodynamic promoters are needed, to reduce the pressure requirement of 
the process, thereby making it competitive to existing capture technologies. 
     A literature study is presented focusing mainly on thermodynamic gas hydrate 
promotion by hydrate formers stabilising the classical gas clathrate hydrate 
structures (sI, sII and sH) at low to moderate pressures. Much literature is 
available on this subject. Both experimental and theoretical studies presented in 
the literature have pointed out cyclopentane and tetrahydrofuran as the two most 
efficient pressure reducing additives in classical hydrate forming systems. 
     The thermodynamic promoting effects reported in the literature for the two 
classical sII hydrate formers, tetrahydrofuran and cyclopentane are experimentally 
confirmed in the present work. Data presented in this work compares well with 
other data available in the literature for similar systems. 
     It is shown experimentally that the addition of tetrahydrofuran to the ternary 
system of water-cyclopentane-carbon dioxide provides an enhanced 
thermodynamic promotion of the gas hydrate phase. Hydrate equilibrium 
pressures are reduced by approximately 20 percent compared to the cyclopentane 
promoted system. The mixed promoter system thereby represents a new state-of-
the-art within thermodynamic promotion of gas hydrates in the framework of the 
classical hydrate structures. 
     A thermodynamic model based on the Cubic-Plus-Association equation of 
state and the van der Waals-Platteeuw hydrate model is presented. This model 
enables the performance of a thermodynamic evaluation of gas hydrate forming 
systems relevant for post-combustion carbon dioxide capture. All model details 
and complete lists of model parameters are provided. Three simplified carbon 
dioxide capture processes are simulated by use of the model. Three to four capture 
stages are needed in all processes to obtain a product stream richer than 95 mole 
percent in terms of carbon dioxide. 
     The modeling results presented here are discouraging for the post-combustion 
carbon dioxide capture process under development. The present study points out 
several drawbacks of using tetrahydrofuran or cyclopentane as thermodynamic 
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hydrate promoters, when applied in low-pressure processes. Due to their high 
volatilities (cyclopentane in particular), they readily transfer to the vapour phases. 
Furthermore, they lower the process selectivity towards carbon dioxide, compared 
to the unpromoted system. 
     Finally it is concluded that separation of carbon dioxide from nitrogen by gas 
hydrate formation at near-atmospheric pressure provides too low gas uptakes in 
the hydrate phase for this process to become feasible at these conditions. 
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Resumé 
Denne Ph.d. afhandling præsenterer et studie i røggasrensning for kuldioxid fra 
kul- eller gas fyrede kraftværker. En ny metode til gasfaseseparation af kuldioxid 
fra nitrogen undersøges dels ved hjælp af termodynamisk modellering af relevante 
kemiske systemer, dels ved eksperimentelle undersøgelser foretaget på 
laboratorieskala. Denne separationsmetode udnytter at kuldioxid, nitrogen og 
vand kan danne faste stoffer med højt gasindhold – såkaldte gashydrater - ved 
betingelser af højt tryk og lave temperaturer. Ved dannelsen af gashydratet kan 
kuldioxiden fra røggassen opkoncentreres som en fysisk adsorberet gasfase i de 
faste partikler. Herved kan den transporteres, eller frigives efterfølgende under 
kontrollerede betingelser. Som udgangspunkt kan denne separation foretages ved 
tryk over 200 bar og temperaturer under 7 grader C. 
     Et litteraturstudie, foretaget som en del af dette arbejde, udpeger to additiver 
der ved tilførsel i systemet kan sænke de høje trykbetingelser for denne proces. 
Disse additiver er cyklopentan og tetrahydrofuran, hhv. en cyklisk oliekomponent 
og en cyklisk æter. Begge stoffer kan danne såkaldte struktur II gashydrater med 
vand ved atmosfærisk tryk og temperaturer over vands normale frysepunkt. 
Dermed er det muligt at danne de faste partikler uden at skulle komprimere 
røggassen. Komprimering af gas er en energikrævende enhedsoperation. Denne 
alternative proces til røggasrensning anses for at være urentabel, hvis det 
konkluderes at komprimering af røggassen bliver nødvendig i vid udstrækning.  
     Ved hjælp af laboratorieskalaforsøg er det i nærværende studie blevet 
bekræftet, at tilførslen af tetrahydrofuran, cyklopentan eller deres blandinger kan 
sænke ligevægtstrykket for gashydrater i systemer med kuldioxid. De målte data 
stemmer godt overens med andre data tilgængelige i litteraturen for tilsvarende 
kemiske systemer. Cyklopentan har i literaturen været anset som et reference 
additiv, da denne komponent har den største trykreducerende påvirkning på disse 
typer af systemer. Dette studie har vist, at samtidig tilførsel af cyklopentan og 
tetrahydrofuran til gashydratsystemer med kuldioxid kan reducere trykkravene 
med yderligere 20 procent i forhold til cyklopentan systemet. Dette nye system af 
”blandede additiver” repræsenterer dermed en ny reference i feltet af 
trykreducerende additiver. 
     En termodynamisk model er blevet opstillet, baseret på en avanceret 
tilstandsligning (Cubic-Plus-Assosiation) samt en kendt model for gashydratfasen 
(van der Waals-Platteeuw). Alle modelparametre præsenteres i denne afhandling, 
således at de præsenterede resultater kan genskabes. Tre simplificerede 
røggasrensningsprocesser er blevet simuleret ved brug af den udviklede model. 
Det konkluderes at 3-4 oprensningstrin er nødvendige for at opnå en renhed højere 
end 95 molprocent i det endelige kuldioxied produkt.  
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     Den udviklede model forudsiger en række udfordringer for den undersøgte 
proces, hvis additiver såsom tetrahydrofuran eller cyklopentan benyttes. Disse 
komponenter er flygtige og vil derfor overføres til gasfasen i store mængder ved 
de ønskede procesbetingelser. Dette anses som et problem ikke blot for processens 
økonomiske rentabilitet men i lige så høj grad pga. de miljømæssige påvirkninger 
disse komponenter vil forårsage i naturen. Det forventes derfor, at cyklopentan og 
tetrahydrofuran må re-genereres efterfølgende fra den nitrogenholdige restgas, før 
denne kan lukkes ud i atmosfæren. Andre problemstilliger ved ovennævnte 
additiver er, at de sænker processens overordnede selektivitet mod kuldioxid. 
Endeligt konkluderes det, at gasoptaget i hydratfasen dannet ved nær-atmosfærisk 
tryk bliver så lavt, at separationsprocessen næppe vil blive realiserbar i stor skala 
ved lave trykbetingelser. 
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1 Guide to Reader 
The present report presents the outcome of a three-year ph.d. study performed at 
the Technical University of Denmark. 
     Three peer-reviewed journal manuscripts have been published at the time of 
writing this thesis. These manuscripts have been appended the present thesis (as 
published) in Appendix 1, Appendix 2 and Appendix 3. Furthermore two 
manuscripts have been prepared for publication and are appended as Appendix 4 
and Appendix 5. 
This thesis presents the main results of the work and the reader is sometimes 
referred to the appendices for the full details. The journal articles represented by 
appendices 1, 2 and 3 in particular, contain much detail that may not be found in 
the main thesis chapters and the reader is therefore encouraged to read these 
carefully. 
 
STRUCTURE of the thesis 
This report is constructed in the form of 8 main chapters: 
 
Chapter 1: 
Chapter 1 is the present chapter, giving a short introduction to the report and 
describes how to read it in order to extract the most of this work. 
 
Chapter 2:  
Contains an introduction to carbon dioxide capture, gas hydrates and presents the 
motivation and purpose of the present study. 
 
Chapter 3: 
Presents a literature survey on gas hydrate promotion focussing mainly on 
thermodynamic properties, however some kinetic aspects are covered as well. At 
the end of the chapter, two lists of authors presenting thermodynamic hydrate data 
for gas hydrate systems relevant to this study are provided. 
 
Chapter 4: 
Two experimental studies have been conducted as part of this work. Chapter 4 
describes the experimental set-up’s and procedures applied in these studies as well 
as discusses the strengths and weaknesses of the two experimental procedures. 
 
Chapter 5: 
Chapter 5 presents the chosen approach for modelling gas hydrate equilibria. The 
Cubic-Plus-Association equation of state and the van der Waals-Platteeuw hydrate 
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model are presented. Models, algorithms and some numerical methods are 
described.  Modifications to the models are briefly discussed. All parameters for 
the complete model are presented in the form of tables in this chapter. 
 
Chapter 6: 
Presents results from the experimental studies. Here, the reader is referred to 
Appendix 2 for the full details of one of the studies. Hydrate equilibrium pressures 
are presented for carbon dioxide hydrates promoted by tetrahydrofuran, 
cyclopentane or their mixtures. 
 
Chapter 7: 
Chapter 7 presents the majority of the modelling results obtained in this study. 
Modeling results of fluid phase equilibria in subsystems related to the system of 
water, tetrahydrofuran, cyclopentane, carbon dioxide and nitrogen are presented. 
Finally, hydrate modelling results are presented covering a large range of systems 
and varying phase behaviours. Three simplified carbon dioxide capture processes 
(based on gas hydrate formation) are simulated and their strengths and drawbacks 
are discussed. 
 
Chapter 8: 
Chapter 8 presents a complete summary as well as discusses how to interpret and 
apply the results obtained in this study. 
 
SYMBOLS and ABBREVIATIONS 
A list of symbols and abbreviations used in the present report is presented in 
chapter 9. 
 
GRAPHICAL ILLUSTRATIONS 
The present report contains several graphical illustrations. No list of captions is 
provided separately. Experimental data are always represented by separated 
markers while model results are presented in the form of lines. 
 
DISCUSSION 
All results are discussed while presented. No separate section is included for the 
purpose of discussion. 
 
 
LITERATURE CITED 
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When citing the literature, the source is provided in the form of first author(s) and 
publication year. Separate lists of cited literature are provided at the end of each 
main chapter.  
 
APPENDICES 
The present report includes a total of 5 appendices, appended in the final section 
of the report. All of these appendices represent journal manuscripts already 
published or ready for submission. 
 
Appendix 1: 
Peer-reviewed journal paper published in the Journal of Chemical 
Thermodynamics.  
 
Peter Jørgensen Herslund, Kaj Thomsen, Jens Abildskov, Nicolas von Solms*, 
Phase equilibrium modeling of gas hydrate systems for CO2 capture, J. Chem. 
Thermodynamics, 48 (2012), 13-27. 
 
This paper presents the initial model set-up and some preliminary modelling 
results for fluid phase equilibria and hydrate equilibria in the ternary system of 
water, carbon dioxide and nitrogen. 
NOTE that the modelled systems have been re-visited and the model accuracy has 
been improved in more recent work presented in main thesis. 
 
Appendix 2: 
Peer-reviewed journal paper published in the International Journal of Greenhouse 
Gas Control. 
 
Peter Jørgensen Herslund, Kaj Thomsen, Jens Abildskov, Nicolas von Solms*, 
Aurélie Galfré, Pedro Brântuas, Matthias Kwaterski, Jean-Michel Herri, 
Thermodynamic promotion of carbon dioxide–clathrate 
hydrateformation by tetrahydrofuran, cyclopentane and their mixtures, 
Int. J. Greenhouse Gas Control, 17 (2013), 13-27. 
 
This paper presents the results obtained in an experimental study of the 
thermodynamic promoting effects of tetrahydrofuran, cyclopentane and their 
mixtures on the formation of mixed hydrates with carbon dioxide. It is shown that 
a synergistic effect occurs in the system including both promoters simultaneously. 
Enhanced pressure reduction is observed in the mixed promoter system compared 
to the individual promoter systems.  
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Appendix 3: 
Peer-reviewed journal paper published in Fluid Phase Equilibria. 
 
Peter Jørgensen Herslund, Kaj Thomsen, Jens Abildskov, Nicolas von Solms*, 
Application of the cubic-plus-association (CPA) equation of state to 
model the fluid phase behaviour of binary mixtures of water and 
tetrahydrofuran, Fluid Phase Equilibria, 356 (2013), 209-222. 
 
This paper presents a thorough study on the fluid phase modelling of binary 
systems of water and tetrahydrofuran using CPA. Several modelling approaches 
are tested for their ability to simultaneously describe azeotropic vapour-liquid 
equilibrium (VLE) and closed-loop liquid-liquid equilibrium (LLE) in this binary 
system. It is found that assuming tetrahydrofuran is non self-associating but 
cross-associates (solvates) with water, provides accurate descriptions of both 
VLE and LLE. 
 
Appendix 4: 
Manuscript ready for submission. 
 
Peter Jørgensen Herslund, Kaj Thomsen, Jens Abildskov, Nicolas von Solms*, 
Modelling of Tetrahydrofuran Promoted Gas Hydrate Systems for Carbon 
Dioxide Capture Processes, Ready for submission, October 2013. 
 
This manuscript presents a complete modelling study of all systems and 
subsystems relevant to carbon dioxide capture using gas hydrate formation 
promoted by the presence of tetrahydrofuran. Both fluid phase and hydrate phase 
modelling results are presented. 
NOTE that this work updates and improves the modelling results and parameters 
presented in Appendix 1. The majority of results presented in this manuscript are 
included in Chapter 7 of the present report. 
 
Appendix 5: 
Manuscript ready for submission. 
 
Peter Jørgensen Herslund, Kaj Thomsen, Jens Abildskov, Nicolas von Solms*, 
Modelling of Cyclopentane Promoted Gas Hydrate Systems for Carbon Dioxide 
Capture Processes, Ready for submission, October 2013. 
 
This manuscript presents a modelling study of all systems and subsystems relevant 
to carbon dioxide capture using gas hydrate formation promoted by the presence 
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of cyclopentane. Both fluid phase and hydrate phase modelling results are 
presented. 
The majority of results presented in this manuscript are included in Chapter 7 of 
the present report.   
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2 Introduction 
Carbon dioxide is a greenhouse gas. It absorbs and re-emits long-wave (infrared) 
radiation in the atmosphere of this planet. Part of this re-emitted radiation is send 
back to the surface of the planet, helping to retain thermal balance. 
     During the last 200 years, the amount of carbon dioxide present in the 
atmosphere has increased from 280 ppm to a level of about 390 ppm in 2010 
[Garnier et al. (2011), Li et al. (2011)].  
     Though ambiguously shown, there is growing consensus that our climate is 
changing due to anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases. Carbon dioxide 
coming from anthropogenic sources is suspected a main contributor to the 
observed climate change [Figueroa et al. (2008)]. 
     Sources of carbon dioxide emitted to the atmosphere are generally divided into 
two main sources. The first source is the naturally occurring processes that 
produce carbon dioxide. These processes account for the majority of the carbon 
dioxide emission to the atmosphere but are however counter-balanced by natural 
sinks over longer periods of time [Thiruvenkatachari et al. (2009)]. The second 
source of carbon dioxide emission is explained by human activity, hereunder 
combustion of fossil fuels and industrial processes related to energy- oil/gas-, 
cement and iron/steel production [Songolzadeh et al. (2012)]. 
  
2.1 Carbon Dioxide Capture 
To lower the anthropogenic contribution to global warming, the Kyoto Protocol 
was formed in 1997. This protocol urged the included parties (37 industrialised 
nations and the European Union) to reduce their emission of greenhouse gases to 
a level approximately 5.2 percent, on average, below the carbon dioxide emission 
level of the year 1990 (the exact base level year varied for some countries). The 
goals of the protocol should be realised in the time period from 2008-2012 [Yu et 
al. (2012)].  
     Even though the protocol considered greenhouse gases in general, much focus 
has recently been on reducing carbon dioxide emissions from centralised locations 
such as e.g. fossil fuel (coal, oil and gas) fired power stations. The International 
Energy Agency (IEA) estimated the global carbon dioxide emission from fossil 
fuel fired heat- and energy production to 8.2 gigaton per year in 2001. This 
corresponded to approximately 35 percent of the total carbon dioxide emission 
related to combustion of fossil fuels that year [IEA 2003]. 
     The Copenhagen Agreement was founded in 2009. Even though not legally 
binding, it encouraged all parties to limit greenhouse gas emission such that the 
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global temperature increase by the year 2100 would be no higher than 2 degrees 
compared to the pre-industrial level.  
     Carbon Capture and Sequestration (CCS) has been pointed out by IEA as an 
important technological challenge for the future, if this requirement should be met 
[Yu et al. (2012)]. 
     Separation of carbon dioxide from vapour phases has been done on industrial 
level the last 70 years or more [Anderson and Newell (2004)]. Specialised 
chemical solvents were developed in the oil and gas industry to remove carbon 
dioxide from impure natural gases. Other applications of carbon dioxide removal 
are found in the food-processing or energy production industry, where similar 
solvents are used to recover carbon dioxide [Anderson and Newell (2004)]. 
Despite these technologies being considered relatively mature, they are energy 
and process equipment demanding and not yet ready for application in large scale 
post-combustion carbon dioxide capture [Yu et al. (2012)]. Among the available 
technologies are physical- and chemical absorption, membrane separation, 
cryogenic separation. More recently, a gas clathrate hydrate based process has 
been proposed, exploiting physical adsorption of gases into solid, crystalline 
formations of water.  
     Carbon dioxide capture is typically divided into two sections, pre- and post-
combustion. In pre-combustion, a fossil fuel is contacted with air or oxygen to 
form hydrogen and carbon monoxide. The gas is hereafter contacted with steam, 
whereby the carbon monoxide is further oxidised to form carbon dioxide and 
more hydrogen. After this stage, the pre-combustion carbon dioxide capture stage 
is placed to remove carbon dioxide, thereby purifying the fuel (hydrogen) [Yu et 
al. (2012)]. Post-combustion implies removing carbon dioxide from flue gases 
after combustion, before the flue gas is released to the atmosphere. The post-
combustion technology offers the advantage of being easier to retro-fit to existing 
plants without making significant changes to the combustion technology [Wang et 
al. (2011)]. 
     The following sections describe three of the technologies currently being 
investigated for use in post-combustion carbon dioxide capture. These are the 
chemical absorption process using alkanolamines, the membrane based separation 
technology and finally the gas clathrate hydrate based technology, which forms 
the basis for the present study. 
 
2.1.1 Chemical Absorption Based Processes 
Chemical absorption using alkanolamines is considered the most mature 
technology for use in post-combustion carbon dioxide capture [Rochelle 2009]. 
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     The alkanolamine based processes are suitable for separating carbon dioxide 
from flue gases with low to moderate concentrations of this compound. Such flue 
gases are found in coal- or gas fired power stations, where the carbon dioxide 
content typically ranges from 10 to 15 percent, depending on the fuel [Yu et al. 
(2012)]. 
     Alkanolamines such as monoethanolamine (MEA) are used in aqueous 
solutions, which are contacted with the flue gas in an absorber tower. Carbon 
dioxide is an acid gas and can form a chemical bond with the amine group on 
MEA. The chemical reaction is reversible and by supplying heat at higher 
temperatures, a carbon dioxide rich vapour may subsequently be stripped from the 
loaded MEA solution. 
     Optimal conditions for absorption are low temperatures and high pressures, 
whereas for desorption, they are low pressure and high temperature. Chemical 
absorption is typically performed at atmospheric pressure and temperatures 
around 313 K - 333 K. The carbon dioxide stripper operates at slightly elevated 
temperatures [Yu et al. (2012)]. The released carbon dioxide rich vapour phase 
from the stripper is cooled, compressed and finally transferred to storage. 
     The advantage of this process is that it is fairly selective towards carbon 
dioxide (often above 95 percent carbon dioxide in the captured gas). The 
disadvantages are however high equipment corrosion rates, high energy 
consumption in the solvent regeneration stage (stripping) and large volumes 
required in the absorption stage. Another significant disadvantage is the low 
chemical stability and activity of the alkanolamines at the presence of impurities 
such as fly ash, NOx, SOx etc. in the flue gas [Aaron and Tsouris (2005)]. 
     It is estimated that temperature manipulations, mainly the solvent re-
generation/stripping, account for 70-80 percent of the total operating costs of this 
capture process [Aaron and Tsouris (2005)]. 
 
2.1.2 Membrane Based Separation 
Membranes may be used to allow a selective separation of carbon dioxide from 
vapour phases. Several types of membranes, inorganic, polymeric, solid-liquid, 
exist for this purpose [Aaron and Tsouris (2005)].  
     The separation is typically caused by size exclusion in porous membranes or 
by chemical interactions (e.g. by incorporating amine groups in the membrane 
material). Polymeric membranes are often very selective since these may be 
designed to optimise chemical interactions with specific molecules. In these cases, 
the separation occurs by solid diffusion or absorption-diffusion mechanisms 
[Aaron and Tsouris (2005)]. 
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     If a selective transfer across the membrane is performed, and the flue gas is 
supplied at a pressure of 1 atm., a significant pressure gradient is created across 
the membrane. For a typical coal fired power station flue gas, the pressure may be 
lowered to approximately 1/10 of the supply pressure down-stream of the 
membrane. This sets high requirements to the mechanical strength of the 
membrane material. Since membrane permeability most often decreases with 
increasing membrane thickness, the strength of the membrane cannot simply be 
adapted by increasing the membrane thickness. 
     The greatest advantage of the membrane based separation technology is its 
simplicity. Only the membrane and fans are needed in typical configurations 
[Aaron and Tsouris (2005)]. The main disadvantages are often low selectivity, 
low permeability or low mechanical strength of the membrane materials. 
 
2.1.3 Separation by Clathrate Hydrate Formation 
The gas clathrate hydrate based separation technology forms the basis for the 
present study. This process has been proposed as an alternative to the existing gas 
separation technologies. 
     Gas clathrate hydrates are solid inclusions of sufficiently small molecules 
physically adsorbed into an ice-like, crystalline lattice of hydrogen bonded water. 
For further details of gas clathrate hydrates, please see section 2.2. 
     Carbon dioxide may form gas hydrates with water at a pressure of 
approximately 1.2 MPa and temperature of 273 K [Sloan and Koh (2007)]. The 
crystalline structure formed by the hydrogen bonded water molecules creates a 
total of 8 vacancies, so-called cavities, for each 46 water molecules. Assuming 
single occupancy of carbon dioxide in each of these cavities allow for a maximum 
carbon dioxide mole fraction of 0.15 in the solid phase. This corresponds to a 
mass fraction of carbon dioxide in the solid phase of approximately 0.31. Since 
gas hydrates are non-stoichiometric phases, full occupancy of carbon dioxide in 
the hydrate structure is however rarely achievable at moderate conditions of 
temperature and pressure. 
     Nitrogen and oxygen, like carbon dioxide, may form gas hydrates. However, 
these compounds form hydrates at significantly higher pressures. The formation 
pressure of the nitrogen hydrate at 273 K is approximately 16 MPa [Sloan and 
Koh (2007)]. Gas mixtures of nitrogen, oxygen and carbon dioxide will form 
hydrates at conditions in between those of the pure gases. The hydrates formed 
from these mixtures will enclathrate all gas phase components with appropriate 
sizes. Since carbon dioxide forms hydrates at the lowest pressures of the three 
main constituents of the flue gas, the formed hydrates are expected to be rich in 
carbon dioxide. 
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     Assuming liquid carbon dioxide is the end-product, the hydrate based process, 
like the chemical absorption process, will contain two sections, capture and 
release. In the capture part, the flue gas is compressed, cooled and mixed with 
water, whereby hydrates may form by crystallisation. A carbon dioxide-rich 
hydrate slurry is hereafter transferred to the release section, where the solid 
particles are dissociated (melted) by either heating or pressure release. The 
captured gas is released at conditions of moderate to high pressure and low 
temperature. The aqueous liquid phase may be re-cycled to the capture section. 
     Figure 2.1 illustrates a simplified schematic of a suggested process 
configuration. 
 
Flue Gas Compressor
with inter-stage Cooling
Hydrate Reactor
T > 273 K
P > 1 Atm
Hydrate Dissociator
T > 273 K
P > 1 Atm 
Slurry Pump
Liquid Cooler
Flue Gas Cooler
Cooling Supply
(T ~ 273 K)
Flue Gas Feed 
(T > 323 K, P < 1 Atm)
Carbon Dioxide Rich Product
Carbon Dioxide Lean Gas
(Sent to Pressure Let-down Unit
Low Quality 
Heat Supply
Liquid Re-cycle
 
Figure 2.1. Simplified Schematic of a suggested configuration for the gas clathrate hydrate-
based post-combustion carbon dioxide capture technology. Note that the suggested 
conditions for temperature and pressure are not necessarily actual conditions of the process. 
 
One of the main advantages of the hydrate based separation technology is that it 
operates at temperatures, where low-quality heat can be used in the release section 
of the process. Also, a smaller amount of excess liquid is heated in the release 
part, since the hydrate slurry may be concentrated before heated. Finally, the 
captured gas is delivered at high pressure and low temperature, reducing costs for 
liquefaction of the final carbon dioxide product.   
     The main drawback of this process is the high pressure/low temperature 
requirement in the capture part. Large amounts of flue gas must be compressed in 
multi-stage compressor trains. A large amount of nitrogen is basically compressed 
just to be let down in pressure after the capture stage. By introducing a turbine 
generator downstream of the capture stage, some energy may be recovered from 
the carbon dioxide lean flue gas before emission to the atmosphere. This will 
however increase the capital cost of the capture plant. Other challenges with this 
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process are the slow kinetics of the hydrate crystallisation, low water conversions 
as well as handling of the particle suspension. With solid particles in the system, a 
high risk of plugging of process equipment is expected due to agglomeration of 
particles. 
     Recent attempts of improving this technology have looked into ways of 
lowering the pressure requirement in the capture stage. It has been found that the 
addition of low pressure/high temperature gas hydrate stabilisers, so-called 
thermodynamic gas hydrate promoters, may significantly lower the pressure 
requirement of this process. A thermodynamic gas hydrate promoter is a gas 
hydrate former that stabilises the hydrate structure at low pressures/high 
temperatures, thereby allowing for gas phase components to enter the hydrate 
phase at milder conditions. The result is a hydrate phase that enclathrates both the 
promoter and the desired gas phase constituents. If the additive is a liquid at the 
operating conditions of the process, it does not pollute the final gas product since 
it will remain with the liquid phase when the hydrates are dissociated. One 
disadvantage of adding these promoters is that they lower the gas storage capacity 
of the solid phase. Thus, a lot of research has gone into finding the ideal gas 
hydrate promoter that allows for hydrate formation at near-atmospheric pressure 
with high gas uptake capacity. More information on this may be found in Chapter 
3. 
     Tetrahydrofuran, a five-sided cyclic ether, has been suggested as one potential 
thermodynamic gas hydrate promoter for the hydrate based carbon dioxide 
capture process.  
 
2.2 Gas Clathrate Hydrates 
Gas clathrate hydrates, more commonly known as gas hydrates, are solid 
compounds of sufficiently small molecules and water. These solid compounds 
form when the constituents come into contact at conditions of low temperature 
and/or high pressure [Sloan and Koh (2007)].  
     Gas hydrates are often referred to as non-stoichiometric solid inclusion bodies, 
where water (host) form a lattice by hydrogen bonding [Sloan (2003), Koh et al. 
(2009), Sum et al. (2009)]. The lattice formation generates a number of empty 
cavities, in which small gas molecules (guests) may be enclathrated. The water 
lattice itself is a thermodynamically unstable structure, however attractive and 
repulsive interactions between the water and guest molecules stabilise the lattice 
[Sum et al. (2009)].  
     Gas clathrate hydrates were first discovered by Sir Humphrey Davy in 1810. 
Sir Humphrey Davy documented his discovery by publishing results from 
repeated experiments in 1811. Before Davy’s discovery, Joseph Priestley stated, 
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in 1778, that SO2 dissolved in water could cause the water to solidify under 
certain physical conditions, where HCl and SiF4 would not [Sloan and Koh 
(2007)]. Since Priestley’s discovery was poorly documented, and because 
Priestley’s gas temperature was below that of the normal freezing point of water, 
it was never officially accepted that Priestley’s solid material was clathrate 
hydrates and not simply pure ice [Koh et al. (2009)]. 
Sir Humphrey Davy’s clathrate hydrates were formed by an aqueous solution of 
chlorine. As this solution was cooled to temperatures below 282 K, a solid 
compound occurred. Faraday later confirmed this discovery and suggested that the 
solid compound consisted of 1 part of chlorine to 10 parts of water [Englezos 
(1993)]. 
 
2.2.1 Gas Hydrate Structures 
In the 1940’s and 1950’s, two gas clathrate hydrate crystal structures were 
defined. These were named structure 1 (sI) and structure 2 (sII), and both 
belonged to the cubic unit cell lattice type. Both structures were investigated by x-
ray diffraction experiments at the University of Bonn [Sloan and Koh (2007), 
Englezos (1993)]. 
     In 1987, a third crystal structure was discovered. This structure belonged to the 
hexagonal unit cell lattice type and was named structure H (sH) [Sloan and Koh 
(2007)]. 
     More structures have been proposed since then, however as most of the 
naturally occurring gas hydrates belong to the three structures, sI, sII and sH, 
these structures are most frequently presented in the literature. 
     The size of the guest molecule is often what defines the structure of a formed 
hydrate. Guest molecules of diameter size 4.2 – 6 Å, such as methane (CH4), 
carbon dioxide (CO2) and hydrogen sulfide (H2S) all form structure I hydrates. 
Some guest molecules with diameters smaller than 4.2 Å form structure II 
hydrates when present as single guests. These include nitrogen (N2) and hydrogen 
(H2). Larger molecules with diameter 6 – 7 Å also form structure II. Propane 
(C3H8) and iso-butane (C4H10) are the most common among these.  
Structure H hydrates are typically formed by large molecules of diameter 7 – 9 Å 
accompanied by smaller molecules such as methane, hydrogen sulfide or nitrogen 
[Sloan and Koh (2007)]. 
 
2.2.2 Cavities 
Hydrate cavities are hydrogen bonded formations of cyclic water clusters. 
Computer simulations have suggested that pentamers, hexamers and squares are 
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the most likely cyclic cluster structures to arise naturally in water. Closed ring 
clusters are more stable than linear chains due to the extra hydrogen bond [Sloan 
and Koh (2007)]. These discoveries help explain the structure of the most 
common hydrate cavities.  
     Hydrate cavities are so-called polyhedra (poly=many, hedra=faces) crystalline 
structures. In the following these polyhedra will be named according to their 
number of faces (mi) with ni edges. Cavity nomenclature becomes nimi. 
One of the simplest cavities in common hydrate structures is the dodecahedron, a 
12-faced cavity composed solely of five-legged (five edges) faces all with equal 
side lengths. With the above nomenclature this cavity is named the 512 cavity. 
This cavity is the basic building block of the common hydrate structures and often 
represents the “small” cavity in a hydrate structure. 
 
512 51262
512 51264
2 +  6
16 +  8
+ 2 +3
512 51268435663
sI  (46 Water Molecules)
sII  (136 Water Molecules)
sH  (34 Water Molecules)
 
Figure 2.2. Hydrogen bonded water clusters forming the three most 
common gas clathrate hydrate structures, sI, sII and sH. Each three-leg 
intersection point represents an oxygen molecule [Modified from 
Appendix 1]. 
 
Figure 2.2 illustrates the five cavities found in the three most common hydrate 
structures, sI, sII and sH. The 14 sided 51262 cavity has 12 pentagonal faces and 
two hexagonal faces. All cavity structures are expanded relative to the hexagonal 
ice structure. It is the repulsive forces from the guest molecule that stabilises the 
expanded structures of the hydrate cavities. It has been shown that the mean 
volumes of the cavities vary with temperature as well as guest size and shape 
[Sloan and Koh (2007)]. 
An inspection of the shown cavities shows that the 51262, 435663 and the 51268 
cavities are non-spherical. The 51268 cavity is the most non-spherical structure of 
the five cavities. For this reason the physical shape of the guest molecule becomes 
more important in this cavity than the others [Sloan and Koh (2007)]. 
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     The sI hydrate belongs to the cubic unit cell family. The unit cell contains 46 
water molecules in the shape of eight polyhedra. 
     The sII hydrate belongs to the face centered cubic unit cell family. The unit 
cell contains 512 and 51264 cavities in the ratio 16:8. This adds up to a total of 136 
water molecules inside the unit cell. 
     Structure H belongs to the hexagonal unit cell type. sH comprises three cavity 
types, 435663, 51268 and 512. The theoretical sH unit cell composition is 
3(512)·2(435663)·1(51268), adding up to a total of 34 water molecules per unit cell 
[Sloan and Koh (2007)].  
     One important difference, when the sH hydrate is compared to sI and sII, is 
that a minimum of two different sizes of guest molecules are required to stabilise 
the sH hydrate. Small guest molecules may stabilise the 512 and the 435663 
cavities, while larger molecules are required to stabilise the large 51268 cavity. No 
single occupant has been found to stabilise the sH hydrate structure [Sloan and 
Koh (2007)]. 
 
2.3 Motivation and Purpose of This Work 
In order to evaluate the efficacy of CO2 removal in the hydrate-based post-
combustion carbon dioxide capture process, accurate thermodynamic models are 
required. One of the important first steps in process design is the performance of a 
thermodynamic evaluation of the proposed process. Thermodynamics will tell, if 
the desired process conditions are favourable or not. If thermodynamics are 
unfavourable, the process should be either re-designed or discarded. 
     A generic thermodynamic model should cover wide ranges of temperature and 
pressure and include descriptions of both fluid and solid phases occurring in the 
process. 
     The present study focuses on the capture part of the process only. Important 
information and parameters here are the hydrate formation conditions 
(temperature and pressure) in both the un-promoted and the promoted hydrate 
scenarios. The formation pressure in the capture part is the falling point of this 
process. If the flue gas pressure requirement becomes significant, this process is 
likely to be considered unsuited for carbon dioxide capture from power station 
flue gasses. Compression of gas phases is an energy consuming unit operation. 
Considering the fact that power station flue gases are generally delivered at low 
pressure and high temperature, and hydrates form at high pressure and low 
temperature, this process is challenged already at this point.  
     Thermodynamics will provide an indication of the minimum pressure 
requirement of the process. For hydrates to form in the actual process, a driving 
force for hydrate formation must be applied. This driving force is typically 
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established by either cooling to low temperatures or by pressurising to conditions 
above the thermodynamic equilibrium pressure. 
     Moreover, since gas hydrates are non-stoichiometric phases, estimates of the 
hydrate composition and thereby the composition of the captured gas phase is 
desired for various process conditions. 
     The developed model should include not only water, and the main flue gas 
constituents. Other complex components, such as gas hydrate promoters, should 
also be accounted for in the model. The main objectives of this work become: 
 
- Identify the key chemical components of the gas clathrate hydrate based 
post-combustion carbon dioxide capture process. 
 
- Identify possible additives to be used as thermodynamic gas hydrate 
promoters. 
 
- Identify suitable models for these kinds of chemical systems. 

- If necessary, implement the models in a suitable form and algorithm for 
the performance of a thermodynamic process evaluation. 

- Optimise model performance to match existing data for known systems. 

- Estimate pressure requirements for both the un-promoted and promoted 
hydrate capture processes. 

- Estimate the selectivity of the process. Is the gas hydrate phase sufficiently 
selective towards carbon dioxide? 

- Analyse different scenarios of process conditions. 

Mainly process thermodynamics are considered in this work. 
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3 Literature Survey on Gas Hydrate Promotion 
Gas hydrates have received an increasing interest due to their relatively high 
gas/energy density. Whereas most previous efforts were directed toward looking 
for ways to avoid hydrate formation (hydrate inhibition), the focus is now also on 
finding ways to promote their formation at moderate temperatures and pressures 
(hydrate promotion). Sun et al. (2011) and Eslamimanesh et al. (2012) have 
reviewed recent advances in gas hydrate research including applications of 
promoted gas hydrate formation in processes for methane/natural gas storage, fuel 
gas (hydrogen) storage, and gas separation (e.g. carbon dioxide capture). 
     A thermodynamic promoter is defined as a component that participates 
actively in the hydrate formation process and stabilises a hydrate structure at 
higher temperature and/or lower pressure. 
  
3.1 The Concept of Gas Hydrate Promotion 
Whereas the mechanism for thermodynamic inhibition of hydrate formation is a 
consequence of a lowering of the liquid water activity due to hydrogen bonding 
between hydrate inhibitors (mainly methanol, monoethylene glycol or diethylene 
glycol) and water, thermodynamic promotion of gas hydrates is a consequence of 
the active formation of mixed promoter/gas hydrates at moderate conditions of 
temperature and pressure. The hydrates formed in that way serve as a storage 
medium for gas-like components but may also contain significant amounts of the 
added promoter. 
     Figure 3.1 illustrates, graphically, the concept of gas hydrate promotion. The 
specific example of carbon dioxide hydrates is shown. The promoter is 
tetrahydrofuran, which is a water-soluble, cyclic ether known to show significant 
thermodynamic promotion in these kinds of systems. 
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Figure 3.1. The principle of thermodynamic gas hydrate promotion. 
Markers indicate the phase boundaries of the gas hydrate formed 
from the ternary system of water-tetrahydrofuran-carbon dioxide. 
x(THF) denotes concentration of tetrahydrofuran in the aqueous 
phase. With x(THF) = 0.0, the hydrates are pure carbon dioxide 
hydrates. As x(THF) becomes larger than 0.0, mixed hydrates form, 
and the phase boundary shifts to milder conditions (higher 
temperatures and/or lower pressures) 
 
Eslamimanesh et al. (2012) reviewed advances in gas hydrate research including 
applications of promoted gas hydrate formation in processes for methane/natural 
gas storage, fuel gas (hydrogen) storage, and gas separation (e.g. carbon dioxide 
capture). Their work provides an overview of investigated systems. 
     For the specific case of carbon dioxide separation from flue- or fuel gases, 
tetrahydrofuran (THF) and TBAB are mentioned as some of the most extensively 
studied promoters. THF is however stated to have the disadvantage of being 
volatile, unlike TBAB, which due to its nature as an electrolyte is expected to stay 
in the aqueous liquid phase.      
 
3.2 The Mechanisms 
By the use of molecular simulations, Alavi and Ripmeester (2012) investigated 
the phenomenon of hydrogen bonding between gas hydrate guests and host water 
in the sII hydrate lattice. An example of the sII hydrate of tetrahydrofuran was 
considered. Both the pure sII hydrate of THF and mixed sII hydrates with THF 
and “help” gases (CO2, CH4, H2S, Xe) were simulated at five temperatures 
ranging from 183 K to 263 K. 
     Hydrogen bonding between THF and water molecules in the large cavities was 
investigated. Hydrogen bonds were defined as taking place if the distance between 
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the oxygen atom on THF and a hydrogen atom on a surrounding water molecule 
became less than 2.1 Å. As a result of this hydrogen bond a Bjerrum L-defect 
occurs in the hydrate structure between the two water molecules that were 
previously hydrogen bonded. 
     It was shown that the THF/water hydrogen bonding was a thermally activated 
process. The probability of hydrogen bonds increased with increasing 
temperature. Interestingly, the presence of carbon dioxide in the small cavities 
increased the probability of hydrogen bonding between THF and water in the 
large cavities dramatically, whereas the presence of the three other gasses 
inhibited the hydrogen formation compared to the case of the pure sII hydrate of 
THF. 
     It was oncluded that nearest neighbour guest-guest interactions do occur in the 
sII hydrate with THF filling all the large cavities. For the specific case of CO2 in 
the small cavities it was suggested that the enhanced hydrogen bonding could be 
due to the physical tension on the water lattice caused by the relatively large 
carbon dioxide molecule present in the small cavities. 
     The results indicated that the basic assumptions in the original van der Waals-
Platteeuw hydrate theory, regarding the water lattice being independent of the 
individual guests and the ignored guest-guest interactions may need re-
consideration for this type of gas hydrates. 
     Atamas et al. (2013) applied Monte Carlo simulations to investigate the 
influence of physical and chemical hydrate promoter properties (such as e.g. size, 
dipole moment, hydrogen bonding capabilities etc.), which were assumed 
important for stabilising the sII hydrate at the simultaneous presence of hydrogen 
in the small cavities.   
     By calculating Gibbs free energies of the hydrate phase with varying promoter 
concentration in the large cavities (THF was used as an example), it was shown 
that the stability of the hydrate phase was linearly dependent on the THF 
occupancy. The lowest Gibbs free energies were found at full occupation of the 
large cavity by THF, independently of the cavity occupancy of hydrogen in the 
small cavities. This indicated the THF hydrates are the most stable when 
incorporating THF in all large cavities.  
     Atamas et al. (2013) argued that the linear dependence of THF occupation 
indicated that THF does not distort the sII hydrate water lattice significantly by its 
presence in the large cavities. The simulations were performed at a temperature of 
253 K and a pressure of 101 MPa. 
     A total number of 19 heavy hydrocarbon sII hydrate formers (including: 
tetrahydropyran, cyclopentane, cyclopentene, 1,1-dichlorofluoroethane, 1,2-
dichlorofluoroethane, fluorocyclopentane, tetrahydrofuran, cyclobutanone, 2,5-
dihydrofuran, propanol, 2-propanol, 1,1,1,2-tetrafluoroethane, acetone, 1,3-
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dioxolane, bromotrifluoromethane, dichlorofluoromethane, furan, 1,1-
difluoroethane, dimethyl ether) were investigated for their stabilising effect on the 
mixed sII hydrate with full occupancy of promoter in the large cavities and full 
(single) occupancy of hydrogen in the small cavities. Simulations were performed 
at 101 MPa and temperatures ranging from 233 K to 293 K. Generally the lowest 
Gibbs free energies were found for tetrahydrofuran, 1,3-dioxolane, acetone, 
cyclopentane, cyclobutanone and tetrahydropyran. At 233 K the two most 
stabilising compounds were cyclobutanone and tetrahydrofuran. At the highest 
investigated temperature, 293 K, the most stable hydrates were found for 
cyclobutanone and cyclopentane. 
     No clear trends were observed relating the Gibbs free energy with the van der 
Waals volumes, dipole moments or the shape of the promoters. Atamas et al. 
(2013) concluded that the stability of the sII hydrates was an interplay between 
sizes, van der Waals volumes, dipole moments and more importantly the 
molecular geometries of the promoters. 
 
3.3 Thermodynamic Promoters Studied in the Literature  
Callanan and Sloan (1983) investigated heat capacities and heats of dissociation 
for three hydrate formers at moderate conditions; Tetrahydrofuran (sII), 
Ethyleneoxide (sI) and Cyclopropane (sI and sII depending on temperature and 
pressure conditions). It was found that a significant amount of subcooling was 
needed to form the tetrahydrofuran hydrates at ambient pressure. No solidification 
was observed until temperatures about 250K (more than 20 K below the normal 
hydrate dissociation temperature). 
     Ripmeester and Ratcliffe (1990) presented a short summary of the discovery of 
sI and sII hydrates and the determination of these structures in the early 1950’s. 
Ripmeester and Ratcliffe also mentioned tert-butylamine as a hydrate former. In 
their work, Ripmeester and Ratcliffe presented about 25 newly found sH and sII 
hydrate formers. Structures had been confirmed by 129Xe and 2H NMR 
measurements. Among the sII hydrate formers were; benzene, cyclohexane, 
isobutylene, n-butane, acetonitrile, neopentane and seven other components. The 
sH components included; methylcyclopentane, methylcyclohexane, cycloheptene, 
cyclooctane, tert-butyl methyl ether and many others. Investigated compounds 
that were found not to form hydrates were; iodine, n-pentane, n-hexane, toluene, 
trans-1,2-dimethyl-cyclohexane, diethyl ether and 8 others. Ripmeester and 
Ratcliffe concluded that not only size, but also space filling inside the cavities 
(shape of the guest compared to shape of the cavity) were important factors for the 
found hydrate formers. 
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     Dyadin et al. (1991) reported phase diagrams measured for the binary system 
of water and tri-methyleneoxide (TMO) at pressures ranging from 0.1 MPa to 600 
MPa. Results were compared to similar measurements of cyclic ethers 
(ethyleneoxide (EO), 1,3-dioxane, 1,4-dioxane, 1,3-dioxolane and tetrahydrofuran 
(THF). TMO was reported as both an sI and sII hydrate former and observed a 
structural change in the TMO hydrate phase from the cubic sI hydrate at low 
pressures (0.1 MPa) to the cubic sII at high pressures.  
     Dyadin et al. (1991) concluded that the smallest ethers EO and TMO both 
stabilised sI hydrates at low pressures, however when increasing ether size, the 
hydrate formers began to stabilise sII hydrates rather than sI hydrates. However, 
even large hydrate formers such as tetrahydrofuran, 1,3-dioxolane and 1,4-
dioxane were claimed to stabilise the sI hydrate at pressures above 200 MPa.  
     Danesh et al. (1993) reported measurements of benzene hydrate formation. 
Equilibrium-pressure data for a three-component system (methane-benzene-water) 
at four-phase equilibrium were presented in the temperature interval from 275 K 
to 288 K. The hydrate dissociation pressures of the mixed benzene/methane 
hydrate were considerably lowered compared to the dissociation pressure of the 
pure sI hydrate of methane.  
     Mixed hydrate equilibrium data for the sH hydrate formed by methyl 
cyclopentane with either methane or nitrogen as help gas was reported by Danesh 
et al. (1994). Excess of all components was utilised such that four-phase (H-L-L-
V) equilibrium was always obtained, thereby eliminating the influence of feed 
concentration (univariant system according to the Gibbs Phase Rule). The formed 
hydrates were dissociated by stepwise heating, allowing equilibrium to settle 
between each temperature manipulation. The equilibrium temperature/pressure 
conditions for the mixtures were determined at the dissociation of the last hydrate 
crystal. It was shown that even though intermediate equilibrium stages were not 
considered in the final summary of equilibrium points, they were in fact true 
equilibrium points due to the uni-variance of the system. The experimental data 
for the mixed gas hydrates clearly showed a reduction in pressure when compared 
to the dissociation pressures of the pure gas hydrates of methane and nitrogen 
respectively. 
     Ng and Robinson (1996) presented acetone as a potential gas hydrate promoter 
at low to moderate concentrations. At concentrations in the aqueous phase higher 
than 75% wt., acetone however had an inhibiting effect.  
     Saito et al. (1996) reported equilibrium and kinetic data for mixed hydrates of 
acetone plus methane and tetrahydrofuran plus methane. The purpose of this study 
was to form hydrates suitable for methane storage at mild conditions.  
     Promoter concentrations in the aqueous phase were reported to affect the 
equilibrium pressures. From a thermodynamic point of view, tetrahydrofuran was 
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clearly the most efficient promoter (in terms of pressure reduction) of the 
investigated additives. It was concluded that the selectivity in the hydrate phase 
was towards the tested promoters. Low molar ratios of 1/30 methane over water 
were reported for the hydrate phase. 
     Tohidi et al. (1996) presented gas hydrate equilibria for three promoted gas 
hydrate systems. The promoter was cyclohexane and the help gases were either 
methane, nitrogen or a mixture of methane and nitrogen.  
     Cyclohexane lowered the dissociation pressures considerably compared to the 
pure gas hydrate systems of the pure gases. The formed hydrates were assumed sII 
where cyclohexane occupied the large cavities. 
     Mainusch et al. (1997) carried out an extensive study of the acetone-methane 
mixed gas hydrate system. The work was inspired by the unexplained findings of 
Ng and Robinson. Equilibrium data were reported in the temperature interval from 
appr. 275 K to 291 K at eight concentrations of acetone ranging from 1.7 to 48 
mole percent. The presented data compared well with the data of Ng and 
Robinson. Mainusch et al. concluded that acetone at concentrations lower than 5 
mole percent acted as a hydrate promoter, while it at higher concentrations had an 
inhibiting effect on the hydrate formation. 
     Sum et al. (1997) reported hydrate structure investigations of several single- 
and mixed gas hydrates including components such as methane, propane, 
nitrogen, carbon dioxide and also tetrahydrofuran. Raman spectroscopy was 
presented as a powerful tool for identifying crystal structures of formed hydrates. 
In the binary mixture, methane – carbon dioxide, it was found that the large 
cavities of the formed sI hydrate were almost fully occupied by both methane and 
carbon dioxide, while only methane was found in the small cavities. 
     Sum et al. (1997) commented on the distribution between cavities of small and 
large sizes in the pure hydrates of carbon dioxide. No signs of carbon dioxide 
presence in the small cavities of the sI hydrate were seen. Methane however 
appeared to distribute evenly between the small and large cages of the pure 
methane sI hydrate. 
     In the binary hydrate of methane and tetrahydrofuran, Sum et al. observed a 
high cage occupancy of tetrahydrofuran in the large cavities of the sII hydrate, 
however some methane was also found in the large cavities. Only methane was 
seen in the small cavities of the mixed sII hydrate. Sum et al. explained this by the 
fact that tetrahydrofuran is too large to enter the small cavities. 
     Tohidi et al. (1997) were (among) the first to report phase equilibrium data for 
binary and ternary sII gas hydrates formed by either cyclopentane or neopentane 
at pressurised conditions (gas phase containing methane or/and nitrogen). It was 
discovered that cyclopentane was capable of stabilising the sII hydrate structure 
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without the presence of a help gas, whereas neopentane needed a help gas to 
stabilise the hydrate structure. 
     By comparing benzene, cyclohexane, neopentane and cyclopentane, it was 
clear that out of the four, cyclopentane was the thermodynamically most stable 
hydrate former – independently of the choice of “help” gas (study limited to 
methane and nitrogen). 
     Khokhar et al. (1998) investigated the possibility for storing methane gas in sH 
hydrates as well as methods for improving the methane storage potential.  
     Four-phase hydrate equilibrium data for the ternary system, water-1,3-
dimethylcyclohexane-methane was presented. It was concluded that sH hydrates 
were formed in this system at pressure conditions milder than those found for sI 
methane hydrates. However the promoting effect was not dramatic.  
     Subramanian and Sloan (1999) utilised Raman spectroscopy to investigate 
methane hydrate formation kinetics and cage occupancy in-situ at the presence of 
poly N-vinylcaprolactam (PVCap) and deuterated tetrahydrofuran. Subramanian 
and Sloan were able to follow the methane transport from dissolved state to 
adsorbed state. The relative occupancies of the small and large cavities were 
investigated. 
     In the case of mixed THF/methane hydrate, it was shown that hardly any 
methane was adsorbed in the large sII hydrate cavities. These cavities were mainly 
occupied by the larger THF molecules. 
     Jager et al. (1999) measured hydrate phase equilibrium conditions in the 
ternary mixture methane+1,4-dioxane+water. The investigated pressure interval 
ranged from 2 MPa to 14 MPa. Mole concentrations of 1,4-dioxane in the aqueous 
liquid phase was varied from one mole percent to 30  mole percent. Jager et al. 
(1999) concluded that adding 1,4-dioxane to the liquid phase had a promoting 
effect (pressure reduction) up to a concentration of approximately six mole 
percent (close to the stoichiometric concentration in the hydrate phase 1,4-
dioxane·17H2O). When increasing concentrations above six percent, the addition 
of more 1,4-dioxane lowered the promoting effect. 
     Due to the large physical extension of the 1,4-dioxane molecule, Jager et al. 
(1999) assumed that the formed hydrates were sII. However no analysis was 
performed to support this.  
     Mooijer-van den Heuvel et al. (2000) presented hydrate equilibrium data for 
promoted methane hydrates. Three cyclic, organic compounds and two 
fluoroalkanes were tested as promoters, these included; tetrahydropyran (THP), 
cyclobutanone (CB) – both sII hydrate formers - , methylcyclohexane (MCH) – 
sH hydrate former – and fluoroform (CHF3) and tetrafluoromethane (CF4) – both 
sI and sII hydrate formers.  
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     A pressure reducing effect, when compared to the pure methane hydrate, was 
observed on the hydrate equilibrium pressure for all additives except CF4. THP 
was the most efficient promoter, lowering the hydrate dissociation pressure by 
79% when compared to pure methane hydrate. CB was second, lowering the 
dissociation pressure by 77%. Mooijer-van den Heuvel et al. (2000) finally 
concluded that the promoted hydrates were unsuitable for methane storage 
purposes, since the storage capacity was considerably decreased, when compared 
to the pure methane hydrate phase. 
     De Deugd et al. (2001)  reported experimental data and modeling results for 
mixed gas hydrates formed by methane and water-soluble hydrocarbons such as 
acetone, tetrahydrofuran, tetrahydropyran and 1,3-dioxolane.  
     Of the investigated hydrocarbons, THF and 1,3-dioxolane were the most and 
second most efficient promoters respectively. De Deugd et al. (2001) concluded 
that the five-membered ring structure obtained lower hydrate dissociation 
pressures than the six-membered ring. Similarly, a low number of oxygen atoms 
in the ring structure resulted in low dissociation pressures. Hence size and 
polarities were considered important factors in the hydrate formation mechanism.      
     A final remark was made that the strongest pressure reducing promoter (THF) 
also had the largest negative effect on methane content (selectivity) in the hydrate 
phase. 
     Østergaard et al. (2001) measured the effect of cyclopentane, cyclohexane, 
neopentane, isopentane, methyl cyclopentane and methyl cyclohexane on the 
hydrate phase boundary of a gas mixture, a natural gas and a model oil. 
Experimental equilibrium data were reported. The first three were known to form 
sII hydrates whereas the latter three form sH hydrates. 
     In their experimental work, Østergaard et al. investigated a system of a model 
oil, where two heavy hydrate formers (10.35 mole percent cyclopentane and 9.88 
mole percent neopentane) were added to the system. This system showed less 
promoting effect on the hydrate formation than that seen when adding only 
cyclopentane (17.87 mole percent). Cyclopentane was demonstrated to have the 
largest (promoting) impact on the measured hydrate phase boundaries. 
     Sun et al. (2002) reported four-phase hydrate-liquid water-liquid hydrocarbon-
vapour equilibrium data for methane hydrates promoted with cyclohexane or 
cyclopentane. Promoting effects of cyclohexane were also investigated for the 
case of gas mixtures including methane, ethane and propane. At high 
temperatures, cyclohexane acted as a thermodynamic inhibitor rather than a 
promoter. 
     It was shown that cyclopentane was a more powerful promoter than 
cyclohexane. 
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     Ohmura et al. (2005) investigated the thermodynamic promoting effects on 
methane hydrate equilibrium pressures in the presence of 2-methyltetrahydrofuran 
or 3-methyltetrahydropyran. These promoters were chosen due to their relatively 
high water solubilities as well as strong thermodynamic effects on hydrate 
formation. In previous studies, it had been shown that high water solubility 
improved formation kinetics. 
     3-methyltetrahydropyran had the largest thermodynamic promoting effect on 
the hydrate formation pressures. 2-methyltetrahydrofuran provided inhibiting 
effects at temperatures below 278 K and a small promoting effect at temperatures 
above. A comparison with other known sH hydrate formers (methylcyclopentane 
and methylcyclohexane) showed 3-methyltetrahydropyran as the 
thermodynamically most efficient sH hydrate promoter of the four. 
     Anderson et al. (2007) reviewed the divergent findings on hydrogen storage 
capacities in the binary tetrahydrofuran (THF) – hydrogen (H2) hydrate reported 
elsewhere in literature. Storage capacities ranging from 1 mass percent up to 4 
mass percent had been reported through several independent studies. 
     New three-phase (H-Lw-V) hydrate equilibrium data were presented for the 
ternary system of water-THF-H2 in the temperature interval from 270 K to 290 K. 
     Only single occupancy of hydrogen in the small sII hydrate cavities and almost 
complete occupancy of THF in the large cavities was found. 
     Mohammadi and Richon (2009a) reported experimental hydrate dissociation 
data for the ternary systems of water + carbon dioxide + either methyl-
cyclopentane, methyl-cyclohexane, cyclopentane or cyclohexane. 
     It was shown that the promoting effect of the four investigated gas hydrate 
promoters on carbon dioxide gas hydrates could be classified as follows; 
cyclopentane > cyclohexane > methyl-cyclohexane § methyl-cyclopentane. 
     Mohammadi and Richon (2009b) similarly reported experimental hydrate 
dissociation pressure data for the mixed hydrates of cyclopentane and hydrogen 
sulphide and cyclopentane and methane. Clear promoting effects were determined 
for both gasses. 
     Shin et al. (2009) reported hydrate dissociation pressures for carbon dioxide 
hydrates promoted by 3-methyl-1-butanol (3M1B), tetrahydrofuran (THF) and 
1,4-dioxane (DXN). Hydrate structures were analysed by D/max-RB diffraction. 
Cage occupancies were analysed by Raman spectroscopy under liquid nitrogen 
temperature at ambient pressure. 
     3M1B is known to form sH hydrates with methane, however with CO2 the sH 
hydrate did not form. In this system 3M1B acted as a mild inhibitor on the pure sI 
carbon dioxide hydrate. 
     For the 1,4-dioxane system, it was shown that the “promoter” had an inhibiting 
effect (compared to the pure sI hydrate of CO2) on the dissociation pressure of the 
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hydrate for a DXN concentration of 1 mole percent and a promoting effect for a 
concentration of 5.56 mole percent. With 3 mole percent DXN, the measured data 
showed promoting effect at low temperatures but crossed the conditions for pure 
CO2 hydrate at approximately 280 K and had an inhibiting effect at higher 
temperatures. With 5.56 mole percent DXN in the liquid phase, the system 
showed promoting effect up to approximately 282 K. It was not investigated 
whether the hydrates formed in the “inhibited” region were in fact sII mixed 
hydrates or pure CO2 sI hydrates. 
     Raman spectroscopy for the mixed hydrates of CO2/THF and CO2/DXN 
showed presence of CO2 only in the small cavities of the sII hydrate. 
     Komatsu et al. (2010) reported experimental dissociation pressures of 
hydrogen hydrate promoted by tetrahydrofuran (THF) or cyclopentane.  The 
enclathration characteristics of hydrogen was found similar for the two promoted 
hydrate systems. 
     In the pressure range from 2 to 14 MPa, the cyclopentane promoted hydrates 
were generally shifted approximately 2 Kelvin up in temperature compared to the 
THF promoted hydrates (5.3 mole percent THF), indicating a stronger promoting 
effect of hydrate formation by cyclopentane. 
     Equilibrium pressures and hydrate structures were investigated for methane 
hydrates at the presence of six heavy hydrocarbons by Lee et al. (2010a). All 
hydrocarbons were cyclic compounds with ring sizes of 5 to 6 atoms. Among the 
additives were both heterocyclic ethers (3-methyltetrahydrofuran, 2-
methyltetrahydrofuran) heterocyclic acetals (4-methyl-1,3-dioxolane, 4-methyl-
1,3-dioxane), an ester (Ȗ-butyrolactone) and a cyclic ketone (cyclohexanone).  
     All systems were initiated with stoichiometric amounts of hydrate former 
compared to water content (approximately 5.6 mole percent promoter). All 
additives had reasonable miscibility in water. 
     The results were compared to THF as a reference. The promoting effects of the 
tested additives were significantly lower than that of THF. 
     The differences in promoting effect between compounds with similar 
structures were explained as follows; the addition of the methyl group to the 
tetrahydrofuran ether structure increases the molecular size of the compound and 
it therefore fits less well in the large sII hydrate cavity. 2-methyltetrahydrofuran 
becomes physically larger than 3-methyltetrahydrofuran due to repulsive forces 
between the close located methyl group and oxygen atom, making it further 
unsuited for the sII hydrate.  
     The thermodynamic promoting effect on nitrogen and ethane hydrates 
respectively caused by the presence of cyclopentane, cyclohexane and methyl 
cyclohexane was investigated by Mohammadi and Richon (2011). It was shown 
that the promoting effect on the nitrogen hydrates was significant when adding 
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cyclopentane (pressure lowered by two orders of magnitude around T = 282 K), 
whereas les promoting effects were found for cyclohexane and methyl-
cyclohexane.  
     By comparing to similar systems presented in literature, a trend was shown in 
the cases including methane, carbon dioxide, hydrogen sulfide as help gas. All 
systems behaved similar with respect to the promoting effect of the three heavy 
hydrocarbons. 
     The case with ethane as help gas behaved different. Here all three promoters 
acted similar and hardly showed any promoting effect. Mohammadi and Richon 
explained this by ethane being too large to enter the small cavity of the hydrate 
structures, providing less “help” in stabilising the sII hydrate at temperatures 
above the upper quadruple point of the pure sII hydrate of cyclopentane. 
     The promoting effect on hydrate dissociation pressures of carbon dioxide by 
the presence of acetone was investigated by Maekawa (2011). Acetone may 
stabilise the sII hydrate structure by itself in a 16 mass percent solution 
corresponding to the stoichiometric concentration in the sII hydrate phase with all 
large cavities occupied by acetone (5.56 mole percent acetone). 
     It was shown experimentally, that adding acetone to the hydrate forming 
system of water and carbon dioxide inhibited the sI hydrate formation of carbon 
dioxide for acetone mass fractions up to 0.06. The temperature shift was 
approximately 1-2 K. 
     For acetone mass fractions of 0.10 and above, the slope of the temperature-
pressure formation curve shifted, indicating a change of hydrate structure. 
Maekawa suggested this second structure to be the sII type, since acetone forms 
sII hydrates and since the most stable hydrates of this type were found at an 
acetone mass fraction of 0.16, approximately the stoichiometric concentration of 
the sII hydrate with complete filling of the large cavities. 
     The investigated acetone systems did not provide significant pressure reduction 
compared to the pure sI hydrates of carbon dioxide. 
     Trueba et al. (2011) reported pure hydrate dissociation pressures for a number 
of heavy hydrocarbon sII hydrate formers. Mixtures of water and hydrocarbon 
(concentrations close to that of the stoichiometric sII hydrate) were used. The 
heavy hydrocarbons were Furan, 2,5-dihydrofuran, tetrahydropyran, 1,3-
dioxolane and cyclopentane. 
     It was shown that the formation temperatures of the pure sII hydrates of these 
heavy hydrocarbons ranged from approximately 270 K (1,3-dioxolane) to 280 K 
(cyclopentane) at atmospheric pressure. The stability of the pure sII hydrates were 
ranked as follows (most stable first); cyclopentane, furan, tetrahydropyran, 2,5-
dihydrofuran, 1,3-dioxolane. cyclopentane and furan were significantly more 
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stable than the remaining three sII hydrate formers with a 5 Kelvin temperature 
difference between furan and tetrahydropyran. 
     Only hydrates formed by cyclopentane and furan were stable at temperatures 
above the normal freezing point of water. 
     Mixed hydrates with hydrogen showed the same trend as the pure promoter 
systems. By comparing to similar data in the literature for tetrahydrofuran + 
hydrogen hydrates, it was shown that tetrahydrofuran and furan behaved similar in 
terms of thermodynamic promotion of hydrogen hydrates. 
     By considering geometry, size, and dipole moments of the heavy hydrocarbon 
hydrate formers, it was deducted that the molecular geometry has more influence 
on the hydrate stability than the dipole moments. The most symmetrical geometry 
(cyclopentane and furan) provided the most stable sII hydrates. 
     The thermodynamic promoting effect of propan-2-ol, 2-methyl-2-propanol and 
2-propanone on fluoromethane hydrate formation was investigated by Imai et al. 
(2012). Little promoting effect was shown for the systems with 2-methyl-2-
propanol and 2-propanone, whereas propan-2-ol provide similar or slightly 
inhibited conditions as the pure fluoromethane hydrate (sI). Fluoromethane forms 
hydrates at pressures down to approximately 0.3 MPa at 273-274 K. The 
thermodynamic promotion caused by the two promoters shifted this temperature 
up by approximately 5-6 K. The hydrates formed at pressures ranging from 
approximately 0.1 MPa to 3.9 MPa in the temperature range from 273 K to 296 K. 
     Chari et al. (2012) compared the promoting effect of tetrahydrofuran and tert-
butylamine (t-BuNH2) on methane hydrates. It was shown that when using similar 
promoter concentrations, THF was significantly more efficient in terms of 
pressure reduction than t-BuNH2. 
     Shin et al. (2012) measured phase equilibrium for methane hydrates at the 
presence of pyrrolidine or piperidine (secondary amines, five- and six-sided ring 
structures respectively).  
     The hydrates formed were shown to be of the sII hydrate structure. At amine 
concentrations lower than 5.56 mole percent (in the liquid phase) Shin et al. found 
evidence (by 13C NMR and Raman spectroscopy) that methane competes with the 
amine for the occupancy in the large cavities of the sII hydrate. 
     From a thermodynamic point of view, these promoters were significantly less 
stabilising than THF (at similar concentrations). In the investigated pressure range 
of 3.5 MPa to 9.5 MPa, the equilibrium temperatures for the pyrrolidine promoted 
system were 9-10 K lower, and the piperidine promoted system 10-12 K lower 
than those of the THF promoted system, however still higher than those of the 
pure sI methane hydrate. 
     Sun et al. (2012a) studied hydrogen removal from a coke-oven gas (mixtures 
of e.g. hydrogen, methane, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide). These gas 
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mixtures often contain about 50 percent hydrogen and therefore form hydrates at 
high pressure. The addition of THF allowed for hydrate formation at pressures 
below 4 MPa in the temperature range from 281 K to 291 K. The formed hydrates 
contained only little amounts of hydrogen and the captured gas was mainly 
composed of the remaining components. Hence, impurities in the coke-oven gas 
could be removed by the hydrate formation process. 
     Separation of methane from nitrogen by hydrate formation was investigated by 
Sun et al. (2012b). Tetrahydrofuran (6 mole percent) was used as a 
thermodynamic hydrate promoter to enable hydrate formation at moderate 
pressures. Experimental data were presented for systems with varying methane 
concentrations in the initial vapour phases ranging from 4.9 mole percent to 46.3 
mole percent. The investigated temperature interval was 279.2 K to 287.2 K. It 
was found that methane content could be enriched by hydrate formation at the 
investigated conditions. 
     Xia et al. (2012) compared THF and TBAB as thermodynamic promoters for 
the separation of carbon dioxide from methane by hydrate formation. 
     THF was shown to be a better thermodynamic promoter than TBAB at 
temperatures above 286 K. At lower temperatures, TBAB provided the most 
stable hydrates (semi-clathrate). 
     Lee et al. (2012) documented the promoting effect of tetrahydrofuran on 
hydrates of carbon dioxide, hydrates of methane and mixed hydrates of carbon 
dioxide and methane. Stoichiometric concentrations of 5.56 mole percent THF 
were used in all systems. 
     By the use of Raman spectroscopy, Lee et al. (2012) showed for the 
unpromoted mixed sI hydrate of methane and carbon dioxide, that the hydrate 
phase was selective towards carbon dioxide, when an initial 50/50 (moles) gas 
mixture was used. Carbon dioxide was shown to occupy mainly the large cavities, 
but was however also found present in the small cavities. Methane mainly 
occupied the small cavities but was also found present in the large cavities. 
     When adding tetrahydrofuran to the system, THF was found occupying all the 
large cavities of the sII hydrate. In the mixed hydrate of THF and carbon dioxide 
or methane, the gas components were found present in the small cavities. 
However for a 50/50 initial gas mixture the hydrate phase was selective towards 
methane in the promoted hydrate phase.  
     Yang et al. (2012) investigated the formation of mixed hydrates of air + 
Tetrahydrofuran, air + cyclopentane and air + TBAB. 
     It was shown that for temperatures below 285 K and pressures below 1.5 MPa, 
TBAB was the most efficient thermodynamic promoter, followed by CP and 
finally THF. Above 286 K, the range was CP (lowest pressure) -> THF -> TBAB 
(highest pressure). 
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     Zhong et al. (2012) compared the three thermodynamic hydrate promoters, 
cyclopentane, cyclohexane and TBAB in their ability to lower pressures of mixed 
hydrates formed with gas mixtures of 30 mole percent methane, 60 mole percent 
nitrogen and 10 mole percent oxygen. 7 weight percent promoter (in the binary 
mixtures with water) was added in all cases. It was shown that cyclopentane, by 
far, was the most efficient promoter of the three. By mass balance considerations, 
the methane content in the mixed hydrates with cyclopentane and cyclohexane 
was estimated to be approximately 50 mole percent, indicating selectivity towards 
methane in the promoted sII hydrates. 
     Partoon and Javanmardi (2012) investigated the thermodynamic promoting 
effect of propanone on methane hydrates. It was shown that the equilibrium 
pressures could be lowered by the presence of propanone, however gas uptakes 
decreased also. Adding SDS to the promoted system was shown to increase the 
gas uptakes. 
     Ricaurte et al. (2013) studied the effects of THF (4 weight percent) and SDS 
(0.3 weight percent) on gas hydrate formation from carbon dioxide and methane 
gas mixtures at quiescent conditions (no induced mixing). It was shown that both 
THF and SDS were needed for significant amounts of hydrate to form at moderate 
conditions of temperature and pressure. However, at the presence of these 
additives, the selectivity towards carbon dioxide in the hydrate phase was too low 
for this system to be interesting in terms of industrial gas separation purposes. 
     Yang et al. (2013) provided thermodynamic equilibrium data (T/P) for gas 
hydrates formed by mixtures of carbon dioxide and hydrogen at the presence of 
tetrahydrofuran, ranging from 1 to 4 mole percent THF in the aqueous phase. It 
was shown that increasing THF concentration decreased not only dissociation 
pressures but also nucleation times. 
     Da Silva Lirio et al. (2013) investigated the common promoting effect on 
carbon dioxide hydrate formation of tetrahydrofuran (THF) and sodium dodecyl 
sulphate (SDS). The addition of only SDS did not provide improved gas uptakes 
in the case of pure hydrates of carbon dioxide. 
     However, the mixture of thermodynamic (THF) and kinetic (SDS) promoters 
provided significantly improved gas uptakes compared to the unpromoted systems 
or the systems containing only one or the other promoter. 
     Zhong et al. (2013) studied methane recovery by hydrate formation from gas 
mixtures of methane and nitrogen at the presence of cyclopentane. It was found 
that the highest selectivity towards methane in the hydrate phase was obtained by 
applying moderate pressures (driving force of 2.3 MPa) at 283.4 K.  Increasing 
the cyclopentane amount in the system increased the overall recovery of methane, 
however increasing the driving force at constant temperature lowered the 
selectivity towards methane in the hydrates formed. 
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      From a gas mixture initially containing 30 mole percent methane, Zhong et al. 
recovered approximately 46 percent of the methane and the captured gas phase 
was enriched in methane to 47.2 mole percent (driving force of 2.3 MPa and T = 
283.4 K). The addition of a second separation stage by hydrate formation could 
increase the methane content in the final outlet gas to approximately 72 mole 
percent. 
     The thermodynamic promoting effect of neohexane and methyl cyclopentane 
on the formation of nitrogen hydrates has been studied by Mohammadi and 
Richon (2013). It was shown that methyl cyclopentane could shift the hydrate 
phase boundary 7 K up in temperature compared to the pure nitrogen hydrate at 
similar pressures. Neohexane correspondingly increased the phase boundary 
temperatures by approximately 9 K. By comparing to the system of nitrogen and 
cyclopentane, it was however shown that these promoters were significantly less 
efficient in terms of pressure reduction.  
 
3.3.1 Tetrahydrofuran (THF) 
Gough and Davidson (1971) reported compositional data on the sII hydrate 
formed by tetrahydrofuran above the normal freezing point of water. Palmer (H. 
A. Palmer, Thesis, University of Oklahoma, 1950) was mentioned as the first to 
report clathrate hydrate formation in the binary water-tetrahydrofuran system. 
Gough and Davidson reported results from five mass density measurements of 
liquid samples of water and THF (approximate concentration THF·17H2O) at 277 
K and atmospheric pressure. Densities increased with increasing temperature and 
THF concentration at the measured conditions. A phase diagram for the binary 
THF-water mixture at the sII hydrate stoichiometric concentration, THF·17H2O, 
was provided. It described the congruent (melting of hydrate to a single-phase 
liquid) melting temperature of the sII hydrate at pressures ranging from 
atmospheric pressure to 305 MPa. Only the sII THF·17H2O hydrate was observed 
in the experimental work. 
     Delahaye et al. (2006) measured hydrate dissociation conditions as well as 
heats of dissociation for the binary, sII hydrate of tetrahydrofuran (THF) and 
carbon dioxide (CO2). 
     A T-x diagram for the sII hydrate in the binary system, water-THF, at ambient 
pressure was presented. 
     Three-phase hydrate-liquid-vapour equilibrium data were reported for systems 
with aqueous phases containing 5.97 weight percent, 10.16 weight percent and 
10.97 weight percent THF in the temperature range from 275 K to 292 K. 
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     Sabil et al. (2010a,b) provided phase diagrams and hydrate dissociation 
enthalpies for the ternary system of water, tetrahydrofuran (THF) and carbon 
dioxide (CO2) at different overall compositions. 
     It was found that the H-Lw-V equilibrium curve was (within the experimental 
accuracy) independent of the amount of CO2 present in the system and thus 
mainly depended on the THF concentration in the aqueous phase. 
     The initial concentration of THF in the liquid phase had a large influence on 
the measured equilibrium pressures. Up to a concentration of 5 mole percent THF, 
the promoting effect increased. Increasing the THF concentration to 7 mole 
percent lowered the promoting effect compared to the system with 5 mole percent. 
However systems with 7 mole percent THF (in the aqueous phase) were still more 
promoting than systems with 3 mole percent THF. 
     At overall CO2 concentrations of 19 and 29 mole percent, a pseudo-retrograde 
behaviour in the measured hydrate equilibrium pressure was observed in the four-
phase region. Here an increase in pressure could both lower and increase the four-
phase equilibrium temperature. For example at 19 mole percent CO2 (overall), the 
four-phase H-Lw-La-V equilibrium temperature at P = 2.7 MPa was determined at 
290.8 K. This temperature increased to 291.3 K at a pressure of 3.6 MPa. 
Increasing the pressure further to 4.2 MPa then lowered the four-phase 
equilibrium temperature to 290.7 K. 
     The enthalpy of dissociation for the pure carbon dioxide hydrate was estimated 
(calculated from equilibrium data via the Clausius-Clapeyron equation) to 56.9 
and 75.4 kJ/mole at temperatures of 282.1 K and 273.2 K respectively. The 
general trend was decreasing enthalpy of dissociation with increasing temperature. 
     Papadimitriou et al. (2011) presented proof that tetrahydrofuran could promote 
the gas hydrate formed by helium. 
     The possibility of oxygen separation from atmospheric air by promoted 
hydrate formation was investigated by Yang et al. (2011). Dissociation pressures 
for oxygen + tetrahydrofuran + water, nitrogen + tetrahydrofuran + water and air 
+ tetrahydrofuran + water were determined experimentally. Aqueous solutions 
containing approximately 5 mole percent THF were used. The phase boundary of 
the mixed hydrate of nitrogen and tetrahydrofuran was shown to shift 
approximately 26 K up in temperature in the investigated pressure range of 11-30 
MPa. Similar results were found for the systems with oxygen and air. Promoted 
hydrates of oxygen were stabilised at lower pressures than those of nitrogen at 
similar temperatures. This was explained by oxygen being more suitable than 
nitrogen to stabilise the small cavity of the sII hydrate structure due to its more 
favourable size ratio (greater guest diameter to cage diameter ratio). 
     The combined promoting effect of tetrahydrofuran (THF) and sodium dodecyl 
sulphate (SDS) on carbon dioxide hydrates was investigated by Torré et al. (2012) 
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at quiescent conditions (no induced mixing). The investigated THF concentrations 
were one and four weight percent. 
     No hydrates formed in systems without promoters, despite the system being 
cooled down into the sI hydrate stable region for carbon dioxide (down to 275 K 
at a pressure of approximately 2.1 MPa) and kept there for more than 540 
minutes. Adding four percent THF to the system resulted in hydrate formation, 
however the growth rate quickly slowed down and hardly any pressure drop was 
observed. The system with both THF (4 weight percent) and SDS (0.3 weight 
percent) formed hydrates quickly and gas uptakes were significant. Adding only 
SDS provided no hydrates, however gas dissolution into the aqueous phase was 
speeded up. 
 
3.3.2 Cyclopentane (CP) 
Fan et al. (2001) presented Hydrate-Liquid water-Vapour equilibrium data for the 
pure sII cyclopentane clathrate hydrate formed in pure water. The reported 
equilibrium pressures were below atmospheric in the temperature range from 
approximately 273 K to 280 K. 
     Zhang and Lee (2009) measured four-phase (H-Lw-La-V) hydrate equilibrium 
data for mixed hydrates of cyclopentane (CP) with either hydrogen (H2) or carbon 
dioxide (CO2). The purpose was generating a thermodynamic basis for developing 
CO2 capture or H2 enriching processes by hydrate formation promoted by 
cyclopentane, a well-known sII hydrate former. 
     Equilibrium pressures were reported for the mixed CP/CO2 sII hydrate in the 
temperature interval from 286.7 K to 292.6 K. 
     The melting point of the pure CP sII hydrate at atmospheric pressure was 
determined at 280.2 K. 
     The measured binary hydrate equilibrium data were compared with similar 
promoted hydrate systems from literature. For the binary CP/CO2 hydrate, the 
measured formation temperatures were higher than both the TBAB and THF 
promoted systems in the pressure range, where literature data were available for 
comparison (pressures above 1.5 MPa). 
     Du et al. (2010) reported hydrate dissociation pressure data measured for 
hydrate systems of hydrogen, nitrogen and oxygen respectively, promoted by the 
presence of cyclopentane. Incipient hydrate formation conditions were measured 
in the four-phase equilibrium region. 
     At pressures of approximately 19 MPa, the temperature shift related to the 
addition of cyclopentane was about 25 K for both the nitrogen- and the oxygen 
system. 
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     Pure oxygen formed hydrates at pressures slightly lower than pure nitrogen, 
the same applied in the promoted system, where the cyclopentane + oxygen 
system formed mixed hydrates at slightly lower pressures than the cyclopentane + 
nitrogen system. 
     Chen et al. (2011) investigated the effect of NaCl addition to hydrate forming 
systems of cyclopentane and methane. It was shown that adding NaCl to the 
hydrate forming system has an inhibiting effect on the measured hydrate 
dissociation pressures. Increasing electrolyte concentration in the range from 3.5 
weight percent to 10 weight percent provided increasing inhibition. The inhibiting 
effect was the most pronounced at high temperatures. 
     Galfré et al. (2011) presented a study on both thermodynamics and kinetics of 
carbon dioxide hydrate formation promoted by the presence of cyclopentane. Both 
a bulk liquid-liquid system and an emulsified liquid system (using the surfactant, 
IPE 202) was investigated. Gas hydrates were formed in the ternary system 
{water + cyclopentane + CO2} at pressures below 0.2 MPa at temperatures above 
280 K. 
     For the emulsified system, it was shown that induction times decreased with 
increasing cyclopentane content. Similarly, the total heat development associated 
with the crystallisation increased with increasing cyclopentane content. Growth 
rates were fast in the beginning, incorporating significant amounts of carbon 
dioxide in the hydrate phase. The pressure drop caused by hydrate formation 
however quickly stagnated as the emulsion became more concentrated (slurry) 
and particles started agglomerating on the walls of the equilibrium cell (slowing 
down the cooling supply). 
 
3.4 Experimental Observations on Kinetics 
Conrad et al. (2009) investigated whether hydrate formation/nucleation should be 
described using stochastic formation models rather than by assuming hydrate 
precursors. By comparing Raman measurements of liquid mixtures of 
tetrahydrofuran (THF) and water in the stoichiometric sII hydrate composition of 
1:17, at temperatures above and below the hydrate stability temperature of 277 K 
at atmospheric pressure, Conrad et al. found no signs of hydrate precursors in the 
subcooled liquid phase and thus concluded that hydrate formation should be 
considered a stochastic phenomenon. 
     Wilson and Haymet (2010) investigated the postulations in literature about 
memory effects in hydrate formation and re-formation. They found no clear 
evidence of a memory effect in the binary system of tetrahydrofuran and water. 
Stoichiometric concentrations (5.6 mole percent THF) were used and several 
repetitions of cooling/heating were performed. 
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     The formation process of pure cyclopentane hydrate formed in water-in-oil 
emulsions was studied by Karanjkar et al. (2012). A differential scanning 
calorimeter (DSC) was used for this analysis. Emulsions were formed by the use 
of the Span 80 non-ionic surfactant. 
     It was shown that cyclopentane hydrate formation is an interfacial process. 
Contact surface area plays a key role in the formation process, and an increased 
amount of hydrate formed in the emulsified system compared to systems with two 
distinct liquid phases. 
    It was found that without the use of surfactants, a thin hydrate layer quickly 
formed and covered the liquid-liquid interface, slowing down transport of 
cyclopentane by diffusion to the water-rich liquid phase. At the presence of oil-
soluble surfactants, the growth mechanism was changed dramatically. Here 
hydrate crystals grew and merged into the bulk water liquid-phase, rather than 
covering the surface, resulting in higher water conversions and a larger range of 
crystal particle sizes formed. 
     The ternary system of water, cyclopentane and Krypton was investigated for 
hydrate crystal growth behavior by Ishida et al. (2012). The hydrate growth 
mechanism was found to depend on the applied pressures and driving forces. In 
gas/liquid and liquid/liquid systems at low pressures/low driving forces, hydrate 
crystals formed were relatively large and robust. At higher driving forces, the 
crystals became dendritic of type. 
     Ishida et al. (2012) used the above observations to explain their results. At low 
pressure and low driving forces (8.9 K), hydrate crystals grew on the liquid-liquid 
surface, ending up covering the entire water droplet, slowing down the growth. 
The slow-down effect was explained by the crystals being dense, blocking for 
transport of hydrate former into the bulk water. At higher pressures and higher 
driving forces, it was suggested that the porosity of the hydrate layer formed on 
the surface of the liquid droplet allowed for transport through the hydrate shell by 
capillary forces. Hence the crystal growth could continue. At very high driving 
forces (11.8 K), the water droplet burst due to the hydrate crystals forming on the 
surface. The pressure ranges investigated were typically from 0.6 MPa to 6.4 
MPa. 
     By use of Raman spectroscopy Lo et al. (2012) investigated the mechanisms of 
kinetic hydrate promotion by the use of SDS. 
     Two systems were investigated, the THF-water system and the cyclopentane-
water system. It was suggested that for the THF system, SDS reduces the 
interfacial tension between hydrates and liquid allowing for faster crystallisation. 
SDS adsorbed on the hydrate crystal surface creating a hydrophobic surface, 
allowing for more hydrate formers to co-adsorb. 
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     In the case of cyclopentane hydrates, the scenario was slightly different. Here 
the hydrate surface was only slightly hydrophobic. 
     It was found by the use of Surface-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS) that 
in the vicinity of the liquid-liquid interface, water arranged itself around 
cyclopentane as in the sII hydrate structure – even without added SDS. The 
addition of surfactant (SDS), increased the amount of clathrate like aggregates in 
the bulk aqueous phase, thereby significantly shortening the induction times. 
Similarly SDS increased the amount of clathrate like aggregates in the viscinity of 
the hydrate crystals, increasing growth rate. 
     Wang et al. (2012) showed that induction times for the THF hydrate formed 
from a stoichiometric THF solution (approximately 5.56 mole percent THF) could 
be shortened significantly by using zeolite nanocrystals as seed material. 
     Prasad et al. (2012) investigated the thermodynamic and kinetic effect of silica 
particles (50, 150 and 200 micrometers) on the formation, and dissociation 
characteristics of methane hydrates. 
     It was shown that the presence of the largest particles had no significant 
thermodynamic influence, however both nucleation and growth of the sI hydrate 
were accelerated compared to the pure water system. Also the methane release 
characteristics during hydrate dissociation were affected. Induction times 
increased at the presence of the smallest particles. 
     The kinetics of mixed hydrate formation of tetrahydrofuran and hydrogen was 
investigated in a stirred tank reactor by Veluswamy and Linga (2013). The effects 
of driving force, promoter concentration and surfactant addition (SDS) were 
illustrated. 
     Hydrate growth, calculated indirectly from reactor pressure drops, was shown 
to increase with increasing driving force up to a certain limit, hereafter, increasing 
the driving force (applied pressure at constant temperature) provided only little 
increases in hydrate growth. Driving force was shown to have little influence on 
the induction times. 
     For the THF concentration, it was shown that concentrations up to about 3.5 
mole percent THF provided similar gas uptakes (slight decrease in growth with 
increasing concentration of THF), whereas 5 mole percent provided significantly 
higher conversion (gas uptakes). The 5 mole percent THF solution showed a two-
stage growth path which was explained by a second nucleation taking place as the 
first growth slowed down.  
     No promoting effects on kinetics were found when adding SDS to this system 
at the investigated conditions. 
     Sefidroodi et al. (2013) studied the proposed “memory effect” in hydrate 
formation from cyclopentane-water mixtures at atmospheric pressure. Their 
results indicated a memory effect at low driving forces (subcooling of 
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approximately 2-3 degrees), where re-used water systems nucleated significantly 
faster than “fresh” water used for the first time to form hydrates. As subcooling 
increased, the memory effect became less pronounced. 
 
3.5 Studies on CO2 Capture by Hydrate Formation 
Tajima et al. (2004) performed an energy consumption evaluation for the process 
of separating carbon dioxide from nitrogen (simulated flue gas: CO2: 0.10, N2: 
0.79, O2: 0.04, H2O: 0.07) using gas clathrate hydrate formation. A suggested 
process scheme was set up, where hydrates were formed in a hydrate reactor 
operating at 274 K and 14 MPa. Flue gas was supplied at 298 K and 0.1 MPa. The 
energy balance included compressing and cooling of flue gas, pumping of cooling 
fluids and heat supply to dissociate the formed hydrates in order to recover the 
captured carbon dioxide. Furthermore, energy was recovered from the treated off-
gas through de-pressurisation in gas turbines. The actual thermodynamics and 
kinetics of the system were ignored, so the obtained results should be used with 
caution. 
     A 95 percent conversion of the carbon dioxide in the vapour phase to the 
hydrate phase was assumed. Furthermore, Tajima et al. (2004) assumed a 100 
percent selectivity of carbon dioxide in the hydrate phase. When treating a flue 
gas flow rate of 1 million normal cubic meter per hour (1.0 x 106 N m3h-1), 
corresponding to the flue gas emission from a 1000 MW thermal power plant 
(according to Tajima et al.), the estimated energy consumption was 158.4 MW, 
corresponding to 0.85 kWh/kg carbon dioxide. It was concluded that this process 
was not competitive with the conventional chemical solvent-based capture 
processes in terms of energy efficiency. 
     Kang and Lee (2000) investigated dissociation pressures hydrate compositions 
for the ternary system water-N2-CO2 and the quaternary system water-THF-N2-
CO2.  
     A simulated flue gas vapour phase containing initially 17 mole percent CO2 
could form hydrates at pressures of 0.475 MPa (275 K), if 1 mole percent THF 
was added to the aqueous liquid phase. The equilibrium pressure for this system 
without the addition of THF was measured to 8.35 MPa (275 K).  
     The CO2 selectivity in the hydrate phase was lowered by the addition of THF, 
compared to the un-promoted system. Moreover, CO2 selectivity was lowered 
with increasing temperature. Kang and Lee (2000) concluded that in the system 
with 1 mole percent THF in the aqueous phase, a simulated flue gas phase initially 
containing 17 mole percent CO2, would form hydrates containing appr. 35 mole 
percent CO2 on a THF- and water-free basis. At a temperature of 280K, the flue 
gas would need pressurisation to 1.65 MPa for hydrates to form.  
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     From their results, Kang and Lee (2000) proposed a capture process process in 
three hydrate formation/dissociation stages. In the first step, 1 mole percent THF 
should be used as a thermodynamic hydrate promoter. In the second and third 
step, no promoter should be added, in order to increase CO2 selectivity. 
Intermediate vapour phase compression between capture stages would be 
necessary in the proposed purification process. 
     Kang et al. (2001) measured three-phase hydrate-liquid-vapour (H-L-V) 
equilibria in the ternary system of water, carbon dioxide (CO2) and nitrogen (N2), 
as well as in the quaternary system of water, tetrahydrofuran (THF), CO2 and N2. 
The work was conducted in the attempt of proposing a novel process for flue gas 
separation by gas hydrate formation. This process had already been proposed by 
Spencer (1996, 2000), however Kang et al. (2001) proposed THF as a potential 
hydrate promoter. 
     Hydrate equilibrium data from an extensive study of the ternary system. H-L-V 
equilibrium pressures and hydrate phase compositions were presented for a large 
temperature, pressure and composition range. 
     It was concluded that CO2 selectivity in the hydrate phase at constant vapour 
phase composition was increased by decreasing temperature in the ternary system. 
     Aqueous solutions containing 1 mole percent and 3 mole percent THF were 
investigated for thermodynamic promotion of hydrate formation from synthetic 
flue gasses containing 17 and 70 (initial concentration – balanced with N2) mole 
percent CO2 respectively. It was found that the highest concentration of THF 
provided the largest promoting effect.  
     Seo et al. (2005) presented experimental hydrate dissociation pressures and 
hydrate compositions measured for four mixtures of carbon dioxide and nitrogen 
(mole fraction of carbon dioxide; 0.10, 0.17, 0.35 and 0.50). The hydrates were 
formed in water-saturated silica gels with average pore sizes of approximately 30 
nm. By comparison of pure carbon dioxide hydrates formed in a bulk aqueous 
phase with those formed in the silica gels, Seo et al. concluded that the silica gels 
had a minor thermodynamic inhibiting effect on the hydrate equilibrium 
conditions.  
     Forming hydrates in the silica gel from a vapour phase initially containing a 10 
mole percent carbon dioxide provided a water-free hydrate carbon dioxide mole 
fraction of 0.46, whereas the final carbon dioxide mole fraction in the released 
vapour phase was approximately 0.88, when the initial mole fraction was 0.50. 
     A final result from their experiments was the investigation of water conversion 
inside the silica gels. Seo et al. (2005) concluded that hydrate formation occurred 
much faster inside the silica gel pores than in a bulk aqueous phase.  
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     Linga et al. (2007a) presented results from a kinetic study of gas hydrate 
formation from gas mixtures of CO2/H2 and CO2/N2. An operating temperature of 
273.7 K was applied in their experiments. 
     For the ternary system of water in contact with a 0.169 mole percent 
CO2/0.831 mole percent N2 gas mixture, Linga et al. (2007a) presented induction 
times, and formation rates (for the first 20 minutes of crystallisation) at three 
applied driving forces, 1.3, 2.3 and 3.3MPa. 
     Formation rates increased with increasing driving force. However it was shown 
that CO2 selectivity decreased with increasing driving force. 
     Preliminary results of CO2 capture by hydrate formation utilising an aqueous 
phase containing 1 mole percent tetrahydrofuran (THF) were shown. While the 
equilibrium pressure and induction times were lowered dramatically by this 
additive, the gas consumption became considerably lower, when adding the 
thermodynamic promoter at similar applied driving forces. 
     Linga et al. (2007b) presented a thermodynamic and kinetic study of CO2 
capture, both pre- and post-combustion. Gas mixtures containing H2 and CO2 or 
N2 and CO2 were contacted with pure water in the attempt to establish a 
thermodynamic and kinetic basis for the new CO2 capture process. Linga et al. 
(2007b) chose to form hydrates just above the normal ice point of water in order 
to minimise flue gas compression costs.  
     A gas mixture containing 16.9 mole percent CO2 and 83.1 mole percent N2 was 
used to simulate the post combustion scenario. A hydrate equilibrium pressure of 
7.7 MPa at a temperature of 273.8 K was determined for this gas mixture.  
     In order to establish hydrate formation rate data (kinetic data), a constant 
driving force (over-pressure compared to the equilibrium pressure) of 2.3 and 3.3 
MPa was applied. Gas consumptions at isobaric condition were recorded over a 
time period of 120 minutes. It was found that an increase in driving force for 
crystallisation lowered the overall process selectivity towards CO2. Hence even 
though the crystallisation rate was increased, less CO2 was transferred into the 
hydrate phase. When dissociating the formed hydrate phases, gas mixtures 
containing between 55 mole% and 57 mole% CO2 were released. After 120 
minutes of hydrate formation the vapour phase CO2 content had been lowered 
from the initial 16.9 mole percent to approximately 10 mole percent 
     In the pre- combustion CO2 capture scenario, a flue gas from an integrated coal 
gasification cycle (IGCC) was simulated. Hydrate formation from a gas 
containing 39.2 mole percent CO2 and 60.8 mole percent H2 was investigated. 
This gas mixture formed hydrates with pure water at a pressure of 5.1 MPa for the 
chosen operating temperature of 273.8 K. In the growth rate experiments, constant 
driving forces of 2.4 and 3.4 MPa were applied for approximately 100 minutes. 
Gas hydrates containing approximately 85 mole percent CO2 were formed. Like in 
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the post-combustion case, increasing driving force lowered CO2 selectivity in the 
hydrate phase. 
     Linga et al. (2007c) reported thermodynamic equilibrium data 
(temperature/pressure/composition) as well as kinetics of hydrate formation for 
the quaternary system water-tetrahydrofuran (THF)-nitrogen (N2)-carbon dioxide 
(CO2). The main purpose was setting up a block flow diagram for post 
combustion carbon dioxide capture from power station flue gasses.  
     A simulated flue gas containing 16.9 mole percent carbon dioxide 83.1 mole 
percent nitrogen was utilised. Three concentrations of THF were tested, 0.5, 1.0 
and 1.5 mole percent. Promoted hydrate equilibrium data corresponded well with 
those presented by Kang and Lee (2000) and Kang et al. (2001) at similar 
conditions. The system with 1.5 mole percent THF formed hydrates already at 
ambient pressure at a temperature of 273.8 K. 
     Kinetic experiments were conducted at a temperature of 273.8 K except for the 
system with 1.5 mole percent THF, where the temperature was raised to 274.3 K 
in order to avoid hydrate formation at ambient pressure. Driving forces ranging 
from 0.7 MPa to 2.3 MPa were utilised. It was shown that induction times for 
hydrate formation depended both on applied driving force and THF concentration 
in the liquid phase. Induction times between 0.3 minutes and 7 minutes were 
reported. By utilising a driving force of 2.3 MPa and a THF concentration of 1.5 
mole percent, induction times for hydrate formation of approximately 0.3 minutes 
were achieved.  
     Linga et al. (2007c) found that hydrate formation rates (gas uptake over the 
first 20 minutes of crystallisation) depended on both applied driving force and 
THF concentration. Whereas the gas uptake was increased by increasing the 
applied driving force, increasing THF concentration to more than 1 mole percent 
resulted in a decrease in gas uptake in the initial hydrate growth. The highest gas 
uptakes were obtained by utilising an initial concentration of 1 mole percent THF 
in the aqueous phase.  
     Linga et al. (2007c) suggested a separation process operating at a temperature 
of 273.8K and a constant pressure of 2.5 MPa. It was claimed that the carbon 
dioxide could be purified to a composition of approximately 94 mole percent in 
three separation stages, if a 1 mole percent THF aqueous phase was utilised in all 
three steps.  
     Duc et al. (2007) measured hydrate formation from a simulated flue gas 
containing N2 and CO2. The need for thermodynamic promoters in order to make 
this capture process financially feasible was illustrated. Tetra-n-butyl ammonium 
bromide (TBAB – (C4H9)4-N-Br) was suggested as a thermodynamic promoter. 
     Euilibrium data for the mixed TBAB/CO2/N2 semi-clathrate hydrate was 
presented for initial liquid phase TBAB concentrations ranging from 0.29 mole 
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percent to 9.4 mole percent and initial CO2 vapour phase concentrations ranging 
from 15.5 mole percent to 23.4 mole percent. The investigated temperature 
interval ranged from 277 K to 295 K. Lower temperatures were avoided in order 
to avoid entering the stable region of the pure TBAB semi-clathrate hydrate. 
     Based on the thermodynamic results, a CO2 capture process was simulated in 
order to estimate energy penalties as well as equipment sizes/costs in the CO2 
capture plant. A flue gas from a steel making blast furnace was utilised as a case 
study. It was concluded that CO2 capture by hydrate formation, even with the use 
of thermodynamic promoters, are preferably to be used in applications where the 
feed gas is delivered at high pressures and with high initial CO2 concentrations. 
     Zhang et al. (2009) investigated hydrate formation in the quaternary system of 
water + cyclopentane + carbon dioxide + hydrogen in the temperature interval 
from approximately 284 K to 291K.  
     Increasing the relative carbon dioxide content in the vapour phase lowered the 
equilibrium pressure of the mixed hydrate phase. However, as temperatures 
approached the dissociation point of the pure cyclopentane hydrate at 0.1 MPa, 
this effect diminished due to the formation of the pure cyclopentane hydrate. 
     Lee et al. (2010b) presented experimental dissociation pressures and gas 
uptakes measured for mixed hydrates of hydrogen and carbon dioxide promoted 
with tetrahydrofuran (0.5, 1 and 3 mole percent THF).  
    The gas mixture was comprised of 39.9 mole percent carbon dioxide and 60.1 
mole percent hydrogen. 
     The reported pressure reduction on the mixed hydrates was the highest in the 
system with 3 mole percent THF. However, already with 1 mole percent THF in 
the initial aqueous solution, the mixed hydrate dissociation pressure at 278.7 K 
was reduced from about 11 MPa (without THF) to 1.87 MPa (with THF). 
     Kinetic studies showed that induction times decreased with increasing THF 
concentration, and with increasing driving force. Gas uptakes were the highest at a 
THF concentration of 1 mole percent. The 0.5 mole percent THF aqueous solution 
provided the lowest gas uptakes. The selectivities towards carbon dioxide in all 
experiments with similar driving forces (0.89 MPa) were much similar. The 
selectivity did however vary with the applied driving force. The composition of 
the gas captured in the experiments applying a driving force of 0.89 MPa ranged 
from 74 to 77 mole percent carbon dioxide. Increasing the driving force to 1.87 
MPa provided a captured gas phase containing 86-88 mole percent carbon dioxide 
for the experiments using 1 and 3 mole percent THF aqueous solutions. 
     Li et al. (2010) studied the capture of carbon dioxide from simulated power 
station flue gasses (16.6 mole percent carbon dioxide, 83.4 mole percent nitrogen) 
in the quaternary system {water + cyclopentane + nitrogen + carbon dioxide} and 
in the corresponding modified system with an oil/water emulsifier (Tween 80) 
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added to it. The focus in their study was on the hydrate formation rates and the 
selectivity of CO2 in the hydrate phase. It was shown that upon adding an 
emulsifier, the crystallisation rate was increased dramatically. However, a 
negative effect on CO2 selectivity caused by the addition of the emulsifier was 
also reported.  
     For the system without emulsifier, the estimated carbon dioxide content in the 
hydrate phase was 37.5 to 44 mole percent depending on the applied driving 
force. For the emulsified system, the estimated hydrate (or emulsion) composition 
was 29 to 35 mole percent in terms of carbon dioxide. 
     Giavarini et al. (2010) performed a compositional analysis of systems forming 
mixed hydrates of carbon dioxide and nitrogen. The focus of the study was on the 
selectivity towards carbon dioxide and simultaneously investigating 
decomposition kinetics of the mixed hydrates.  
     Li et al. (2011) investigated gas uptakes by hydrate formation for the systems 
CO2/H2/CP/water, CO2/H2/TBAB/water and CO2/H2/CP/TBAB/water. It was 
shown that the gas uptake in the cyclopentane promoted system was the lowest. 
The TBAB promoted system provided significantly increased gas uptake at 
similar T/P conditions (274.7 K and 4.0 MPa). Finally, the mixed promoter 
system showed a synergistic effect, providing gas uptakes higher than the sum of 
the two pure promoter systems. 
     The selectivity of CO2 in the hydrate phase was shown to depend slightly on 
the volumetric liquid loading in the equilibrium cell (with a constant CP/TBAB 
solution ratio of 0.05). Similarly, the selectivity decreased with increasing initial 
pressure (driving force). 
     On the mixed promoter system of TBAB and cyclopentane applied to CO2 
capture from fuel gasses (CO2 + H2), Li et al. (2012) claimed that a synergetic 
effect may occur, whereby cyclopentane does not only form distinct sII hydrates, 
but also takes part in the semi-clathrate hydrate structure of TBAB and displaces 
some of the TBA+ ions allowing for the formation of larger amounts of semi-
clathrate hydrate. The increased gas uptake, higher than the sum of the reference 
systems, were explained by this fact. The reported selectivities of CO2 over 
hydrogen were as large as 91.6 mole percent in the mixed hydrate phase for gas 
mixtures containing 38.6 mole percent carbon dioxide initially. The investigated 
system was initiated at T = 274.7 K and P = 4 MPa. 0.29 mole percent TBAB was 
dissolved in the aqueous phase and 5 volume percent (of the total liquid loading) 
cyclopentane liquid was added. 
     Park et al. (2013) investigated the separation of carbon dioxide from mixtures 
with hydrogen by hydrate formation inside porous silica gels. It was shown that 
the silica gels had a thermodynamic inhibiting effect on the hydrate formation, 
which depended on the pore size of the gel (in the range from 6 nm to 100 nm). 
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The formation conditions were inhibited up to 6-7 K at constant pressure in silica 
gels with pore sizes of 100 nm. 
     Water conversion by hydrate formation was however significantly enhanced 
compared to the bulk water system. 
 
3.6 Summary 
This chapter presents an overview of experimental studies on gas hydrate 
promotion presented in the literature. Focus has mainly been on determining the 
types of promoters investigated and their effects on hydrate thermodynamics 
(pressure reduction). Kinetic aspects in hydrate formation (nucleation and growth) 
have also been discussed.  
     The present survey has been limited to consider mainly the promoters forming 
the classical gas clathrate hydrate structures (sI, sII and sH). The cited literature 
applies different approaches to analyse the aspects of hydrate promotion. Most 
studies present experimental determinations of hydrate thermodynamics and 
kinetics, however a few studies have investigated the promoting mechanisms by 
means of molecular simulation [Alavi and Ripmeester (2012), Atamas et al. 
(2013)]. 
     It has been found that the sII and sH hydrate structures incorporating both large 
hydrate formers (such as e.g. tetrahydrofuran, cyclopentane, cyclohexane, methyl-
cyclohexane etc.) and small hydrate formers (e.g. methane, nitrogen, carbon 
dioxide etc.) generally stabilise at temperature and pressure conditions that are 
milder (lower pressures and/or higher temperatures) than the sI hydrate. 
     Similarly, by comparing sII and sH hydrates incorporating the same gas 
species (e.g. methane), but being stabilised (promoted) by different hydrate 
formers (e.g. cyclopentane (sII) and methyl-cyclohexane (sH)), it has been found 
that the sII hydrate structure generally stabilises at milder conditions than the sH 
structure.  
     While the sII hydrate has the advantage of being stabilised at milder conditions 
than the sH hydrate, it has the disadvantage of lower gas capacity. From a gas 
capacity point of view the sH hydrate structure is the better choice, since the 
promoter occupies fewer of the hydrate cavities, leaving more empty cavities for 
the gas components. Hence, the choice of promoter must always be made 
according to specific needs and/or desires (pressure reduction or gas capacity). 
     It has been shown that the sII hydrate promoters, while excellent pressure 
reducers in systems where the gas phase components readily enters the small 
cavities of the sII hydrate structure, fail at promoting hydrate formation 
significantly in systems where the other hydrate formers do not easily enter the 
small cavities. This is explained by the fact that the sII hydrate structure is more 
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stable, if both the small and large cavities are partially (or fully) occupied. Ethane 
has been mentioned as an example of such a gas species. 
     A large number of heavy hydrocarbons have been shown to have pressure 
reducing effects on the formation of mixed hydrate with methane due to formation 
of sII or sH hydrates. Sloan and Koh (2007) have listed many of these. Since 
carbon dioxide, like methane, is able to enter the small cavities of the sII and sH 
hydrate structures, similar promoting effects are likely to be found, and have been 
found, for the many of the mixed hydrates with carbon dioxide and heavy 
promoters. The same applies for systems with nitrogen as the co-former. 
     Both experimental and theoretical studies have pointed out cyclopentane and 
tetrahydrofuran as two efficient pressure reducing additives in classical hydrate 
forming systems, where the gas phase component of interest readily stabilises the 
small cavities of the hydrate structure. Other components with slightly lower 
promoting effects are acetone, propane (gas phase additive at ambient conditions) 
or a range of quaternary ammonium salts (tetra-n-butyl ammonium halides such 
as e.g. TBAB, TBACl and TBAF) which form semi-clathrate hydrates. 
     In some experimental studies the promoting effects of tetrahydrofuran, 
cyclopentane and TBAB in their pressure reducing effects for hydrate formation 
with small gas phase components have been compared. It has been shown that 
while TBAB offers the lowest hydrate equilibrium pressures at moderate 
temperatures (typically below 286 K), the hydrate equilibrium pressures in these 
system increase significantly with temperature, and above 286 K, tetrahydrofuran 
and cyclopentane hydrates provide more stable hydrates. 
     In the remaining part of this work, only the two most promising pressure 
reducers of the classical hydrate formers, tetrahydrofuran and cyclopentane will 
be treated. These two components differ in their fluid phase behaviour in aqueous 
systems, however have similar properties in the hydrate phase.  
     Table 3.1 lists the studies found in the literature, presenting experimental 
hydrate dissociation pressure data for tetrahydrofuran promoted gas hydrate 
systems relevant to post-combustion CO2 capture. 
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Table 3.1. Studies found in the literature, presenting experimental hydrate 
dissociation pressure data for tetrahydrofuran promoted gas hydrate systems 
relevant to post-combustion CO2 capture. 
Reference Hydrate formers. 
Seo et al. (2008) Tetrahydrofuran + Carbon dioxide 
Delahaye et al. (2006) Tetrahydrofuran + Carbon dioxide 
Sabil et al. (2010a) Tetrahydrofuran + Carbon dioxide 
Sabil et al. (2010b) Tetrahydrofuran + Carbon dioxide 
Mohammadi et al. (2010) Tetrahydrofuran + Carbon dioxide 
Lee et al. (2012) Tetrahydrofuran + Carbon dioxide 
  
Seo et al. (2001) Tetrahydrofuran + Nitrogen 
Mohammadi et al. (2010) Tetrahydrofuran + Nitrogen 
Yang et al. (2011) Tetrahydrofuran + Nitrogen 
 
Kang et al. (2001) 
Linga et al. (2007c) 
 
Tetrahydrofuran + Carbon dioxide + Nitrogen 
Tetrahydrofuran + Carbon dioxide + Nitrogen 
 
Table 3.2 lists the studies found in the literature, presenting experimental hydrate 
dissociation pressure data for cyclopentane promoted gas hydrate systems relevant 
to post-combustion CO2 capture. 
 
Table 3.2. Studies found in the literature, presenting experimental hydrate 
dissociation pressure data for cyclopentane promoted gas hydrate systems 
relevant to post-combustion CO2 capture. 
Reference Hydrate formers. 
Zhang and Lee (2009) Cyclopentane + Carbon dioxide 
Mohammadi and Richon (2009a) Cyclopentane + Carbon dioxide 
  
Tohidi et al. (1997) Cyclopentane + Nitrogen 
Du et al. (2010) Cyclopentane + Nitrogen 
Mohammadi and Richon (2011) Cyclopentane + Nitrogen 
 
Tetrahydrofuran is fully miscible with water at ambient conditions, but does show 
liquid-liquid split at elevated temperatures and pressures. Due to the miscibility of 
tetrahydrofuran and water, hydrate formation conditions often depend strongly on 
the amount of tetrahydrofuran present in the aqueous phase. It has been shown, 
like for most other water-soluble sII hydrate formers, that the highest pressure 
reduction is obtained for systems containing 5-6 mole percent promoter in the 
aqueous phase. This is often explained by the fact that a stoichiometric sII hydrate 
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phase, completely filled with promoter in the large cavities, contains 5.56 mole 
percent promoter.  
     Cyclopentane shows little solubility (ppm order of magnitude) in water under 
typical conditions of hydrate formation and thus forms an additional organic 
liquid phase when used in excess amounts. With excess cyclopentane present, the 
aqueous phase is always saturated with cyclopentane. Cyclopentane solubility in 
water also shows limited variation in cyclopentane concentration with changing 
temperature and pressure. For this reason, hydrate forming conditions are often 
independent or depend only little on the amount of cyclopentane present in the 
system.  
     From a kinetic point of view, the two hydrate formers also act different. Since 
tetrahydrofuran may be evenly distributed in the aqueous phase at the 
stoichiometric concentration, nucleation in THF promoted systems are often 
quick. The hydrate crystal growth has however been shown to slow down quickly. 
Hydrate growth rates in these systems may to some extend be increased by 
increasing the applied pressure (driving force). 
     Cyclopentane, due to its limited solubility, is available in lower amounts in the 
aqueous phase. Hence, the occurrence of clathrate like aggregates in the aqueous 
phase, combining to form the hydrate nucleus, becomes less probable from a 
statistical point of view. Thus, induction times are often high for cyclopentane 
promoted systems. Applying high driving forces, once the cyclopentane hydrate 
starts to form, crystal growth has been shown to occur at high rates. 
     Finally, the addition of surfactants, nano-particles and silica gels have been 
investigated as methods to speed up crystal growth rates and water conversion in 
hydrate forming systems. Some work still awaits in this field, before hydrate 
formation can occur sufficiently fast and with sufficient gas uptakes for this 
conceptual process to be commercially realisable.      
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4 Experimental Work 
Two experimental studies have been conducted as part of the present work. The 
first study was conducted in cooperation with and in the laboratories of the Centre 
Sciences des Processus Industriels et Naturels (SPIN) at l’Ecole Nationale 
Supérieure des Mines de Saint-Etienne, France. For the details of this study, 
please see Herslund et al. (2013) [Appendix 2]. The second study was conducted 
in the laboratories of the Center for Energy Resources Engineering (CERE), 
Department of Chemical and Biochemical Engineering at the Technical 
University of Denmark. The results obtained in this study are currently in 
preparation for publication in a journal. 
     Both studies investigated the thermodynamic promoting effect of 
tetrahydrofuran and cyclopentane respectively on the formation pressures of the 
carbon dioxide hydrate. In addition to the individually studied promoters (studied 
mainly to validate experimental equipment and procedures), a new 
thermodynamic promoter system has been proposed, incorporating the presence of 
both thermodynamic promoters simultaneously.  
     The reasoning behind the proposed system of mixed promoters is as follows; 
tetrahydrofuran is a potent thermodynamic promoter in terms of its pressure 
reducing capabilities. Due to its miscibility with water in the aqueous phase, it 
may be added to the aqueous phase to form a stoichiometric (hydrate phase) 
mixture. The high contents of tetrahydrofuran in the aqueous phase have been 
shown to provide short induction times for hydrate nucleation. The downside to 
using this promoter is that it often provides a slow hydrate growth once nucleation 
has occurred. 
     Cyclopentane is a hydrophobic compound, resulting in low mutual miscibility 
with water. Since the cyclopentane content in the aqueous phase is low, induction 
times become high in systems forming cyclopentane hydrates. Once the initial 
hydrate crystals have formed, the hydrate growth rate has been shown to be high, 
provided the overall system is sufficiently mixed. 
     By adding the two promoters simultaneously, a system providing the best of 
the two promoters is hoped for. The mixed promoter system should preferably 
provide similar or improved pressure reduction capabilities, short induction times 
and high crystal growth rates. 
     It has been shown experimentally that tetrahydrofuran in the aqueous phase 
acts as a co-solvent for cyclopentane, increasing its solubility in the aqueous 
phase [Appendix 2]. It is suspected that this can provide a thermodynamically 
more favourable system, resulting in lower pressure requirements for hydrate 
formation.  
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     It can be argued that an increased promoter concentration in the aqueous phase 
lowers the water activity and thereby decreases the thermodynamic stability of the 
hydrate phase. In the cases of the water-soluble promoters such as e.g. 
tetrahydrofuran, increased pressure reduction is obtained for increasing promoter 
concentration up to approximately 5 mole percent. 
     Thus in the mixed promoter system, as we are only adding further amounts of 
promoter (both tetrahydrofuran and cyclopentane) to the aqueous phase, it is 
expected to provide a thermodynamically more favourable system. Obviously, an 
optimum will occur, where the addition of more tetrahydrofuran will start 
decreasing the thermodynamic stability of the hydrates. 
     Due to the differences mainly in the experimental techniques applied at the two 
research laboratories, the following sections are devoted to describing and 
discussing the experimental set-up’s and procedures. 
 
4.1 Experimental Set-up and Procedure #1 
Set-up #1 is located at Centre SPIN, l’Ecole des Mines de Saint-Etienne, France. 
This in fact consists of three equilibrium cells ranging in internal volumes from 
1.35 dm3 to 2.46 dm3. The cells are all operated with similar procedures, as 
described briefly in the following. For the complete and detailed descriptions of 
the individual set-ups, please see Appendix 2. 
     Hydrate equilibrium data are obtained by performing an isochoric temperature 
cycle manipulation. The system is initially evacuated and purged three times 
before loaded with the desired components and the cell is closed. 
     In the preparation of the initial aqueous liquid phase, a tracer is added. The 
tracer is added in the form of an electrolyte that will not be incorporated in the 
hydrate phase. In this work lithium nitrate or potassium nitrate are utilised for this 
purpose. The initial tracer concentration in the loaded aqueous phase is 
approximately 10 mg/dm3. At this concentration, the thermodynamic inhibiting 
effect on the hydrate formation is negligible. The tracer concentration is analysed 
by means of an ion exchange column for either Li+ or NO3-. 
     The cell is initially allowed to equilibrate in terms of temperature and pressure. 
Gas dissolution in the liquid phase(s) is seen as an initial decrease in pressure. The 
cell content is then cooled to conditions well inside the expected hydrate stability 
zone. Once hydrates form and the system equilibrates, three phases, a hydrate (H), 
an aqueous Liquid (Lw) and a vapour (V) phase are typically present in the case of 
promoters being miscible with water. In the case of hydrophobic promoters 
which, upon mixing with water, exhibit liquid-liquid phase separation, four phases 
(hydrate (H), aqueous liquid (Lw), organic liquid (La), and vapour (V)) should be 
present in equilibrium at the desired hydrate forming conditions.  
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     Cooling and stirring are activated until the system pressure and temperature 
have attained their equilibrium values. The time for system equilibration depends 
on the amount of sub-cooling for the system at the respective initial composition 
as well as on the particular system investigated.  
     Experiments in this set-up are carried out as “blind” experiments. Thus, the 
first hydrate formation is observed as a sudden temperature increase. This 
temperature rise is caused by the hydrate crystallisation process, which is an 
exothermic phase transition. The intensity of the temperature peak depends on the 
nature of the hydrate formation process (reaction rate and specific heat of 
crystallisation), which are system specific and also depend on the amount of 
hydrate former present in the aqueous phase. The crystallisation heat is rapidly 
removed by the cooling system, and the system continues to form hydrates. After 
some time, ranging from hours to days, the system attains its equilibrium state at 
the given temperature set-point. 
     At the initial equilibrium state, temperature and pressure are noted, and a liquid 
sample of approximately 1 mL is extracted from the aqueous liquid phase. If 
tetrahydrofuran is present, the tetrahydrofuran concentration in the liquid sample 
is determined by refractive index measurements at 298.2 K. Aqueous phases are 
always assumed to be saturated with cyclopentane, whenever cyclopentane is 
present. However, due to the low solubility of cyclopentane in the aqueous phase, 
its effect on the refractive index of the {H2O + tetrahydrofuran} system is 
assumed to be negligible. The tracer concentration in the extracted liquid sample 
is measured by ion exchange chromatography. The concentration of the tracer is 
used to estimate the amount of water converted into solids in the hydrate phase. 
The total amount of tracer lost in each extracted liquid sample is considered 
negligible when compared to the initial amount loaded into the reactor.  
     After extraction of the liquid sample, the temperature set-point on the cooling 
system is increased by 1 K and the system is allowed to reach the corresponding 
equilibrium state at this new temperature. In this way multiple equilibrium stages 
are recorded as the hydrates are progressively dissociated. Complete dissociation 
of hydrates is assumed once the pressure increase between each equilibrium stage 
becomes insignificant. Recorded temperatures and pressures from a complete 
hydrate dissociation run are illustrated in Figure 4.1. The system is a ternary 
mixture of water, tetrahydrofuran (approximately 5 mole percent in the initial 
aqueous phase) and carbon dioxide. 
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Figure 4.1. Typical recording of temperature and pressure as 
functions of time during hydrate dissociation. The dissociated 
hydrate is a mixed tetrahydrofuran/carbon dioxide hydrate. 
(Dotted line) Temperature / K, (Full line) Pressure / MPa. 
 
The example of a typical hydrate dissociation illustrated in Figure 4.1 provides 
temperature/pressure conditions for three hydrate-liquid-vapour equilibrium 
stages. The exact position of the incipient hydrate formation pressure (last 
remaining crystal) for the ternary system with known feed composition is not 
accurately determined by this experimental procedure, since temperature 
increments of approximately 1 K are applied between each equilibrium stage. 
 
4.2 Experimental Set-up and Procedure #2 
The experimental set-up #2 is located at the Department of Chemical and 
Biochemical Engineering at the Technical University of Denmark. Since this set-
up and the experimental procedure have not yet been published outside of this 
thesis, it is described in detail in the following. 
     Figure 4.2 illustrates a schematic of the equilibrium cell utilised. It consists of 
a jacketed crystalliser, which is a cylindrical cell made of 316 stainless steel with 
an internal volume of 0.0665 dm3. The equilibrium cell has a maximum operative 
pressure of 15 MPa. The crystalliser is equipped with a magnetic stirrer (designed 
for maximum of 1500 rpm) with a stainless steel shaft (8 mm diameter) and 
impeller to enable proper mixing of gas and liquid(s) inside the cell. 
     The temperature of the equilibrium cell is controlled by continuous circulation 
of a water/glycol mixture (coolant) in a steel jacket surrounding the cell. The 
temperature of the coolant is controlled by an external cryostat in order to 
maintain constant temperature. 
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     A pressure transducer with a maximum uncertainty of 0.075 percent in the 
working range up to15 MPa is employed to monitor the pressure inside the cell. 
The temperature inside the cell is measured using a platinum resistance probe with 
an uncertainty of 0.01 K.  
     Two sapphire windows, mounted oppositely on the walls of the cell allow for 
visual inspection of crystal formation/decomposition inside the cell. The data 
acquisition system (Agilent Instruments) is coupled to a personal computer to 
record the data throughout the experimental procedure. 
 
 
Figure 4.2. Schematic of the equilibrium cell in set-up #2. Drawing 
kindly supplied by Dr. Nagu Daraboina, Technical University of 
Denmark. 
 
The isochoric temperature search method is applied to determine incipient hydrate 
formation conditions (formation/dissociation of first hydrate crystal). The cell is 
loaded with approximately 0.020 dm3 of liquid and subsequently flushed three 
times with the experimental gas mixture to remove air from the cell. The system is 
pressurised by use of the experimental gas to a pressure of 1-2 MPa above to the 
expected incipient hydrate equilibrium pressure. The magnetic stirrer is activated 
to mix the solution throughout the experiment.  
     Once hydrate crystals have formed, the temperature is slowly increased, to the 
point where the crystals completely disappear. The temperature is then lowered to 
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form crystals again. This process is repeated several (three to four) times to 
remove the hysteresis associated with hydrate formation. Moreover, the initial 
equilibrium temperature and pressure is roughly estimated by this process.  
     After these temperature manipulations, the temperature in the equilibrium cell 
is decreased to approximately 0.1 K below the initially estimated dissociation 
point and small amounts of hydrate are allowed to form. If only traces of hydrate 
crystals are observed, the temperature is increased again by 0.1 K. If the hydrate 
crystals disappear, the low temperature point and the corresponding pressure is 
noted as an equilibrium point. If no hydrate crystals have formed 2 hours after the 
first equilibrated temperature and pressure, the temperature is decreased further 
0.1 K. This process is repeated until an infinitesimal amount of hydrate is found to 
exist in equilibrium with the liquid and gas phases, and which dissociate upon 
heating by 0.1 K. 
 
4.3 Discussion of Experimental Procedures 
The experimental procedure #1 of this work diverges from the isochoric 
temperature cycle procedure #2. Typically, when utilising the “traditional” 
isochoric temperature search method for hydrate formation experiments, only the 
last equilibrium stage, where the incipient hydrate crystal dissociates, is 
considered a true equilibrium stage. Nevertheless, Danesh et al. (1994) showed 
experimentally that intermediate heating stages may be regarded as true 
equilibrium pressures on the hydrate dissociation curve for univariant systems. 
Hence, the experimental procedure presented here is justified by their findings for 
the cyclopentane promoted system, provided that only the four-phase H-Lw-La-V 
equilibrium region is analysed.  
     In the case of the tetrahydrofuran promoted system, the H-Lw-V equilibrium 
additionally depends on a second independent intensive variable, such as for 
example the concentration of tetrahydrofuran in the aqueous phase. Therefore, in 
these experiments, the tetrahydrofuran concentration in the liquid phase needs to 
be monitored and reported for each equilibrium stage, since this concentration 
may change during hydrate crystallisation/dissociation.  
     Under the assumption that all phases are allowed to equilibrate in terms of 
temperature, pressure and composition, the experimental procedure #1 should 
provide identical results to procedure #2, for the hydrate dissociation pressures. In 
addition to hydrate dissociation pressure, procedure #1 allows for a simultaneous 
estimation of hydrate composition by use of mass balance considerations, 
provided that suitable methods are available for analysing compositions and 
amounts of substance in the co-existing fluid phases.   
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     Applying experimental procedure #1 for hydrate composition estimates should 
be done with caution. One has to make sure, all phases are fully equilibrated. 
Equilibration of the solid hydrate phase in terms of composition is expected to be 
a time consuming process due the slow characteristics of solid diffusion. 
     It is known that hydrates formed in some di-variant or multi-variant systems 
may obtain much different compositions depending on the compositions of the co-
existing fluid phases. For this reason, in such systems the formed hydrates are 
expected to progressively change composition during the formation period, since 
the co-existing phases will continuously change compositions. If large amounts of 
hydrate are formed, it cannot be excluded that a concentration gradient will build 
up in the solid phase. The core of the hydrate particles may have significantly 
different composition than the outer shell. Thus at equilibrium, the “outer” part of 
the hydrate phase may be in equilibrium with the co-existing fluid phases, 
however the core may not necessarily, if the concentration gradient has not been 
aligned. Thus extra care must be taken, if hydrate composition is estimated using 
this approach. The fluid phase compositions should be continuously monitored to 
ensure fully stable conditions. 
     The possibility of a composition gradient in the hydrate phase is however 
expected to have negligible influence on the measured dissociation pressures, 
which are the only hydrate-related data reported in this work. As will be shown, 
results from this work compare well with those reported in the literature, coming 
from other experimental set-up’s and techniques.  
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5 Thermodynamic Model 
Early attempts of estimating gas hydrates equilibrium conditions (pressure, 
temperature and composition) were based mainly on experimental work 
conducted from the 1940’s and 1950’s. These methods have been described and 
reviewed in detail by Sloan and Koh (2007). 
     Since the sH hydrate structure had not yet been discovered at this time, the 
early empirical models only apply to the sI and sII hydrates. 
     The “Gas Gravity Method” is the simplest method for predicting hydrate 
formation at three-phase hydrate-liquid water-vapour equilibrium. This method 
was presented by Katz in 1945. As the work of Katz mainly considered hydrates 
formed from natural gasses, the gas gravity method should be used only for 
systems of natural gasses with low contents of non-combustible compounds (such 
as e.g. carbon dioxide, nitrogen etc.) [Sloan and Koh (2007)].  
     The use of the gas gravity method is simple. Katz developed charts providing 
hydrate formation pressures as function of temperature and gas gravity (molecular 
mass of gas relative to the molecular mass of air). By calculating the gravity of the 
gas under investigation and specifying temperature, the hydrate formation 
pressure could be read off the charts presented by Katz. Predicted formation 
pressures were however approximate at best, due to the limited amount of 
experimental data available at that time [Sloan and Koh (2007)]. 
     Another method was developed a few years earlier, called the “distribution 
coefficient method” or in short, the “K-value method”. The K-value method 
assumes ideal solution of gas phase constituents in the solid hydrate phase. Under 
this assumption, a distribution coefficient of each hydrate former is defined as 
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Where yi is the vapour phase mole fraction of component i and Yi is the water-free 
hydrate mole fraction of component i. Water-free in this context means the mole 
fraction is calculated only on basis of the hydrate phase guest contents.  
     Again, charts were produced, presenting K-values as function of temperature 
and pressure for individual hydrate formers. By use of these charts, and the 
constraint that 
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hydrate formation conditions could be estimated by an iterative solution approach 
combining chart read-offs and satisfying equation (5.2). 
     The K-value method provides accurate temperature/pressure conditions for 
light gases found in typical natural gases. It has however been shown to perform 
less accurate for mixtures with high ethane, propane or butane contents. Similarly, 
accuracy is poor for the two gases of main interest in the present work, carbon 
dioxide and nitrogen [Sloan and Koh (2007)]. A possible explanation for the 
limitations to the K-value method could be that it, in its original form, did not 
account for differences in hydrate structures formed from systems with significant 
amounts of heavy compounds. 
 
5.1 The van der Waals-Platteeuw Hydrate Model 
The van der Waals-Platteeuw hydrate theory was proposed by J. H. van der Waals 
and J. C. Platteeuw in 1958 [Platteeuw and van der Waals (1958)]. This model 
treats the solid phase only and is typically combined with an equation of state and 
an activity coefficient model for the description of co-existing fluid phases. The 
solid phase is treated as a solid solution of hydrate formers in a crystalline host 
lattice.  
     The basic theory behind the model presented by van der Waals and Platteeuw 
is often claimed to come from statistical mechanics. Sloan and Koh (2007) have 
shown a detailed derivation of the model equations by the use of statistical 
mechanics. However, the model can similarly be derived by use of chemical 
reaction theory and classical thermodynamic relations. This has been shown by 
Hendriks and Meijer (2004).  
     In 1972 William R. Parrish and John M. Prausnitz presented an algorithm that 
made the van der Waals-Platteeuw hydrate model suitable for computer 
calculations [Parrish and Prausnitz (1972)].  
     The basic assumption in the Van der Waals-Platteeuw model concerns the 
chemical potential of water. At equilibrium, this potential must be equal in all 
phases present. As an example of hydrate(H) - liquid water(Lw) – vapour(V) 
equilibrium, the equilibrium assumption states 
 
wLH V
w w wP P P                                    (5.1.1) 
 
Instead of evaluating absolute chemical potentials of water in the hydrate phase, 
van der Waals and Platteeuw defined a meta-stable, crystalline water phase that 
constituted the same structure of water as in the actual hydrate. This phase was 
noted the meta-stable ȕ-phase.  
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     The ȕ-phase was called meta-stable, since it cannot exist without the presence 
of guest molecules. It is the interaction between the guest molecule and its 
surrounding water molecules that stabilises the actual hydrate structure. However, 
from a modelling point of view, it was convenient to use this definition of a meta-
stable solid phase.  
     The difference in chemical potential between the actual hydrate phase and the 
meta-stable ȕ-phase may be described by equation (5.1.2). 
 
H H
w w w
EP P P'       (5.1.2) 
 
The following assumptions regarding the presence of the guest molecule in the 
water cavity allowed for the guest-host interaction to be described by an approach 
similar to the Langmuir adsorption theory [Parrish and Prausnitz (1972)]. 
 
1) All cavities are assumed spherical. 
2) Each cavity can contain one guest at most. 
3) Guest-guest interactions are negligible. 
4) The guest molecule does not distort the structural properties of the water 
lattice. 
5) The internal partition function of the guest is considered to be identical to 
that of the gas in its ideal state. 
6) Only London forces are considered in the guest-host interaction. 
 
Assumption 4) in particular is one important, yet questionable for some cases, 
assumption in the van der Waals-Platteeuw model, as it is presented here. 
     The difference in chemical potential of water between a theoretical empty 
hydrate water lattice (empty cavities) and the actual hydrate may now be 
described by the presence of guest molecules in the water cavities, according to 
monolayer Langmuir adsorption theory. 
 
,( , , ) ln(1 ( , , ) )
H
w m m j
m j
T P R T T P yP T Q Tª º'      « »¬ ¼¦ ¦  (5.1.3) 
 
Where vm is the number of cavities type m per water molecule in the hydrate 
structure. șm,j is the fractional occupancy of component j in cavity type m. This 
occupancy is described by 
 
,
,
,
( ) ( , , )
( , , )
1 ( ) ( , , )
m j j
m j
m l l
l
C T f T P y
T P y
C T f T P y
T   ¦   (5.1.4) 
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Where the fugacity, f, of the hydrate former is given by: 
 
( , , ) ( , , )j j jf T P y T P y y PM      (5.1.5) 
 
Cm,j is the Langmuir constant for gas component j in cavity type m. ĳj is the 
fugacity coefficient of component j in the coexisting vapour phase. yj is the mole 
fraction of component j in the vapour phase. 
     Substitution of equation (5.1.4) into equation (5.1.3) obtains the following 
expression for the change in chemical potential of water caused by the presence of 
the guest molecules. 
 
,( , , ) ln 1 ( ) ( , , )
H
w m m j j
m j
T P R T C T f T P yP T Qª º§ ·'      « »¨ ¸« »© ¹¬ ¼¦ ¦  (5.1.6) 
 
In the following, we consider the specific case, where the hydrate is formed in a 
co-existing liquid phase. Hence a combination of equation (5.1.1) and equation 
(5.1.2) may obtain  
 
( , , ) ( , ) ( , , ) wLHw w wT P T P T P x
EP T P P'     (5.1.7) 
 
At equilibrium, the chemical potential of water in the liquid phase may be 
described by 
 
( , , ) ( , ) ln ( , , )w wL Lw w wT P x T P R T T P xP P D ª º    ¬ ¼   (5.1.8) 
 
Where superscript (*) denotes a pure phase. Į is the activity of water in the non-
ideal liquid phase including other species. The water activity accounts for the 
highly non-ideal behaviour of water at the presence of hydrogen bonding or 
electrolyte components in the liquid phase. The solubilities of gas phase 
components are often low in the aqueous liquid phase and the activity of water in 
this phase may in these cases be assumed unity. Nevertheless, the activity is 
rigorously calculated in this work.  
     The water activity may be described either in terms of a symmetric activity 
coefficient, Ȗ, from an activity coefficient model or in terms of fugacity 
coefficients, ĳ, from an equation of state. 
 
( , , )( , , ) ( , , )
( , )
w
w w w w
L
L L L L w
w w w w
w
T P xT P x x T P x x
T P
MD J M      (5.1.9) 
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Where xw denotes liquid phase composition of water. 
     We may now define a difference in chemical potential of water between the 
meta-stable ȕ-phase and water in the co-existing liquid phase 
 
( , ) ( , ) ( , )w wL Lw w wT P T P T P
EP P P'    (5.1.10) 
 
Combining equations (5.1.6), (5.1.7), (5.1.8), (5.1.9) and (5.1.10) obtains an 
explicit expression for the difference in chemical potential between the empty 
hydrate and the pure liquid phase at specified temperature, T, and pressure, P 
 
,( , ) ln 1 ( ) ( , , )
( , , )ln
( , )
w
w
w
L
w m m j j
m j
L
L w
w
w
T P R T C T f T P y
T P xR T x
T P
P Q
M
M 
ª º§ ·'      « »¨ ¸« »© ¹¬ ¼
ª º   « »¬ ¼
¦ ¦
           (5.1.11) 
 
Equation (5.1.11) is hereafter named the theoretical chemical potential difference. 
     All fugacities and the water activity may be obtained from the CPA EOS. The 
last parameters to be specified are the Langmuir adsorption coefficient, C(T). Van 
der Waals and Platteeuw (1958) suggested that the Langmuir adsorption 
coefficients may be approximated using Lennard-Jones-Devonshire cell theory 
with e.g. a Lennard-Jones 12-6 cell potential. They proposed the following 
expression for the Langmuir adsorption coefficient 
 
   1 1 2, ,0( ) 4 exp ( )m j B m j BC T k T w r k T r drS f ª º         ¬ ¼³           (5.1.12) 
 
Where kB is the Boltzmann constant and w(r)m,j is the spherical core cell potential 
of component j in cavity type m. r is linear distance. 
     McKoy and Sinanoglu (1963) investigated three cell potentials for use in 
hydrate dissociation pressure calculations. They concluded that the Kihara cell 
potential is the most suitable for this kind of calculations, and proposed a method 
for including this cell potential in the hydrate dissociation pressure calculation. 
McKoy and Sinanoglu evaluated the interactions between the guest molecule and 
all its surrounding first layer of water molecules, and summed up the 
contributions in one expression for the spherical core cell potential. Parrish and 
Prausnitz (1972) presented the final expression for the cell potential of gas 
constituent j in cavity type m, in a slightly modified form. Here the expression of 
Parrish and Prausnitz is shown.  
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          (5.1.13) 
 
zm is the coordination number for the guest in cavity type m, İj is the characteristic 
energy of guest molecule j, aj is the core radius of molecule j, ıj+2aj is the 
collision diameter of molecule j and Rm is the radius of cavity type m. į(N)m,j is 
defined by 
 
   1 1 1 1, 1( ) 1 1N Nm j m j m m j mN r R a R r R a RNG     ª º          « »¬ ¼  (5.1.14) 
 
From equation (5.1.13) it is seen that the Kihara spherical core cell potential is 
undefined at r = 0. However if one looks at the limiting value of the cell potential 
when approaching this from r-values greater than zero, it may be shown that this 
point in the Kihara potential is a removable singularity [M. Kwaterski (2011)]. 
Also at r = Rm-aj a discontinuity with a change of sign occurs. Approaching r = 
Rm-aj from r-values greater than this results in the cell potential approaching 
minus infinity making the behaviour of the Langmuir adsorption coefficient 
divergent. Thus care should be taken, when integrating the Kihara cell potential. 
     In this work the Kihara potential is evaluated from r = 0 to the singularity 
point at r = Rm-aj. Thus equation (5.1.12) is rewritten 
 
   1 1 2, ,0( ) 4 exp ( )m jR am j B m j BC T k T w r k T r drS  ª º         ¬ ¼³  (5.1.15) 
 
Sloan and Koh (2007) and Mooijer-van den Heuvel et al (2000) have previously 
reported the same observations and adopted the same solution. 
     Numerical approximation of the integral in equation (5.1.15) may be 
performed using integration schemes such as the Gauss-Legendre Quadrature 
method or the Composite Simpson 3/8 rule. Applying 20 evaluation points in the 
Gauss-Legendre method and 200 internal sections in the Composite Simpson 3/8 
rule (each with four evaluation points), the two methods obtain similar results for 
equation (5.1.15). However since the Gauss-Legendre method, unlike the 
Simpson 3/8 method, does not need to evaluate the function values in the 
integration limits, the Gauss-Legendre method avoids the problems of evaluating 
the undefined point at r = 0 and the singularity point at r = Rm-aj. Due to the 
lower number of evaluation points, the Gauss-Legendre method also has the 
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advantage of shorter computation time. Hence this method has been chosen in the 
present work. 
     Parrish and Prausnitz (1972) proposed a simpler way of calculating the 
Langmuir adsorption coefficients, where an explicit expression is given for the 
coefficients 
 
1 1
, , ,( ) expm j m j m jC T A T B T
 ª º   ¬ ¼    (5.1.16) 
 
Am,j and Bm,j are fitting parameters related to guest type j in cavity type m only. 
Hence in the case where a guest molecule may enter both cavities in both sI and 
sII hydrates, a total of eight fitting parameters must be determined for this one 
guest. In the cell potential approach three parameters are needed to perform the 
same type of calculation, only two of them are utilised as fitting parameters in this 
work (İj and ıj). While the Parrish and Prausnitz approach provides a simpler 
method for calculating Langmuir constants, it requires a greater number of 
adjustable parameters to be regressed. 
     With the theoretical chemical potential difference in place, an experimental 
reference hydrate was introduced by Parrish and Prausnitz (1972). The difference 
in chemical potential between the meta-stable ȕ-phase and pure water at specified 
temperature and pressure may be derived thermodynamically in terms of 
measurable quantities. These quantities could be determined indirectly from 
existing hydrate equilibrium data. 
     Knowing that the chemical potential is a state function, Parrish and Prausnitz 
proposed a method for transforming the chemical potential difference determined 
for a reference hydrate at reference temperature, T0, and reference pressure, P0, to 
the actual hydrate at temperature, T, and pressure, P. This was done in two steps 
according to equation (5.1.17) 
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'  ' 
³
³
          (5.1.17) 
 
and equation (5.1.18) 
    //( , ) ( , )w w wL L Ice LIcew R w w w RT P T P V V P PEP P'  '  '  '      (5.1.18) 
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where ( , ) wLR wT PP'  is the chemical potential difference for water at temperature, T 
and at the dissociation pressure of the reference hydrate, PR(T). 0 0( , ) w
L
wT PP'  is the 
chemical potential difference of water between the ȕ-phase and liquid water, 
measured for the reference hydrate at reference temperature T0 and reference 
pressure P0. //0 0( , ) ( ) w
Ice LIce
w wH T P and H T
E' '  are the differences in molar enthalpy 
for water between the meta-stable ȕ-phase measured for the reference hydrate and 
ice, and ice  and liquid water respectively. /( ) wIce LwH T'  consists of two 
contributions, first the phase change enthalpy from ice to liquid at the reference 
temperature, then a heat capacity contribution from the heating of the liquid from 
the reference temperature to the actual temperature. 
 
/ /
0 0 0( ) ( , ) ( ) ( )w w
Ice L Ice L
w w pH T H T P C T T T'  '  '    (5.1.19) 
  
// wIce LIce
w wV and V
E' '  are the differences in  molar volume of the ȕ-phase 
measured for the reference hydrate and ice and ice and liquid water respectively. 
All values are determined at reference temperature T0 and reference pressure, P0. 
P0 is the vapour pressure of ice at temperature, T0. Since this pressure is small 
compared to the hydrate dissociation pressure, it is assumed zero. T0 is chosen at 
273.15 K 
dPR/dT is the gradient of the experimentally determined dissociation pressure-
temperature curve for the reference hydrate. Parrish and Prausnitz (1972) 
presented a three parameter expression for the temperature dependence of the 
reference hydrate dissociation pressure. 
     Recalling assumption 4) of this model, that the water lattice properties are 
independent of the guest molecule (for a given hydrate structure), the theoretical 
chemical potential difference provided in equation (5.1.11) must be equal to the 
reference potential difference given by equation (5.1.18) at identical temperature 
and pressure conditions. Hence, by equating these two expressions, and specifying 
either temperature or pressure, it is possible to calculate the corresponding 
equilibrium condition (pressure or temperature respectively). 
     Holder et al. (1980) suggested a combined and simplified form of equations 
(5.1.17) and (5.1.18). In their expression, the use of a reference pressure, PR, was 
removed providing a simpler expression that could easier be evaluated 
analytically.  
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 (5.1.20) 
 
In a previous work [Herslund et al. (2012) – Appendix 1], we used the original 
expression of Parrish and Prausnitz (equation (5.1.17) and (5.1.18)) for the 
chemical potential difference of the reference hydrate. However, to simplify the 
model, the expression of Holder et al. (1980), shown in equation (5.1.20), is used 
in the present work. Holder et al. (1980) argued that equation (5.1.20) provides 
similar results compared to the before mentioned expression used by Parrish and 
Prausnitz. The version of Holder et al. (1980) has been applied successfully in 
more recent uses of the van der Waals-Platteeuw gas clathrate hydrate theory 
[Sloan (1998)]. 
     Once equilibrium conditions have been established in the model, the hydrate 
composition may be calculated from the fractional occupancies of the individual 
guests in each hydrate cavity. A water-free hydrate composition is defined 
according to equation (5.1.21). 
 
,
,
( , , )
( , , )
m j
j m
m
m m l
m l
T P y
Y v
v T P y
T
T
  § ·¨ ¸© ¹
¦ ¦ ¦
   (5.1.21) 
 
The water-free composition accounts only for the guests present in the hydrate 
cavities. The water lattice is ignored in the composition calculation. 
 
5.2 Attempts of Improving the Hydrate Model Theory 
The main contribution to the development of the original hydrate model presented 
by Platteeuw and van der Waals (1958) must be Parrish and Prausnitz (1972) who 
presented a detailed algorithm for ice-hydrate-vapour and liquid water-hydrate-
vapour phase equilibrium calculations in multi-component systems. The 
suggested two-parameter expression for the calculation of Langmuir constants 
also greatly simplified the calculation of the Langmuir constants. 
     Holder et al. (1980) later eliminated the need for the reference pressure and 
thus simplified the calculations. The remaining part of their model was identical 
to that of Parrish and Prausnitz. 
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     Klauda and Sandler (2000) presented a new explicit fugacity based method for 
calculating gas hydrate equilibrium conditions. Their model was still based on the 
original van der Waals-Platteeuw theory for the description of gas enclathration in 
the solid phase, however the need for reference properties such as ǻȝ, ǻH and 
ǻCp was removed in this new approach. Large uncertainties in these reference 
properties are expected, as these cannot be determined directly for the empty 
hydrate lattice. Instead of calculating reference chemical potential differences 
between a meta-stable hydrate lattice  and actual hydrate lattices (as in the 
“standard” versions), Klauda and Sandler calculated an actual fugacity of water in 
the hydrate lattice. This fugacity was defined as the product of the water fugacity 
in the empty hydrate lattice, and the exponential to the (theoretical) chemical 
potential difference between the actual hydrate and the (pure) liquid water phase.  
 
exp
H
H w
w wf f R T
E Pª º'  « »¬ ¼
    (5.2.1) 
 
where the fugacity of the empty hydrate lattice was defined by properties such as 
its saturated water vapour pressure and its molar volume. Both of these properties 
were assumed temperature- and pressure dependent. Moreover, the saturated 
water vapour pressures of the hydrate lattices were assumed component 
dependent. 
     Klauda and Sandler (2000) included contributions from the second and third 
water shells surrounding the guest in each cavity, when calculating Langmuir 
constants. They argued that these shells contributed significantly to the potential 
function. Later, in a more advanced model, Klauda and Sandler (2003) included 
guest-guest interactions as well as allowed for dual occupancy in cavities. 
     Whereas Klauda and Sandler (2000) emphasised that their model had not been 
“tuned” by fitting Langmuir parameters to actual hydrate dissociation pressure 
data, such kinds of data were included indirectly elsewhere in the model. 
Langmuir constants were originally calculated from the Kihara cell potential with 
parameters found in the literature, where these had been estimated from gas phase 
viscosity data or second virial coefficients. Later, Klauda and Sandler (2003) used 
Lennard-Jones 12-6 parameters estimated from quantum mechanics 
considerations. 
     Accurate descriptions of pure hydrate dissociation pressures were presented for 
methane, ethane, propane, cyclopropane, iso-butane, carbon dioxide, nitrogen and 
hydrogen sulfide [Klauda and Sandler (2000)]. Using their more advanced model, 
Klauda and Sandler (2003) also presented accurate descriptions of certain natural 
gas mixtures. 
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     It should be mentioned, that even though Klauda and Sandler (2000 and 2003) 
obtained impressive “predicted” results, their hydrate model did contain an 
increased number of component specific, adjustable parameters, compared to the 
classical van der Waals-Platteeuw based models. Whereas the adjustable 
parameters in the classical van der Waals-Platteeuw based models are used in 
some extend to cancel out “errors” occurring elsewhere in the model, this was not 
the case of the model of Klauda and Sandler. Here the adjustable parameters were 
regressed separately, without the inclusion of the complete model. However, 
dissociation pressure data were still needed for the pure component hydrate 
systems to complete the model. In gas mixtures, classical mixing rules were 
applied to determine the saturated vapour pressure of the mixed hydrate water 
lattice. 
     Ballard (2002), attempted to improve the hydrate theory by including guest 
specific distortion of the water lattice in the hydrate phase. Unlike Klauda and 
Sandler (2000, 2003), Ballard (2002) kept the classical van der Waals-
Platteeuw/Parrish-Prausnitz approach, but expanded the theory by including 
lattice distortion in the form of an activity correction of the chemical potential of 
water in the hydrate lattice. By including guest specific lattice distortion, Ballard 
added a significant number of adjustable parameters compared to the classical 
approach. Moreover, two parameters in the Kihara cell potential were still 
regressed to match the model with actual hydrate dissociation pressures and 
hydrate composition data. All adjustable parameters were obtained by multivariate 
optimisation using a large database of experimental data for hydrate dissociation 
pressures and hydrate composition/fractional occupancies. Finally, information 
was built into the model, restricting large molecules from entering hydrate 
cavities, which they were physically too large to stabilise.  
     The change of the original theory (and the increased number of adjustable 
parameters) provided a significant gain in accuracy compared to the classical van 
der Waals-Platteeuw model. The model and the parameters presented by Ballard 
(2002) are included in the CSMGem software provided by Sloan and Koh (2007). 
     Folas et al. (2007) applied a simplified version of the model presented by 
Klauda and Sandler. Saturated vapour pressures and molar volumes of the empty 
hydrate lattice were assumed only temperature dependent. By doing so, Folas et 
al. still needed to tune their model by regressing Langmuir constants to match the 
model with experimental data for dissociation pressures of hydrates. However the 
reference properties for the empty hydrate lattice, Psat and Vȕ, in their model could 
be determined experimentally more easily than those of the classical models. The 
two-parameter expression proposed by Parrish and Prausnitz (1972) was used to 
calculate the Langmuir constants.  
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5.3 The Cubic-Plus-Association Equation of State 
In this work, the van der Waals-Platteeuw hydrate model, applied with the 
algorithm proposed by Parrish and Prausnitz, has been modified such that the 
Cubic-Plus-Association (CPA) equation of state (EoS) supplies the hydrate model 
with all the needed inputs related to the co-existing fluid phases. 
     The Cubic-Plus-Association (CPA) equation of state presented by 
Kontogeorgis et al. (1996) combines the physical term from the cubic Soave-
Redlich-Kwong (SRK) EoS with an association term similar to that found in the 
Statistical Associating Fluid Theory (SAFT) models. This model has been proven 
to provide accurate descriptions of complex systems involving water and other 
complex chemicals of hydrogen bonding character [Kontogeorgis and Folas 
(2010)].  
     On pressure explicit form, the CPA EoS may be expressed [Michelsen and 
Hendriks (2001), Kontogeorgis et al. (2006)]: 
( )
( )
1 ln1 (1 )12 ( ) ii
m m m
i A
i Am m
m
R T TP
V b V V b
R T g x X
V V V
D   
ª º w« »    u « » w« »¬ ¼
¦ ¦
   (5.3.1) 
Where R is the gas constant and T is temperature. Vm denotes the molar volume, 
Į(T) is the temperature dependent SRK energy parameter and b is the SRK co-
volume parameter. g is the hard sphere radial distribution function. Ai denotes 
association site A on component i. xi is the mole fraction of component i, XAi is the 
fraction of sites, type A on component i, not bonded to other sites. CPA simplifies 
to the SRK EoS for non-associating systems. 
     The fraction of non-bonded sites, XAi, is estimated by solving equation (5.3.2) 
and (5.3.3) below. 
1
11 i j
i j
j
A B
A m j B
j B
X V x X

ª º    '« »« »¬ ¼¦ ¦    (5.3.2) 
Equation (5.3.2) is evaluated for all site types on all associating components. The 
summation over Bj in equation (5.3.2) indicates summation over all association 
sites. 
     ǻAiBj is the association strength between site A on molecule i and site B on 
molecule j. It may be estimated by 
  1( ) exp( ) 1i j i j i jA B A B A Brefm ijg V R T bH Eª º'       ¬ ¼   (5.3.3) 
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İAiBj and ȕAiBj are the association energy and -volume respectively between site A 
on molecule i and site B on molecule j. g(Vm)ref is the contact value of the radial 
distribution function for the reference hard sphere fluid system. 
     The radial distribution function, g(Vm) was presented in a simplified form by 
Kontogeorgis et al. (1999) (sCPA). Whereas earlier versions of CPA utilised the 
Carnahan-Starling expression for the hard-sphere radial distribution function, 
sCPA uses the expression shown in equation (5.3.4) for the simplified hard-sphere 
radial distribution function. 
  11( ) 1 1.9 4m mg V b V ª º    ¬ ¼    (5.3.4) 
This work utilises the simplified form of CPA. 
     The temperature dependent energy parameter, Įi(T) for pure component i, in 
the SRK term is calculated by means of equation (5.3.5). 
  210, 1, ,( ) 1 1i i i c iT a c T TD ª º     « »¬ ¼    (5.3.5) 
Where a0,i and c1,i are pure component parameters and Tc,i is the critical 
temperature for component i. For associating components, the CPA EoS utilises 
five pure component parameters, a0,i, bi, c1,i, İAiBi and ȕAiBi. Non-associating 
components are described by three pure component parameters, a0,i, bi and c1,i in a 
manner similar to that of the “standard” SRK EoS. Pure component parameters 
for associating components are obtained by fitting the model to experimental 
vapour pressures and saturated liquid densities of the pure component. The three 
pure component parameters for non-associating compounds may also be obtained 
from critical temperature, Tc,i, critical pressure, Pc,i, and the acentric factor, Ȧi. 
     In binary systems, the van der Waals one-fluid mixing rules are used for 
evaluating the SRK parameters, Į(T) and b. This is done according to equation 
(5.3.6) and (5.3.7) [Kontogeorgis et al. (2006)]. 
( ) ( )i j ij
i j
T x x TD D  ¦¦
   (5.3.6) 
i i
i
b x b ¦
     (5.3.7) 
Where the “classical” combining rules are applied for the binary Įij(T) in the SRK 
term and the binary bij in the association term. 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) 1ij i j ijT T T kD D D       (5.3.8) 
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 12ij i jb b b        (5.3.9) 
kij in equation (5.3.8) is the binary interaction parameter (BIP) between 
component, i, and component, j. kij may be temperature-dependent, e.g. according 
to equation (5.3.10) 
 
 1ij kij kijk a b T
       (5.3.10) 
 
No mixing rules are needed for the association parameters of CPA. Only for cross 
associating systems, combining rules must be applied to obtain the two 
association parameters İAiBj and ȕAiBj. This work utilises the CR1 combining rules 
according to equations (5.3.11) and (5.3.12). 
   12i j j ji iA B A BA BH H H        (5.3.11) 
 
i j j j i ji iA B A B A BA BE E E J      (5.3.12) 
 
The combining rule for ȕAiBj, equation (5.3.12), has been formulated in a general 
form, which handles both cross-association between two self-associating 
molecules as well as cross-association between one self-associating and one non 
self-associating molecule (solvation). In the case of cross-association between two 
self-associating molecules, ȖAiBj may either be set to zero, in order to allow model 
prediction according to the standard CR1 combining rule, or it can be used as an 
adjustable parameter on the cross association interactions. In cases with cross-
association involving one non self-associating molecule, a non-zero ȖAiBj is needed 
to provide cross-association interactions. 
     For systems containing three or more components CPA becomes predictive, 
since only binary interactions may be accounted for (directly) in the process of 
parameter estimation. 
     The methodology presented her, for handling cross-association between self-
associating and non self-association compounds corresponds to using the 
modification of the CR1 combining rule presented by Folas et al. (2006). The 
advantage of expressing the CR1 combining rule in the present form is that it is 
general and easily handles all scenarios treated. 
     In this work the notation for association schemes is [{X+};{Y-}], where X and 
Y are number of sites. Superscript (+) and (-) denotes whether the sites are electron 
accepting (+) or electron donating (-). Water is modeled as a self-associating 
compound with a total of four associating sites. Two sites are electron donating 
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(two sets of oxygen atom lone pair electrons) and two are electron accepting (two 
hydrogen atoms). Hence, the association scheme for water in the above defined 
notation becomes [2+;2-], corresponding to the 4C association scheme as defined 
by Huang and Radosz (1990). 
     Self-association between two water molecules is modeled by allowing electron 
donating sites on one molecule to interact (hydrogen bond) with electron 
accepting sites on another molecule of the same type. The self-association 
strength is defined by the pure component association parameters, İAiBi and ȕAiBi.  
 
5.4 Algorithm Applied in the Present Work 
The classical van der Waals-Platteeuw hydrate model as presented in section 5.1 
above has been implemented in the form of a FORTRAN program. This section 
describes the numerical methods and solution procedures utilised in the model set-
up as well as an overview of the overall model algorithm. 
     The parameters required for the two models, van der Waals-Platteeuw and 
CPA, may be found in section 5.5.1 and 5.5.2 respectively.  
     This work utilises an algorithm for the hydrate dissociation pressure 
calculation similar to that presented by Parrish and Prausnitz (1972). Note that the 
algorithm and the hydrate model as presented above is valid only for describing 
equilibrium conditions for hydrate systems above the ice point temperature of 
water. In order to describe hydrate formation below the ice point temperature of 
water, the water activity correction term in equation (5.1.11) must be omitted. 
Moreover, new reference parameters are needed for equation (5.1.20).  
     Hydrate formation below the ice point temperature of water has not been 
considered in this work. 
     The applied procedure for hydrate dissociation pressure calculations is 
provided below.  
 
1) Specify molar feeds of all components in the initial system. 
2) Specify system temperature. 
3) Evaluate Langmuir constants for all hydrate formers at the specified 
temperature in (for all cavities in the sI and sII hydrates). 
4) Set an initial guess for pressure according to the reference pressure 
expressions provided by Parrish and Prausnitz (1972). 
5) Perform an isothermal-isobaric multi-phase flash calculation (Gibbs 
energy minimisation) at the specified temperature and pressure, using the 
feed from 1). 
6) Using the results from step 3) - 5), evaluate equation (5.1.11) 
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7) Evaluate equation (5.1.20) for the reference hydrate at the specified 
temperature and pressure. 
8) Keeping compositions and fugacity coefficients constant, solve equation 
(5.1.11) and equation (5.1.20) for pressure. 
9) If the new pressure is different from the previously assumed, return to step 
5) and repeat calculations until convergence of pressure. 
 
The above calculation procedure is performed for both structure I and structure II 
hydrates. The program then chooses the most stable structure according to the 
criteria of lowest equilibrium pressure. Incipient hydrate equilibrium pressure, and 
phase composition of all phases for the specified feed and temperature is finally 
returned to the user. Figure 5.1 provides a graphical illustration of the calculation 
procedure. 
 
User specify system temperature, read
molar compositions in feed liquid- and 
vapour phases. 
Evaluate Langmuir constants for 
the relevant structure at 
temperature, T.
Set initial pressure estimate
based on assumed structure at 
specified temperature. 
Perform P, T flash using little
amount of liquid phase and 
excess vapour phase
Using the results from the flash, 
solve the vdWs-Platteeuw
hydrate model for pressure
Is the calculated
pressure equal to 
the estimate? 
No
Yes
Save pressure
Is new pressure of 
structure II lower than
pressure of structure I?
Yes
No
Assume structure I and return
calculated pressure and 
composition for structure I hydrate
Assume structure II and return
calculated pressure and 
composition for structure II hydrate
Do
fo
rb
ot
h
st
ru
ct
ur
e
Ia
nd
st
ru
ct
ur
e
II
 
Figure 5.1. Algorithm used for incipient hydrate dissociation pressure calculations for a 
hydrate forming system of specified composition and temperature. 
 
The main program in the developed module concerns the van der Waals-
Platteeuw hydrate model. The flash routine is used to obtain the inputs required 
for the hydrate model at the specified temperature and pressure.  
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     The program may be described in a very simplified manner as a program that 
solves equation (5.1.11) and equation (5.1.20) for the equilibrium pressure at a 
specified temperature. The integrals in equation (5.1.20) are evaluated analytically 
(as presented by Herri et al. (2011)), whereas the integral in equation (5.1.15) is 
evaluated numerically by the use of a 20 point Gauss-Legendre quadrature 
method.  
     By subtracting equation (5.1.11) from equation (5.1.20), the resulting equation 
may be solved for pressure by the use of the first-order Newton-Raphson method. 
Keeping fugacity coefficients and fluid phase compositions constant (in the van 
der Waals-Platteeuw model) while solving for pressure, the first order derivative 
of the function to be minimised may be approximated by: 
 
//
,
,
( ) ( , )
1 ( ) ( , )
wIce LIce
w w
m j j j
j
m
m m j j j
j
df V V
dP
C T T y y
R T
C T T y y P
E
M
Q M
 '  '
ª º « »   « »   « »¬ ¼
¦¦ ¦
  (5.4.1) 
 
Where the fugacity coefficients and fluid phase compositions are those obtained 
in the most recently executed flash calculation. 
Overall pressure convergence is obtained by successive substitution, where the 
pressure is substituted back and forth between the flash and the van der Waals-
Platteeuw model. The convergence may be accelerated to increase the sometimes 
slow convergence behaviour of the successive substitution method. 
 
5.5 Model Parameters 
5.5.1 Hydrate Model 
The van der Waals-Platteeuw hydrate model contains a number of parameters. 
Most of these parameters are model specific, and have been found available in the 
literature. Among these are the structural parameters for the hydrate lattice. These 
include the average cell radii for each cavity, coordination numbers for specific 
cavities, number of cavities and water molecules for each hydrate unit cell etc. 
Such parameters are provided in Table 5.1. 
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Table 5.1. Water lattice and unit cell parameters for the van der 
Waals-Platteeuw hydrate model. 
Structure sI sII 
Cavity 512 51262 512 51264 
No. cavities per unit cell 2 6 16 8 
Avg. cavity radius·1010 / m 3.95 a 4.33 a 3.91 a 4.73 a 
Coordination number 20 24 20 28 
No. water molecules per unit cell 46 136 
a Data from Sloan (1998) 
 
Other model specific parameters for the hydrate model are the thermodynamic 
properties of the reference hydrate. These parameters are given in Table 5.2. 
 
Table 5.2. Thermodynamic properties for the reference hydrate in the van der Waals-
Platteeuw hydrate model.  
 sI  sII  Ref. 
/
0 0( , ) w
L
wT P
EP'  / J·mole-1 1297 937 A 
/ Ice
wH
E'  / J·mole-1 1389 1025 A 
/
0 0( , ) w
Ice L
wH T P'  / J·mole-1 -6011 -6011 B 
( )pC T'  / J·mole-1·K-1 -38.12+0.141·(T-273.1) -38.12+0.141·(T-273.1) C 
// wIce LIce
w wV V
E'  ' /m3·mole-1 4.6·10-6 5.0·10-6 C 
A: From Dharmawardhana et al. (1980) , B: Herri et al. (2011) , C: From Sloan (1998) 
 
The thermodynamic properties of the reference hydrates are determined indirectly 
from experimental investigations of gas hydrate systems. These properties have 
been investigated by a large number of authors through time. As these 
thermodynamic properties are not readily measured, the reported values often 
differ significantly from each other. Herri et al. (2011) discussed this issue and 
emphasised the difficulty in comparing model results presented in literature by 
different authors. Often an insufficient amount of information is provided about 
the parameters used in hydrate models. Moreover, the models are often presented 
in different forms, making it even more difficult to compare them. 
     In the present work, the thermodynamic reference properties for the hydrate 
structures are almost identical to those used by Sloan (1998), who (at that time) 
successfully applied a similar version of the van der Waals-Platteeuw hydrate 
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theory. Sloan (1998) however slightly modified the ǻȝ(T0,P0) for the reference 
hydrate. 
     The final parameters needed in the hydrate model are the Kihara cell potential 
parameters. These are the final parameters to be determined in the model, once 
everything else (including the equation of state) is in place.  
     The van der Waals-Platteeuw hydrate model, as presented here, has no real 
predictive capabilities without a priori knowledge of the gas hydrate formers of 
interest. Kihara parameters must be determined by fitting the complete model to 
existing data for dissociation pressures and/or hydrate phase compositions. When 
doing so, the hydrate structures should preferably be known. The use of Kihara 
parameters determined independently from data for the pure hydrate formers 
(such as viscosity data and second virial coefficients) will provide unsatisfactory 
results, if used in this model. The Kihara parameters regressed as part of this work 
are presented in Table 5.3. 
 
Table 5.3. Kihara cell potential parameters regressed as a part of this work. Only 
ı and İ have been correlated. The core radii, a, are taken from elsewhere, where 
they have been determined typically from pure component viscosity data and/or 
second virial coefficients. 
Component a·1010 / m ı·1010 / m İ/kB / K 
Carbon dioxide 0.6805 * 2.9643 171.70 
Nitrogen 0.3526 * 3.1723 128.07 
Tetrahydrofuran 0.9013** 3.5398 291.48 
Cyclopentane 0.8968 *** 3.1480 250.89 
 * Sloan and Koh (2007) , ** Strobel et al. (2009) , *** Takeuchi et al. (2009) 
 
For the complete details of which experimental data have been used as references, 
please see Appendix 4 and Appendix 5. 
 
5.5.2 Equation of State (CPA) 
The cubic-plus-association (CPA) equation of state needs three pure component 
parameters for non-associating compounds and five pure component parameters 
for self-associating compounds. Compounds that are non self-associating, but may 
cross-associate with other self-associating compounds still have only three pure 
component parameters. In this work, carbon dioxide and tetrahydrofuran are 
treated in this way. 
     Pure component parameters for non self-associating and non cross-associating 
compounds are described by their critical properties in a manner identical to the 
Soave-Redlich-Kwong equation of state (critical temperature, critical pressure and 
acentric factor). Self-associating and cross-associating compounds obtain pure 
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component parameters by correlation of CPA to vapour pressure and saturated 
liquid density data. The pure component parameters used in this work for the total 
of five components considered (water, tetrahydrofuran, cyclopentane, carbon 
dioxide and nitrogen) are provided in Table 5.4. 
 
Table 5.4. Cubic-Plus-Association (CPA) equation of state pure component parameters for; water 
(H2O), tetrahydrofuran (THF), cyclopentane (c-C5), carbon dioxide (CO2) and nitrogen (N2). 
Association schemes according to definition presented in section 5.3. 
Comp. Assoc. 
scheme 
a0·101 
/ 
Pa·m6·mole-
2 
b·105 
/ 
m3·mole-1 
c1  ȕAiBj  İ
AiBj ·10-4 
/ 
Pa·m3·mol-1 
Ref. 
H2O [2+;2-] 1.2277 1.4515 0.6736 0.0692 1.6655 A 
THF [0+;2-] 15.5228 6.7670 0.7773 N/A N/A B 
c-C5 N/A Tc = 511.7 K    ,    Pc = 4.51 MPa    ,    Ȧ = 0.19487 DIPPR 
CO2 [0+;1-] 3.5079 2.7200 0.7602 N/A N/A C 
N2 N/A Tc = 126.2 K    ,    Pc = 3.40 MPa    ,    Ȧ = 0.03772 DIPPR 
A [Kontogeorgis et al. (2006)] , B This work [Appendix 3] , C [Tsivintzelis et al. (2011)] 
 
Water is the only component treated as self-associating in this work. Two other 
components, tetrahydrofuran and carbon dioxide are allowed to cross-associate 
(solvate) with water, however these two components do not cross-interact with 
each other. Cyclopentane and nitrogen are treated as non self-associating and non 
cross-associating.  
     All possible binary combinations of the above five components have been 
investigated for their fluid phase equilibria as a part of this work. Non-zero binary 
interaction parameters (kij) and binary cross-association parameters (ȖAiBj) have 
been adjusted where needed by correlating CPA to available fluid phase equilibria 
data found in the literature. For the complete details of this work, please see 
Appendix 3, Appendix 4 and Appendix 5. 
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Table 5.5. Adjusted parameters for all binary pairs formed by the five components; water, 
tetrahydrofuran, cyclopentane, carbon dioxide and nitrogen. Up to three binary 
parameters (akij  , bkij  , ȖAiBj) may be adjusted for binary pairs showing cross-association. 
A maximum of two binary parameters (akij  , bkij) may be adjusted in pairs with no cross-
association. akij and bkij are related to the binary interaction parameter, kij, as shown in 
equation (5.3.10). ȖAiBj enters in the combining rule for the binary cross-association 
volume according to equation (5.3.12). 
Binary Pair Adj. Parameters. kij ȖAiBj 
Water-Carbon dioxide akij  , bkij  , ȖAiBj 0.4719 - 112.5/T 0.1707 
Water-Nitrogen akij  , bkij   0.9999 - 368.4/T N/A 
Water-Tetrahydrofuran akij  , bkij  , ȖAiBj 0.4084 - 154.7/T 0.2543 
Water-Cyclopentane akij 0.0211 N/A 
    
Carbon dioxide-Nitrogen akij -0.0856 N/A 
Carbon dioxide-Tetrahydrofuran  0.00 N/A 
Carbon dioxide-Cyclopentane akij 0.1574 N/A 
    
Nitrogen-Tetrahydrofuran  0.00 N/A 
Nitrogen-Cyclopentane  0.00 N/A 
    
Tetrahydrofuran-Cyclopentane akij 0.1070 N/A 
 
All binary parameters presented in Table 5.5 have been adjusted in this work. For 
the case of water-carbon dioxide, Tsivintzelis et al. (2011) have presented a 
detailed study comparing several modelling approaches for this pair. When 
applying the solvation approach, Tsivintzelis et al. proposed a linear temperature 
dependence for kij of the type: akij + bkij·T. 
     In this work, the application of a non-linear temperature dependence has 
however been found more appropriate in the cases, where a temperature 
dependence was needed. 
 
5.6 The Gibbs Phase Rule 
Considering the Gibbs phase rule is important when investigating equilibrium 
conditions for systems of multi-phase behaviour. This implies both for 
experimental and theoretical investigations. For this reason, this section provides a 
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short introduction to the Gibbs phase rule and explains how this rule applies to the 
hydrate forming systems, investigated as part of this work. 
     According to the Gibbs phase rule, the number of degrees of freedom (F)1 for a 
simple system2 in the absence of chemical reactions under the conditions of 
thermodynamic equilibrium, equals the number of components (C) minus the 
number of phases (P) plus two, i.e. F = C – P + 2 [Callen (1985)]. Beltran et al. 
(2012) recently re-visited the derivation of this rule and showed how this applies 
to gas hydrate forming systems. Common misconceptions found in the literature 
were outlined. 
     The present work focuses mainly on three-phase hydrate(H)-liquid water (Lw)-
vapour(V) equilibria or four-phase hydrate(H)-liquid water(Lw)-liquid 
organic(La)-vapour(V) equilibria in multi-component systems. 
     The simplest case is H-Lw-V with only one hydrate former (e.g. water and 
carbon dioxide). In this case the Gibbs phase rule provides a single degree of 
freedom. If temperature is as the free intensive variable, the equilibrium condition 
may be represented as a line (often seen as P vs T diagrams). If one more hydrate 
former is added, without adding an equilibrium phase (as e.g. the water-carbon 
dioxide-nitrogen system), the degrees of freedom increase by one, and the 
complete set of equilibrium conditions may be visualiased in the form of a plane. 
In the literature, these systems are often illustrated graphically in the form of 
several lines in a P vs. T diagram. Each line then represents a given equilibrium 
composition, typically reported for one of the equilibrium phases (often the 
vapour or the aqueous liquid phase). When finally adding one more component to 
the three-phase system (e.g. water-tetrahydrofuran-carbon dioxide-nitrogen), we 
get three degrees of freedom. In this case, temperature and phase compositions of 
two phases may be specified. These two phases could be the aqueous liquid and 
the vapour phase. Graphical illustration of the complete set of equilibrium states 
becomes complicated. 
     If one liquid phase is added to the system, with only one hydrate former (e.g. 
binary system of water-cyclopentane) no degrees of freedom are available, 
meaning H-Lw-La-V equilibrium can occur only in a single point (quadruple 
point). By removing e.g. the vapour phase, we obtain one degree of freedom and 
may again represent equilibrium conditions in the form of a line in e.g. a T vs. P 
diagram. For the specific case of water-tetrahydrofuran, H-Lw equilibrium may 
occur with two degrees of freedom. This may be illustrated in a T vs. x diagram at 
                                                 
1 The number of degrees of freedom F is the number of intensive properties such as e.g. 
temperature, pressure, or phase composition variables, that, without changing the number of 
phases, are capable of independent variation. 
2 A simple system is a system which is macroscopically homogeneous, isotropic, uncharged, for 
which surface area phenomena can be neglected and which is not acted on by electric, magnetic or 
gravitational fields. 
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constant (specified) pressure, where x is the mole fraction of tetrahydrofuran in 
the (equilibrium) aqueous phase. 
     Going back to the four-phase (H-Lw-La-V) equilibrium system, with three 
components (such as e.g. water-cyclopentane-carbon dioxide), we have a single 
degree of freedom, and this may be represented as a line (e.g. T vs. P diagram). 
By addition of one more component to the system (e.g. the system water-
cyclopentane-carbon dioxide-nitrogen), a di-variant system is obtained. 
     Another system of this type is the water-tetrahydrofuran-cyclopentane-carbon 
dioxide quaternary system, showing four-phase equilibrium. In this case the 
equilibrium state may be determined by specification of e.g. temperature and 
equilibrium composition of the aqueous liquid phase. 
     Due to the applied algorithm in the above presented hydrate model, 
temperature is always chosen as the controlled variable for uni-variant hydrate 
forming systems (except for the specific case of the pure tetrahydrofuran hydrate). 
In di-variant of multi-variant systems, things become more complex. In the model 
only temperature and feed composition may be specified. However, the Gibbs rule 
does not consider feed compositions, but equilibrium phase compositions. This 
represents a problem in the cases, where feed compositions are not provided in 
context with experimental data. In the model, the feed must always be specified 
such that the number of equilibrium phases corresponds to that reported with the 
data. However within this region an infinite number of feed compositions may 
satisfy equilibrium of the given number of phases. If the composition of one 
equilibrium phase is provided with the experimental data, the feed must be 
adjusted in the model, such that the model provides the right composition of this 
phase in the final equilibrium state. In cases where the equilibrium vapour phase 
composition is provided, as often seen in the system of water-carbon dioxide-
nitrogen, the feed may be specified with only sufficient water content to form the 
aqueous liquid phase, and the remaining carbon dioxide and nitrogen content 
should then correspond to the composition provided in the data for the equilibrium 
vapour phase composition. In this way, little gas will dissolve in the liquid phase, 
and the relative composition in the gas phase will remain constant (for all 
practical purposes). 
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6 Experimental Results 
Two experimental studies have been carried out as part of this work. The first 
study was conducted in cooperation with Ecole Nationale Supérieure des Mines 
de Saint-Etienne. Results from this work have been published and the journal 
paper [Herslund et al. (2013)] is appended in Appendix 2. Only the main results 
are presented in the following, the reader is referred to Appendix 2 for the 
complete set of details from this work. 
     The second study was planned in cooperation with and executed by Dr. Nagu 
Daraboina at the Department of Chemical and Biochemical Engineering, 
Technical University of Denmark. This work was in preparation for publication at 
the time of writing this thesis and has therefore not been appended in the form of a 
completed manuscript. The main results from this study are however presented in 
this thesis. 
     Three thermodynamically promoted gas hydrate systems have been 
investigated. All systems operated with pure carbon dioxide gas phases. The first 
system is the well-known ternary system of water-tetrahydrofuran-carbon dioxide 
with approximately 5 mole percent tetrahydrofuran in the initial liquid phase. 
Hydrate-liquid water-vapour equilibrium pressures are presented for this system 
in section 6.1. 
     The second system is the ternary system of water-cyclopentane-carbon 
dioxide. Hydrate-liquid water-liquid organic-vapour equilibrium pressures are 
reported for this system in section 6.2. 
     The third system is the mixed promoter system of water-tetrahydrofuran-
cyclopentane-carbon dioxide. Hydrate-liquid water-liquid organic-vapour 
equilibrium pressures are reported for this system in section 6.3. 
 
6.1 The Tetrahydrofuran Promoted System 
Equilibrium pressures as function of temperature for the tetrahydrofuran promoted 
system, obtained using the experimental equipment and procedure #1 (Section 
4.1) are presented along with the experimentally determined tetrahydrofuran 
concentrations in the equilibrium liquid phase in Table 6.1. 
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Table 6.1. H-Lw-V equilibrium conditions for the ternary 
system of water-tetrahydrofuran-carbon dioxide obtained 
by (Procedure #1). x(THF) is the liquid phase mole fraction 
of tetrahydrofuran at the equilibrium condition [Data from 
Appendix 2]. 
Temperature / K Pressure / MPa x(THF) 
283.3 0.61 0.057 
284.3 0.75 0.050 
285.2 0.91 0.053 
 
The tetrahydrofuran mole fractions reported in Table 6.1 are in fact compositions 
from the equilibrium liquid phase, unlike those concentrations reported elsewhere, 
which are most often mole fractions of tetrahydrofuran in the initial liquid phase 
prior to loading. 
     Similar results to those presented for Procedure #1 have been obtained in the 
second experimental study (Procedure #2 described in section 4.2). Here an initial 
tetrahydrofuran mole fraction of 0.050 was used. The equilibrium mole fractions 
of tetrahydrofuran in the liquid phase were not determined but are expected to 
remain unchanged (for all practical purposes). Equilibrium pressures for this 
system are presented in Table 6.2. 
 
Table 6.2. H-Lw-V equilibrium conditions for the ternary 
system of water-tetrahydrofuran-carbon dioxide obtained 
by (Procedure #2). x(THF) is the initial liquid phase mole 
fraction of tetrahydrofuran. 
Temperature / K Pressure / MPa x(THF)a 
282.35 0.58 0.05 
284.15 0.85 0.05 
287.45 1.62 0.05 
289.15 2.14 0.05 
291.65 3.70 0.05 
a Initial liquid composition – not equilibrium data. 
 
Results from the two investigations are compared internally as well as compared 
to a selection of results presented in the literature for similar systems in Figure 
6.1. 
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Figure 6.1.  Hydrate-Liquid water-Vapour equilibrium pressures 
as function of temperature for the ternary system of water-
tetrahydrofuran-carbon dioxide. x(THF) denotes mole fraction of 
tetrahydrofuran in the initial liquid phase. 
 
It is seen that the obtained results compare reasonably well internally as well as to 
the data from the literature. The data from study#2 does however appear to be 
slightly elevated in terms of pressure compared to the remaining data. The above 
results serve to confirm the validity of both experimental set-up’s and procedures 
for the investigation of hydrate-liquid-vapour equilibrium pressures in the present 
system.  
     This work has added further data to the temperature range below 285 K, where 
only few data were available prior to these studies. 
 
6.2 The Cyclopentane Promoted System 
The cyclopentane promoted system is different from a fluid phase behaviour point 
of view compared to the tetrahydrofuran promoted system due to the additional 
cyclopentane-rich bulk phase added to the system. Thus, four-phase hydrate-
liquid water-liquid organic-vapour equilibrium pressures are reported for this 
system. 
     The data from the first study (Procedure #1 - Appendix 2) has previously been 
shown to compare well with the available literature data at the highest 
temperatures investigated (approximately 285 K), however the trend in the data 
does not follow the trends seen at temperatures above 285 K. The dissociation 
pressure of the mixed cyclopentane-carbon dioxide hydrate was shown to lower 
only by 0.1 MPa (from 0.52 MPa to 0.42 MPa) in the temperature range from 284 
K to 275 K. The complete set of data may be found in Appendix 2. 
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     Originally this was explained by possible mass-transfer limitations in the 
system [Herslund et al. (2013)], preventing the system to fully equilibrate. 
     Further analyses of this system have however resulted in another, equally 
plausible explanation. Cyclopentane and carbon dioxide show high mutual 
miscibilities at the applied conditions of high pressure and low temperature. The 
system under investigation was initiated with a cyclopentane-rich liquid bulk 
phase corresponding to approximately 10 volume percent of the total liquid 
loading. Thus sufficient bulk cyclopentane was present in the equilibrium cell to 
saturate both the aqueous and the carbon dioxide-rich vapour phase, without the 
bulk-phase disappearing. However as crystallisation occurred, and cyclopentane 
was consumed, the amount of the cyclopentane bulk phase diminished. By 
following the amount of water left in the system, it was suggested by Herslund et 
al. (2013) that more than half of the initial cyclopentane content in the system had 
been converted into hydrate at a temperature of 284.3 K and a pressure of 5.2 
MPa. Thus it is considered likely, that an insufficient amount of cyclopentane has 
been present to saturate the vapour phase at low temperatures while 
simultaneously forming the bulk liquid phase. This might have resulted in the 
disappearance of the cyclopentane-rich bulk liquid phase. All data presented at 
temperatures below 285 K could therefore represent hydrate-liquid water-vapour 
equilibrium and not hydrate-liquid water-liquid organic-vapour equilibrium as 
they were originally presented. If this is the case, these data are of little value 
according to the Gibbs phase rule, since no fluid phase composition was 
monitored during the experiments. By removing one phase from the uni-variant 
system, we move into a region, where the system becomes di-variant 
(composition dependence of pressure with the chosen set-up and procedure). 
     Only temperatures above 285 K was investigated in study #2 (Procedure #2), 
and the above problematic was avoided. The obtained results are presented in 
Table 6.3 and illustrated in Figure 6.2, where they are compared with data 
reported at similar conditions for this ternary system. 
 
Table 6.3. H-Lw-La-V equilibrium 
conditions for the ternary system of water-
cyclopentane-carbon dioxide obtained by 
(Procedure #2).  
Temperature / K Pressure / MPa 
284.6 0.49 
286.8 0.97 
288.5 1.44 
290.2 1.89 
291.6 2.58 
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Figure 6.2. Hydrate-Liquid water-Liquid organic-Vapour four-phase 
equilibrium pressures as function of temperature for the ternary 
system of water-cyclopentane-carbon dioxide. Note that the data 
measured in this work (Procedure #1) at temperatures below 285 K 
could represent Hydrate-Liquid water-vapour three-phase 
equilibrium. 
 
The reported data from study #2 compare well with the literature data, confirming 
this setup and procedure also for the cyclopentane promoted system. 
     The investigation of this ternary system has suggested one shortcoming in set-
up and procedure #1. The missing possibility of visual inspection of the cell 
contents complicates the final analysis of the obtained results. When working with 
multi-phase systems, it is not possible to verify the actual number of phases 
present in the system at a given equilibrium stage. 
 
6.3 The Mixed Promoter System 
The mixed tetrahydrofuran-cyclopentane promoter system has, to our knowledge, 
been presented for the first time in the literature as a part of this work [Appendix 
2]. Therefore, no other data can be used for comparison to validate the results 
obtained for this system. The quaternary system of water-tetrahydrofuran-
cyclopentane-carbon dioxide has been investigated for equilibrium pressures in 
the four-phase hydrate-liquid water-liquid organic-vapour region. 
     The results presented in study #1 indicated a synergistic effect, where the 
pressure reduction (thermodynamic promotion) was enhanced compared to the 
two individual promoter systems. These results may be found in Figure 10 of 
Appendix 2. 
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     The mixed promoter system however also showed little pressure decrease with 
decreasing temperature for temperatures below 283 K. For this reason, it is 
suspected, that the cyclopentane bulk liquid phase, like in the pure cyclopentane 
promoted system, might have been eliminated in the low temperature region 
during hydrate formation.  
     Thus, the mixed promoter system was further investigated in study #2. A 
higher tetrahydrofuran concentration in the initial aqueous phase was applied to 
investigate if an increased amount of tetrahydrofuran would enhance the 
synergistic effect observed in the first study. A two-phase liquid promoter solution 
was prepared by mixing a 5.5 mole percent aqueous solution of tetrahydrofuran 
with pure cyclopentane liquid. The molar ratio of aqueous liquid to cyclopentane 
liquid in the feed was approximately 19/1.  The two-phase promoter liquid had a 
final composition of {0.894; 0.052; 0.054} in mole fractions of water, 
tetrahydrofuran and cyclopentane respectively. 
     The obtained four-phase equilibrium pressures are listed in Table 6.4.  
 
Table 6.4. H-Lw-La-V equilibrium conditions for the quaternary system of water-
tetrahydrofuran-cyclopentane-carbon dioxide obtained by (Procedure #2). 
Temperature / K Pressure / MPa x(THF)a x(Cyclopentane)b 
285.2 0.42 0.055 0.054 
288.2 1.05 0.055 0.054 
291.0 1.77 0.055 0.054 
292.1 2.26 0.055 0.054 
293.2 2.92 0.055 0.054 
a Initial mole fraction of tetrahydrofuran in the aqueous liquid before mixing 
with cyclopentane – not equilibrium data. 
b Initial liquid mole fraction of cyclopentane (in the form of a separate bulk 
phase) – not equilibrium data. 
 
Figure 6.3 compares the obtained results with those reported from study #1 for the 
mixed hydrate system, using a 1 mole percent tetrahydrofuran aqueous solution as 
well as the pure cyclopentane promoter system investigated in study #2. 
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Figure 6.3. Hydrate-Liquid water-Liquid organic-Vapour four-
phase equilibrium pressures as function of temperature for the 
quaternary system of water-tetrahydrofuran-cyclopentane-carbon 
dioxide. x(THF) denotes initial mole fraction of tetrahydrofuran in 
the aqueous phase feed. x(THF) = 0.0 represents the pure 
cyclopentane promoted system (water-cyclopentane-carbon 
dioxide). Note that the data measured in this work (Procedure #1) 
at temperatures below 284 K could represent Hydrate-Liquid 
water-vapour three-phase equilibrium. 
 
Figure 6.3 clearly illustrates the synergistic effect occurring in the mixed promoter 
system. The phase boundary of the mixed promoter hydrate is shifted 
approximately 1.5 K up in temperature compared to the pure cyclopentane 
promoted hydrate pressures measured in this work (Procedure #2). The pressures 
reported for the mixed hydrate system in the high temperature region (291 K - 292 
K) are reduced by approximately 20 percent compared to the pure cyclopentane 
promoted system. The synergistic effect becomes less pronounced at low 
temperatures. 
     Interestingly, the high-temperature results from study #1 are placed in between 
the pure cyclopentane promoted system and the 5 mole percent tetrahydrofuran 
plus cyclopentane mixed promoter system. This suggests that the synergy effect 
depends on the amount of tetrahydrofuran present in the system. A direct 
quantitative comparison of the two sets of data for the mixed promoter system can 
however not be done, since the two systems were initialised with different relative 
amounts of cyclopentane bulk liquid. Upon mixing, tetrahydrofuran is expected to 
distribute between the aqueous phase and the organic phase. Exactly how this 
distribution occurs has not been quantified. Hence, at the equilibrium condition, 
the tetrahydrofuran concentration in the aqueous phase may have changed 
significantly compared to that of the aqueous feed liquid.    
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6.4 Summary of Experimental Results 
The present work has confirmed the thermodynamic promoting effects reported in 
the literature for the two classical sII hydrate formers, tetrahydrofuran and 
cyclopentane. 
     Low temperature data have been added for the mixed hydrates of 
tetrahydrofuran and carbon dioxide formed in 5 mole percent aqueous solutions of 
tetrahydrofuran. The presented data compared well with the few other data 
available in the literature in this temperature and composition range. 
     An attempt was made to measure four-phase hydrate-liquid water-liquid 
organic-vapour equilibria for the ternary system of water-cyclopentane-carbon 
dioxide. It is suspected that this system reduces to three phases (hydrate-liquid 
water-vapour) at low temperature and low pressures. Large amounts of 
cyclopentane are expected to transfer to the vapour phase. Thus, less than the 
expected amount of bulk liquid is present to form the desired hydrate phase. As 
hydrates form, the organic bulk phase is quickly consumed. The suspected three-
phase hydrate-liquid water-vapour equilibrium pressures were shown to decrease 
little with decreasing temperature. 
     Finally, it was shown that the addition of tetrahydrofuran to the ternary system 
of water-cyclopentane-carbon dioxide provided an enhanced thermodynamic 
promotion of the hydrate phase. Four-phase hydrate equilibrium pressures were 
reduced by approximately 20 percent compared to the pure cyclopentane 
promoted system, considered a reference prior to this study. Though not shown in 
the present work, subsequent studies, investigating the kinetics of the mixed 
promoter system, have shown that this system does provide the short induction 
times of the tetrahydrofuran promoted system and furthermore the fast crystal 
growth of the cyclopentane promoted system [Dr. Nagu Daraboina, Technical 
University of Denmark]. This makes the mixed promoter hydrate system more 
favourable than the two pure promoter systems from a capture process point of 
view.  
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7 Modeling Results 
The algorithm of the above presented model, providing fluid phase equilibrium 
conditions from the CPA multi-phase flash calculation (Gibbs energy 
minimisation) as inputs to the van der Waals-Platteeuw hydrate model, ensures a 
consistent calculation of equilibrium conditions in systems with both hydrate 
forming and non-hydrate forming components. 
     Often in the literature, models are presented, where the van der Waals-
Platteeuw hydrate model is coupled with an equation of state for the vapour phase, 
a Gibbs excess energy model or an activity coefficient model for the activity of 
water in the liquid phase, and finally correlations for solubilities of gas phase 
components in the liquid phase (e.g. the Krichevsky and Kasarnovsky equation 
[Krichevsky and Kasarnovsky (1935)]).  
     In the present model, the CPA equation of state, with a limited number of 
parameters, provides all the required inputs for the hydrate model in a 
straightforward and consistent manner. 
     Being consistent in all fluid phases, this model may not only be used to 
describe or predict conditions of incipient gas hydrate formation, it also accurately 
describes or predicts the number and type of co-existing fluid phases and the 
distribution of feed components in the fluid phases at equilibrium conditions. For 
this reason, emphasis has been put on “tuning” the fluid phase description to 
create an accurate and reliable framework for the complete model (including the 
hydrate model).    
     CPA fluid phase modeling results are presented in the following for binary and 
ternary sub-systems within the five component system of water, tetrahydrofuran, 
cyclopentane, carbon dioxide and nitrogen. These results serve as a validation of 
the inputs supplied later to the van der Waals-Platteeuw gas clathrate hydrate 
model. 
      Hydrate modeling results are finally presented both for the unpromoted 
hydrate systems and the promoted hydrate systems containing tetrahydrofuran, 
cyclopentane or their mixtures. 
     When comparing model results to experimental data, the term Average 
Absolute (relative) Deviation (AAD) is used. AAD is defined according to 
equation (7.1). 
 
, exp,
1 exp,
1 N calc i i
i i
s s
AAD
N s 
 ¦     (7.1) 
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Where scalc is the calculated property of interest (s may be temperature, pressure, 
composition etc.) and sexp is the experimental reference data. N is the total number 
of data points. 
          Generally (both for fluid phase modeling and hydrate modeling), in cases, 
where correlation of parameters iss needed, optimisation is done by minimising 
the sum of absolute relative deviations between model descriptions and 
experimental data. The objective function has been defined as equation (7.2). 
 
, exp,
1 exp,
N
calc i i
i i
s s
Obj
s 
 ¦     (7.2) 
 
Where scalc again is the calculated property of interest (s may be temperature, 
pressure, composition etc.) and sexp is the experimental reference data. N is the 
total number of data points used as reference. Other definitions of the objective 
function, such as the sum of squared differences or the sum of squared relative 
differences, have been tested for some systems without noticeable improvements.  
          Optimisation of parameters in this work has been performed by use of an 
optimisation algorithm based on a FORTRAN implementation of the simulated 
annealing (SA) global optimisation algorithm and implementation presented by 
Goffe et al. (1994) (source code available via [SIMANN.F]). The simulated 
annealing algorithm has the disadvantage of being slow (large number of function 
evaluations), however being based on stochastic principles, it may be used in 
cases, where the objective function is discontinuous due to user-defined 
constraints. Such a case was studied as part of this work in the binary system of 
water and tetrahydrofuran. More information on this may be found in Appendix 3. 
 
7.1 Fluid Phase Modeling 
The system of five components forms a total of 10 binary pairs, for which it is 
possible to improve descriptions, in case the CPA predictions are unsatisfactory. 9 
binary pairs have been modelled as a part of this study. No experimental data 
were found for the 10th pair, comprised of tetrahydrofuran and cyclopentane.  
     Fluid phase equilibrium data have been retrieved from the literature, be it 
vapour-liquid-equilibrium (VLE), liquid-liquid-equilibrium (LLE) or vapour-
liquid-liquid equilibrium (VLLE). By comparing CPA predictions with such data, 
it has been investigated whether or not correlation of binary parameters (kij and/or 
ȖAiBj) in CPA was needed. 
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7.1.1 Water-Carbon dioxide 
Tsivintzelis et al. (2011) have presented a thorough study on the modelling of 
binary systems of water and carbon dioxide using CPA. It was concluded that this 
binary system can successfully be modelled if cross-association (solvation) 
between water and carbon dioxide is accounted for. Water is treated as a self-
associating compound applying an association scheme with two electron donating 
and two electron accepting sites [2+; 2-]. CO2 is modelled as a non self-associating 
compound in its pure state, but is allowed to cross-associate (solvate) with water 
via a single association site. Tsivintzelis et al. assigned the notation “electron 
acceptor” to this association site (positive charge). 
     Using this approach, accurate descriptions of both the water-rich and carbon 
dioxide-rich fluid phases are obtained over extended ranges of temperature and 
pressure.     
     In the work of Tsivintzelis et al., a temperature dependent binary interaction 
parameter (among others) is proposed. Tsivintzelis et al. applied a linear, two-
parameter dependence of the type; akij + bkij · T. 
     The present work uses the proposed approach and the three pure component 
parameters presented by Tsivintzelis et al. However, new binary parameters for 
the system water-carbon dioxide have been regressed in this work, using the same 
reference data as suggested by Tsivintzelis et al. A non-linear temperature 
dependence on the binary interaction parameter (kij) has been applied according 
equation (5.2.10). For the details of this work, the reader is referred to Appendix 
4.  
     Figure 7.1 a), b), c) and d) illustrate the model performances for the binary 
system of water and carbon dioxide at two temperatures, 288 K and 308 K. 
Comparisons are made with a selection of the experimental data available at the 
two temperatures [Wiebe and Gaddy (1940), Gillespie and Wilson (1982), Valtz 
et al. (2004)]. CPA results are obtained by performing a two-phase P/T flash on an 
equimolar (50/50) feed of the two components. 
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c) T = 308 K 
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Figure 7.1. Fluid phase equilibria in the binary system of water and carbon dioxide. a) Carbon 
dioxide mole fraction in the water-rich phase at T = 288 K. b) Water mole fraction in the carbon 
dioxide-rich phase at T = 288 K. c) Carbon dioxide mole fraction in the water-rich phase at T = 
308 K. d) Water mole fraction in the carbon dioxide-rich phase at T = 308 K. 
 
Excellent agreement between CPA and the experimental data are found at both 
temperatures. As reported by Tsivintzelis et al., applying this modelling approach 
enables an accurate description of the minimum solubility of water occurring in 
the carbon dioxide-rich phase around the phase transition of this phase from 
vapour-like at low pressures to liquid-like at high pressures.  
     Average absolute deviations (AAD’s) of 9.1 percent are obtained for both the 
description of the carbon dioxide mole fractions in the water-rich phase and the 
water mole fractions in the carbon dioxide-rich phase. 
 
7.1.2 Water-Nitrogen 
Nitrogen is treated as a non-associating compound. For simplicity, the three pure 
component parameters for this component are calculated from the critical 
temperature, critical pressure and acentric factor (Tc, Pc, Ȧ) in a manner identical 
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to that applied for the cubic Soave-Redlich-Kwong (SRK) equation of state. The 
pure component critical properties are taken from the DIPPR database. 
     The predictions of CPA for the binary system of water and nitrogen are 
unsatisfactory, hence a non-zero binary interaction parameter (kij) is applied. In 
order to obtain accurate description of both the water-rich and the nitrogen-rich 
fluid phases over extended ranges of temperature, a non-linear, temperature-
dependent BIP has been incorporated in the model. 
     Figure 7.2 illustrates the model performance for the binary system of water and 
nitrogen at two temperatures, 273 K and 298 K. Comparisons are made with a 
selection of experimental data available at these two temperatures [Goodman and 
Krase (1931), Rigby and Prausnitz (1968), Althaus (1999), Chapoy et al. (2004)]. 
     The water content in the vapour phase (nitrogen-rich phase) is well described 
by the model at both temperatures. Whereas the accuracy of the CPA model in 
terms of describing the nitrogen content in the water-rich phase is only acceptable 
at 273 K, CPA performs very well for these types of data at 298 K. 
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Figure 7.2. Vapour-liquid equilibria in the binary system of water and nitrogen. a) Nitrogen mole 
fraction in the water-rich phase at T = 273 K. b) Water mole fraction in the nitrogen-rich phase at 
T = 273 K. c) Nitrogen mole fraction in the water-rich phase at T = 298 K. d) Water mole fraction 
in the nitrogen-rich phase at T = 298 K. 
 
The water content in the vapour phase (nitrogen-rich phase) is well described by 
CPA at both temperatures. 
     The obtained binary parameters provide an accurate description of this binary 
system in the temperature interval, which is expected to be the working range for 
the hydrate model. 
 
7.1.3 Water-Tetrahydrofuran 
A detailed study on the CPA modelling of this binary system has been presented 
as part of this work [Herslund et al. (2013) - Appendix 3]. Water is treated as a 
self-associating compound applying an association scheme with two electron 
donating and two electron accepting sites.  
     Tetrahydrofuran has been modelled as a non self-associating compound in its 
pure state but is allowed to cross-associate (solvate) with water via two 
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association sites (electron donating). This is consistent with the physical picture of 
this mixture. 
     Applying this approach provides accurate descriptions of both low-pressure 
vapour-liquid equilibria (VLE) and high-pressure/high temperature liquid-liquid 
equilibria (LLE) using a single set of CPA parameters (three binary parameters 
adjusted).  
     No fluid phase equilibrium data has been found in the literature, at conditions 
of temperature and pressure, where the structure II hydrates of THF form. Hence, 
no validation of the CPA parameters at these conditions has been possible. 
However, the fact that CPA correctly describes the complex behaviour of this 
complex binary system over extended ranges of temperature and pressure (T = 
298 K – 406 K and P = 0.003 MPa – 6.1 MPa) suggests the validity of the model 
parameters over an extended range of conditions. 
     The fluid phase behaviour of the binary THF/water system is highly non-ideal 
and displays some uncommon phenomena. At low to ambient pressures and 
temperatures, THF and water are fully miscible in their liquid states. The 
miscibility of these components is expected to be a result of hydrogen bonding 
occurring between the oxygen atom on THF and hydrogen atoms on water. Due to 
the cyclic structure of THF, the oxygen atom becomes more “exposed” than what 
is normally the case for linear ethers. THF thereby displays some degree of 
polarity, which could explain the greatly enhanced miscibility of THF in water, 
compared to linear ethers in water. 
     A sign of the highly non-ideal behaviour of THF/water mixtures is found in the 
low pressure VLE reported in the literature. Here, a low boiling azeotrope occurs 
at high THF concentrations, indicating strong negative deviations from Raoult’s 
law. Generally, with increasing temperature, the position of the azeotropic 
mixture composition moves towards lower THF concentrations. This phenomenon 
may be observed in Figure 7.3. The fact that the azeotropic behaviour is of the 
low-boiling type, supports the theory that THF and water cross interacts possibly 
by hydrogen bonding. 
     Despite THF and water being fully miscible at low pressures, a closed-loop 
miscibility gap occurs at temperatures above 345 K and elevated pressures. The 
formation of a closed-loop miscibility gap in binary mixtures may be explained in 
terms of a competition between entropic and energetic effects. For an explanation 
on this, please refer to [Garcia-Lisbona et al. (1998)]. 
     Wallbruch and Schneider (1995) showed experimentally that the closed loop 
miscibility gap shrinks with increasing pressure and the binary system finally 
reaches a hypercritical point at T = 365 K, P = 24.7 MPa and xTHF = 0.22. Riesco 
and Trusler (2005) confirmed the pressure effect found by Wallbruch and 
Schneider. 
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     Figure 7.3 compares CPA descriptions of the azeotropic VLE for the binary 
system of tetrahydrofuran and water at three temperatures (298.15 K, 323.15 K 
and 343.15 K) with a selection of available experimental data at these conditions 
[Shnitko and Kogan (1968), Signer et al. (1969), Matous et al. (1972), Treiner 
(1973)]. 
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Figure 7.3. Comparison of correlated and experimental boiling 
point and dew point pressures as functions of the tetrahydrofuran 
(THF) mole fraction in the binary system of water and THF. 
Results at three temperatures are presented. Pure component 
parameters for CPA are those listed in Experimental data from 
[Shnitko and Kogan (1968), Signer et al. (1969), Matous et al. 
(1972), Treiner (1973)]. 
 
The azeotrope is well described at 298 K. Similarly, the experimentally 
documented tendency of the azeotrope to move to lower concentrations with 
increasing temperature is likewise described by CPA. At atmospheric pressure, 
the azeotrope occurs at a tetrahydrofuran mole fraction of approximately 0.82 
[Matsuda et al. (2011)]. CPA places the azeotrope at a THF mole fraction of 
approximately 0.85. Generally, CPA underestimates the boiling point pressure of 
the liquid mixtures. This effect is most pronounced at high temperatures, where 
the boiling point pressures are underestimated by approximately 0.01 MPa 
(approximately 8 percent) in the THF mole fraction range from 0.2 - 0.8. The 
largest deviations compared to the experimental data are found in the THF mole 
fraction range from 0.05 - 0.2. 
     Figure 7.4 illustrates predicted liquid-liquid equlibium at elevated pressures. 
Comparisons are made with experimental data reported by Riesco and Trusler 
(2005). 
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a) P = 3.0 MPa 
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Figure 7.4. Comparison of CPA predictions and experimental data for liquid-liquid equilibrium at 
high temperature and elevated pressures for the binary system of tetrahydrofuran and water. a) P = 
3.0 MPa, b) P = 6.0 MPa. 
 
At a pressure of 3 MPa, CPA extends the LLE region up in temperature until the 
upper critical VLLE point. However, the composition range of the LLE region is 
accurately predicted. The closed-loop LLE behaviour is predicted by CPA, when 
pressure is increased to 6.0 MPa. The upper critical solution temperature is 
however significantly overestimated. For further details and comments on the 
modeling of this system, please see Appendix 3. 
 
7.1.4 Water-Cyclopentane 
A detailed CPA modeling study on this binary pair is presented in Appendix 5. 
Only the final modeling results are presented here, the reader is referred to 
Appendix 5 for the details. 
     Cyclopentane is assumed a non self-associating compound and thus has three 
pure component parameters in CPA. These parameters are calculated from the 
critical properties of the pure component as done for the SRK equation of state. It 
was found that this approach provided unsatisfactory descriptions of the pure 
component liquid density. However, modeling cyclopentane with SRK pure 
component parameters provided better predictions of LLE in the binary system 
with water than if the pure component parameters had been correlated. A binary 
interaction parameter was however still needed to correct the description of 
cyclopentane content in the water-rich phase at low temperatures. 
     CPA Prediction (kij = 0.0) and final, correlated CPA results for LLE in the 
binary pair of water and cyclopentane are illustrated in Figure 7.5. 
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Figure 7.5. Comparison of predicted (kij = 0.0) and final (kij = 
0.0211) modeling results for liquid-liquid equilibrium in the 
binary system of water and cyclopentane. X(water) is the water 
mole fraction in the oil-rich liquid phase. x(cyclopentane) is the 
cyclopentane mole fraction in the water-rich liquid phase. 
Experimental data from [Englin et al. (1965), Price (1976), 
Groves (1988), Chapoy et al. (2008)]. 
 
The water in oil content is not very well described by CPA for this binary pair. 
The reason for this was investigated and it was concluded that these experimental 
data may be questionable. For the full analysis of this, please see Appendix 5. 
  
7.1.5 Tetrahydrofuran-Carbon dioxide 
Both tetrahydrofuran and carbon dioxide are modelled as non self-associating 
compounds in their pure states. In the binary system comprised of these 
compounds, both species are similarly assumed not to associate. CPA accurately 
predicts the fluid phase equilibria of this system. An attempt was made to improve 
the high-temperature description of this binary system by applying a non-zero kij. 
However, an adjustment of the model (using a non-zero kij) could hardly be 
justified due to the insignificant improvements obtained. 
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Figure 7.6. Fluid phase equilibria in the binary system of tetrahydrofuran and carbon dioxide. 
Comparison of experimental data (red triangles), CPA prediction with kij = 0.0 (dashed lines) and 
CPA with kij = - 0.008 (solid lines). a) T = 298 K. b) T = 311 K. c) T = 353 K. 
 
CPA overestimates the upper pressure limit of the two-phase region seen at T = 
353 K (Figure 7.6 c) by roughly 20 percent. However, the low temperature 
description of the system is sufficiently accurate for the purpose of this model. 
 
7.1.6 Tetrahydrofuran-Nitrogen 
Only a single data set has been found for the fluid phase equilibria of the binary 
system of tetrahydrofuran and nitrogen. Five equilibrium data points for the 
composition of the tetrahydrofuran-rich liquid phase are presented by Gibanel et 
al. (1993). 
          CPA predictions of the solubility of nitrogen in liquid tetrahydrofuran at 0.1 
MPa are compared to these experimental data in Figure 7.7.  
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Figure 7.7. Solubility of nitrogen in liquid tetrahydrofuran at P 
= 0.1 MPa. Comparison of experimental data and CPA 
predictions (kij = 0.0). 
 
CPA correctly predicts the order of magnitude of the nitrogen solubility in liquid 
tetrahydrofuran. However, the temperature dependence of the solubility is not 
captured by the model. Gibanel et al. found that the solubility of nitrogen 
increased with increasing temperature, whereas CPA predicts a decrease in the 
solubility with increasing temperature. 
     The application of a non-zero BIP does not enable CPA to describe this 
opposite tendency. Applying a temperature dependent BIP can improve the 
description in the temperature interval shown, however this can hardly be justified 
considering the limited number of data points available for only one phase in this 
system.  
     Hence we use CPA predictions for the fluid phase behaviour of this binary pair 
in the model development that follows. 
 
7.1.7 Cyclopentane-Carbon dioxide 
Both cyclopentane and carbon dioxide are treated as non self-associating 
compounds in their binary mixtures. Only experimental VLE data at temperatures 
below 400 K have been considered in this work. More data exists at higher 
temperatures. 
     A high value for the binary interaction parameter (kij) of this pair is needed to 
correlate the VLE data of this system. Figure 7.8 a) compares the VLE predictions 
of CPA (kij = 0.0) with the final correlated results (kij = 0.1574) at a temperature 
of 293 K. The depicted experimental data are from Shah et al. (1991). 
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Figure 7.8. Comparison of model results and experimental data for VLE in the binary system of 
cyclopentane and carbon dioxide. Solid lines: CPA description with kij = 0.1574. a) T = 293 K. 
Experimental data from [Shah et al. (1991)]. Dashed lines: CPA predictions (kij = 0.0). b) T = 277 
K, 293 K and 313 K. Experimental data from [Shah et al. (1991)]. 
 
CPA tends to overestimate the solubility of carbon dioxide in the liquid 
cyclopentane phase. A significant gain in accuracy in the description of this phase 
composition is obtained by applying a positive kij. 
 
7.1.8 Cyclopentane-Nitrogen 
No association is allowed in the binary pair of cyclopentane and nitrogen. Both 
components are treated as non self-associating and pure component parameters 
are calculated from critical temperatures, critical pressures and acentric factors. In 
this specific binary system, CPA simplifies to the standard SRK equation of state. 
     Only VLE data at temperatures above 366 K have been found in the literature 
[Marathe and Sandler (1991)]. Figure 7.9 compares the model predictions, kij = 
0.0 and model correlations, kij = 0.019 with the available reference data. 
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Figure 7.9. Comparison of model results and experimental data 
for VLE in the binary system of cyclopentane and nitrogen. Red 
triangles: VLE data at 366 K. Blue diamonds: VLE data at 410 
K. Dashed lines: CPA predictions (kij = 0.0). Solid lines: CPA 
description with kij = 0.019. Experimental data from [Marathe 
and Sandler (1991)]. 
 
The application of a non-zero kij does not provide significant improvements of the 
model descriptions in the T/P range covered by the experimental data. However, 
the application of a positive kij seems to lower the predicted upper pressure limits 
seen in the phase envelopes at both temperatures. Since the available experimental 
data are measured at conditions far from the working conditions of the developed 
hydrate model, and the improvements are considered insignificant, it is chosen to 
allow CPA to predict (kij = 0.0) the behaviour of this binary pair in the following. 
 
7.1.9 Carbon dioxide-Nitrogen 
Low temperature vapour-liquid equilibria data have been modelled for this binary 
pair. Both components are treated as non self-associating and no cross-association 
occurs in this binary system. 
     Figure 7.10 a) and b) illustrate how CPA predicts (kij = 0.0) the VLE of this 
system.  The upper phase envelope pressure limit is overestimated by the model. 
By applying a non-zero kij of -0.086, the description is significantly improved at 
the low temperature (220 K). However, CPA still overestimates the upper two-
phase pressure limits compared to the experimental data at 240 K. 
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b) T = 240 K 
Figure 7.10. Fluid phase equilibria in the binary system of carbon dioxide and nitrogen. 
Comparison of experimental data (red triangles), CPA prediction with kij = 0.0 (dashed lines) and 
CPA with kij = - 0.086 (solid lines). a) T = 220 K. b) T = 240 K.  
 
No further attempts have been made to improve the high-temperature description 
of this binary pair, since these experimental data lie far from the expected 
operating temperatures of the hydrate model. 
 
7.1.10 Water-Tetrahydrofuran-Cyclopentane 
No experimental data for the fluid phase equilibria of the binary system comprised 
of tetrahydrofuran and cyclopentane have been found as part of this work. 
     However, LLE equilibrium conditions for the ternary system of water, 
tetrahydrofuran and cyclopentane have been investigated elsewhere [Appendix 2]. 
The addition of THF to the aqueous phase was shown to have a significant effect 
on the solubility of cyclopentane in the aqueous solution. THF acted as a co-
solvent and enhanced the solubility of cyclopentane in the mixed solvent phase. 
The composition of a ternary aqueous mixture saturated in cyclopentane was 
determined by titration. Experiments were carried out at “ambient conditions” 
which are here modeled as 298 K and a pressure of 0.1 MPa. It was shown that a 
ternary aqueous phase with an overall THF mole fraction of xTHF = 0.2182 could 
dissolve approximately 0.39 mole percent cyclopentane (xcyclopentane = 0.0039). 
These concentrations are an average of three compositions presented in the 
original work [Appendix 2]. 
     A binary CPA interaction coefficient for the pair of tetrahydrofuran and 
cyclopentane has been adjusted such that CPA describes the aqueous phase of the 
ternary LLE system the closest possible to the above concentrations at 298 K and 
0.1 MPa. 
     In a two-phase P-T flash calculation with an equimolar feed (equal amounts of 
all three components), the application of a kij = 0.107 provides a saturated aqueous 
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liquid phase with a mole fraction of THF of xTHF = 0.2168 and xcyclopentane = 
0.0014. Hence, for the given THF concentration, CPA underestimates the ability 
of the mixed solvent to dissolve cyclopentane compared to the experimental data. 
Deviations from the experimental concentrations are 0.7 percent for THF and 64 
percent for cyclopentane. If CPA is allowed to predict the phase distribution of the 
three components (kij = 0.0), the tetrahydrofuran mole fraction becomes 0.0900 
and the cyclopentane mole fraction becomes 0.0003, significantly further away 
from the experimental data. Thus, kij = 0.109 is used for the binary pair of 
tetrahydrofuran and cyclopentane in the following. 
     The predicted LLE phase compositions for the before mentioned P-T flash 
calculation are provided in Table 7.1.  
 
Table 7.1. Experimental and “predicted” LLE phase compositions for the ternary system of 
water, tetrahydrofuran and cyclopentane. AAD in mole fractions according to eg. (7.1) 
 Experimental CPA CPA AAD (Aq. Phase) 
 Aqueous Phase Aqueous Phase Organic Phase  
xH2O 0.7779 0.7818 0.0152 0.01 
xTetrahydrofuran 0.2182 0.2168 0.4160 0.01 
xCyclopentane 0.0039 0.0014 0.5688 0.64 
 
An interesting observation here is that CPA predicts the majority of the added 
tetrahydrofuran to be located in the organic liquid phase.   
     Going back to the mixed promoter system presented in section 6.3, where a 
ternary mixture of water, tetrahydrofuran and cyclopentane was prepared with 
molar fractions of xH2O = 0.901, xTetrahydrofuran = 0.051 and xCyclopentane = 0.048. 
Upon mixing these two liquid phases, CPA predicts the aqueous liquid phase 
composition to remain unchanged (for all practical purposes) at hydrate forming 
conditions of e.g. 288 K and 2.0 MPa. 
     CPA thereby predicts tetrahydrofuran to remain in the aqueous phase of the 
mixed promoter system. How this distribution is affected by the later presence of 
carbon dioxide has not been investigated. The cyclopentane concentration in the 
aqueous phase of the above mentioned mixed promoter system is predicted to be 
93 ppm (molar). This corresponds to approximately double the solubility of 
cyclopentane in pure water at this temperature. 
  
7.1.11 Water-Tetrahydrofuran-Carbon dioxide 
The performance of CPA in describing the ternary system of water, 
tetrahydrofuran and carbon dioxide has been investigated. Since these three 
compounds show highly non-ideal behaviour in their respective binary pairs, it is 
expected that the ternary system behaviour is of similar complexity.  
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     No ternary adjustable parameters are available in CPA, hence the model relies 
on the ability of the model to extend from binaries to the ternary system. 
     Lazzaroni et al. (2004) have reported compositional data for the ternary system 
of carbon dioxide-tetrahydrofuran-water in temperature and pressure ranges, 
where this system shows three-phase vapour(V)-aqueous liquid(Lw)-organic 
liquid(La) equilibria. Compositions from the two liquid phases along with the 
density of the vapour phase are provided for a total of 16 conditions of 
temperature (T) and pressure (P). 
     The 16 T/P conditions investigated experimentally by Lazzaroni et al. have 
here been modelled using the Gibbs energy minimisation flash approach on a feed 
comprised of 10 mole percent water, 10 mole percent tetrahydrofuran and 80 mole 
percent carbon dioxide.     
     Whereas CPA predicts three-phase VLLE equilibria at the conditions reported 
by Lazzaroni et al., the phase composition of the aqueous phase in particular is 
predicted with considerable deviations compared to the reported compositions.  
     Figure 7.11 a) and b) compare experimental phase compositions of the co-
existing liquid phases reported by Lazzaroni et al. with the phase compositions 
predicted by CPA. 
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a) Aqueous phase, T = 298 K 
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b) Organic phase , T = 298 K 
Figure 7.11. Compositions of co-existing liquid phases at conditions of three-phase vapour-liquid-
liquid equilibrium for the ternary system of carbon dioxide, tetrahydrofuran (THF) and water. 
Comparison of experimental data from [Lazzaroni et al. (2004)] and CPA predictions. Blue 
diamonds: carbon dioxide mole fraction. Red triangles: Tetrahydrofuran (THF) mole fraction. Blue 
cross: Water mole fraction. Dashed line: Carbon dioxide mole fraction (CPA). Solid line: 
Tetrahydrofuran (THF) mole fraction (CPA). Dash dot dashed line: Water mole fraction (CPA). a) 
Aqueous liquid phase at T = 298 K. b) Organic liquid phase at T = 298 K. 
 
The tetrahydrofuran concentrations in the aqueous liquid phase are predicted to be 
roughly twice as high as the concentrations reported by Lazzaroni et al. For this 
reason, the carbon dioxide solubility in the aqueous phase is also overestimated, 
since tetrahydrofuran acts as a co-solvent. The organic liquid phase composition is 
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well predicted in terms of composition at 298 K and pressures ranging from 1 to 5 
MPa. Similar observations are found for the data sets at 311 K and 333 K (not 
shown here).  
     Similarly, the model has been validated against ternary data reported by Sabil 
et al. (2010c). Whereas Lazzaroni et al. report phase compositions in the three 
phase V-Lw-La equilibria region at fixed temperatures and pressures, Sabil et al. 
report T/P conditions of fluid phase transitions for ternary mixtures of carbon 
dioxide-tetrahydrofuran-water systems with various initial compositions. Upper 
and lower phase boundaries for the three-phase V-Lw-La region are determined 
experimentally for systems with constant initial compositions. 
     When crossing the upper phase boundary from the low pressure side to the 
high pressure side at specified temperature, a transition from three phases (V-Lw-
La) to two phases (Lw-La) occurs. At the lower phase boundary, the system moves 
from V-Lw-La equilibrium for pressures above the phase boundary to V-Lw 
equilibrium for pressures below the boundary. 
     The initial compositions reported for each data set presented by Sabil et al. 
(2010c) are specified in a manner that may be misleading. Here it is assumed that 
the reported compositions for carbon dioxide (x1) are mole fractions in the ternary 
mixture, whereas the compositions reported for tetrahydrofuran (x2) are binary 
mole fractions in the initial aqueous liquid phase. Hence, when modelling the 
systems, the initial composition of tetrahydrofuran in the ternary mixture has been 
corrected under the assumption that the initial system consists of x(CO2) = x1 
moles of carbon dioxide and x(THF) = (1-x1)*x2 moles of tetrahydrofuran. In the 
model, the ternary system is balanced with water according to; x(water) = 1 - 
x(CO2) – x(THF) = 1 – x1 – ((1-x1)*x2). This is in agreement with a separate 
publication of Sabil et al. (2010b), where a selection of the same data is presented 
alongside the measured hydrate equilibrium data.  
     Figure 7.12 a) illustrates a comparison of the CPA predictions with a selection 
of the experimental data for the upper phase boundary for the phase envelope (V-
Lw-La to Lw-La) for three systems of various feed compositions. Figure 7.12 b) 
illustrates a comparison of the CPA predictions and experimental phase 
boundaries for both the upper (V-Lw-La to Lw-La) and lower (V-Lw-La to Lw-V) 
boundaries for the phase envelope. Note that the compositions provided in these 
figures are the corrected feed compositions of the ternary mixtures. 
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Figure 7.12. Comparison of calculated and experimental phase envelope boundaries for the 
ternary system of carbon dioxide-tetrahydrofuran (THF)-water. Experimental data are from Sabil 
et al. (2010c). a) High-pressure boundaries for phase envelope in systems with 9 mole percent 
carbon dioxide and varying mole fraction of tetrahydrofuran, x(THF). b) Lower and upper phase 
envelope boundaries for ternary system with x(CO2) = 0.09, x(THF)  = 0.046 , x(H2O) = 0.864. 
 
The upper phase boundary is calculated by specifying initial T/P conditions that 
are in the two-phase Lw-La region for the system with specified feed composition. 
A flash calculation then separates the feed into two liquid phases followed by a 
boiling point pressure calculation performed for one of the two liquid phases. The 
new T/P conditions are subsequently returned to the flash algorithm and this 
procedure is continued until the calculated boiling point pressure no longer 
changes within a given tolerance. 
     The calculation procedure for the lower phase boundary is more complex since 
both vapour and liquid phases co-exist on both sides of the phase boundary. 
Hence, here it is not possible to search for the boundary by a combination of 
flash- and bubble-/dew point calculations. A trial and error search method has 
been applied, starting at pressure conditions below the phase boundary and then 
increasing pressure in steps of 0.001 MPa until the phase boundary is reached 
(phase number and types are monitored by multi-phase T/P flash calculations).   
     From Figure 7.12 a) it becomes clear that CPA predicts the upper phase 
boundaries of the VLLE region with significant deviations compared to the 
experimental data. For the system with x(THF) = 0.082, the calculated pressures 
are approximately 30 percent higher than those measured by Sabil et al. (2010c). 
Deviations decrease with decreasing initial concentration of tetrahydrofuran. With 
an overall mole fraction of tetrahydrofuran of 0.009, the calculated boundary 
pressures are approximately 8 percent above the experimental data. 
     Figure 7.12 b) compares the measured [Sabil et al. (2010c)] and predicted 
(CPA) upper and lower phase envelope boundaries for the ternary system 
comprised of 9 mole percent carbon dioxide, 4.6 mole percent tetrahydrofuran and 
balance water. The upper phase boundary is predicted by CPA with deviations of 
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approximately 14 percent. For the lower phase boundary, CPA overestimates the 
pressures by approximately 69 percent at the low temperatures and 100 percent at 
the high temperatures. 
     CPA, with the obtained binary parameters, predicts the ternary system of 
carbon dioxide-tetrahydrofuran-water with significant deviations compared to 
experimental data available in the regions where this system shows three-phase V-
Lw-La equilibrium. Since no experimental composition data have been found for 
this system in the two-phase regions, it has not been possible to investigate the 
accuracy of the model in the description of these regions. 
 
7.2 The Un-promoted Gas Hydrate System 
As a simplification of the specific case of carbon dioxide capture from power 
station flue gases, it is assumed that the flue gas phase may be modelled in the 
form of binary mixtures of nitrogen and carbon dioxide. In actual flue gases, 
significant amounts of other components such as e.g. oxygen and water may also 
be present. With respect to hydrate formation, oxygen acts similarly to nitrogen 
[van Cleeff and Diepen (1960), Du et al. (2010)], thus when simulating the flue 
gas, it is reasonable to replace the oxygen content with nitrogen in the model gas 
phase. The initial water content in the flue gas phase may also be neglected since, 
at equilibrium, the vapour phase will be saturated with water. Hence, the 
simplified, un-promoted gas hydrate system consists of ternary mixtures of 
nitrogen, carbon dioxide and water. 
     Kihara parameters have been regressed for both nitrogen and carbon dioxide as 
part of this work. When regressing the Kihara parameters, both the pure hydrates 
of the two hydrate formers (sI hydrate for carbon dioxide and sII hydrate for 
nitrogen) have been considered together with the data for the mixed hydrates 
(both dissociation pressures and hydrate composition). Table 7.2 lists the data 
used as references. Only hydrate(H)- Liquid water(Lw)-vapour(V) equilibrium 
data have been included as reference for the pure hydrates of carbon dioxide. The 
mixed hydrates of carbon dioxide and nitrogen have been assumed structure I 
hydrates for all the available data on the mixed hydrates. To ensure the validity of 
the obtained Kihara parameters for carbon dioxide in sII hydrates, a few data for 
the mixed hydrates of carbon dioxide and tetrahydrofuran (3 mole percent and 5 
mole percent tetrahydrofuran in the aqueous liquid phase) have been included in 
the regression of parameters. Even though the un-promoted gas hydrate system is 
presented in this section without the use of promoters, regression of Kihara 
parameters for the four hydrate formers studied in this work (carbon dioxide, 
nitrogen, tetrahydrofuran and cyclopentane) has been done in an iterative 
procedure, to ensure internal consistency of the obtained parameters in all possible 
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combinations and hydrate structures. Emphasis has been put on ensuring that the 
model predicts the right hydrate structures in all systems. 
 
Table 7.2. Reference data for optimising Langmuir contants (Kihara parameters) along with final 
model accuracy. P denotes equilibrium pressure. Y denotes water-free hydrate composition. 
y(CO2) is vapour phase mole fraction of carbon dioxide. AAD calculated according to eg. (7.1). 
Ref. Comp. No Points Temp. / K Composition AAD (P) AAD (Y) 
[1] CO2 P: 10 275.1 – 282.9 y(CO2) = 1 0.039 N/A 
[2] CO2 P: 10 275.0 – 282.8 y(CO2) = 1 0.034 N/A 
       
[3] N2 P: 8 273.2 – 281.1 y(N2) = 1 0.036 N/A 
[4] N2 P: 23 273.2 – 283.3 y(N2) = 1 0.040 N/A 
       
[5] CO2/ N2 P: 48 
Y: 20 
272.9 – 284.3 0.05  y(CO2)  0.97 0.085 0.162 
[6] CO2/ N2 P: 9 278.1 – 285.3 0.27  y(CO2)  0.81 0.16 N/A 
[7] CO2/ N2 P: 24 275.3 – 283.1 0.00  y(CO2)  1.00 0.14 N/A 
[8] CO2/ N2 P: 9 273.1 – 280.2 0.91  y(CO2)  0.97 0.06 N/A 
[9] CO2/ N2 P: 15 274.0 – 281.9 0.16  y(CO2)  0.72 0.12 N/A 
[10] CO2/ N2 P: 1 273.7 y(CO2) = 0.17 0.037 N/A 
[11] CO2/ N2 P: 16 
Y: 16 
273.4 – 281.1 0.16  y(CO2)  0.59 0.24 0.08 
[12] CO2/ N2 P: 33 
Y: 33 
273.6 – 281.7 0.13  y(CO2)  0.75 0.17 0.20 
[13] CO2/ N2 P: 33 276.9 – 285.4 0.81  y(CO2)  0.96 0.17 N/A 
[1] Sabil et al. (2010b), [2] Ruffine and Trusler (2010), [3] Jhaveri and Robinson (1965),  
[4] van Cleeff and Diepen (1960), [5] Kang et al. (2001), [6] Ben Attouche Sfaxi et al. (2012),  
[7] Bruusgaard et al. (2008), [8] Fan and Guo (1999), [9] Olsen et al. (1999),  
[10] Linga et al. (2007a), [11] Herri et al. (2011), [12] Belandria et al. (2011),  
[13] Kim et al. (2011) 
 
According to the Gibbs phase rule (f = c – p + 2), in systems with two components 
(pure hydrates of carbon dioxide or nitrogen) and three phases in equilibrium, the 
system is uni-variant (one degree of freedom). Hence, when fixing e.g. the system 
temperature, a single equilibrium state will be valid for any feed composition that 
provides three phases at this temperature. 
     When moving to the ternary system of carbon dioxide, nitrogen and water, still 
considering the H-Lw-V equilibrium region, the system becomes divariant due to 
the addition of one component. Hence, at specified temperature, multiple H-Lw-V 
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equilibrium states exist for this system. Specifying a second intensive variable 
“locks” the system into a single equilibrium state. In the model, this is done 
artificially by setting the vapour feed composition to that of the desired 
equilibrium state and then feeding only sufficient amount of water to form a liquid 
water phase. By doing so, the vapour phase at equilibrium will be (almost) 
identical to the feed vapour phase composition. 
     Calculated equilibrium conditions for the mixed hydrates of carbon dioxide 
and nitrogen depend not only on the initial vapour phase composition of the feed, 
but also on the amount of liquid fed into the system. This is explained by the large 
differences in solubility of carbon dioxide and nitrogen in water. The final 
equilibrium composition of the vapour phase may change significantly depending 
on the amount of water in the feed. Hence, when comparing the model to 
experimental data, it is necessary to simulate the reported experimental conditions 
as accurately as possible. If the experimental feed composition (overall) is 
reported directly, this feed is used in the model. If only the vapour phase 
composition at equilibrium is reported, this composition should be used as vapour 
feed composition and the modelled system should be initiated with a low liquid to 
vapour feed ratio (e.g. Lw/(V+Lw) = 0.05 on molar basis). If the initial vapour 
phase composition is reported without an exact feed composition, the model 
results should be used with caution, since results may vary several percent 
depending on the liquid to vapour feed ratio set in the feed. Of the reference data 
provided in Table 7.2, Kang et al. (2001), Bruusgaard et al. (2008), Fan and Guo 
(1999), Olsen et al. (1999) and Linga et al. (2007a) provide initial vapour phase 
composition and initial volume of liquid fed into the system. Hence, the overall 
model feed compositions have been approximated (roughly) according to reported 
vapour phase compositions and liquid volumes. Table 7.2 provides the average 
absolute relative deviations (AAD according to eq. (7.1)) in equilibrium pressure 
(P) and water free hydrate composition (Y), where available, for each reference 
data set. The water-free hydrate composition has been calculated according to 
equation (5.1.21). 
     With the regressed Kihara cell potential parameters (İ/k and ı) the model 
describes the experimental reference data for the pure hydrates of both carbon 
dioxide and nitrogen within an average accuracy of 4 percent in the temperature 
interval from approximately 273 K to 283 K. Figure 7.13 a) and b) illustrate the 
model description of the two pure hydrates. Comparisons are made with 
experimental data. 
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a) Pure carbon dioxide sI Hydrates 
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b) Pure nitrogen sII hydrates 
Figure 7.13. Comparison of model performance (solid lines) and experimental data for the pure 
hydrates of carbon dioxide and nitrogen. a) Dissociation pressures for carbon dioxide sI hydrate as 
function of temperature. b) Dissociation pressures for nitrogen sII hydrate as function of 
temperature. 
 
It is seen that the model describes both of the pure hydrate forms with reasonable 
accuracy in the low pressure region. The sudden change of slope in the hydrate 
data for carbon dioxide is due to the fluid phase transition from vapour to liquid 
for the carbon dioxide rich phase (upper quadruple point). The model slightly 
overestimates this temperature, which is seen by the entire H-Lw-LCO2 region 
being shifted up in temperature by approximately half a degree.      
     Nitrogen hydrates are described accurately up to temperatures of 
approximately 278 K. At higher temperatures, the model underestimates the 
hydrate pressures of the pure nitrogen sII hydrate. 
Extending to the mixed hydrates increases complexity and absolute deviations 
between model descriptions and experimental data increase. 
     Equilibrium pressures reported by Kang et al. (2001), Fan and Guo (1999) and 
Linga et al. (2007a) are well described by the model with AAD’s below 0.1 in 
terms of pressure. However, the composition data reported by Kang et al. are less 
accurately described. The largest deviations are found in the pressure data 
presented by Herri et al. (2011), Belandria et al. (2011) and Kim et al. (2011). The 
compositions reported by Herri et al. are described with a low AAD of 0.08, 
however the model fails at describing the pressures reported by these authors 
(AAD of 0.24). The model deviates from both the pressure- and composition data 
reported by Belandria et al. with AAD’s of 0.17 and 0.20 respectively. Pressure 
data reported by Kim et al. are described with an AAD of 0.17. 
     Figure 7.14 compares reported dissociation pressures for various vapour phase 
compositions with model results. All modelling results are obtained assuming a 
liquid feed ratio, Lw/( Lw+V), of 0.8 since Kang et al. (2001) conducted their 
experiments with high liquid to vapour molar ratios. 
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Figure 7.14. Comparison of model performance (solid lines) for 
the mixed hydrate of carbon dioxide and nitrogen and 
experimental data measured by Kang et al. (2001) and Olsen et 
al. (1999). y(CO2) denotes vapour phase composition of carbon 
dioxide reported by the authors. 
 
It is seen that the model performs well in the composition limits near pure carbon 
dioxide in the low-pressure region and near nitrogen in the high-pressure regions. 
Generally the dissociation pressure of the mixed hydrate decreases with increasing 
carbon dioxide content in the vapour phase. The model accurately describes five 
out of the six data sets reported by Kang et al., however it fails at describing the 
temperature-dependence for the data set at 17.6 mole percent carbon dioxide. The 
high-temperature experimental data of this set could be questioned for this reason, 
however as shown in Figure 7.14, the temperature trend in the data reported by 
Kang et al. at these conditions correspond well with the trend of the data reported 
by Olsen et al. (1999) for a similar gas phase composition.  
     What is difficult to see in Figure 7.14 is that whereas the model predicts the 
formed mixed gas hydrates to be of the sI structure type for all conditions with 
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carbon dioxide vapour phase compositions of 11 percent and higher, a structural 
transition occurs for the system with 6.7 mole percent carbon dioxide. At 
temperatures below 275.6 K, the predicted structure is sI, however above this 
temperature the model predicts the sII hydrate to be the thermodynamically most 
stable form. 
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Figure 7.15. a) Hydrate equilibrium pressure for the mixed hydrate of carbon dioxide and nitrogen 
as function of vapour phase compositions. Experimental data from Bruusgaard et al. (2008). Solid 
line: Model at 281 K. Dashed line: Model at 275 K. b) Hydrate composition (Ycarbon dioxide) on 
water-free basis (eq. (5.1.21) for the mixed hydrate of carbon dioxide and nitrogen as function of 
mole fraction of carbon dioxide in the vapour phase (ycarbon dioxide). Experimental data from Kang et 
al. (2001). Solid line: Model at 274 K. Dashed line: Model at 277K. Dash-dot-dashed line: Model 
at 280 K. 
 
Figure 7.15 a) illustrates the effect of the initial vapour phase composition on the 
dissociation pressure of the mixed hydrate of carbon dioxide and nitrogen. The 
experimental data are those reported by Bruusgaard et al. (2008). The model 
results are obtained assuming a liquid feed ratio, Lw/( Lw+V), of 0.2. Note the 
change in slope of the model curves at approximately 5-6 mole percent carbon 
dioxide in the vapour phase. Despite the fact that all reference data for the mixed 
hydrate system were assumed sI hydrates, the model predicts sII hydrates to form 
for gas mixtures with less than five mole percent carbon dioxide and sI hydrates 
for gas mixtures with more than five mole percent carbon dioxide. This boundary 
is valid for the system fed with 20 mole percent liquid. It is not surprising though, 
that a structural change occurs in the mixed hydrate system, since the two pure 
hydrates form different structures. The compositional position of the structural 
change from sI hydrates to sII hydrates depend on the obtained Kihara parameters 
which are influenced by the assumed structure during the parameter regression. 
The difference in the composition for the structural transition observed in Figure 
7.14 (6.7 mole percent carbon dioxide at 275.6 K) and that observed in Figure 
7.15 a) (approximately 5-6 mole percent carbon dioxide at 275.3 K) is explained 
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mainly by the differences in the simulated liquid to vapour feed ratios. Hence, the 
presented results illustrate the importance of knowing exact feed composition, or 
as a minimum the equilibrium vapour phase composition for this ternary system, 
when comparing modelling results with experimental data. 
     A final and equally important aspect of the hydrate modelling for this carbon 
dioxide capture process is the ability of the developed model to describe the 
composition of the gas phase physically adsorbed inside the solid hydrate phase. 
Not only is it important for the model to accurately describe hydrate formation 
temperature/pressure conditions to enable a thermodynamic evaluation of the 
necessary flue gas compression, the hydrate composition is as important since it is 
needed to investigate the efficiency of the process to selectively remove carbon 
dioxide from the mixed flue gas. 
     Figure 7.15 b) illustrates modelling results for the water-free hydrate 
composition as function of the equilibrium vapour phase composition in the H-Lw-
V region. The model results are compared with experimental data reported by 
Kang et al. (2001). The vapour phase composition reported by Kang et al. for 
these data are actual vapour phase compositions at equilibrium, hence the model 
has been initiated by feeding only 5 mole percent liquid and 95 mole percent 
vapour to ensure that the equilibrium vapour phase composition corresponds to 
that reported by Kang et al.. It is seen that the model describes the data well in the 
composition limits, however the model overestimates the selectivity towards 
carbon dioxide in the region by 10 to 30 mole percent carbon dioxide in the 
vapour phase. The model correctly shows the trend of decreasing selectivity in the 
hydrate phase with increasing temperature. 
 
7.3 Tetrahydrofuran Promoted Gas Hydrate Systems 
With the model in place for both the fluid phase description and the hydrate 
description of the un-promoted hydrate systems, only the Kihara parameters for 
tetrahydrofuran are needed in order to describe the promoted gas hydrates. The 
Kihara parameters were partly optimised along with those of carbon dioxide, to 
ensure correct description of carbon dioxide presence in the sII hydrate phase.  
     Kihara parameters (İ/k and ı) for tetrahydrofuran have subsequently been 
finally “tuned” using experimental data for the mixed hydrates of tetrahydrofuran 
+ carbon dioxide and tetrahydrofuran + nitrogen. Only experimental data from the 
H-Lw-V three-phase region have been used as reference. Initial concentrations of 
tetrahydrofuran in the liquid phase up to five mole percent have been considered. 
Since more data were available for the tetrahydrofuran + carbon dioxide system, 
the objective function to be minimised (the sum of all absolute relative deviations) 
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has been modified such that the two systems are weighted equally (total deviation 
is normalised according to the number of data points for each system).  
     It has been shown experimentally that, for a given temperature, the 
corresponding H-Lw-V equilibrium pressure for the ternary system of water, 
tetrahydrofuran and carbon dioxide mainly depends on the concentration of 
tetrahydrofuran in the aqueous liquid phase [Sabil et al. (2010b)]. Hence, unless 
exact feed compositions are provided for the literature data, the model feed liquid 
is specified at the reference composition and calculations are initiated with a 90 
mole percent liquid fraction (10 mole percent gas). Table 7.3 contains a list of 
references and conditions for the data used as reference. Comparisons of 
experimental data and model results in terms of equilibrium pressures are 
included in the form of absolute average relative deviations (AAD). 
 
Table 7.3. Reference data used when regressing Kihara cell potential parameters for 
tetrahydrofuran (THF). x(THF) denotes mole fraction of THF in the feed liquid phase. AAD (P) is 
absolute average relative deviation of calculated pressures compared to the reference data. 
Ref. Comp. No Points Temp. / K Composition AAD (P) 
[1] THF / CO2 13 278.3 – 289.9 0.016  x(THF)  0.028 0.17 
[2] THF / CO2 7 280.4 – 291.1 x(THF) = 0.05 0.21 
[3] THF / CO2 28 279.9 – 291.3 0.012  x(THF)  0.05 0.10* 
[4] THF / CO2 6 283.8 – 289.8 x(THF) = 0.011 0.26** 
      
[5] THF / N2 23 280.9 – 293.8 0.01  x(THF)  0.05 0.09 
[4] THF / N2 5 281.4 – 289.4 x(THF) = 0.011 0.02 
*   Data at x(THF) = 0.012 and T > 288.55 K disregarded since model predicts H-Lw-LCO2 equilibria. 
**  Data for T > 287.4 K disregarded since model predicts H-Lw-LCO2 equilibria. 
[1] Delahaye et al. (2006), [2] Seo et al. (2008), [3] Sabil et al. (2010a), [4] Mohammadi et al. (2010), 
[5] Seo et al. (2001). 
 
With the obtained parameters, the model overestimates equilibrium pressures for 
the mixed hydrate of tetrahydrofuran and carbon dioxide at liquid phase 
concentrations of tetrahydrofuran below three mole percent. Accurate descriptions 
of the promoted hydrates of carbon dioxide are obtained for concentrations of 
tetrahydrofuran in the aqueous liquid phase at or above three mole percent.  
     The mixed hydrates of nitrogen and tetrahydrofuran are described with AAD’s 
below 0.1 for both reference data sets. Figure 7.16 a) and b) compares model 
results with a selection of the reference data for both the mixed hydrates of carbon 
dioxide + tetrahydrofuran and nitrogen + tetrahydrofuran. 
 
 

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b)  
Figure 7.16. Dissociation pressures as function of temperature for mixed hydrates of carbon 
dioxide or nitrogen with tetrahydrofuran (THF). x(THF) is the initial mole fraction of 
tetrahydrofuran in the liquid phase. Model results (solid lines) are obtained using feed liquid molar 
ratios, Lw/(Lw+V) of 0.9. a) Carbon dioxide-tetrahydrofuran hydrates. b) Nitrogen-tetrahydrofuran 
hydrates. 
 
Figure 7.16 a) clearly illustrates how the model overestimates the dissociation 
pressure of the mixed carbon dioxide + tetrahydrofuran hydrate at a THF mole 
fraction of 0.016.  The data sets at 3 and 5 mole percent THF are more accurately 
described by the model.  
     The mixed hydrates of nitrogen and tetrahydrofuran are accurately described in 
general. The model deviates only significantly compared to the data set at 2 mole 
percent THF. At this concentration, the model underestimates the dissociation 
pressures compared to the experimental data reported by Seo et al. (2001). 
     Figure 7.17 a) and b) illustrates how the equilibrium pressures for the two 
promoted hydrate systems, at constant temperature, depend on the THF 
concentration in the liquid phase. The model predictions are compared with 
experimental data extracted from the above reference data sets. 
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b) Tetrahydrofuran + nitrogen 
T = 286.1 K 
Figure 7.17. Dissociation pressures for the mixed sII hydrate of tetrahydrofuran and carbon 
dioxide (a) or nitrogen (b) as function of the initial liquid phase mole fraction of tetrahydrofuran 
(xtetrahydrofuran) at T = 286.1 K. Solid lines are model results using a liquid feed ratio Lw/(Lw+V) of 
0.9. a). 
 
The data extracted for the carbon dioxide + tetrahydrofuran hydrate system are not 
all given exactly at a temperature of 286.1 K. The temperatures for these data vary 
from 285.9 K to 286.2 K. Hence, a small uncertainty in the experimental data 
must be expected due to these temperature variations. The data for the nitrogen + 
tetrahydrofuran system are all measured at a temperature of 286.1 K. 
     The presented model results in Figure 7.17 a) and b) are calculated for a 
constant temperature of 286.1 K. The model clearly shows the promoting effect of 
tetrahydrofuran, which has also been experimentally documented. The estimated 
equilibrium pressures, at constant temperature, decrease with increasing 
concentrations of tetrahydrofuran in the liquid phase up to a concentration of 
approximately 5 - 6 mole percent. For concentrations above this, the promoting 
effect decreases.  
     When looking closer it is found that the model predicts an optimum in the 
promoting effect at approximately 5.6 mole percent tetrahydrofuran in the 
aqueous phase. This concentration is identical for both systems. The predicted 
optimum in the aqueous THF concentration thus lies at the theoretical, 
stoichiometric concentration of an sII hydrate with complete filling of its large 
cavities by THF (xTHF,stoich = 0.056). An investigation of the predicted fractional 
occupancies of THF in the large cavities also showed occupancies higher than 
0.99 for both systems.  
     Tetrahydrofuran acts in two opposite directions in hydrate forming systems: 
Tetrahydrofuran stabilises the sII hydrate structure by its presence in the large 
cavities of the solid hydrate phase. Simultaneously, tetrahydrofuran lowers the 
activity of water in the aqueous liquid phase by forming hydrogen bonds with 
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water. Hence, the promoting effect of THF is a competing effect of hydrate 
stabilisation and water de-stabilisation in the liquid phase. At concentrations 
lower than 5.6 mole percent, stabilisation of the solid structure is the dominating 
effect. At higher concentrations, the de-stabilisation of water in the aqueous liquid 
phase increases its effect, and the overall promoting effect on the hydrate phase 
decreases. 
     Figure 7.18 shows the same competition between hydrate stabilisation and 
liquid water de-stabilisation only here for the pure sII hydrate of tetrahydrofuran 
(binary system of tetrahydrofuran and water).  

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Figure 7.18. Dissociation temperature for the pure sII hydrate 
of tetrahydrofuran as function of the liquid phase mole fraction 
of tetrahydrofuran (xtetrahydrofuran). P = 0.10 MPa. The solid line 
represents model predictions. 
 
Hydrate dissociation temperatures are shown as a function of mole fraction of 
THF in the aqueous liquid phase. Both the experimental data and the model 
results are obtained at a fixed pressure of 0.1 MPa. Again an optimum is found at 
approximately 5.5 – 6.0 mole percent. The results indicate that the model tends to 
underestimate the stabilising effect of THF at low liquid phase concentrations. In 
the concentration range from approximately 2.5 – 7 mole percent, the model 
accurately describes the pure THF hydrate equilibrium temperatures. Above 7 
mole percent THF, the model seems to overestimate the de-stabilising effect on 
the liquid phase.  
     The above results provide an explanation for the models more accurate 
performance in the mixed hydrates of THF plus gas in the concentration range 
from approximately 3 – 5 mole percent. This is the region where the model 
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provides the most accurate description of the balance between THF hydrate 
stabilisation and liquid water de-stabilisation. 
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b) x(THF) = 0.03 
Figure 7.19. Hydrate dissociation pressure for the mixed hydrate of carbon dioxide-nitrogen-
tetrahydrofuran as function of temperature. y(CO2) denotes initial mole fraction of carbon dioxide 
in the vapour phase. x(THF) is the initial mole fraction of tetrahydrofuran in the aqueous liquid 
phase. Solid lines are model prediction obtained using a liquid feed ratio Lw/(Lw+V) of 0.9. a) 
x(THF) = 0.01. b) x(THF) = 0.03. Experimental data from Kang et al. (2001). 
 
Kang et al. (2001) report experimental data for promoted gas hydrate systems of 
gas mixtures containing carbon dioxide and nitrogen. The thermodynamic 
promoter is tetrahydrofuran and Kang et al. investigate the promoting effect at 
liquid phase concentrations of 1 and 3 mole percent THF. Two gas mixtures are 
used, initially containing 17 and 70 mole percent carbon dioxide. These 
conditions have been investigated using the developed model. Vapour phase and 
liquid phase initial compositions are those indicated by Kang et al. and the model 
feed liquid ratio, (Lw/(Lw+V), is set at 0.9. Figure 7.19 a) and b) compare the 
model predictions with the data reported by Kang et al. As expected, the model 
overestimates the dissociation pressures of the mixed carbon dioxide-nitrogen-
tetrahydrofuran hydrate at a liquid phase containing 1 mole percent 
tetrahydrofuran (Figure 7.19 a). For the system with 3 mole percent 
tetrahydrofuran in the liquid phase (Figure 7.19 a), the model predicts hydrate 
equilibrium pressures very well both for the carbon dioxide lean and carbon 
dioxide rich system. The model predicts all 21 data points with an AAD of 0.17 in 
terms of dissociation pressure. The systems with 1 mole percent THF are 
described with an AAD of 0.21 and the systems with 3 mole percent THF are 
described with an AAD of 0.14.  
     Both Figure 7.19 a) and b) show that the model predicts the equilibrium 
pressure for the gas mixture comprised of 70 mole percent carbon dioxide to 
increase steeply with temperature in the high temperature region. At temperatures 
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above the ones shown in the figures, the model predicts higher dissociation 
pressures for the carbon dioxide rich system than the carbon dioxide lean system.  
     Linga et al. (2007c) similarly report equilibrium pressures for mixed gas 
hydrates of carbon dioxide and nitrogen, promoted by the presence of 
tetrahydrofuran. A total of 9 data points are presented for liquid phase THF mole 
fractions ranging from 0.005 to 0.015 and vapour phase mole fractions of carbon 
dioxide ranging from 0.15 to 0.17. The low temperature data reported by Linga et 
al. (2007c) for a THF liquid mole fraction of 0.01 and a vapour phase mole 
fraction of 0.17 continue the trend in the data reported by Kang et al. (2001) at 
similar conditions. The data reported by Linga et al. (2007c) have been modelled 
using the present model with a liquid feed molar ratio of 0.9. The data are 
described with an AAD of 0.43. Again these experimental data show that the 
model overestimates hydrate equilibrium pressures for the promoted systems with 
low liquid phase mole fractions of tetrahydrofuran. 
     So far only hydrate-liquid water-vapour (H-Lw-V) three-phase equilibrium has 
been modeled for the THF promoted systems with three or more components. 
Sabil et al. (2010b) reported hydrate equilibrium pressures for systems of known 
initial composition in the ternary system of water, tetrahydrofuran and carbon 
dioxide. These data covered not only the hydrate-liquid water-vapour (H-Lw-V) 
three-phase region, but also the hydrate-liquid water-liquid vapour (H-Lw-Lv) and 
the hydrate-liquid water-liquid organic-vapour (H-Lw-La-V) region. These regions 
were found in systems comprised of aqueous phases with 5 mole percent THF and 
varying amounts of carbon dioxide vapour. 
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Figure 7.20. Hydrate stability boundaries in the ternary system 
of water, tetrahydrofuran and carbon dioxide. Systems with 
overall 1, 9 and 19 mole percent carbon dioxide and balance 
aqueous liquid solution containing initially 5 mole percent 
tetrahydrofuran. Comparison of model descriptions (predictions) 
and experimental data from Sabil et al. (2010b). 
 
Figure 7.20 compares a selection of data reported by Sabil et al. (2010b) with the 
model descriptions. In these mixtures, once the system moves out of the three-
phase (H-Lw-V) region, the model is forced to predict the outcome according to 
the predicted fluid phase behaviour.  
     For the system with overall 1 mole percent carbon dioxide (red triangles), a 
sharp change of slope is found in the experimental data at approximately 287.5 K. 
This is due to a disappearance of the vapour phase, which is incorporated in the 
aqueous liquid phase. Hence, at temperatures above this, the system represents 
two-phase (H-Lw) equilibrium. The model predicts this to occur at a slightly lower 
temperature (difference of approximately 0.8 K) than the experimentally reported.  
     With more carbon dioxide in the system (9 mole percent - blue diamonds), the 
experimental data show (H-Lw-V) three-phase equilibria up to approximately 290 
K. From 290 K to 291.5 K Sabil et al. reported (H-Lw-La-V) four-phase equilibria. 
Above these temperatures, the system changed to (H-Lw-Lv) three-phase 
equilibria. The model predicts (H-Lw-V) three-phase equilibria up to 
approximately 293 K and then transfers directly into the (H-Lw-Lv) three-phase 
region.  
     With 19 mole percent carbon dioxide in the system (green squares) Sabil et al. 
(2010b) measured (H-Lw-V) three-phase equilibria up to approximately 290 K. 
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From here a pseudo-retrograde behaviour was reported for the (H-Lw-La-V) four-
phase region, keeping the temperature between 290.7 K and 291.3 K, as pressures 
increased to approximately 4.2 MPa. Above this pressure, the system changed to 
(H-Lw-Lv) three-phase equilibria. The model again predicts (H-Lw-V) equilibrium 
up to temperatures of approximately 292.5 K and then again goes directly into the 
(H-Lw-Lv) three-phase region. 
     The above results show that the model, despite being accurate in the three-
phase (H-Lw-V) three-phase region, provides less accurate description of the other 
regions of the phase diagram for this ternary mixture. The failure of the hydrate 
model is explained by the fact that CPA has troubles describing the complex fluid 
phase equilibria of this system. The Lw-La-V three-phase (fluid) region is 
described with insufficient accuracy.  
     Figure 7.21 compares experimental data and modeling results for both fluid 
phase- and hydrate equilibrium in the specific ternary system of 9 mole percent 
carbon dioxide, 4.6 mole percent tetrahydrofuran and 86.4 mole percent water. 
The fluid phase data and modeling results are identical to those presented in 
Figure 7.12 b). Here the hydrate data are included along with model results. 
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Figure 7.21. Selected section of the phase diagram for the 
ternary system comprised of 9 mole percent carbon dioxide, 4.6 
mole percent tetrahydrofuran and 86.4 mole percent water. 
Indications of Hydrate(H), Aqueous liquid(Lw), Organic 
liquid(La), Liquid vapour(Lv) and Vapour(V) are related to phase 
regions contained by the experimental data. Comparison of 
experimental data from Sabil et al. (2010b) and modeling results. 
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It is seen that the model does in fact predict four-phase hydrate(H)-aqueous 
liquid(Lw)-organic liquid(La)-vapour(V) equilibrium to occur for this system, 
despite this was not discovered previously. The four-phase region was not found 
when constructing Figure 7.20 due to the temperature increments (0.2 K) being 
too large. It is seen that the model does predict the right behaviour from a 
qualitative point of view.  
 
7.3.1 The Tetrahydrofuran Promoted Capture Process  
Up to this point, the model has been validated against available experimental data 
mainly for sub-systems relevant to the THF-promoted, post-combustion carbon 
dioxide capture process. It has been shown that significant amounts of 
tetrahydrofuran must be added to the process liquid phase, in order to lower the 
pressure requirements sufficiently for this process to become realisable in large-
scale gas separation processes. 
     Furthermore, it is the conclusion of the previous sections, that the present 
model is the most reliable for systems with three or more mole percent 
tetrahydrofuran in the aqueous liquid phase. 
     Hence, the following section considers and analyses the example of carbon 
dioxide capture from a simulated flue gas comprised of 10 mole percent carbon 
dioxide and 90 mole percent nitrogen. Two process conditions are simulated, one 
uses a promoter solution with three mole percent THF and the other uses a 
promoter solution with five mole percent THF. 
     The investigated aspects of the capture process are the flue gas pressure 
requirements, process efficiency and selectivity and finally the environmental 
impact of this process. The latter in particular is an aspect which is often ignored.  
     Figure 7.22 a) illustrates the minimum pressure requirements (incipient hydrate 
dissociation pressures) as function of temperature for a flue gas comprised of 10 
mole percent carbon dioxide and 90 mole percent nitrogen. Two cases are 
simulated, the first using 3 mole percent THF in the aqueous phase and the second 
using 5 mole percent THF in the aqueous phase. The process is simulated using a 
50 mole percent liquid feed ratio. 
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b)  
Figure 7.22. Mixed hydrate equilibrium pressures (a) and fractional occupancies of gas in the 
small 512 cavities of the sII hydrate (b) as functions of temperature for the quaternary system of 
water-tetrahydrofuran-carbon dioxide-nitrogen. Initial vapour phase comprised of 10 mole percent 
carbon dioxide and 90 mole percent nitrogen. Initial liquid phase consists of water and x(THF) 
mole fraction of tetrahydrofuran. Model predictions obtained using a liquid feed ratio Lw/(Lw+V) 
of 0.5.  
 
At all temperatures investigated, the minimum pressure requirement for the 
process using a 3 mole percent THF solution is higher than that for the process 
using a 5 mole percent THF solution. In the investigated temperature interval 
from 276 K to 295 K, equilibrium pressures vary from approximately 0.1 MPa to 
12 MPa. According to the model, both systems reach an equilibrium pressure of 
0.10 MPa if the process temperature is lowered sufficiently for the (almost) pure 
THF hydrate to form. The 3 mole percent system reaches an equilibrium pressure 
of 0.10 MPa at approximately 276.3 K. In the case of the 5 mole percent THF 
system, this temperature is approximately 277.9 K. If one compares with the T-x 
diagram of Figure 7.18, these temperatures are marginally higher than the 
equilibrium temperatures estimated for the pure THF hydrate in the binary system 
of tetrahydrofuran and water. The explanation for this is given in Figure 7.22 b). 
Even in the low temperature limits of the shown data, the hydrate phase 
incorporates small amounts of flue gas in the small 512 cavities of the hydrate 
structure. The presence of this gas helps stabilising the hydrate phase above the 
dissociation temperature of the pure THF hydrate.  
     Both systems in equilibrium at a pressure of 0.10 MPa, obtain a fractional 
occupancy of the small hydrate cavities of approximately 0.05 (seen in Figure 
7.22 b)).  
     Even though not depicted, for all the investigated systems the fractional 
occupancy of tetrahydrofuran in the large 51264 cavity is predicted to be higher 
than 0.994 indicating complete occupancy of the large cavities by THF. The 
fractional occupancy of THF in the large cavities decreases slightly from 
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approximately 0.9994 at the low temperatures to approximately 0.995 in the high 
temperature limits. This is valid for both systems. 
     The model correctly predicts THF to only enter the large cavities. The 
fractional occupancy of THF in the small cavities is always predicted to be zero. 
Similarly, only negligible amounts of gas enter the large cavities (order of 
magnitude is 10-3). 
     The information provided in the combination of Figure 7.22 a) and b) is 
discouraging in the context of designing a process for post-combustion carbon 
dioxide capture from power station flue gases using THF promoted gas hydrates. 
If flue gas pressurisation is considered the crucial issue in this process, low 
operating temperatures must be applied. Operating the 5 mole percent THF 
process below 0.5 MPa requires cooling the system to temperatures below 280 K. 
At these conditions, only 5 to 18 percent of the hydrate gas capacity (occupancy 
of the small cavities) is used. This means much hydrate may form, however little 
gas is transferred from the vapour phase into the solid phase. If the design 
criterion is high gas uptake in the solid phase, say 50 percent of the full capacity, 
the temperature must be raised to 287 K, where the minimum pressure 
requirement becomes 2.8 MPa. Generally, the two investigated systems behave 
similarly with regard to pressure and gas uptake. Hence, the 3 mole percent THF 
system will need pressurisation to approximately 2.7 MPa, to obtain 50 percent 
cage occupancy of gas in the small cavities.  
     Figure 7.23 a) illustrates the water- and promoter-free mole fraction of carbon 
dioxide in the gas phase adsorbed in the incipient hydrate crystal formed from a 
10 mole percent carbon dioxide vapour phase. It is shown how this mole fraction 
decreases with increasing temperature/pressure. At identical temperatures, the 5 
mole percent THF system turns out to be a little more selective towards carbon 
dioxide than the three mole percent system. The reason for this is that, for 
identical temperatures, this system operates at lower pressures, which in turn 
increases selectivity. Again, modelling results are obtained using a 50 mole 
percent liquid feed ratio. 
     Figure 7.23 b) compares the selectivity of the promoted process with 5 mole 
percent THF to that of the un-promoted system. Both systems are modelled using 
a 50 mole percent liquid feed ratio. 
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b) T = 280 K 
Figure 7.23. a) Model predictions of water- and promoter free hydrate composition of carbon 
dioxide as function of temperature. Initial vapour phase consists of 10 mole percent carbon dioxide 
and 90 mole percent nitrogen. b) Carbon dioxide content in hydrate phase on water- and promoter 
free basis as function of initial vapour phase composition at T = 280 K. Red triangles: 
experimental data for the un-promoted hydrate system [Kang et al. (2001)]. x(THF) is mole 
fraction of tetrahydrofuran in the feed liquid phase. 
 
It is seen that the selectivity towards carbon dioxide in the hydrate phase is 
lowered compared to the un-promoted system (ternary system of water-carbon 
dioxide-nitrogen). Neither the un-promoted, nor the promoted system produces a 
hydrate phase that is sufficiently rich in carbon dioxide to enable a single stage 
carbon dioxide capture process. Whereas the un-promoted system requires 3 
theoretical hydrate formation/dissociation stages to reach a final vapour phase 
mole fraction of carbon dioxide above 0.95, the promoted system will require a 
total of four stages. 
     Table 7.4 presents predicted stage conditions for two multi-stage capture 
processes – one un-promoted and one promoted using 5 mole percent aqueous 
THF solutions. Both processes operate at a temperature of 280 K (all stages). The 
feed into the first stage of each process is comprised of 10 mole percent carbon 
dioxide and 90 mole percent nitrogen. All stages operate at a 50 mole percent 
liquid feed ratio and are assumed to operate at the incipient hydrate equilibrium 
pressure of the gas input (to the individual stages). 
     The un-promoted process uses pure water as liquid phase. Hence the first stage 
operates at a pressure of 24.9 MPa. It is assumed that the stage pressure is 
constant throughout the entire stage and the all hydrates formed have a 
composition similar to the incipient hydrate crystal. The hydrates formed in stage 
1 are then dissociated at constant pressure and the released vapour phase, now 
containing 36 mole percent carbon dioxide is transferred to stage 2. In stage 2, 
hydrates will form at a pressure of 9.17 MPa and the water-free hydrate 
composition here becomes 80 mole percent in carbon dioxide. Passing this vapour 
phase (after dissociating the hydrates of stage 2) to stage 3, where hydrates will 
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form at a pressure of 3.65 MPa, provides a final outlet gas at a temperature of 280 
K and a pressure of 3.65 MPa containing 97 mole percent carbon dioxide. 
     The promoted capture process operates at significantly lower pressures. The 
pressure of the first stage becomes 0.41 MPa and the water- and promoter-free 
hydrate composition of carbon dioxide is 30 mole percent. The promoted capture 
process requires a total of four theoretical stages to reach a final outlet gas 
containing 96 mole percent carbon dioxide. This outlet gas is supplied at 280 K 
and 0.17 MPa. 
 
Table 7.4. Simulated incipient hydrate conditions for the un-promoted and promoted (x(THF) = 
0.05) capture processes. T = 280 K. Initial vapour phase mole fraction of CO2 in feed to stage 1 is 
0.10. Peq is incipient hydrate equilibrium pressure for each stage. YCO2 is mole fraction of CO2 in 
the incipient hydrate crystal (water- and promoter-free basis). Hydrate phase composition (YCO2) 
in stage 1 is used as feed to stage 2 and so forth. All stages in both processes operate at a 50 mole 
percent liquid feed ratio. 
            Unpromoted  Promoted 
Stage  Peq (MPa) YCO2  Peq (MPa) YCO2 
1  24.9 0.36  0.41 0.30 
2  9.17 0.80  0.29 0.62 
3  3.65 0.97  0.21 0.86 
4  N/A N/A  0.17 0.96 
 
The results presented above outline both the benefits and the drawbacks of using 
tetrahydrofuran as a thermodynamic hydrate promoter in the hydrate-based carbon 
dioxide capture process. The main benefit is the fact that the pressure requirement 
in the first separation stage of the process is reduced from 24.9 MPa to 0.41 MPa 
by the addition of 5 mole percent THF to the aqueous liquid. The drawback of the 
promoted system is not only the fact that this process requires an additional 
separation stage, the promoted system also delivers the final carbon dioxide rich 
stream at a low pressure. Hence, this process requires a final compression of the 
carbon dioxide product, before this stream is ready for transportation and/or 
storage (assuming liquid carbon dioxide is the preferred form for transportation). 
Compressing the outlet stream of the final separation stage is however 
significantly less energy consuming than compression of the original flue gas, 
since the final outlet gas represents only a small fraction of the original flue gas 
stream. 
     Furthermore, since the promoted hydrates provide low gas uptakes at the 
proposed process temperature, large amounts of liquid and hydrate slurries must 
be circulated in the promoted hydrate system to remove significant amounts of 
carbon dioxide from the original flue gas. 
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     An interesting and often ignored aspect of the promoted hydrate based carbon 
dioxide capture process is the promoter slip from the aqueous liquid phase to the 
vapour phase. Figure 7.24 illustrates the predicted THF mole fraction in the 
equilibrium vapour phase (incipient hydrate forming conditions) of the promoted 
hydrate processes.  
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Figure 7.24. Equilibrium Mole fraction of tetrahydrofuran, 
y(THF), in the vapour phase leaving stage 1 of the simulated 
carbon dioxide capture process. Solid line: model predictions 
for system using a 3 mole percent THF aqueous solution. 
Dashed line: model predictions for system using a 5 mole 
percent THF aqueous solution. 
 
As can be seen, the gas phase of stage 1 contains significant amounts of THF. For 
the simulated 4-stage capture process (x(THF = 0.05), operating at 280 K, the gas 
phase of stage 1 would contain 0.39 mole percent THF at equilibrium,. This 
promoter content would have to be recovered, before the off-gas can be emitted to 
the atmosphere.  The following stages would emit similar or higher concentrations 
of THF to the atmosphere, since these stages operate at lower pressures. Hence, 
the present model predicts furthermore one challenge in the promoted hydrate 
process. Significant amounts of promoter will slip from the liquid phase to the 
vapour phase and this content must be re-generated subsequently for both 
environmental and economic reasons. 
 
7.4 Cyclopentane Promoted Gas Hydrate Systems 
To enable incipient hydrate equilibrium calculations for systems containing 
cyclopentane, Kihara cell potential parameters have been regressed for this 
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component by matching the model to experimental data for mixed hydrates of 
cyclopentane + carbon dioxide and cyclopentane + nitrogen. 
     The spherical hard core radius, a, of cyclopentane has been calculated by 
Takeuchi et al. (2009) from second virial coefficient data. The calculated core 
radius has been used here as presented in the original work.   
     Table 7.5 lists the experimental hydrate dissociation pressure data found in the 
literature for the mixed hydrates of cyclopentane + carbon dioxide [Zhang and 
Lee (2009), Mohammadi and Richon (2009)] and cyclopentane + nitrogen [Tohidi 
et al. (1997), Du et al. (2010), Mohammadi and Richon (2011)]. All data 
supposedly represent hydrate(H) – liquid water(Lw) – liquid organic(La) – 
vapour(V) equilibria. These data have been used as reference data when 
correlating the two Kihara potential parameters used as adjustable parameters in 
the van der Waals-Platteeuw hydrate model (ı and İ/kB). 
     Since the modelled systems are univariant in the four-phase, hydrate forming 
region, all systems are modelled using an equimolar feed stock (xwater = 1/3 , 
xcyclopentane = 1/3 , xgas = 1/3). 
 
 
Table 7.5. Four-phase hydrate equilibrium data in the ternary systems of water + cyclopentane + 
carbon dioxide (CO2) and water + cyclopentane + nitrogen (N2). AAD in P is absolute average 
deviation when comparing the present model to the available reference data. AAD according to 
Eq. (7.1). 
Reference System Data Points Temp. / K Press. / MPa AAD (P) 
[1] Cyclopentane + CO2 7 286.7 – 292.6 0.89 – 3.51 0.20 
[2] Cyclopentane + CO2 7 284.3 – 291.8 0.35 – 2.52 0.13 
      
[3] Cyclopentane + N2 4 282.9 – 289.1 0.64 – 3.50 0.13 
[4] Cyclopentane + N2 8 285.9 – 302.0 1.68 – 24.5 0.04 
[5] Cyclopentane + N2 5 281.7 – 290.2 0.25 – 4.06 0.16 
[1] Zhang and Lee (2009), [Mohammadi and Richon (2009)], [3] Tohidi et al. (1997),  
[4] Du et al. (2010), [5] Mohammadi and Richon (2011) 

The absolute average deviations (AAD) when comparing the final model 
performance with the experimental reference data are provided for each pressure 
data set. Despite the fact that the reference data for the mixed hydrates of 
cyclopentane and carbon dioxide only cover a narrow temperature interval of 
approximately 8 Kelvin, AAD’s to these data are considerable. The data for the 
mixed hydrates of cyclopentane and nitrogen cover a larger temperature interval 
of approximately 20 Kelvin. Figure 7.25 a) and b) compare the model descriptions 
and the experimental data for the mixed hydrates of cyclopentane + carbon 
dioxide and cyclopentane + nitrogen respectively. 
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b)  
Figure 7.25. Hydrate dissociation pressure as function of temperature for the mixed hydrate of 
cyclopentane and carbon dioxide (a) or nitrogen (b). Comparison of model descriptions and 
experimental data. 
 
The model description of the mixed hydrates of cyclopentane and carbon dioxide 
appears to contain more curvature than is seen in the experimental data. The 
equilibrium pressure data of the mixed hydrate increases almost linearly with 
increasing temperature for temperatures lower than 292 K. Above this temperature 
the pressures reported by Zhang and Lee (2009) increase more steeply with 
increasing temperature. The model seems to underestimate the dissociation 
pressure in the temperature range from 284 to 291 K due to the curvature in the 
model. Above 291 K, the model description becomes very steep with increasing 
temperature.  
     The fluid phase behaviour for this system has been tracked during all 
calculations. It was found that the carbon dioxide-rich vapour phase becomes 
incorporated in the organic liquid phase at temperatures above 292.5 K (for the 
given equi-molar feed). Hence, above 292.5 K, the calculated conditions represent 
three-phase hydrate(H) – liquid water (Lw) – liquid organic (La) equilibria. The 
calculated pressures increase almost vertically in this range due to the 
disappearance of the most compressible phase. However, below 292.5 K the steep 
pressure increase is likely imposed by the Kihara parameters of carbon dioxide. It 
is possible that the regressed Kihara parameters for carbon dioxide provide little 
stabilising effect of the small cavity in the sII hydrate structure at elevated 
temperatures. 
     The high AAD’s reported in Table 7.5 for the data of Zhang and Lee (2009) 
are mainly due to the model description increasing at a temperature approximately 
0.5 K lower than the experimental data. The model deviates significantly from the 
data point at 292.6 K, since the model “predicts” hydrate(H) - liquid water(Lw) – 
liquid organic(La) equilibria at this temperature. 
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     Accurate descriptions of the mixed hydrate of cyclopentane and nitrogen are 
obtained considering the large temperature interval covered by the experimental 
data. Even though difficult to see, AAD’s in the low-temperature range are 
however comparable for this system to those in the cyclopentane + carbon dioxide 
system. The modelled equilibrium pressures in this system do not increase 
suddenly as seen in the system with carbon dioxide, hence the sudden rise in 
pressure is ascribed the Kihara parameters for carbon dioxide.  
     Figure 7.26 illustrates the predicted pure sII hydrate of cyclopentane. The 
model predictions are compared to data reported by Fan et al. (2001) in the 
hydrate (H) – liquid water (Lw) – vapour (V) region and data reported by Trueba 
et al. (2011) in the hydrate (H) – liquid water (Lw) – liquid organic (La) region. 
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Figure 7.26. Hydrate dissociation pressure as function of 
temperature for the pure sII hydrate of cyclopentane Comparison 
of model prediction and experimental data. 
 
Even though these data were not included as reference data when regressing 
Kihara parameters for cyclopentane, the model accurately predicts the data 
reported by Fan et al. (2001). AAD for these data is 0.25. The data reported by 
Trueba et al. (2011) are less accurately described. The developed model predicts 
the upper quadruple point for this binary system at a temperature approximately 
1.5 K higher than the experimental data suggests.  
     Since the pure hydrate of cyclopentane is of little interest to the present work, 
no attempts have been made to improve the accuracy of the description in this 
sub-system. 
     As a final note, it is worth mentioning that the model results presented in 
Figure 7.26 represent the model prediction for the pure sII cyclopentane hydrate 
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as function of temperature. However, whereas the model does predict the sII 
hydrate structure to be the most stable form of the cyclopentane hydrate at 
temperatures below 281.2 K, the model predicts the sI hydrate structure to be the 
most stable form of the pure cyclopentane hydrate at temperatures above 281.2 K 
(not shown in Figure 7.26).  
 
7.4.1 The Cyclopentane Promoted Capture Process  
The model has been validated against available experimental data mainly for sub-
systems relevant to the cyclopentane-promoted, post-combustion carbon dioxide 
capture process. 
     The following considers and analyses the example of carbon dioxide capture 
from a simulated flue gas comprised of 10 mole percent carbon dioxide and 90 
mole percent nitrogen. 
     The investigated aspects of the capture process are the minimum flue gas 
pressure requirements, process efficiency and selectivity and finally the 
environmental impact of this process. The latter in particular turns out to be a 
major challenge in the cyclopentane promoted capture process.  
     Figure 7.27 illustrates the predicted minimum pressure requirement in the 
cyclopentane promoted carbon dioxide capture process, treating a flue gas initially 
containing 10 mole percent carbon dioxide and 90 mole percent nitrogen. The 
minimum pressure requirement is given by the thermodynamic equilibrium 
pressure of the incipient hydrate crystal. In the real process, a higher pressure 
must be applied to ensure sufficient driving force for the hydrate nucleation and 
growth to take place.  
     The capture process is simulated by mixing equi-molar amounts of gas (V) and 
liquid (Lw + La), thus V/(V+Lw+La) = 0.5. The total amount of feed liquid is 
comprised of 95 mole percent water and 5 mole percent cyclopentane. Assuming 
the formed hydrates are of the sII type and cyclopentane fully occupies the large 
cavities, the cyclopentane feed alone is sufficient to convert 90 percent of the 
liquid water feed to solid hydrate (a “stoichiometric” hydrate phase with complete 
filling of large cavities contain 5.56 mole percent cyclopentane). Since the present 
model only allows for calculation of incipient hydrate formation conditions, actual 
conversion of the liquid phase at a given temperature/pressure (T/P) condition 
cannot be simulated.  
     The modelled system is di-variant in the four-phase equilibrium region, hence 
the calculated equilibrium pressure is not only temperature dependent, but also 
composition dependent. 
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Figure 7.27. Predicted hydrate dissociation 
pressure as function of temperature for the 
quaternary system of water + cyclopentane + 
carbon dioxide + nitrogen. Feed is 47.5 mole 
percent water, 2.5 mole percent cyclopentane, 
5 mole percent carbon dioxide and 45 mole 
percent nitrogen. 
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Figure 7.28. Predicted fractional occupancy of 
gas in the small 512 cavity of the sII hydate as 
function of temperature for the quaternary 
system of water + cyclopentane + carbon 
dioxide + nitrogen. Feed is 47.5 mole percent 
water, 2.5 mole percent cyclopentane, 5 mole 
percent carbon dioxide and 45 mole percent 
nitrogen. 
 
Only temperatures down to 280 K are considered in the process simulations, since 
the sII hydrate phase may be stabilised by cyclopentane alone at temperatures 
much lower than this. In the model this is indicated by a low fractional occupancy 
of gas in the small 512 cavities of the sII hydrate structure and simultaneously 
complete occupancy by cyclopentane in the large cavities. The model predicts the 
fractional occupancy of cyclopentane in the large cavities to be higher than 0.99 at 
all the simulated conditions. This occupancy decreases with increasing 
temperature from 0.999 at 280 K to 0.994 at 295 K. The predicted amount of gas 
present in the large cavities is negligible as is the predicted amount of 
cyclopentane in the small cavities.  
     Figure 7.28 illustrates the predicted fractional gas occupancy of the small 
cavities. The enclosed gas is a mixture of carbon dioxide and nitrogen. This 
information provides an indication of the efficiency of the gas capture process. 
Only the small cavities of the sII hydrate structure are available for gas uptake, 
since the large cavities are fully occupied by cyclopentane. Hence, Figure 7.28 
illustrates how much of the full storage capacity of the formed hydrate is 
exploited at a given T/P condition. This along with the predicted selectivity 
(Figure 7.31) of carbon dioxide in the hydrate phase determines the overall 
efficiency of the capture process. 
     Generally, both the minimum pressure requirement and the gas uptake increase 
with increasing temperature. The minimum pressure requirement for the capture 
process operating at 280 K is approximately 0.28 MPa. At this condition only 11 
percent of the storage capacity in the hydrate phase is exploited, since 
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cyclopentane almost self-stabilises the solid phase. An increase in temperature to 
289.0 K results in an increase in gas uptake to a fractional occupancy of 50 
percent in the small cavities. At this temperature the minimum pressure 
requirement becomes 2.97 MPa. 
     The model shows a change of slope in both the predicted minimum pressure 
requirement (Figure 7.27) and the predicted gas uptake (Figure 7.28) occurring at 
a temperature of approximately 283.4 K. Below this temperature both the 
dissociation pressure and the gas uptake decreases only little with lowering 
temperature. The explanation for this behaviour is found in the predicted fluid 
phase behaviour. CPA predicts a disappearance of the bulk cyclopentane liquid 
phase, (La), occurring at a temperature of approximately 283.4 K and a pressure of 
approximately 0.54 MPa. These conditions are valid for the given system and will 
change with changing feed composition. At temperatures below 283.4 K, the 
cyclopentane liquid phase is incorporated in the vapour phase. 
     Figure 7.29 illustrates the cyclopentane mole fraction in the vapour phase for 
the simulated carbon dioxide capture system operating at incipient hydrate 
equilibrium conditions. The feed gas contains 10 mole percent carbon dioxide and 
the feed liquid consists of 5 mole percent cyclopentane. 
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Figure 7.29. Mole fraction of cyclopentane in the outlet vapour 
phase leaving the simulated carbon dioxide capture process as 
function of operating temperature. Pressure the incipient 
hydrate formation pressure at any given temperature. 
 
The vapour phase mole fraction of cyclopentane is the highest at low 
temperatures, despite the fact that the vapour pressure of the cyclopentane liquid 
phase increases with increasing temperature. The reason for this is that the 
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incipient hydrate pressure increases with increasing temperature. This 
compensates for the increase in vapour pressure of cyclopentane. At temperatures 
below 283.4 K, the curve flattens out. This is an indication that an insufficient 
amount of cyclopentane is present in the system to saturate the vapour phase at the 
given conditions of temperature and pressure while still retaining the bulk liquid 
phase. Thus, all bulk cyclopentane has transferred to the vapour phase. At higher 
temperatures, the vapour phase is saturated with cyclopentane, indicating the 
presence of a bulk cyclopentane liquid phase co-existing with the vapour phase. 
Only negligible amounts of cyclopentane transfer to the aqueous liquid phase. At 
no point does the cyclopentane content in the vapour phase become lower than 1 
mole percent. At an operating temperature of 285 K the cyclopentane content in 
the outlet gas will be 2.7 mole percent. This indicates a major drawback of using 
this thermodynamic hydrate promoter. A significant promoter loss to the vapour 
phase must be expected. This organic content must be regenerated and possible 
re-cycled before the carbon dioxide lean outlet gas can be emitted to the 
atmosphere. 
     The present modeling results support the theory presented in section 6.2 for the 
experimental study of the cyclopentane promoted system (Procedure #1). Here, it 
was suggested that the cyclopentane bulk phase might have vapourised, resulting 
in a system that showed little pressure decrease with decreasing temperature. A 
change of slope was similarly found at higher temperatures. Since the exact 
composition of the experimentally studied system is unknown (dynamic study 
with hydrate formation), no attempts have been made to model that system. 
     Figure 7.30 and Figure 7.31 show equilibrium pressures and hydrate 
composition (water- and promoter free basis) respectively as function of the initial 
vapour phase composition for a cyclopentane promoted system operating at a 
constant temperature of 285 K. This temperature is chosen to avoid that 
cyclopentane transfers completely to the vapour phase. For comparison, similar 
results are provided for the unpromoted system operating at a constant 
temperature of 280 K. Data for the unpromoted system operating at a temperature 
of 280 K are those reported by Kang et al. (2001). Both systems are simulated 
using a 50/50 (molar) vapour/liquid feed with 5 mole percent of the liquid being 
cyclopentane and 95 mole percent being water. 
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Figure 7.30. Mixed hydrate dissociation 
pressure as function of carbon dioxide mole 
fraction in the vapour phase (binary vapour 
phase with nitrogen). The unpromoted 
system is the ternary system of CO2, N2 and 
H2O. The promoted system is the 
quaternary system of CO2, N2, H2O and 
Cyclopentane. Experimental data from 
Kang et al. (2001). 
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Figure 7.31. Mixed hydrate composition on 
water- and promoter-free basis as function 
of carbon dioxide mole fraction in the 
vapour phase (binary vapour phase with 
nitrogen). The unpromoted system is the 
ternary system of CO2, N2 and H2O. The 
promoted system is the quaternary system 
of CO2, N2, H2O and Cyclopentane. 
Experimental data from Kang et al. (2001). 
 
The pressure reducing effect of the cyclopentane additions is clearly seen in 
Figure 7.30. At a temperature of 285 K, the capture process operates at pressures 
ranging from 0.5 MPa to 1.2 MPa for the entire initial vapour phase concentration 
span. Even though operating at a lower temperature, the unpromoted process 
operates at much higher pressures ranging from 2.9 MPa to 31 MPa. 
     One of the drawbacks of the cyclopentane addition is seen in Figure 7.31, 
comparing the selectivity of carbon dioxide in the hydrate phase for the 
unpromoted- and the cyclopentane promoted systems. The selectivity towards 
carbon dioxide becomes lower by the addition of cyclopentane. However, the 
hydrate phase still has a clear selectivity towards carbon dioxide, providing the 
possibility of separating this component from nitrogen in the flue gas. An aspect 
not shown in the investigated isothermal systems is the gas uptake. At 285 K, this 
uptake range from approximately 28 to 35 percent of the full storage capacity of 
the sII hydrate phase, depending on the initial vapour phase composition. 
     The information provided in Figure 7.30 and Figure 7.31 may be combined to 
make a simplified capture process evaluation (thermodynamics). Neither the un-
promoted, nor the promoted system produces a hydrate phase that is sufficiently 
rich in carbon dioxide to enable a single stage capture process. Whereas, for a flue 
gas initially containing 10 mole percent carbon dioxide, the un-promoted system 
requires 3 theoretical hydrate formation/dissociation stages to reach a final vapour 
phase with more than 95 mole percent carbon dioxide, the promoted system will 
require a total of four stages. 
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     Table 7.6 presents predicted stage conditions for two multi-stage capture 
processes – one un-promoted and one promoted using cyclopentane. The 
unpromoted process operates at a temperature of 280 K and the promoted process 
at 285 K. The feed into the first stage of each process is comprised of 10 mole 
percent carbon dioxide and 90 mole percent nitrogen. All stages operate at a 50 
mole percent liquid feed ratio. 5 mole percent of the liquid feed is pure 
cyclopentane. All stages are assumed to operate at the incipient hydrate 
equilibrium pressure of the inlet gas. 
 
Table 7.6. Simulated incipient hydrate conditions for the un-
promoted and cyclopentane promoted capture processes. T = 280 
K for the unpromoted and 285 K for the promoted system. Initial 
vapour phase mole fraction of CO2 in feed to stage 1 is 0.10. Peq 
is incipient hydrate equilibrium pressure for each stage. YCO2 is 
mole fraction of CO2 in the incipient hydrate crystal (water- and 
promoter-free basis). Hydrate phase composition (YCO2) in stage 
1 is used as feed to stage 2 and so forth. All stages in both 
processes operate at a 50 mole percent liquid feed ratio. 
  Unpromoted: T = 280 K  Promoted: T = 285 K 
Stage  Peq (MPa) YCO2  Peq (MPa) YCO2 
1  24.9 0.36  1.04 0.28 
2  9.17 0.80  0.79 0.58 
3  3.65 0.97  0.56 0.83 
4  N/A N/A  0.51 0.95 
 
The un-promoted process is identical to that presented in 7.3.1. 
     The cyclopentane promoted capture process operates at significantly lower 
pressures. The pressure of the first stage becomes 1.04 MPa and the water- and 
promoter-free hydrate composition of carbon dioxide is 28 mole percent. The 
promoted capture process requires a total of four theoretical stages to reach a final 
outlet gas containing 95 mole percent carbon dioxide. This outlet gas is supplied 
at 285 K and 0.51 MPa. Note that since the pressure in the final stage of the 
promoted process is low, the complete cyclopentane bulk phase will transfer 
directly to the vapour phase at the inlet of this stage. 
     The present investigation has shown that whereas cyclopentane is a very potent 
thermodynamic hydrate promoter in terms of its capability of reducing the 
incipient hydrate formation pressure, it does bring several drawbacks in the form 
of low gas uptakes in the hydrate phase, lowered selectivity towards carbon 
dioxide and finally high miscibility with the vapour phase compounds resulting in 
a significant promoter loss from the feed liquid. 
     Compared to the tetrahydrofuran promoted capture process, the cyclopentane 
promoted process has a great disadvantage in terms of the very large promoter 
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slip. This process cannot be operated at low pressures, since that will result in 
vapour phase outlet streams containing several mole percent cyclopentane. Even 
though cyclopentane is the more potent promoter in terms of pressure reduction, it 
may become the less attractive of the two promoters due to the large promoter slip 
and with corresponding process limitations at low temperature/low pressure 
conditions. 
 
7.5 Mixed Promoter Gas Hydrate Systems 
With the complete model in place for all five components; water, tetrahydrofuran, 
cyclopentane, carbon dioxide and nitrogen, it has been possible to investigate the 
mixed promoter hydrate system (without nitrogen). To model this system, we 
have to rely on the ability of the model to predict the outcome of both the fluid 
phase behaviour in this quaternary system of water, tetrahydrofuran, cyclopentane 
and carbon dioxide and the hydrate phase behaviour with these three hydrate 
formers present.  
     The mixed promoter system from experimental study#2 was previously 
reported to have an overall liquid composition of {0.894; 0.052; 0.054} in terms 
of mole fractions of water, tetrahydrofuran and cyclopentane respectively. This 
composition has been used in the model along with the assumption of an overall 
feed liquid mole fraction of 0.9 ((Lw+La)/(V+Lw+La) = 0.9). Figure 7.32 compares 
the experimental data with the model predictions. The pure cyclopentane 
promoted system is included as reference (both model results and experimental 
data). 
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Figure 7.32. Comparison of experimental data and model results 
for hydrate formation in the ternary system of water, 
cyclopentane, carbon dioxide (x(THF) = 0.0) and the quaternary 
system of water, cyclopentane, tetrahydrofuran and carbon 
dioxide (x(THF) = 0.05). 
 
The model accurately predicts the synergistic effect which has been documented 
experimentally. When looking at the model results, it becomes obvious that the 
synergy effect is the largest at high temperatures. At approximately 285 K, the 
enhanced promotion can hardly be seen in Figure 7.32. It appears that 
cyclopentane dominates in the large cavities, thereby stabilising the sII hydrate. 
When investigating temperatures below 284 K, the presence of tetrahydrofuran in 
the aqueous acted inhibiting (thermodynamically) on the hydrate phase compared 
to the pure cyclopentane promoted hydrate. 
     The use of a 5 mole percent tetrahydrofuran concentration in the aqueous phase 
in the experimental work is explained by this representing an optimum 
concentration in the pure tetrahydrofuran promoted system. This is however not 
necessarily the case in the mixed promoter system. To investigate this, the system 
has been analysed at isothermal conditions of 285 K and 290 K. Using still 5 mole 
percent cyclopentane (relative to overall feed liquid) and a vapour feed mole 
fraction of 10 percent, the tetrahydrofuran concentration in the aqueous phase has 
been varied from 0.1 mole percent to 10 mole percent. Results are illustrated in 
Figure 7.33. 
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Figure 7.33. Model predictions of hydrate equilibrium 
conditions in the quaternary system of water, cyclopentane, 
tetrahydrofuran and carbon dioxide as function of the initial 
concentration of tetrahydrofuran in the aqueous liquid feed. 
 
Figure 7.33 provides a clear picture of the synergistic effect occurring when 
tetrahydrofuran is added to the ternary system of water, cyclopentane and carbon 
dioxide. Furthermore, this analysis reveals that there is an optimum in the initial 
tetrahydrofuran concentration in the aqueous phase, and this optimum is no longer 
at 5.6 mole percent. The optimum concentration has shifted towards lower THF 
mole fractions. At 290 K the optimum (initial) concentration is 3.1 mole percent 
in the aqueous phase. At 285 K an optimum is found at 2.7 mole percent 
tetrahydrofuran in the initial aqueous liquid. Thus, no general conclusion is drawn 
about the optimum tetrahydrofuran concentration. It varies slightly around a 
concentration of 3 mole percent depending on the applied temperature/pressure.   
The equilibrium pressure is reduced from 1.69 MPa (pure cyclopentane promoted 
system) to approximately 1.31 MPa (mixed promoter system at optimum 
concentration) at a temperature of 290 K. At 285 K the pressure is reduced from 
0.41 MPa to 0.32 MPa. This corresponds to a maximum predicted pressure 
reduction of approximately 22 percent for both temperature conditions. 
     Even though the temperature shift of approximately 1 K at high temperatures 
may seem insignificant, the synergy effect is considerable, if one considers 
equilibrium pressures rather than temperatures. 
     The model has finally been used to analyse the mechanism behind the synergy 
effect. The first analysis investigated if the synergy effect could be explained 
alone by the enhanced solubility of cyclopentane in the aqueous phase. This was 
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investigated by excluding tetrahydrofuran from the hydrate forming compounds in 
the model, but still allowing it to interfere with the fluid phases. By doing so, 
tetrahydrofuran acted only inhibiting on the hydrate formation due to its hydrogen 
bonding with water. Hence, it is clear that the synergy effect occurs in the hydrate 
phase. 
     Thus, a second analysis investigated the fractional occupancies in the hydrate 
phase at isothermal conditions of 290 K and varying THF concentrations in the 
initial aqueous phase. Results from this analysis are provided in Figure 7.34. The 
feed conditions applied in the model are identical to those used in the system of 
Figure 7.32. 
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Figure 7.34. Model predictions of fractional occupancies of 
hydrate formers in the mixed hydrate formed in the quaternary 
system of water, cyclopentane, tetrahydrofuran and carbon 
dioxide as function of the initial concentration of 
tetrahydrofuran in the aqueous liquid feed. 
 
It is clearly seen that the model explains the synergy effect by tetrahydrofuran 
displacing cyclopentane from the large cavities of the sII hydrate phase. At low 
THF concentrations, cyclopentane dominates in the large cavities. However as the 
tetrahydrofuran concentration in the (initial) liquid phase increases, THF starts 
displacing cyclopentane. At a THF concentration approximately 2.8 mole percent, 
the fractional occupancies of the two promoters in the large cavities are 
approximately 50/50. At the optimum concentration of 3.1 mole percent, the 
fractional occupancies are 53/47 in favour of tetrahydrofuran. Performing the 
same analysis at a lower temperature (285 K) provides slightly different results. 
Here the optimum liquid phase concentration is 2.7 mole percent and at this 
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condition cyclopentane occupies 54 percent of the large cavities and 
tetrahydrofuran 46 percent. This observation partly explains why the mixed 
promoter system shows little differences compared to the pure cyclopentane 
promoted system at low temperatures. Here cyclopentane dominates in the 
hydrate phase even at high liquid phase THF concentrations. 
     As a final result, Figure 7.34 shows the fractional occupancy of carbon dioxide 
in the small cavity of the mixed hydrate. At the investigated temperature of 290 K 
this occupancy is approximately 54-60 percent depending on the amount of THF 
present in the system. The gas uptake decreases towards the optimum 
concentration due to the decrease in pressure. Thus the mixed promoter system 
shows the same disadvantages as the pure promoter systems. As the system moves 
towards low temperatures and low pressures, the gas uptake decreases. The 
fractional occupancy of carbon dioxide gas in the small cavities at 285 K and a 
liquid phase THF mole fraction of 0.027 (optimum conditions at this temperature) 
is only 0.25. 
     Generally, it is found that the mixed promoter system has the same advantages 
and disadvantages in terms of thermodynamics as the pure cyclopentane promoted 
system. Significant pressure reduction is obtained, however large amounts of 
cyclopentane are evaporated to the vapour phase. Setting up a simplified carbon 
dioxide capture process as it has been done for the two pure promoter systems is 
unnecessary, as this system acts very similar to the cyclopentane promoted 
system, only at slightly elevated temperatures (0.8 – 1 K higher). Four capture 
stages would still be needed in this system and the outlet vapour phases of each 
stage would contain significant amounts of cyclopentane. 
 
7.6 Summary of Modeling Results 
A modeling study of both fluid- and hydrate phase behaviour was presented. Five 
components were studied, water, tetrahydrofuran, cyclopentane, carbon dioxide 
and nitrogen. Of the 10 possible binary pairs formed by this system, 9 were 
studied for their fluid phase behaviour and CPA descriptions were improved when 
needed by correlation of binary parameters in the applied mixing- and combining 
rules. A maximum of three adjustable parameters were applied for binary pairs 
involving induced cross-association (solvation) and a maximum of two adjustable 
parameters were applied for pairs without cross-association. CPA predicted the 
fluid phase behaviour with sufficient accuracy for three of the nine binary pairs 
(none of them involved self- or cross-association). All binary pairs involving 
water needed some form of binary correction to provide satisfactory results over 
extended ranges of temperature and pressure.  
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     In this work, CPA has proven its qualities as an advanced equation of state 
both in systems involving hydrogen bonding with resulting complex fluid phase 
behaviour and in systems, where CPA could be simplified to the SRK equation of 
state with satisfactory results. 
     The binary system of water and tetrahydrofuran represented a challenge from a 
fluid phase modeling point of view. This system shows both azeotropic vapour-
liquid equilibrium (VLE) at ambient conditions and closed-loop liquid-liquid 
miscibility gaps at elevated temperatures and pressures. Modelling this system 
accurately was found to be important when later extending the model to include 
other components such as e.g. carbon dioxide. Whereas CPA, from a qualitative 
point of view, predicted the correct fluid phase behaviour in this ternary system, 
the phase composition of the aqueous phase in particular was described with 
significant deviations compared to available experimental data. The inaccuracy of 
the fluid phase description propagated into the later hydrate modeling results, 
where the predicted hydrate phase boundary in the hydrate(H)-aqueous 
liquid(Lw)-organic liquid(La)-vapour four-phase region was found to deviate by 1-
2 K compared to the experimental data. 
     Cyclopentane, like other cycloalkanes ranging from cyclopropane to 
cyclohexane, represented a challenge for CPA, both for the description of the pure 
component densities and for liquid-liquid equilibrium (LLE) in the binary systems 
with water. It was concluded that an insufficient amount of reliable LLE data exist 
for the binary system of water and cyclopentane. Additional water-in-oil data in 
particular are needed for this system.  
     With CPA forming a solid framework for the fluid phase description of this 
system of five components, the van der Waals Platteeuw hydrate model was 
applied to enable calculations of incipient gas hydrate formation conditions. The 
application of an algorithm, supplying fluid phase compositions, fugacities of 
hydrate formers and water activity coefficients (all obtained from a multi-phase 
isothermal/isobaric flash calculation), to the hydrate model ensured a consistent 
model, which was applicable in all hydrate forming regions above the ice point of 
water.  
     Gas hydrate formation was successfully modeled in the four subsystems 
forming pure hydrates with water; the pure sI hydrate of carbon dioxide, the sII 
hydrate of nitrogen, the sII hydrate of tetrahydrofuran and the sII hydrate of 
cyclopentane. Furthermore, five binary hydrates were modeled: the sI/sII hydrates 
of carbon dioxide and nitrogen, the sII hydrates of carbon dioxide and 
tetrahydrofuran, the sII hydrate of carbon dioxide and cyclopentane, the sII 
hydrate of nitrogen and tetrahydrofuran and finally the sII hydrate of nitrogen and 
cyclopentane. Three systems with three hydrate formers were studied; the sII 
hydrates formed by tetrahydrofuran, carbon dioxide and nitrogen, the sII hydrates 
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formed by cyclopentane, carbon dioxide and nitrogen and finally the mixed 
promoter system forming sII hydrates with tetrahydrofuran, cyclopentane and 
carbon dioxide. Finally, the complete system of five components was investigated 
for hydrate formation. sII hydrate were predicted to form, however no actual 
results were presented since this system behaved very similar to the quaternary 
system of water, cyclopentane, carbon dioxide and nitrogen, only at slightly 
elevated temperatures (more stable hydrate). An interesting observation was that 
the model predicted the synergistic effect occurring in hydrate forming systems 
with simultaneous presence of tetrahydrofuran and cyclopentane. 
     The developed model has been applied to simulate three simplified processes 
for post-combustion carbon dioxide capture from power station flue gases. 
     All three processes applied hydrate formation to selectively remove carbon 
dioxide from the flue gas. The first process was named the unpromoted process. 
The unpromoted process operated isothermally at a temperature of 280 K. The 
feed into the first stage of the process was a flue gas comprised of 10 mole percent 
carbon dioxide and 90 mole percent nitrogen, delivered at 280 K. In the hydrate 
forming vessel, pure water and pressurised flue gas was mixed at a 50/50 molar 
feed ratio. The hydrate forming stage was assumed to operate isobarically at the 
incipient hydrate equilibrium pressure of the inlet gas. The pressure requirement 
of the first stage was estimated to be 24.9 MPa. The captured gas would contain 
36 mole percent carbon dioxide. After three consecutive hydrate 
formation/dissociation stages (three-stage capture process), a carbon dioxide rich 
product (97 mole percent) could be delivered at a temperature of 280 K and a 
pressure of 3.65 MPa. It was concluded that this process was not economically 
feasible due to the large pressure requirement of the first capture stage. 
     The second carbon dioxide capture processes used a thermodynamic promoter 
to reduce the pressure requirements in all stages. The pure water liquid phase of 
the unpromoted process was substituted with a 5 mole percent aqueous solution of 
tetrahydrofuran. By doing so the pressure requirement of the first stage (still 
operating at 280 K) could be lowered to 0.41 MPa. Selectivity towards carbon 
dioxide in the hydrate phase was however lower than in the unpromoted process. 
Therefore the tetrahydrofuran promoted capture process needed four consecutive 
hydrate formation/dissociation stages to produce a 96 mole percent carbon 
dioxide-rich product stream. This stream was delivered at 280 K and a pressure of 
0.17 MPa. 
     The third capture process used cyclopentane as thermodynamic promoter. Pure 
water was used with the addition of 5 mole percent (fraction of liquid feed) 
cyclopentane bulk liquid. By doing so the pressure requirement of the first stage 
(operating now at 285 K) could be lowered to 1.04 MPa. Selectivity towards 
carbon dioxide in the hydrate phase was similar to the tetrahydrofuran process. 
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Therefore, this process also needed four consecutive hydrate 
formation/dissociation stages to produce a 95 mole percent carbon dioxide-rich 
product stream. This stream was delivered at 285 K and a pressure of 0.51 MPa.  
     The cyclopentane promoted process operated at slightly elevated temperatures 
and pressures compared to the tetrahydrofuran promoted process. This was due to 
the high volatility of cyclopentane in the bulk organic liquid phase. Whereas the 
promoter content in the equilibrium vapour phases of the tetrahydrofuran 
promoted systems would be approximately 0.4 mole percent, vapour phases in the 
cyclopentane promoted process could contain several mole percent cyclopentane. 
At temperatures below 284 K, the entire cyclopentane bulk phase could evaporate 
completely at hydrate forming conditions (pressures below approximately 0.55 
MPa). 
     It was concluded that despite the fact that cyclopentane is the most potent 
thermodynamic promoter in terms of pressure reduction capabilities, it has the 
disadvantage of being highly volatile. The mixed promoter system showed similar 
behaviour as that found in the cyclopentane promoted system. Due to the 
enhanced thermodynamic promotion, this system could operate at slightly 
elevated temperatures (approximately 1 K) compared to the cyclopentane 
promoted system. 
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8 Conclusion and Perspectives 
A novel gas separation technique based on gas hydrate formation (solid 
precipitation) was investigated by means of thermodynamic modeling and 
experimental investigations. Important parameters in this process are the hydrate 
formation conditions (temperature and pressure). Moreover, the selectivity 
towards carbon dioxide in the hydrate phase was investigated.  
     A literature study was conducted focusing mainly on thermodynamic gas 
hydrate promotion by hydrate formers stabilising the classical gas clathrate 
hydrate structures (sI, sII and sH). Much literature is available on this subject. 
Most of this literature presents experimental determinations of hydrate 
thermodynamics and kinetics, however a few studies have also investigated the 
promoting mechanisms by means of molecular simulation. 
     It has been found that the sII and sH hydrate structures incorporating both large 
hydrate formers (such as e.g. tetrahydrofuran, cyclopentane, cyclohexane, methyl-
cyclohexane etc.) and small hydrate formers (e.g. methane, nitrogen, carbon 
dioxide etc.) generally stabilise at temperature and pressure conditions that are 
milder (lower pressures and/or higher temperatures) than the sI hydrate. 
     Similarly, by comparing sII and sH hydrates incorporating the same gas 
species (e.g. methane), but being stabilised (promoted) by different hydrate 
formers (e.g. cyclopentane (sII) and methyl-cyclohexane (sH)), it has been found 
that the sII hydrate structure generally forms at milder conditions than the sH 
structure.  
     While the sII hydrate has the advantage of being stabilised at milder conditions 
than the sH hydrate, the sII structure has the disadvantage of lower gas capacity. 
From a gas capacity point of view the sH hydrate structure is the better choice, 
since the promoter occupies fewer of the hydrate cavities, leaving more empty 
cavities for the gas components. Hence, the choice of promoter must always be 
made according to specific needs and/or desires (pressure reduction or gas 
capacity). 
     Both experimental and theoretical studies presented in the literature have 
pointed out cyclopentane and tetrahydrofuran as the two most efficient pressure 
reducing additives in classical hydrate forming systems, where the gas phase 
component of interest readily stabilises the small cavities of the hydrate structure. 
Other components with slightly lower promoting effects are acetone, propane (gas 
phase additive at ambient conditions) or a range of quaternary ammonium salts 
(tetra-n-butyl ammonium halides such as e.g. TBAB, TBACl and TBAF) which 
form semi-clathrate hydrates. 
     In some experimental studies the promoting effects of tetrahydrofuran, 
cyclopentane and TBAB have been compared in their pressure reducing effects 
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for hydrate formation with small gas phase components. It has been shown that 
TBAB offers the lowest hydrate equilibrium pressures at moderate temperatures 
(typically below 285 K to 286 K), however the hydrate equilibrium pressures in 
these system increase significantly with temperature. At temperatures above 286 
K, tetrahydrofuran and cyclopentane provide more stable hydrates. 
     The thermodynamic promoting effects reported in the literature for the two 
classical sII hydrate formers, tetrahydrofuran and cyclopentane have been 
experimentally confirmed in the present work. 
     Low temperature data have been measured for the mixed hydrates of 
tetrahydrofuran and carbon dioxide formed in 5 mole percent aqueous solutions of 
tetrahydrofuran. The presented data compared well with the few other data 
available in the literature in this temperature and composition range. 
     An attempt was made to measure four-phase hydrate-liquid water-liquid 
organic-vapour equilibria at low temperatures for the ternary system of water-
cyclopentane-carbon dioxide. It was suspected that this system reduces to three 
phases (hydrate-liquid water-vapour) at low temperature and low pressures. The 
suspected three-phase hydrate-liquid water-vapour equilibrium pressures were 
shown to decrease little with decreasing temperature from approximately 284 K 
down to 275 K. 
     In two separate studies, it was shown that the addition of tetrahydrofuran to the 
ternary system of water-cyclopentane-carbon dioxide provided an enhanced 
thermodynamic promotion of the gas hydrate phase. Hydrate equilibrium 
pressures were reduced by approximately 20 percent compared to the pure 
cyclopentane promoted system. Since cyclopentane prior to this study was 
considered a reference in terms of its pressure reducing abilities, the proposed 
system of mixed promoters represents a new state-of-the-art within 
thermodynamic promotion of gas hydrates in the framework of the classical 
hydrate structures. Though not shown in the present work, studies investigating 
the kinetics of the mixed promoter system have shown that this system of mixed 
promoters provides the short induction times of the tetrahydrofuran promoted 
system and furthermore the fast crystal growth rates of the cyclopentane promoted 
system. This makes the mixed promoter hydrate system interesting from a gas 
capture process point of view. 
     A thermodynamic model based on the Cubic-Plus-Association equation of 
state and the van der Waals-Platteeuw hydrate model was implemented as a 
computer-based simulation tool. This model enabled the performance of a 
thermodynamic evaluation of gas hydrate forming systems relevant for post-
combustion carbon dioxide capture. 
     A modeling study of both fluid phase behaviour and hydrate phase behaviour 
was presented. Five components were studied, water, tetrahydrofuran, 
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cyclopentane, carbon dioxide and nitrogen. Of the 10 possible binary pairs formed 
by this five-component system, 9 pairs were studied for their fluid phase 
behaviour. CPA descriptions were improved when needed by correlation of binary 
parameters in the applied mixing- and combining rules. A maximum of three 
adjustable parameters were applied for binary pairs involving induced cross-
association (solvation) and a maximum of two adjustable parameters were applied 
for pairs without cross-association. CPA predicted the fluid phase behaviour with 
sufficient accuracy for three of the nine binary pairs (none of them involved self- 
or cross-association). All binary pairs involving water needed some form of 
binary correction to provide satisfactory results over extended ranges of 
temperature and pressure.  
     In this work, CPA has proven its qualities as an advanced equation of state 
both in systems involving hydrogen bonding, resulting in complex fluid phase 
behaviour, and in systems where CPA could be simplified to the SRK equation of 
state while still providing satisfactory results. 
     The binary system of water and tetrahydrofuran represented a challenge from a 
fluid phase modeling point of view, as this system shows both azeotropic vapour-
liquid equilibrium (VLE) at ambient conditions and closed-loop miscibility gaps 
at elevated temperatures and pressures. Accurate modeling of this system was 
found to be important when later extending the model to include other 
components such as e.g. carbon dioxide. Whereas CPA, from a qualitative point 
of view, predicted the correct fluid phase behaviour in this ternary system, the 
phase composition of the aqueous phase in particular was described with 
significant deviations compared to available experimental data. The inaccuracy of 
the fluid phase description propagated into the later hydrate modeling results, 
where the predicted hydrate phase boundary in the hydrate(H)-aqueous 
liquid(Lw)-organic liquid(La)-vapour four-phase region was found to deviate by 1-
2 K compared to available experimental data. 
     Cycloalkanes ranging from cyclopropane to cyclohexane, represented a 
challenge for CPA, both for the description of the pure component densities and 
for liquid-liquid equilibrium (LLE) in the binary systems with water. It was 
concluded that an insufficient amount of reliable LLE data exist for the binary 
system of water and cyclopentane. Additional water-in-oil data in particular are 
desired for this system.  
     With CPA forming a solid framework for the fluid phase description of this 
system of five components, the van der Waals Platteeuw hydrate model was 
applied to enable calculations of incipient gas hydrate formation conditions. The 
application of an algorithm, supplying fluid phase compositions, fugacities of 
hydrate formers and water activity coefficients to the hydrate model (all obtained 
from a multi-phase isothermal/isobaric flash calculation) ensured a consistent 
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calculation procedure, which was applicable in all hydrate forming systems 
formed by the five compounds above the freezing point of water.  
     Gas hydrate formation was successfully modeled in the four subsystems 
forming pure hydrates with water; the pure sI hydrate of carbon dioxide, the sII 
hydrate of nitrogen, the sII hydrate of tetrahydrofuran and the sII hydrate of 
cyclopentane. Furthermore, five binary hydrates were modeled: the sI/sII hydrates 
of carbon dioxide and nitrogen, the sII hydrates of carbon dioxide and 
tetrahydrofuran, the sII hydrate of carbon dioxide and cyclopentane, the sII 
hydrate of nitrogen and tetrahydrofuran and finally the sII hydrate of nitrogen and 
cyclopentane. Three systems with three hydrate formers were studied; the sII 
hydrates formed by tetrahydrofuran, carbon dioxide and nitrogen, the sII hydrates 
formed by cyclopentane, carbon dioxide and nitrogen and finally the mixed 
promoter system forming sII hydrates with tetrahydrofuran, cyclopentane and 
carbon dioxide. The complete system of five components was finally investigated 
for hydrate formation. sII hydrates were predicted to form, however no actual 
results were presented since this system behaved very similar to the quaternary 
system of water, cyclopentane, carbon dioxide and nitrogen, only at slightly 
elevated temperatures (more stable hydrate). Generally, the model predicted the 
right hydrate structures in all possible combinations of hydrate formers. An 
interesting observation was that the model predicted the synergistic effect 
occurring in hydrate forming systems with simultaneous presence of 
tetrahydrofuran and cyclopentane. 
     The developed model has been applied to simulate three simplified processes 
for post-combustion carbon dioxide capture from power station flue gases. All 
three processes applied hydrate formation to selectively remove carbon dioxide 
from the flue gas.  
     The first process, an unpromoted hydrate process, operated isothermally at a 
temperature of 280 K. The flue gas feed into the first stage of the process was 
comprised of 10 mole percent carbon dioxide and 90 mole percent nitrogen. In the 
hydrate forming vessel, pure water and pressurised flue gas was mixed at a 50/50 
molar feed ratio. The hydrate forming stage was assumed to operate isobarically 
at the incipient hydrate equilibrium pressure of the inlet gas. The pressure 
requirement of the first stage was estimated to be 24.9 MPa. The captured gas 
contained 36 mole percent carbon dioxide suggesting the need for a multi-stage 
capture design. After three consecutive hydrate formation/dissociation stages 
(three-stage capture process), a carbon dioxide-rich product (97 mole percent) 
could be delivered at a temperature of 280 K and a pressure of 3.65 MPa. It was 
concluded that this process was not economically feasible due to the high pressure 
requirement of the first capture stage. 
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     The second carbon dioxide capture process used tetrahydrofuran as 
thermodynamic promoter to reduce the pressure requirements in all stages. A 5 
mole percent aqueous solution of tetrahydrofuran was circulated in the second 
process. By doing so the pressure requirement of the first stage (still operating at 
280 K) could be lowered to 0.41 MPa. Selectivity towards carbon dioxide in the 
hydrate phase was however lower than in the unpromoted process. Therefore the 
tetrahydrofuran promoted capture process needed four consecutive hydrate 
formation/dissociation stages to produce a 96 mole percent carbon dioxide-rich 
product stream. This stream was delivered at 280 K and a pressure of 0.17 MPa. 
     The third capture process used cyclopentane as thermodynamic promoter. In 
this system, 5 mole percent (fraction of liquid feed) cyclopentane bulk liquid was 
added to the pure water system. By doing so the pressure requirement of the first 
stage (operating at 285 K) could be lowered to 1.04 MPa. Selectivity towards 
carbon dioxide in the hydrate phase was similar to the tetrahydrofuran process. 
Therefore, this process also needed four consecutive hydrate 
formation/dissociation stages to produce a 95 mole percent carbon dioxide-rich 
product stream. The product stream was delivered at 285 K and a pressure of 0.51 
MPa.  
     The cyclopentane promoted process operated at slightly elevated temperatures 
and pressures compared to the tetrahydrofuran promoted process. This was due to 
the high volatility of cyclopentane in the bulk organic liquid phase. The vapour 
phases in the cyclopentane promoted process contained several mole percent 
cyclopentane at hydrate equilibrium conditions. At temperatures below 284 K, the 
entire cyclopentane bulk phase would evaporate completely at hydrate forming 
conditions. For comparison, the vapour phase promoter content in the 
tetrahydrofuran promoted process was only 0.4 mole percent.  
     Despite the fact that the mixed promoter system provided enhanced pressure 
reduction and favourable kinetics, this system still showed significant promoter 
slip (cyclopentane mainly) to the vapour phase. 
     This work has developed a powerful tool for the thermodynamic evaluation of 
gas hydrate forming systems relevant for post-combustion carbon dioxide capture. 
All model details and complete lists of model parameters have been provided, 
enabling full reproduction of the presented results. 
     The results obtained when applying the model are discouraging for the post-
combustion carbon dioxide capture process under development. Classical gas 
hydrates generally form at high pressures and/or low temperatures. These are 
opposite conditions of those found in power station flue gases. Known hydrate 
promoters such as cyclopentane and tetrahydrofuran enable hydrate formation at 
conditions close to ambient pressure and temperatures above the normal ice-point 
of water. The present study has however pointed out several drawbacks of using 
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these additives, when applied in low-pressure processes. Due to their high 
volatilities, they readily transfer to the vapour phase. Furthermore, they lower the 
selectivity towards carbon dioxide in the hydrate phase compared to the 
unpromoted system. 
     Thus, hydrate formation as a means of performing gas phase separation is an 
interesting alternative to existing separation techniques. With the currently known 
thermodynamic promoters, this separation can be performed at pressure 
conditions making the overall separation more economical. In systems supplying 
the initial gas phase at moderate to high pressure, this technology may prove itself 
an interesting alternative. With the new mixed promoter system presented in this 
work, it is possible to lower pressures even further compared to previously known 
systems. However, the present study has shown this concept to be unsuitable for 
the specific case of post-combustion carbon dioxide capture from power station 
flue gases, where pressures should preferably remain close to atmospheric. 
     It is not in the nature of species such as carbon dioxide and nitrogen to form 
the classical gas hydrates at conditions close to atmospheric pressure. Therefore, 
even though these hydrate structures become available at low pressure conditions, 
carbon dioxide may not necessarily enter the solid phase in significant amounts. It 
is thermodynamically more favourable for this component to remain in the co-
existing fluid phases.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
You can lead a horse to water, but you can’t make it drink. 
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9 List of Symbols and Abbreviations 
Abbreviations 
3M1B  3-methyl-1-butanol 
AAD  Average Absolute Deviation (defined in equation (7.1)) 
BIP  Binary Interaction Parameter 
CB  Cyclobutanone 
CCS  Carbon Capture and Sequestration 
CERE  Center for Energy Resources Engineering 
CF4  Tetrafluoromethane 
CHF3  Fluoroform  
CP  Cyclopentane 
CPA  Cubic-Plus-Association 
DIPPR  Design Institute for Physical Property Data 
DSC  Differential Scanning Calorimeter (Calorimetry) 
DXN  1,4-dioxane 
EO  Ethyleneoxide 
EOS  Equation of State 
H-Lw  Hydrate-Liquid water 
H-L-V  Hydrate-Liquid (water)-Vapour 
H-Lw-V  Hydrate-Liquid water-Vapour 
H-Lw-Lv  Hydrate-Liquid water-Liquid vapour 
H-Lw-La-V  Hydrate-Aqueous liquid-Organic liquid-Vapour 
IEA  International Energy Agency 
LLE  Liquid Liquid Equilibrium 
Lw-V  Liquid water-Vapour 
Lw-La-V  Aqueous liquid-Organic liquid-Vapour 
MCH  Methylcyclohexane 
MEA  Monoethanolamine 
NMR  Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 
PPM  Parts per million 
PVCap  Poly-N-vinylcaprolactam 
SAFT  Statistical Associating Fluid Theory 
SDS  Sodium dodecyl Sulfate 
sI  Structure I hydrate 
sII  Structure II hydrate 
sH  Structure H hydrate 
SERS  Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy 
SPIN  Sciences des Processus Industriels et Naturels 
SRK  Soave-Redlick-Kwong (equation of state) 
t-BUNH2  Tert-butylamine 
TBAB  Tetra-n-butyl-ammonium bromide 
THF  Tetrahydrofuran 
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THP  Tetrahydropyran 
TMO  Tri-methyleneoxide 
VLE  Vapour Liquid Equilibrium 
VLLE  Vapour Liquid Liquid Equilibrium 
 
CPA Related Symbols 
Normal Characters 
Ai  Association site type “A” on component i [unit less] 
akij  Constant in temperature expression for kij [unit less] 
a0  CPA pure component parameter [Pa·m6·mol-2] 
Bj  Association site type “B” on component j [unit less] 
b  CPA co-volume parameter [m3·mol-1] 
bkij  Constant in temperature expression for kij [Kelvin] 
c1  CPA pure component parameter [unit less] 
g  Hard sphere radial distribution function [unit less] 
kij  Binary interaction parameter [unit less] 
P  Pressure [Pa] 
T  Temperature [Kelvin] 
R  Gas constant [m3·Pa·mole-1·K-1] 
V  Volume [m3] 
x  Liquid phase mole fraction [unit less] 
XAi Fraction of non-bonded association sites of type “A” on 
component i [unit less] 
y  Vapour phase mole fraction [unit less] 
 
Greek letters 
Į(T)  CPA temperature dependent attractive parameter [Pa·m6·mol-2] 
ȕAiBj  CPA association volume [unit less] 
ȖAiBj  CPA binary adjustable in combining rule for ȕAiBj [unit less] 
ǻAiBj   CPA association strength [] 
İAiBj  CPA association energy [Pa·m3·mol-1] 
Ȧ  Acentric factor [unit less] 
 
Subscripts 
i  Component i [unit less] 
j  Component j [unit less] 
 
Van der Waals-Platteeuw Hydrate Model Related Symbols 
Normal Characters 
aj Spherical core radius of component j in the Kihara cell potential 
[m] 
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Am,j A parameter for calculation of Langmuir constant of specie j in 
cavity m [Pa-1·K] 
Bm,j B parameter for calculation of Langmuir constant of specie j in 
cavity m [K] 
Cm,j  Langmuir Constant component j in cavity type m [Pa-1] 
( )pC T'  Reference heat capacity difference between the meta-stable empty 
hydrate phase and liquid water at temperature T [J·mole-1] 
fj  Fugacity of component j [Pa] 
/
0 0( , )
Ice
wH T P
E'  Reference hydrate enthalpy difference between water in the meta-
stable empty hydrate phase and water in ice at reference 
temperature and pressure conditions [J·mole-1] 
/( ) wIce LwH T'  Enthalpy difference between water in ice and Liquid water at 
temperature, T [J·mole-1] 
/
0 0( , ) w
Ice L
wH T P'  Reference enthalpy difference between water in ice and Liquid 
water at reference temperature and pressure conditions [J·mole-1] 
kB  The Boltzmann constant [J·K-1] 
P  Pressure [Pa] 
P0  Pressure at reference condition [Pa] 
PR  Pressure of reference hydrate [Pa] 
r  Linear distance [m] 
R  Universal gas constant [m3·Pa·mole-1·K-1] 
Rm  Radius of cavity type m [m] 
T  Temperature [K] 
T0  Temperature at reference condition [K] 
/ Ice
wV
E'  Molar volume difference between empty hydrate structure and ice 
[m3·mole-1] 
/ wIce L
wV'   Molar volume difference between ice and liquid water [m3·mole-1] 
w(r)m,j  Spherical core cell potential [J] 
x  liquid phase mole fraction [unit less] 
y  Vapour phase mole fraction [unit less] 
Yj  Water free hydrate composition of guest j [unit less] 
zm  Coordination number of cavity type m [unit less] 
 
Greek letters 
ĮwLw  Activity of water in the liquid phase [unit less] 
İj Maximum attractive potential of specie j in the Kihara cell 
potential [J] 
ĳj  Fugacity coefficient of specie j [unit less] 
 
Ȗ  Symmetric activity coefficient [unit less] 
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Ȟm Number of cavities type m, per water molecule in the hydrate unit 
cell [unit less] 
ȝ  Chemical potential [J·mole-1] 
H
wP   Chemical potential of water in filled hydrate phase [J·mole-1] 
wL
wP   Chemical potential of water in Liquid phase [J·mole-1] 
V
wP   Chemical potential of water in vapour phase [J·mole-1] 
w
EP   Chemical potential of water in meta-stable hydrate phase  
[J·mole-1] 
wP  Chemical potential of water in pure water phase at standard state 
[J·mole-1] 
H
wP'  Chemical potential difference between water in the meta-stable 
empty hydrate phase and the actual hydrate phase [J·mole-1] 
wL
wP'  Chemical potential difference between water in the meta-stable 
empty hydrate phase and water in the co-existing liquid phase 
[J·mole-1] 
/ wL
w
EP'   Reference hydrate chemical potential difference between water in 
the meta-stable empty hydrate phase and water in the co-existing 
liquid phase [J·mole-1] 
0 0( , ) w
L
wT PP'  Reference hydrate chemical potential difference between water in 
the meta-stable empty hydrate phase and liquid water at reference 
temperature and pressure conditions [J·mole-1] 
ʌ  Pi [unit less] 
ıj Cores distance at zero potential for specie j in Kihara cell 
potential [m] 
șm,j  Fractional occupancy of component j in cavity type m [unit less] 
 
Subscripts 
j  Component j [unit less] 
m  Cavity type m [unit less] 
w  Water [unit less] 
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a b s t r a c t
Two thermodynamic models capable of describing dissociation pressures of mixed gas clathrate hydrates
formed from ternary mixtures of CO2, N2 and liquid water, are presented. Both of the models utilize the
Cubic-Plus-Association (CPA) equation of state (EOS) for the thermodynamic description of the non-solid
phases (vapor and liquid). The solid hydrate phase is described by the van der Waals–Platteeuw model as
presented by Parrish and Prausnitz. An algorithm for combining the CPA EOS with the van der Waals–
Platteeuw model in a calculation of hydrate dissociation pressure is presented.
Two models are described in this work. They differ in their method for describing the Langmuir adsorp-
tion coefﬁcients in the van der Waals–Platteeuw model. These models are named Model I and Model II.
Model I utilizes a statistical thermodynamics approach based on Lennard-Jones–Devonshire theory, using
the spherical core Kihara cell potential. Model II uses a two-parameter explicit expression for the Lang-
muir adsorption coefﬁcient, based on Langmuir adsorption theory. With two hydrate formers, four
parameters in the Kihara cell potentials are ﬁtted for Model I. Sixteen parameters are required to be ﬁtted
for Model II. The two model parameter sets are ﬁtted to pure hydrate dissociation pressures and mixed
hydrate dissociation pressures found in literature. In the ﬁtting process, vapor phases with initial mole
fractions of CO2 below 0.15 are assumed to form structure II hydrates, while structure I hydrates are
assumed to form from vapor phases with initial mole fractions of CO2 at or above 0.15.
The two models are validated against mixed hydrate equilibrium data found in literature. Both disso-
ciation pressures and hydrate compositions are considered in the validation process.
With the ﬁtted parameters, Model I predicts a hydrate structure transition from structure II hydrates at
vapor phase mole fractions of CO2 below 0.12 to 0.16 (depending on temperature) to structure I hydrates
at mole fractions of CO2 above this concentration range. The exact transition concentration is shown to
increase with increasing temperature. Model II predicts structure I hydrates to be stable in concentrations
down to vapor phase mole fractions of CO2 in the order of 0.001 to 0.02, depending on temperature.
Model II predicts the transition concentration to decrease with increasing temperature.
Since there is disparity amongst the different literature data for this system, it was not possible to
determine unequivocally, which of the two models perform better.
 2012 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
1. Introduction
In post-combustion CO2 capture from power station ﬂue gases,
chemical absorption has been considered the most mature of the
carbon capture technologies. There are however problems associ-
ated with it, the main ones being high capital costs and energy
demanding solvent handling. Nevertheless this is still an active
ﬁeld of research. This work considers an alternative capture pro-
cess, where CO2 may be separated from ﬂue gasses by gas clathrate
hydrate formation.
1.1. Gas clathrate hydrates
Gas clathrate hydrates, hereafter named gas hydrates, are ice-
like, solid inclusion bodies of hydrogen bonded water and small
guest molecules. Hydrogen bonded water clusters may form cavi-
ties, where small guest molecules are encapsulated. The three most
commonly occurring hydrate crystal structures are; structure I (sI),
structure II (sII) and structure H (sH). The three structures are
formed by a total of ﬁve different water cavities, the 512, 51262,
51264, 51268 and the 435663 [1]. A schematic of these cavities may
be found in ﬁgure 1.
The physical properties of the hydrate cavities and unit cells are
provided in table 1.
In its pure form, the unit cell of the sI hydrate contains two
small 512 and six large 51262 cavities while a unit cell of the sII
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hydrate contains sixteen small 512 and eight large 51264 cavities.
Both of these unit cell lattice structures belong to the cubic type.
The sH hydrate structure is more complex and contains three
512, two 435663 and one 51268 cavities [1]. This hydrate structure
forms a hexagonal unit cell.
A given hydrate structure is typically determined by the size and
shape of the guest molecule. Each cavity may encapsulate one or in
rare cases more guest molecules of proper sizes. It is the presence of
the guest molecule that stabilizes the crystalline water structure at
temperatures well above the normal freezing point.
1.2. CO2 capture process
In the capture process considered here, CO2 is physically ad-
sorbed in solid gas hydrate crystals, rather than chemically bonded
to a solvent such as in the amine process. Since the two main con-
stituents of power station ﬂue gasses, N2 and CO2 are both known
to form gas hydrates with water at low temperatures and high
pressures, a mixed hydrate containing H2O, N2 and CO2 is expected
to form. Pure CO2 hydrates are known to form at lower pressures
than pure N2 hydrates, hence a selectivity towards CO2 in the
mixed hydrate is expected.
From a process point of view, this capture process resembles
that of the chemical absorption. The ﬂue gas is contacted with a li-
quid phase in which selective removal of CO2 takes place. The main
advantage of this process over the amine process is that the solid
hydrate particles may readily be separated from the remaining li-
quid phase before the CO2 is released by hydrate dissociation. Thus
only the CO2 rich phase needs to be treated in the CO2 release
process, which in turn results in lowered energy demands in the
release unit operation.
The disadvantage of this process, when compared to the chem-
ical absorption process, is that the ﬂue gas must be compressed
and cooled, in order for the hydrates to form. Since compression
is an expensive unit operation, low pressure selective hydrate for-
mation is needed, in order for this capture process to be competi-
tive from an economic point of view.
1.3. Purpose of this work
In order to evaluate the energy efﬁciency of this process, accu-
rate thermodynamic models are required over a wide range of
temperatures and pressures. In this work a thermodynamic model,
capable of predicting the phase equilibrium behavior of N2/CO2
mixed hydrates, has been implemented and validated against
experimental data found in literature. The parameter of main inter-
est is the equilibrium pressure, at which the mixed hydrates form
at a given temperature and ﬂue gas composition. This pressure sets
the minimum requirement for the ﬂue gas compression stage in
the capture process.
2. Model theory
The classical van der Waals and Platteeuw model [3] for the so-
lid hydrate phase is combined with a state of the art equation of
state – the Cubic-Plus-Association (CPA) EOS [4]. The van der
Waals and Platteeuw model is utilized in the form presented by
Parrish and Prausnitz [7]. Van der Waals and Platteeuw described
the physical adsorption of guest molecules in the solid hydrate
structure by an approach similar to that of Langmuir adsorption
and utilized statistical mechanics to estimate Langmuir adsorption
coefﬁcients for the encapsulated gas molecules in the crystalline
water structures. In the speciﬁc case of CO2 capture by hydrate for-
mation, CPA is utilized to describe the chemical equilibrium be-
tween the ﬂue gas phase and the liquid water phase. This is done
by performing a two-phase ﬂash calculation. CPA accurately ac-
counts for the presence of water as well as other components in
the aqueous liquid phase, which may be hydrogen bonding. An
accurate description of the activity of water in the liquid phase is
of great importance, since this activity is a key parameter in the so-
lid hydrate phase model.
2.1. The CPA equation of state
The CPA equation of state presented by Kontogeorgis et al. [4,6]
combines the physical term from the cubic Soave–Redlich–Kwong
(SRK) EOS with an association term similar to that found in the Sta-
tistical Associating Fluid Theory (SAFT) models. The pressure-ex-
plicit form of the CPA EOS may be expressed [5]:
P ¼ R  T
Vm  b
aðTÞ
Vm  ðVm þ bÞ 
R  T
2  Vm  1þ
1
Vm
 @ ln g
@ð1=VmÞ
 
X
i
xi
X
Ai
ð1 XAi Þ; ð1Þ
512 51262
512 51264
2 + 6
16 + 8
sI
sII
+ 2 + sH3
512 51268435663
FIGURE 1. Water molecules forming cages corresponding to hydrate structures, sI,
sII and sH.
TABLE 1
Physical properties of cavities and unit cells of sI, sII and sH hydrates.
Structure sI sII sH
Cavity 512 51262 512 51264 512 435663 51268
No. cavities per unit cell 2 6 16 8 3 2 1
Avg. cavity diameter  1010/m 7.95a 8.60a 7.82a 9.46a 7.82b 8.12b 11.4b
Coordination number 20 24 20 28 20 20 36
No. water molecules per unit cell 46 136 34
a Data from Parrish and Prausnitz [7].
b Data from Koh et al. [2].
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where R is the gas constant and T is temperature; Vm denotes the
molar volume, a(T) is the temperature dependent SRK energy
parameter and b is the SRK co-volume parameter. The g is the radial
distribution function; Ai denotes association site A on component I,
xi is the mole fraction of component i, XAi is the fraction of sites, type
A on component i, not bonded to other sites. Note that CPA simpli-
ﬁes to the SRK EOS for non-associating systems.
The fraction of non-bonded sites, XAi, is estimated by solving
equations (2) and (3).
XAi ¼ 1þ V1m 
X
j
xj
X
Bj
XBj  DAiBj
2
4
3
5
1
: ð2Þ
Equation (2) is evaluated for all site types on all associating compo-
nents. The summation over Bj in equation (2) indicates summation
over all association sites.
The DAiBj is the association strength between site A on molecule
i and site B on molecule j. It may be estimated by
DAiBj ¼ gðVmÞref  ½expðeAiBjCPA  ðR  TÞ1Þ  1  bij  bAiBj : ð3Þ
eAiBjCPA and b
AiBj are the association energy and volume, respectively,
between site A on molecule i and site B on molecule j. The g(Vm)ref
is the contact value of the radial distribution function for the refer-
ence hard sphere ﬂuid system.
The radial distribution function, g(Vm) was presented in a sim-
pliﬁed form by Kontogeorgis et al. (sCPA [6]). Whereas earlier ver-
sions of CPA utilized the Carnahan–Starling expression for the
hard-sphere radial distribution function, sCPA uses the expression
shown in equation (4) for the simpliﬁed hard-sphere radial distri-
bution function.
gðVmÞ ¼ ½1 1:9  b  ð4  VmÞ11: ð4Þ
This work utilizes the simpliﬁed form of CPA.
The temperature dependent energy parameter in the SRK term
is calculated by means of equation (5).
aðTÞ ¼ a0  1þ c1  1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
T  T1c
q  2
; ð5Þ
where a0 and c1 are pure component parameters and Tc is the crit-
ical temperature. For associating components, the CPA EOS utilizes
ﬁve pure component parameters, a0, b, c1, e
AiBj
CPA and b. Non-associat-
ing components are described by three pure component parame-
ters, a0, b and c1 in a manner similar to that of the ‘‘standard’’ SRK
EOS. Pure component parameters for associating components are
obtained by ﬁtting the model to experimental vapor pressures
and saturated liquid densities of the pure component. The three
pure component parameters for non-associating compounds may
also be estimated by this approach, however in this work they are
obtained from critical temperature, Tc, critical pressure, Pc, and
the acentric factor, x.
In binary systems, the van der Waals one-ﬂuid mixing rules are
used for evaluating the SRK parameters, a and b. This is done
according to equations (6) and (7) [5].
a ¼
X
i
X
j
xi  xj  aij; ð6Þ
b ¼
X
i
xi  bi; ð7Þ
where the ‘‘classical’’ combining rules are applied.
aij ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ai  aj
p  ð1 kijÞ; ð8Þ
bij ¼ ðbi þ bjÞ  21 ð9Þ
and kij in equation (8) is the binary interaction parameter between
component, i, and component, j.
No mixing rules are needed for the association parameters of
CPA. Only for cross associating systems, combining rules must be
applied to the two association parameters, eAiBjCPA and b
AiBj . No com-
bining rules are needed in this work, since water is the only asso-
ciating component considered. The utilized CPA package does
however incorporate the CR1 combining rules according to equa-
tions (10) and (11). Hence it is possible to extend the existing mod-
el to cross associating systems.
eAiBjCPA ¼ ðeAiBiCPA þ e
AjBj
CPA Þ  21; ð10Þ
bAiBj ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
bAiBi  bAjBj :
q
ð11Þ
For systems containing three or more components sCPA becomes
predictive, since only binary interactions may be accounted for in
the process of parameter estimation.
2.2. The van der Waals–Platteeuw hydrate model
This model was presented by van der Waals and Platteeuw in
1958 [3]. The van der Waals–Platteeuw model handles the solid
phase only and is typically combined with an equation of state
and an activity coefﬁcient model for the co-existing phases. In
1972 William R. Parrish and John M. Prausnitz presented an algo-
rithm that made the van der Waals–Platteeuw hydrate model suit-
able for computer calculations [7]. In this work, the algorithm of
Parrish and Prausnitz is modiﬁed such that the CPA EOS supplies
the hydrate model with all needed inputs.
The basic assumption in the van der Waals–Platteeuw model
concerns the chemical potential of water. At equilibrium, this
potential must be balanced in all phases present, e.g.
lHydratePhasewater ¼ lLiqidPhasewater ¼ lVaporPhasewater : ð12Þ
Instead of evaluating the actual chemical potential of water in the
hydrate phase, van der Waals and Platteeuw deﬁned a theoretical,
solid water phase that constituted the same structure of water as
in the actual hydrate. This phase is here denoted the meta-stable
b-phase. The meta-stable b-phase is a crystalline conﬁguration of
empty water cavities as illustrated in ﬁgure 1.
Since it is the interaction between the guest molecule and its
surrounding water molecules that stabilizes the actual hydrate
structure, van der Waals and Platteeuw chose to consider this
interaction, rather than actual chemical potentials.
The difference in chemical potential between the actual hydrate
phase and the meta-stable b-phase may thus be described by equa-
tion (13).
Dlb-Phase!HydratePhasewater ¼ lb-Phasewater  lHydratePhasewater ¼ DlHwater: ð13Þ
The following assumptions regarding the presence of the guest mol-
ecule in the water cavity allowed for the guest–host interaction to
be described by an approach similar to Langmuir adsorption theory
using Lennard-Jones–Devonshire theory for the description of the
Langmuir adsorption coefﬁcients [7].
(1) All cavities are assumed spherical.
(2) Each cavity can contain one guest at most.
(3) No guest–guest interactions are considered.
(4) The guest molecule does not distort the physical
properties of the water lattice.
(5) The internal partition function of the guest is considered
to be identical to that of its ideal state.
(6) Only London forces are considered in the guest–host
interaction.
Assumption (4) in particular is one very important assumption in
the van der Waals–Platteeuw model, as it is presented here.
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The difference in chemical potential of water between a theo-
retical empty hydrate water lattice (empty cavities) and the actual
hydrate may now be described by the presence of guest molecules
in the water cavities, according to Langmuir adsorption theory.
DlðT; P; hÞHwater ¼ R  T 
X
m
mm  ln 1
X
j
hðT; P; yÞm;j
 !" #
; ð14Þ
where vm is the number of cavities typem per water molecule in the
hydrate structure. The hm,j is the fractional occupancy of component
j in cavity type m. This occupancy is described by
hðT; P; yÞm;j ¼ CðTÞm;j  f ðT; P; yÞj  1þ
X
l
CðTÞm;l  f ðT; P; yÞl
 !1
;
ð15Þ
where the fugacity f is given by:
f ðT; P; yÞj ¼ uðT; P; yÞj  yðT; PÞj  P: ð16Þ
The Cm,j is the Langmuir constant for gas component j in cavity type
m, uj is the fugacity coefﬁcient of component j in the vapor phase
and yj is the mole fraction of component j in the vapor phase.
Combining equations (14) and (15) leads to the following
expression for the change in chemical potential of water caused
by the presence of the guest molecules.
DlðT; P; hÞHwater ¼ R  T 
X
m
mm  ln 1þ
X
j
CðTÞm;j  f ðT; P; yÞj
 !" #
:
ð17Þ
In the following, we consider the speciﬁc case, where the hydrate is
formed in a co-existing liquid phase. Hence a combination of equa-
tions (12) and (13) leads to
DlðT; P; hÞb-Phase!HydratePhasewater ¼ lðT; PÞb-Phasewater  lðT; P; xÞLiquidPhasewater :
ð18Þ
At equilibrium, the chemical potential of water in the liquid phase
may be described by
lðT; P; xÞLiquidPhasewater ¼ lðT; PÞwater þ R  T  ln aðT; P; xÞLiquidPhasewater
h i
; ð19Þ
where superscript ⁄ denotes a pure phase, a is the activity of water
in the non-ideal liquid phase. The water activity accounts for the
highly non-ideal behavior of water at the presence of hydrogen
bonding components in the liquid phase. In the case of hydrocarbon
gasses or in this speciﬁc case of carbon dioxide and nitrogen, the
solubility values of the gasses are low and the activity of water in
the liquid phase may be assumed unity. Nevertheless, the activity
is rigorously calculated in this work. This is relevant when the mod-
el is extended to include other solvents and/or salts. The water
activity may be described either in terms of a symmetric activity
coefﬁcient, c, or in terms of fugacity coefﬁcients, u.
aðT; P; xÞLiquidPhasewater ¼ xLiquidPhasewater  cðT; P; xÞLiquidPhasewater ¼ xLiquidPhasewater
uðT; P; xÞLiquidPhasewater  ðuðT; PÞwaterÞ1; ð20Þ
where x denotes liquid phase composition.
We may now deﬁne a difference in chemical potential between
the meta-stable b-phase and a pure water liquid phase
DlðT; PÞb-Phase!WaterPhasewater ¼ lðT; PÞb-Phasewater  lðT; PÞwater ¼ DlðT; PÞLwater:
ð21Þ
Substituting ﬁrst equation (18) and then equation (16) into equa-
tion (20), we obtain an explicit expression for the difference in
chemical potential between the empty hydrate and the pure liquid
phase at speciﬁed temperature, T, and pressure, P
DlðT; PÞLwater ¼ R  T 
X
m
mm  ln 1þ
X
j
CðTÞm;j  f ðT; P; yÞj
 !" #
þ
R  T  ln½aLiquidPhasewater ðT; P; xÞ: ð22Þ
Equation (22) is hereafter noted the theoretical chemical potential
difference.Note that all values of fugacity and the water activity
may be obtained from the CPA EOS. The last parameters to be spec-
iﬁed are the Langmuir adsorption coefﬁcient, C(T). Van der Waals
and Platteeuw [3] showed that the Langmuir adsorption coefﬁcients
may be estimated from Lennard-Jones–Devonshire cell theory with
e.g. a Lennard-Jones 12-6 cell potential. They proposed the follow-
ing expression for the Langmuir adsorption coefﬁcient
CðTÞm;j ¼ 4  p  ðkB  TÞ1 
Z 1
0
exp½wðrÞm;j  ðkB  TÞ1  r2  dr;
ð23Þ
where kB is the Boltzmann constant and w(r)m,j is the spherical core
cell potential of component j in cavity typem. r is the linear distance
from the center of the cell.
McKoy and Sinanoglu [8] investigated three cell potentials for
use in hydrate dissociation pressure calculations. They concluded
that the Kihara cell potential is the most suitable for this kind of
calculations, and proposed a method for including this cell poten-
tial in the hydrate dissociation pressure calculation. McKoy and
Sinanoglu evaluated the interactions between the guest molecule
and all its surrounding ﬁrst layer of water molecules, and summed
up the contributions in one expression for the spherical core cell
potential. Parrish and Prausnitz [7] presented the ﬁnal expression
for the cell potential of gas constituent j in cavity type m, in a
slightly modiﬁed form. Here the expression of Parrish and Praus-
nitz is utilized.
wðrÞm;j ¼2  zm  ej 
r12j
R11m  r
 dðN ¼ 10Þm;j þ
aj
Rm
 dðN ¼ 11Þm;j
 

"
r6j
R5m  r
 dðN ¼ 4Þm;j þ
aj
Rm
 dðN ¼ 5Þm;j
 #
: ð24Þ
The zm is the coordination number for the guest in cavity type m, ej
is the characteristic energy of guest molecule j, aj is the core radius
of molecule j, rj + 2aj is the collision diameter of molecule j and Rm
is the radius of cavity type m. d(N)m,j is deﬁned by
dðNÞm;j ¼ N1  ð1 r  R1m  aj  R1m ÞN  ð1þ r  R1m  aj  R1m ÞN
h i
:
ð25Þ
From equation (24), it is seen that the Kihara spherical core cell po-
tential is undeﬁned in the cavity center. However if one looks at the
limiting value of the cell potential when approaching this position
from positive side, it may be shown that this point in the Kihara po-
tential is a removable singularity. Also at a distance from the cavity
center of r = Rm  aj a discontinuity with a change of sign occurs.
Approaching r = Rm  aj from r-values greater than this results in
the cell potential approaching minus inﬁnity making the behavior
of the Langmuir adsorption coefﬁcient divergent. Thus care should
be taken, when integrating the Kihara cell potential.
In this work, the Kihara potential is evaluated from the cavity
center to the singularity point at r = Rm  aj. Thus equation (23) is
rewritten as
CðTÞm;j ¼ 4  p  ðkB  TÞ1 
Z Rmaj
0
exp wðrÞm;j  ðkB  TÞ1
h i
 r2  dr:
ð26Þ
Sloan and Koh [14] and Mooijer-van den Heuvel et al. [9] have
reported the same observations and adopted a similar solution.
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Two methods have been investigated for the numerical approx-
imation of the integral in equation (26), the Gauss–Legendre Quad-
rature method and the Composite Simpson 3/8 rule. Using 20
evaluation points in the Gauss–Legendre method and 200 internal
sections in the Composite Simpson 3/8 rule (each with four evalu-
ation points), the two methods obtain similar results for the inte-
gral. However since the Gauss–Legendre method, unlike the
Simpson 3/8 method, does not need to evaluate the function values
in the integration limits, the Gauss–Legendre method avoids the
problems of evaluating the undeﬁned point at r = 0 and the singu-
larity point at r = Rm  aj. Due to the lower number of evaluation
points, the Gauss–Legendre method also has the advantage of
shorter computation time. Hence this method is chosen.
Parrish and Prausnitz [7] proposed a simpler way of calculating
the Langmuir adsorption coefﬁcients, where an explicit expression
is given for the coefﬁcients
CðTÞm;j ¼ Am;j  T1  exp½Bm;j  T1; ð27Þ
where Am,j and Bm,j are ﬁtting parameters related to guest type j in
cavity type m only. Hence in the case where a guest molecule may
enter both cavities in both sI and sII hydrates, a total of eight ﬁtting
parameters must be determined for this one guest. In the cell poten-
tial approach, three parameters are needed to perform the same
type of calculation, only two of them are utilized as ﬁtting parame-
ters in this work (ej and rj). Thus while the Parrish and Prausnitz ap-
proach results in a simpler expression, it requires a much greater
number of ﬁtting parameters to be used.
With the theoretical chemical potential difference in place, an
experimental reference hydrate is introduced. The difference in
chemical potential between the meta-stable b-phase and pure
water at speciﬁed temperature and pressure may be derived ther-
modynamically in terms of measurable quantities. Knowing that
the chemical potential is a state function, Parrish and Prausnitz
[7] proposed a method for transforming the chemical potential dif-
ference measured for the reference hydrate at reference tempera-
ture, T0, and reference pressure, P0, to the actual temperature, T,
and pressure, P. This is done in two steps. First, the measured
chemical potential difference is transformed from reference tem-
perature, T0, to the actual temperature, T, and from reference pres-
sure, P0, at reference temperature, T0, to the reference pressure, PR,
at the actual temperature, T, giving:
DlðT; PRÞL;Refwater
R  T ¼
DlðT0; P0Þb=LiqWaterwater 
R  T0Z T
T0
DHðT0; P0Þb=Icewater þ DHðTÞIce=LiqWaterwater
R  T2 dtþZ T
T0
DVb=Icewater þ DVIce=LiqWaterwater
R  T 
dPR
dt
dt; ð28Þ
where DlðT; PRÞL;Refwater is the chemical potential difference for water at
temperature, T and at the dissociation pressure of the reference
pressure, PR. The DlðT0; P0Þb=LiqWaterwater is the chemical potential differ-
ence of water between the b-phase and liquid water, measured for
the reference hydrate at reference temperature T0 and reference
pressure P0. The DHðT0; P0Þb=Icewater andDHðTÞIce=Liquidwater are the differences
in molar enthalpy for water between the meta-stable b-phase mea-
sured for the reference hydrate and ice and ice and liquid water
respectively. The DHðTÞIce=LiqWaterwater consists of two contributions, ﬁrst
the phase change enthalpy from ice to liquid at the reference tem-
perature, then a heat capacity contribution from the heating of the
liquid from the reference temperature to the actual temperature.
DHðTÞIce=LiqWaterwater ¼ DHðT0; P0ÞIce!Liquidwater þ DCpðTÞ  ðT  T0Þ: ð29Þ
DVb=Icewater and DV
Ice=Liquid
water are the differences in molar volume of the
b-phase measured for the reference hydrate and ice and ice and
liquid water respectively. All values are measured at reference tem-
perature T0 and reference pressure, P0; P0 is the vapor pressure of
ice at temperature, T0. Since this pressure is small compared to
the hydrate dissociation pressure, it is assumed zero. The dPR/dT
is the slope of the measured dissociation pressure-temperature
curve for the reference hydrate. Parrish and Prausnitz [7] presented
a three parameter expression for the temperature dependence of
the reference hydrate dissociation pressure:
ln½PR=atm ¼ AR þ BR  T1 þ CR  ln T: ð30Þ
In the second step, the chemical potential difference for the refer-
ence hydrate is transformed from the reference pressure, PR, to
the actual pressure, P.
DlðT; PÞL;Refwater ¼ DlðT; PRÞL;Refwater þ ðDVb=Icewater þ DVIce=LiqWaterwater Þ  ðP  PRÞ:
ð31Þ
Recalling assumption (4) of this model, that the water lattice prop-
erties are independent of the guest molecule (for a given hydrate
structure), the theoretical chemical potential difference provided
in equation (22) must be identical to the reference potential differ-
ence given by equation (31). Hence, by equating these two expres-
sions, and specifying either temperature or pressure, it is possible to
determine the corresponding equilibrium condition (pressure or
temperature respectively).
2.3. Model implementation – numerical methods and algorithm
The hydrate model as presented above is implemented in a
FORTRAN95 module. This section presents the numerical methods
and solution procedures utilized in the model set-up as well as an
overview of the used parameters and the overall model algorithm.
The parameters required for the two models (CPA and van der
Waals-Platteeuw) may be found in table 1.
This work utilizes an algorithm for the hydrate dissociation
pressure calculation similar to that presented by Parrish and Praus-
nitz [7]. Note that the algorithm and the hydrate model as pre-
sented above is valid only for describing equilibrium conditions
for hydrate systems above the ice point temperature of water. In
order to describe hydrate formation below the ice point tempera-
ture of water, the water activity correction term in equation (22)
must be omitted while new reference parameters for equations
(28), (29), and (31) are needed. Moreover, the CPA equation of state
approach for determining the input parameters for the van der
Waals–Platteeuw model is no longer valid since CPA (like all equa-
tions of state) does not account for solid phases (ice). Hydrate for-
mation below the ice point temperature of water was not
considered in this work.
A two phase isothermal/isobaric ﬂash calculation has been
implemented, utilizing CPA for the thermodynamic description of
the non-solid phase(s). The algorithm and solution procedures uti-
lized are those proposed by Michelsen and Mollerup [10]. Since the
pressure inputs for the ﬂash calculation are controlled by the hy-
drate model, emphasis has been put on robustness in the choice
of ﬂash algorithm. All ﬂash calculations in this algorithm are
‘‘blind’’ calculations, hence no a priori assumptions can be made
regarding the number (one or two) or type of phases present.
Pure component parameters for the CPA model are provided in
table 2. In this work, water is considered an associating component
and is modeled using the 4C association scheme. This means that a
water molecule has four possible points where it can hydrogen-
bond. For a discussion of association schemes, see Huang and Ra-
dosz [11]. Carbon dioxide and nitrogen are considered to be non-
associating components. Hence, ﬁve pure component parameters
are needed for water, whereas only three are needed for carbon
dioxide and nitrogen. The pure component parameters for water
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are those reported by Kontogeorgis et al. [5]. Carbon dioxide and
nitrogen are described by their critical data and acentric factor.
These are taken from the DIPPR database [12].
Experimental solubility data for carbon dioxide in liquid water
and nitrogen in liquid water at various temperatures and pressures
have been used to estimate binary interaction parameters for the
binary pairs water–carbon dioxide and water–nitrogen. Experi-
mental solubility data for CO2 in pure water were obtained from
[15–18]. A total of 45 data points have been considered when ﬁt-
ting the binary interaction parameter. Similarly, solubility data
for N2 in pure water [19,20] have been used to ﬁt the binary inter-
action parameter for N2 in pure water. Here 15 reference data
points were utilized. The binary interaction parameter for carbon
dioxide–nitrogen is assumed zero.
The objective function minimized in the procedure of determin-
ing the optimal binary interaction parameters is provided in equa-
tion (32).
OBJ ¼
XN
i
absðxcalci  xexpi Þ
xexpi
; ð32Þ
where subscript i indicates data point i. N is the number of data
points. Superscripts calc and exp denote calculated and measured
solubility respectively. The binary interaction parameters obtained
are presented in table 3. Note that a high absolute value of the bin-
ary interaction parameter is chosen to obtain best possible accuracy
in low temperature regions.
The main program in the developed module concerns the van
der Waals–Platteeuw hydrate model. The ﬂash routine is used to
obtain the inputs required for the hydrate model at the speciﬁed
temperature and pressure.
The hydrate module may be described in a very simpliﬁed man-
ner as a program that solves equations (22) and (31) for the equi-
librium pressure at a speciﬁed temperature. Integrals in equations
(26) and (28) are evaluated numerically by the use of a 20 point
Gauss–Legendre quadrature method. When subtracting equation
(31) from equation (22), the resulting equation may be solved by
a Newton–Raphson method.
Reference hydrate properties are taken from the work of Parrish
and Prausnitz [7] and the work of Munck et al. [13]. These are pro-
vided in table 4.
Parameters for the description of the Langmuir adsorption coef-
ﬁcients have been obtained by ﬁtting the model to hydrate disso-
ciation pressures of pure nitrogen and carbon dioxide hydrates as
well as mixed hydrates containing both gasses in the three phase
equilibrium region (liquid water, vapor, hydrate). An objective
function similar to that of equation (32) has been utilized to min-
imize the error between calculated and experimental dissociation
pressures. Nitrogen and carbon dioxide are assumed to occupy
both the small and large cavities of sI and sII hydrates. The ob-
tained parameter sets for a description of the Langmuir adsorption
coefﬁcients both by equations (26) and (27) are provided in tables
5 and 6 respectively.
Note that only e and r in the Kihara potential have been ﬁtted
as a part of this work. The core radii, a, of the molecules are taken
from Sloan and Koh [14].
Note how six parameters are sufﬁcient to describe the two hy-
drate structures of nitrogen and carbon dioxide with the Kihara cell
potential approach, whereas a total of 16 parameters are needed
when using the simple, explicit expression for the Langmuir
adsorption coefﬁcient.
Parrish and Prausnitz [7] noted that the explicit expression for
the Langmuir adsorption coefﬁcient is only suitable in the temper-
ature range from (260 to 300) K. At temperatures below or above
this interval, the cell potential approach should be used.
The algorithm used for dissociation pressure calculations is pro-
vided below. This algorithm assumes that the hydrate structure
formed (sI or sII) is known. Note that the algorithm indicated be-
low is modiﬁed in a later stage, to assure thermodynamic consis-
tency in model predictions: The modiﬁcation removes the
assumed hydrate structure transition at a mole fraction of CO2 of
0.15 in the vapor phase. Instead the model chooses the most stable
structure according to the lowest equilibrium pressure. However
the illustrated algorithm is utilized in the parameter ﬁtting pro-
cess. The algorithm is illustrated schematically by the ﬂowchart
in ﬁgure 2.
3. Results and discussion
The model parameters provided in tables 3 to 6, have been ﬁt-
ted as part of this work. Sections 3.1 and 3.2 describe the process of
ﬁtting model parameters and illustrate modeling results compared
to the utilized reference data. Section 3.3 presents model
predictions.
3.1. CPA ﬂash calculation – parameter ﬁtting results
Solubility data for CO2 in pure water [15–18] have been used to
ﬁt the binary interaction parameter between water and CO2. Sim-
ilarly, solubility data for N2 in pure water [19,20] have been used to
ﬁt the binary interaction parameter for N2/water binaries. In gen-
eral, ﬁtting binary EOS parameters, using liquid phase composi-
tions only, results in loss of accuracy in the vapor phase
description. However in this work it has been chosen to consider
the liquid phase only, when determining binary interaction param-
eters for CPA. Calculated solubilities are compared to a selection of
the reference data utilized in ﬁgures 3 and 4.
Values of the solubility in ﬁgures 3 and 4 are illustrated as total
pressures as a function of equilibrium solubility at constant tem-
perature. Results are illustrated for various temperatures. Note
how the temperature dependency of the CO2 solubility is well
TABLE 2
Pure component parameters for the CPA EOS.
a0  1011/(Pa m6 mol2) b  105/(m3 mol1) c1 b eAiBjCPA  104/(Pa m3 mol1) Reference
H2O 1.2277 1.451 0.67359 0.0692 1.6655 [5]
Tc/K Pc  106/Pa x
N2 126.2 3.400 0.03772 [12]
CO2 304.2 7.383 0.22362 [12]
TABLE 3
Fitted binary interaction parameters for the CPA EOS. The binary interaction
parameters for H2O–CO2 were obtained by ﬁtting CPA ﬂash results to 62 liquid
phase solubility points. Thirteen data points were used for the binary interaction
parameter of H2O–N2. Modeling results are presented in section 3.1.
kij H2O N2 CO2
H2O 0.344 0.078
N2 0.344 0.000
CO2 0.078 0.000
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described using a constant value of kij = 0.078. Solubility lowers
with increasing temperature. This is seen as an increase in total
pressure at constant liquid phase composition and increasing
temperature.
Nitrogen solubility is less accurately described by CPA, and a
high absolute value of the binary interaction parameter is needed
to obtain an accurate description of the solubility in the low tem-
perature region. kij = 0.344 was chosen thus obtaining high accu-
racy at a temperature of 273.15 K, however accuracy diminishes at
higher temperatures. The high absolute value of the binary interac-
tion parameter depresses the effect of temperature on the calcu-
lated solubilities. At high temperatures and high pressures, CPA,
with the given parameters, predicts a higher solubility than what
is found in the literature data. In this work, the chosen binary inter-
action parameter for water/N2 provides good low temperature
description of the liquid phase. Choosing a lower absolute value
of the binary interaction parameter can improve the high temper-
ature description, the price being loss of accuracy at low tempera-
tures. Since the low temperature region is of highest interest to this
work, emphasis is put on accuracy at low temperatures.
3.2. Hydrate model – parameter ﬁtting results
Two hydrate models have been set up. The difference between
the two is the method used for describing the Langmuir adsorption
coefﬁcient. The ﬁrst model, Model I, utilizes the Kihara cell poten-
tial approach for the description of the Langmuir adsorption
coefﬁcients. Model II, utilizes the simple, explicit two-parameter
expression for the description of the Langmuir adsorption
coefﬁcient.
 Model I: Kihara cell potential (equations (23) to (25)).
 Model II: Two-parameter explicit expression (equation (27)).
Since both approaches consider the Langmuir adsorption coefﬁ-
cient to be a function of temperature only, pressure/temperature
curves have been utilized as reference data in the parameter ﬁtting
process: This kind of data illustrates the effect of temperature on
the hydrate dissociation (equilibrium) pressure at constant vapor
phase composition. Reference data for the pure hydrates of N2
[21,22] and CO2 [23,24] have been used along with reference data
for the mixed hydrates of N2 and CO2 [25]. Table 7 shows how the
reference data are utilized for ﬁtting the Langmuir parameters. CO2
and N2 are assumed to enter both small and large cavities in both
hydrate structures.
Initial estimates for the Kihara parameters of Model I are taken
from Sloan and Koh [14]. Initial estimates for parameters, Am,j and
Bm,j in Model II are taken from Parrish and Prausnitz [7]. Note that
the ﬁtted Langmuir adsorption coefﬁcients in the van der Waals–
Platteeuw hydrate model depend highly on the choice of reference
hydrate parameters and, to a lesser extent, the equation of state.
This is the main reason for the variation in parameters presented
in literature.
In this work, the four ﬁtting parameters of Model I are ﬁtted
simultaneously using all the reference data in table 7. In Model
II, the 16 ﬁtting parameters are hydrate structure speciﬁc. Hence
a selection of relevant data must be performed for each set of
Am,j and Bm,j parameters. From experimental work in the literature,
it has been found that nitrogen forms sII hydrate [21,22], while car-
bon dioxide forms sI [23,24]. Mixtures of the two gasses may be ex-
pected for form either one or the other of these two structures,
depending on the gas phase composition. There is a disagreement
TABLE 4
Data for reference hydrate in van der Waals–Platteeuw model. T0/K = 273.15, P0/Pa = 0.
sI hydrate sII hydrate Reference
DlðT0; P0Þb=LiqWaterwater /(J mol1) 1264 882.8 [7]
DHb=Icewater/(J mol1) 1151 807.5 [7]
DHðT0ÞIce!Liquidwater /(J mol1) 6009 6009 [7]
DCp(T)/(J  K1 mol1) 38.11–0.1406(T  273.1) 38.11–0.1406(T  273.1) [7]
ðDVb=Icewater þ DVIce=LiqWaterwater Þ  106/(m3 mol1) 4.6 5.0 [13]
PR/atm, T/K < 291
AR 1212.2 1023.14 [7]
BR 44344.0 34984.3 [7]
CR 187.719 159.923 [7]
PR/atm, T/K > 291
AR 1212.2 4071.64 [7]
BR 44344.0 193428.8 [7]
CR 187.719 599.755 [7]
TABLE 5
Kihara cell potential parameters for hydrate formers.
a  1010/m (e/kB)/K r  1010/m
N2 0.3526a 125.2968 2.99000
CO2 0.6805a 166.7304 2.99134
a Data from Sloan and Koh [14].
TABLE 6
Parameters for Langmuir adsorption coefﬁcients required in equation (27).
Guest type Am,j  108/(K  Pa1) Bm,j  103/K Am,j  107/(K  Pa1) Bm,j  103/K
Small cavity Large cavity
sI hydrate
N2 3.00712 2.13934 2.18150 2.24147
CO2 1.15849 2.86050 0.78920 3.28085
sII hydrate
N2 2.83936 2.17500 7.48338 1.86060
CO2 1.26507 2.78974 4.04863 2.82898
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in literature concerning the exact cut-off concentration between
the two structures. Kang et al. [25] report a cut-off concentration
of approximately 16 mol% CO2. The sI hydrates will form at higher
CO2 concentrations, while sII hydrates form at lower CO2
concentrations.
Seo and Lee [26] report ﬁndings of sI mixed hydrates at vapor
phase concentrations down to 1 mol% CO2 and thus report the
cut-off concentration to be 1 mol% CO2. As previously mentioned,
the work presented here assumes the cut-off concentration to be
15 mol% CO2 in the vapor phase. The objective function minimized
in the parameter ﬁtting procedure is:
OBJ ¼
XN
i
absðPcalci  Pexpi Þ
Pexpi
; ð33Þ
where P is dissociation pressure. Subscript i denotes data point i and
superscripts calc and exp denote calculated and experimental data
points respectively. The N is the total number of reference data
points used for estimating the parameter sets.
Figures 5 to 8 illustrate the performances of the two hydrate
models compared with the reference data used to estimate the
Langmuir adsorption coefﬁcient parameters.
Figures 5 and 6 compare the two model performances for the
pure CO2 hydrate and the pure N2 hydrate respectively. Note the
10-fold difference in equilibrium pressures between pure N2 sII hy-
drates and pure CO2 sI hydrates. This large difference in equilib-
rium pressures is what the CO2 capture process exploits. The CO2
is expected to enter the mixed hydrates more readily than N2,
hence creating a selective removal of CO2 from the ﬂue gas phase.
Both Model I and Model II perform well in the case of the pure hy-
drates. Both models return AAD below 3% (AAD below 0.03) when
compared to the reference data in the illustrated temperature
interval. AAD here is deﬁned as
Specify system temperature, read molar 
compositions in initial liquid and vapour 
phases.
Is mol fraction 
CO2 in vapour 
greater than 0.15?  
oNseY
sI assumed sII assumed 
Evaluate Langmuir constants for 
the assumed structure. 
Set pressure estimate based on 
assumed structure at specified 
temperature.  
Perform two-phase P, T flash 
using equal amounts of liquid 
and vapour phases 
Using the results from the flash, 
solve eqs (22) and (31) for 
pressure
Is the calculated 
pressure equal to 
the estimate?  
No
Yes 
Return Pressure 
FIGURE 2. Algorithm for calculating hydrate dissociation pressure for a given gas
mixture and temperature. At a subsequent stage the assumption of structure sI or
sII is removed: the pressure for both structures is calculated and the structure for
which the lowest equilibrium pressure is obtained is then determined to be the
most stable.
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FIGURE 3. Equilibrium pressures of binary CO2/H2O liquid mixtures as a function of
mole fraction of CO2 at constant temperature. Comparison of experimental data and
CPA ﬂash results. Squares: experimental data at T = 273.15 K [15], triangles:
experimental data at T = 273.15 K [16], diamonds: experimental data at
T = 283.15 K [17], circles: experimental data at T = 298.15 K [15]. Solid line: CPA
results at T = 273.15 K. Dash-dot-dash line: CPA results at T = 283.15 K, dash-dash-
dash line: CPA results at T = 298.15 K. A single temperature-independent
kij = 0.078 was used to ﬁt the data.
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FIGURE 4. Equilibrium pressures of binary N2/H2O liquid mixtures as a function of
mole fraction of N2 at constant temperature. Comparison of experimental data and
CPA ﬂash results. Triangles: modeling data at T = 273.15 K [19], squares: experi-
mental data at T = 298.15 K [20], solid line: CPA results at T = 273.15 K, dash-dash-
dash line: CPA results at T = 298.15 K. A single temperature-independent
kij = 0.344 was used to ﬁt the data. Using a constant kij value however means
the model is unable to capture the temperature dependence of the nitrogen
solubility adequately.
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AAD ¼
XN
i
absðPcalci  Pexpi Þ
Pexpi
 1
N
; ð34Þ
where N is total the number of data points considered. Equation
(34) differs from equation (33) in the way that equation (33) is
the total of all absolute relative errors, whereas equation (34) rep-
resents the average absolute deviation per data point. Generally,
Model II performs better than Model I. This is however also ex-
pected, considering the difference in the number of ﬁtting parame-
ters in the two models (4 versus16). The difference between the two
model performances becomes clear when considering mixed hy-
drates. These results are illustrated in Figures 7 and 8. y(CO2) and
y(N2) denotes vapor phase mole fraction of CO2 and N2 respectively.
The two models perform comparably in the composition region
close to the pure CO2 vapor phase. Model II does however describe
the experimental data with higher accuracy especially in the high
pressure region with low CO2 concentrations. A hydrate structure
phase transition is imposed in both models at a CO2 concentration
of 0.15. Kang et al. [25] comment on the slopes of the two upper
reference data curves being similar to the slope of the pure N2
hydrate curve. They conclude that this is as an indication of sII
hydrates forming under these conditions. Hence the two upper
hydrate P/T curves are modeled as sII hydrates whereas the four
lower curves are modeled as sI hydrates. This is in accordance with
the assumption mentioned previously about the cut-off concentra-
tion between the two structures. Both models lose accuracy when
describing hydrate equilibrium at CO2 concentrations between of
10 and 50 mol%. Average absolute deviations between the model
results and the 28 reference data points are 10.8% and 6.9% for
Model I and Model II respectively.
3.3. Hydrate model – predictions
In addition to the mixed hydrate dissociation pressures, used
for parameter ﬁtting, Kang et al. [25] have measured mixed N2/
CO2 hydrate/vapor phase equilibrium data at constant tempera-
ture. They present data illustrating how both the dissociation pres-
sure and the hydrate phase composition depend on the vapor
phase composition. In this work, these data are utilized to validate
the performances of the two models.
In order to calculate pressure-composition diagrams of the type
shown in ﬁgures 9, 10, 13, 14 and 18, a dew-point pressure type
calculation is performed – for a given temperature and concentra-
tion of CO2 in the vapor phase, the pressure at which the ﬁrst hy-
drate just starts to form, is calculated. In a calculation of this type
the initial gas phase composition is therefore also the equilibrium
gas phase composition.
The hydrate phase composition is presented on a water free ba-
sis (in other words, the composition of the released gas, when the
hydrate is dissociated). In the van der Waals–Platteeuwmodel, this
composition may be calculated from the estimated fractional occu-
pancies, hm,j, at the converged pressure. The hydrate phase compo-
sition is calculated as:
Yj ¼
X
m
vm  hðT; P; yÞm;j 
X
m
vm
X
l
hðT; P; yÞm;l
 !1
; ð35Þ
where Yj is the composition of hydrate former j in the hydrate phase
on a water free basis.
Figure 9 compare model predictions with the constant temper-
ature data of Kang et al. [25]. Figures 9 and 10 show how the mixed
TABLE 7
Reference data utilized for ﬁtting Langmuir adsorption coefﬁcients. y(CO2) denotes
initial vapor phase composition of CO2. The available reference data are divided into
relevant structures, because all Model II ﬁtting parameters are structure speciﬁc.
Fitting parameters in Model I are universal and thus valid for both structures.
Model parameters Reference data
Model I
N2 sI/sII Pure N2 hydrates [21,22]
Mixed N2/CO2 hydrates [25]
CO2 sI/sII Pure CO2 hydrates [23,24]
Mixed N2/CO2 hydrates [25]
Model II
N2 sI Mixed N2/CO2 hydrates with y(CO2)P 0.15 [25]
N2 sII Pure N2 hydrates [21,22]
CO2 sI Pure CO2 hydrates [23,24]
CO2 sII Mixed N2/CO2 hydrates with y(CO2) < 0.15 [25]
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FIGURE 5. Dissociation pressures of pure CO2 structure I hydrates as a function of
temperature. Comparison of experimental data and modeling results. Squares:
experimental data [23], triangles: experimental data [24], solid line: Model I, dash-
dash-dash line: Model II. Model I and Model II perform similar for the case of the
pure CO2 hydrates. AAD deﬁned by equation (34) is below 3% for both models.
Binary interaction parameters in CPA were ﬁtted only to two-phase equilibrium
data and were not adjusted further in order to capture the hydrate dissociation
pressure.
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FIGURE 6. Dissociation pressures of pure N2 structure II hydrates as a function of
temperature. Comparison of experimental data and modeling results. Squares:
experimental data [21], triangles: experimental data [22], solid line: Model I, dash-
dash-dash line: Model II. Model II is more accurate than Model I for the case of the
pure N2 hydrates. AAD deﬁned by equation (34) is below 3% for Model I and below
2% for Model II. Binary interaction parameters in CPA were ﬁtted only to two-phase
equilibrium data and were not adjusted further in order to capture the hydrate
dissociation pressure.
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hydrate dissociation pressure varies with the equilibrium vapor
phase composition at constant temperature. Kang et al. [25] pro-
vide data at three temperatures, 274, 277, and 280 K.
Performing this kind of calculation reveals a problem caused by
the combination of algorithm (as presented in section 2.3) and ﬁt-
ted parameters. The imposed hydrate structure transition at a CO2
mole fraction of 0.15 (approximate equilibrium mole fraction of
0.14) results in a discontinuity in the calculated dissociation pres-
sures at this composition. Extending the allowed composition re-
gions for the two structures, reveals that both models predict sI
hydrate to be the most stable structure even at vapor phase mole
fractions of CO2 lower than 0.15 in all cases except for Model I at
T = 280 K. This is seen by the calculated sI dissociation pressures
being lower than the calculated sII dissociation pressures.
Figures 11 and 12 illustrate the calculated hydrate phase com-
position as a function of the equilibrium vapor phase composition.
This kind of data has not been considered in the parameter ﬁtting
process, yet both models predict the temperature dependence of
the composition correctly.
Model I seems to perform better than Model II in the composi-
tion calculations at concentrations close to the two pure hydrates,
seen by lower absolute deviations from the reference data. How-
ever in the problematic concentration region with CO2 concentra-
tions between 10 and 50 mol%, Model II performs better than
Model I. However the assumption regarding structures renders
both models thermodynamically inconsistent. This is clearly indi-
cated by the discontinuities in the predicted composition
dependencies.
In order to make the two models thermodynamically consis-
tent, their common algorithm is changed, such that the dissocia-
tion pressure at any given temperature and vapor phase
composition is calculated for both structure I and structure II.
The model then chooses the result with the lowest dissociation
pressure, hence the thermodynamically most stable structure is
chosen.
The data by Kang et al. [25] are re-modeled with this new algo-
rithm. The results obtained are shown in ﬁgures 13 to 16 where the
structural transition points have been located and are indicated by
clear tendency changes of the slopes on the calculated dissociation
pressure curves.
The data shown in ﬁgures 13 to 16 represent the two-phase hy-
drate-vapor (HV) data of Kang et al. [25]. In order to model these
data, a dew-point pressure type calculation is performed for a gi-
ven temperature. This calculation gives the dissociation pressure
and hydrate phase composition for a given vapor phase composi-
tion. It is possible to compare the Kang et al. [25] two-phase data
(for example presented in ﬁgure 9) with the Kang et al. [25]
three-phase hydrate-liquid–vapor (HLV) ﬂash data (for example
as presented in ﬁgure 7). We give a single example here: In ﬁgure
7, there is a three-phase data point for an initial CO2 concentration
(loading) of 0.0663 at a temperature of 277 K, giving a pressure of
20.68 MPa. In ﬁgure 9, the same concentration and temperature
give a similar (two-phase) pressure of 19.174 MPa. Since the CO2
loading (initial composition) in the P–T diagram does not corre-
spond exactly to the equilibrium CO2 composition (although it will
be close), an exact comparison cannot be made between the HV
and the HLV data.
Figures 13 and 14 illustrate how Model I gains accuracy in the
calculated dissociation pressures, when using the thermodynami-
cally consistent algorithm, while Model II loses accuracy. Model I
predicts the structural transition point between sII hydrates and
sI hydrates at an equilibrium vapor phase mole fraction of CO2
ranging from 0.11 to 0.15, depending on temperature. This
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FIGURE 7. Dissociation pressures of mixed N2/CO2 hydrates as a function of
temperature for various vapor phase compositions. Comparison of experimental
data by Kang et al. [25] and ﬁtted modeling results for Model I. y(CO2) and y(N2)
denotes vapor phase compositions of CO2 and N2 respectively. Vapor phases with
CO2 mole fractions at or above 0.15 are modeled as sI hydrates. Vapor phases with
CO2 mole fractions below 0.15 are modeled as sII hydrates. Diamonds: experimental
data, y(CO2) = 0.07, y(N2) = 0.93, squares: experimental data, y(CO2) = 0.12,
y(N2) = 0.88, triangles: experimental data, y(CO2) = 0.18, y(N2) = 0.82, crosses:
experimental data, y(CO2) = 0.48, y(N2) = 0.52, crosses with line: experimental data,
y(CO2) = 0.78, y(N2) = 0.22, circles: experimental data, y(CO2) = 0.97, y(N2) = 0.03,
Solid line: Model I, y(CO2) = 0.07, y(N2) = 0.93, short dashed line: Model I,
y(CO2) = 0.12, y(N2) = 0.88, dash-dot-dash line: Model I, y(CO2) = 0.18, y(N2) = 0.82,
dashdot-dot-dash line: Model I, y(CO2) = 0.48, y(N2) = 0.52, long dashed line: Model
I, y(CO2) = 0.78, y(N2) = 0.22, dotted line: Model I, y(CO2) = 0.97, y(N2) = 0.03. Binary
interaction parameters in CPA were ﬁtted only to two-phase equilibrium data and
were not adjusted further in order to capture the hydrate dissociation pressure.
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FIGURE 8. Dissociation pressures of mixed N2/CO2 hydrates as a function of
temperature for various vapor phase compositions. Comparison of experimental
data by Kang et al. [25] and ﬁtted modeling results for Model II. y(CO2) and y(N2)
denotes vapor phase compositions of CO2 and N2 respectively. Vapor phases with
CO2 mole fractions at or above 0.15 are modeled as sI hydrates. Vapor phases with
CO2 mole fractions below 0.15 are modeled as sII hydrates. Diamonds: experimental
data, y(CO2) = 0.07, y(N2) = 0.93, squares: experimental data, y(CO2) = 0.12,
y(N2) = 0.88, triangles: experimental data, y(CO2) = 0.18, y(N2) = 0.82, crosses:
experimental data, y(CO2) = 0.48, y(N2) = 0.52, crosses with line: experimental data,
y(CO2) = 0.78, y(N2) = 0.22, circles: experimental data, y(CO2) = 0.97, y(N2) = 0.03,
Solid line: Model II, y(CO2) = 0.07, y(N2) = 0.93, short dashed line: Model II,
y(CO2) = 0.12, y(N2) = 0.88, dash-dot-dash line: Model II, y(CO2) = 0.18,
y(N2) = 0.82, dashdot-dot-dash line: Model II, y(CO2) = 0.48, y(N2) = 0.52, long
dashed line: Model II, y(CO2) = 0.78, y(N2) = 0.22, dotted line: Model II,
y(CO2) = 0.97, y(N2) = 0.03. Binary interaction parameters in CPA were ﬁtted only
to two-phase equilibrium data and were not adjusted further in order to capture the
hydrate dissociation pressure.
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corresponds to vapor phase mole fractions of CO2 ranging from
0.12 to 0.16. The structure change is displaced to higher vapor
phase concentrations with increasing temperature.
Model II behaves differently and predicts the transition point at
equilibrium vapor phase fractions of CO2 ranging from approxi-
mately 0.001 to 0.02. In Model II, increasing temperature displaces
the transition point to lower equilibrium vapor phase concentra-
tions of CO2.
Figures 15 and 16 illustrate the calculated hydrate phase com-
positions of CO2 using the thermodynamically consistent models.
The changes when compared to the original algorithm are most
obvious for Model II, which has increased accuracy in this kind of
calculations.
With this knowledge, the mixed hydrate data utilized for the
parameter ﬁtting of Model II is re-modeled using the new algo-
rithm. This is done in order to see the real performance of Model
II. Model I results for these data remain unchanged, since this mod-
el predicts the structural transition point just above the vapor
phase composition of the lower sII P/T curve.
The new results for Model II are illustrated in ﬁgure 17. Note
that the vapor phase mole fractions of CO2 in ﬁgure 17 are initial
compositions.
The two high pressure curves with initial vapor phase mole
fractions of CO2 below 0.15 are now predicted to be sI hydrates
and the predicted dissociation pressures are signiﬁcantly lower
than the reference data.
Comparing the two thermodynamically consistent models with
all the data of Kang et al. [25], it appears that Model I is the most
accurate model for the mixed N2/CO2 hydrate systems.
In order to determine which of the models gives the most reli-
able predictions, three additional publications [26–28], presenting
experimental equilibrium data for mixed N2/CO2 hydrate systems
were considered.
Seo and Lee [26] present hydrate/vapor equilibrium data similar
to Kang et al. [25]. However these data are measured below the ice
point temperature of water. Hence this model is incapable of mod-
eling these data.
Linga et al. [27] present three dissociation pressures at a tem-
perature of 273.7 K for three initial vapor phase compositions.
The two models of this work have been tested against these data.
Results are provided in table 8. Figure 18 illustrates the results
and compare the experimental data of Linga et al. [27] with those
of Kang et al. [25].
AD ¼ absðP
calc
i  Pexpi Þ
Pexpi
: ð36Þ
Average absolute deviations (equation (34)) of Model I and Model II,
when compared to the three data points of Linga et al. [27], are 4.2%
and 6.4% respectively. All the data are placed in the region, where
both models predict sI to be the thermodynamically most stable
structure. Thus no clear answer is obtained from these data. The
data points of Linga et al. [27] correspond well with the data of Kang
et al. [25], although in the case of Linga et al. [27] the data are re-
ported as initial mole fraction of CO2, since the equilibrium vapor
phase compositions were not reported. This is not expected to re-
sult in large differences because of the low solubility of the gases
in water.
Herri et al. [28] present phase equilibrium data from an exper-
imental study of the mixed N2/CO2 hydrate system. Both hydrate
composition and dissociation pressures are reported for various
temperatures and equilibrium vapor phase compositions. The data
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FIGURE 9. Dissociation pressures of mixed N2/CO2 hydrates as a function of
equilibrium vapor phase compositions at constant temperature using model I.
Comparison of experimental data by Kang et al. [25] and predicted results by Model
I. y(CO2)eq denotes equilibrium vapor phase composition of CO2 after contact with
the liquid phase. Vapor phases with CO2 mole fractions at or above 0.15 are
modeled as sI hydrates. Vapor phases with CO2 mole fractions below 0.15 are
modeled as sII hydrates. Squares: experimental data at T = 274 K, triangles:
experimental data at T = 277 K, circles: experimental data at T = 280 K. Solid line:
Model I, T = 274 K, dotted line: Model I, T = 277 K, dashed line: Model I, T = 280 K.
The assumed structural transitions occur at an equilibrium vapor phase mole
fraction of CO2 of approximately 0.14 and are seen as discontinuities in the
predicted pressures. These results may be considered predictive, since the
presented reference data have not been used in the parameter ﬁtting. Note how
the predictions of Model I at a temperature of 280 K seem to support the
assumption regarding the position of the cutoff concentration between the two
structures. From the illustrated modeling results for the lower temperatures it is
difﬁcult to tell the position of predicted cut-off concentration.
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FIGURE 10. Dissociation pressures of mixed N2/CO2 hydrates as a function of
equilibrium vapor phase compositions at constant temperature using model II.
Comparison of experimental data by Kang et al. [25] and predicted results by Model
II. y(CO2)eq denotes equilibrium vapor phase composition of CO2 after contact with
the liquid phase. Vapor phases with CO2 mole fractions at or above 0.15 are
modeled as sI hydrates. Vapor phases with CO2 mole fractions below 0.15 are
modeled as sII hydrates. Squares: experimental data at T = 274 K, triangles:
experimental data at T = 277 K, circles: experimental data at T = 280 K. Dashed
line: Model II, T = 274 K, dash-dot-dash line: Model II, T = 277 K, dash-dot-dot-dash
line: Model II, T = 280 K. The assumed structural transitions occur at an equilibrium
vapor phase mole fraction of CO2 of approximately 0.14 and are seen as
discontinuities in the predicted pressures. These results may be considered
predictive, since the presented reference data have not been used in the parameter
ﬁtting. Note how the predictions of Model II seem to undermine the assumption
regarding the position of the cut-off concentration between the two structures for
all temperatures. Model II seem to predict sI hydrates to be the most stable down to
very low concentrations of CO2. From the illustrated modeling results it is difﬁcult
to tell the precise position of predicted cut-off concentration.
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have been modeled using the two models of this work. Results are
compared with the data of Herri et al. [28] in tables 9 and 10.
Note that tables 9 and 10 present equilibrium pressure and
equilibrium composition respectively from 16 experimental data
sets. Model predictions are included for comparison.
It is clear from the results in tables 9 and 10 that Model II
describes the experimental results of Herri et al. [28] with
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FIGURE 12. Mole fraction of CO2 in the mixed N2/CO2 hydrates as a function of
equilibrium vapor phase composition at constant temperature. Comparison of
experimental data by Kang et al. [25] and predicted results by Model I. y(CO2)eq
denotes equilibrium vapor phase composition of CO2 after contact with the liquid
phase. Y(CO2) denotes hydrate phase mole fraction of CO2 on a water free basis. All
compositions are balanced with N2. Vapor phases with CO2 mole fractions at or
above 0.15 are modeled as sI hydrates. Vapor phases with CO2 mole fractions below
0.15 are modeled as sII hydrates. Squares: experimental data at T = 274 K, triangles:
experimental data at T = 277 K, circles: experimental data at T = 280 K. Solid line:
Model II, T = 274 K, dotted line: Model II, T = 277 K, dashed line: Model II, T = 280 K.
The assumed structural transitions occur at an equilibrium vapor phase mole
fraction of CO2 of approximately 0.14 and are seen as discontinuities in the
predicted compositions.
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FIGURE 11. Mole fraction of CO2 in the mixed N2/CO2 hydrates as a function of
equilibrium vapor phase composition at constant temperature. Comparison of
experimental data by Kang et al. [25] and predicted results by Model I. y(CO2)eq
denotes equilibrium vapor phase composition of CO2 after contact with the liquid
phase. Y(CO2) denotes hydrate phase mole fraction of CO2 on a water free basis. All
compositions are balanced with N2. Vapor phases with CO2 mole fractions at or
above 0.15 are modeled as sI hydrates. Vapor phases with CO2 mole fractions below
0.15 are modeled as sII hydrates. Squares: experimental data at T = 274 K, triangles:
experimental data at T = 277 K, circles: experimental data at T = 280 K. Solid line:
Model I, T = 274 K, dotted line: Model I, T = 277 K, dashed line: Model I, T = 280 K.
The assumed structural transitions occur at an equilibrium vapor phase mole
fraction of CO2 of approximately 0.14 and are seen as discontinuities in the
predicted compositions.
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FIGURE 13. Dissociation pressures of mixed N2/CO2 hydrates as a function of
equilibrium vapor phase compositions at constant temperature using model I.
Comparison of experimental data by Kang et al. [25] and predicted results by Model
I. y(CO2)eq denotes equilibrium vapor phase composition of CO2 after contact with
the liquid phase. Squares: experimental data at T = 274 K, triangles: experimental
data at T = 277 K, circles: experimental data at T = 280 K. Solid line: Model I,
T = 274 K, dotted line: Model I, T = 277 K, dashed line: Model I, T = 280 K. The
predicted structural transitions occur at equilibrium vapor phase mole fractions of
CO2 of approximately 0.11 to 0.15, depending on temperature. Phase transitions are
seen as tendency changes in the predicted pressures.
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FIGURE 14. Dissociation pressures of mixed N2/CO2 hydrates as a function of
equilibrium vapor phase compositions at constant temperature using model II.
Comparison of experimental data by Kang et al. [25] and predicted results by Model
II. y(CO2)eq denotes equilibrium vapor phase composition of CO2 after contact with
the liquid phase. Squares: experimental data at T = 274 K, triangles: experimental
data at T = 277 K, circles: experimental data at T = 280 K. Dashed line: Model II,
T = 274 K, dash-dot-dash line: Model II, T = 277 K, dash-dot-dot-dash line: Model II,
T = 280 K. The predicted structural transitions occur at equilibrium vapor phase
mole fractions of CO2 below 0.02.
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signiﬁcantly higher accuracy than Model I. Dissociation pressures
and hydrate compositions of the 16 data sets are predicted with
average absolute deviations of 14% and 4.3% respectively by Model
II. Model I fails to describe the dissociation pressures measured by
Herri et al. [28] and an average absolute deviation of 33% is
obtained. For the hydrate phase compositions, Model I obtains an
average absolute deviation of 11%. All data are predicted as sI hy-
drates by both models. These predictions are conﬁrmed by the
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FIGURE 15. Mole fraction of CO2 in the mixed N2/CO2 hydrates as a function of
equilibrium vapor phase composition at constant temperature. Comparison of
experimental data by Kang et al. [25] and predicted results by Model I. y(CO2)eq
denotes equilibrium vapor phase composition of CO2 after contact with the liquid
phase. Y(CO2) denotes hydrate phase mole fraction of CO2 on a water free basis. All
compositions are balanced with N2. Squares: experimental data at T = 274 K,
triangles: experimental data at T = 277 K, circles: experimental data at T = 280 K.
Solid line: Model I, T = 274 K, dotted line: Model I, T = 277 K, dashed line: Model I,
T = 280 K. The predicted structural transitions occur at equilibrium vapor phase
mole fractions of CO2 of approximately 0.11 to 0.15, depending on temperature.
Phase transitions are seen as tendency discontinuities in the predicted
compositions.
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FIGURE 16. Mole fraction of CO2 in the mixed N2/CO2 hydrates as a function of
equilibrium vapor phase composition at constant temperature. Comparison of
experimental data by Kang et al. [25] and predicted results by Model I. y(CO2)eq
denotes equilibrium vapor phase composition of CO2 after contact with the liquid
phase. Y(CO2) denotes hydrate phase mole fraction of CO2 on a water free basis. All
compositions are balanced with N2. Squares: experimental data at T = 274 K,
triangles: experimental data at T = 277 K, circles: experimental data at T = 280 K.
Solid line: Model II, T = 274 K, dotted line: Model II, T = 277 K, dashed line: Model II,
T = 280 K. The predicted structural transitions occur at equilibrium vapor phase
mole fractions of CO2 below 0.02.
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FIGURE 17. Dissociation pressures of mixed N2/CO2 hydrates as a function of
temperature for various vapor phase compositions. Comparison of experimental data
by Kang et al. [25] and ﬁtted modeling results for Model II. y(CO2) and y(N2) denotes
vapor phase compositions of CO2 and N2 respectively. Diamonds: experimental data,
y(CO2) = 0.07, y(N2) = 0.93, squares: experimental data, y(CO2) = 0.12, y(N2) = 0.88,
triangles: experimental data, y(CO2) = 0.18, y(N2) = 0.82, crosses: experimental data,
y(CO2) = 0.48, y(N2) = 0.52, crosses with line: experimental data, y(CO2) = 0.78,
y(N2) = 0.22, circles: experimental data, y(CO2) = 0.97, y(N2) = 0.03, Solid line: Model
II, y(CO2) = 0.07, y(N2) = 0.93, short dashed line: Model II, y(CO2) = 0.12, y(N2) = 0.88,
dash-dot-dash line: Model II, y(CO2) = 0.18, y(N2) = 0.82, dash-dot-dot-dash line:
Model II, y(CO2) = 0.48, y(N2) = 0.52, long dashed line: Model II, y(CO2) = 0.78,
y(N2) = 0.22, dotted line: Model II, y(CO2) = 0.97, y(N2) = 0.03. Binary interaction
parameters in CPA were ﬁtted only to two-phase equilibrium data and were not
adjusted further in order to capture the hydrate dissociation pressure. Cut-off
concentration between sI and sII hydrates is predicted by Model II.
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FIGURE 18. Dissociation pressures of mixed N2/CO2 hydrates as a function of
equilibrium vapor phase compositions at constant temperature. Comparison of
experimental data by Linga et al. [27], Kang et al. [25] and predicted results by
Model I and Model II. y(CO2)eq denotes equilibrium vapor phase composition of CO2
after contact with the liquid phase. Squares: experimental data at T = 274 K [25],
triangles: experimental data at T = 273.7 K [27], Solid line: Model I, T = 273.7 K,
dashed line: Model II, T = 273.7 K. Note that even though there is a small difference
in the temperatures of the two reference data sets, their values seem to correspond.
It should be noted that the data of Linga et al. [27] is initial composition of CO2
(before loading), whereas the data of Kang et al. [25] (and the model results)
represent the CO2 composition in the vapor at equilibrium.
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observations of Herri et al. [28]. It should be noted that Herri et al.
[28] conclude that their experimental data differ from those data
found elsewhere in literature, especially with respect to hydrate
composition. Hence it is expected that the two models perfor-
mances change when comparing with these reference data.
If all the experimental hydrate data found in literature are con-
sidered, it is not possible to determine which of the two models is
more reliable in general, when it comes to the predicted hydrate
structure transition. However Model I conﬁrms the conclusions
made by Kang et al. [25].
A more recent attempt to determine the structure of mixed N2/
CO2 hydrates, presented by Seo and Lee [26], concludes that sI hy-
drates are formed as soon as the vapor phase mole fraction of CO2
exceeds 0.01. Below this concentration, sII hydrates are formed.
Seo and Lee [26] performed X-ray diffraction and 13C NMR mea-
surements on the mixed hydrates in order to determine the struc-
ture of the mixed hydrates. Their conclusions conﬁrm the
predictions by Model II.
The above results indicate that more experimental data on
mixed hydrate equilibrium pressures and compositions are
needed. Especially the low CO2 concentration region needs to be
more thoroughly investigated, in order to determine the hydrate
structure formed under these conditions.
Assumptions regarding structures play an important role in the
process of ﬁtting parameters in the van der Waals–Platteeuwmod-
el. For the case of mixed N2/CO2 hydrates, the two models of this
work could be re-ﬁtted under the assumption that sI hydrates
are formed from all vapor phase mixtures with more than one
mole percent of CO2. Here it would be interesting to see how the
predicted structure transitions would be affected in the two cases.
This has however not been done as a part of this work.
4. Conclusions
Two thermodynamic models capable of describing dissociation
pressures of mixed gas clathrate hydrates formed from ternary
mixtures of CO2, N2 and liquid water, have been set up. Both mod-
els utilized the Cubic-Plus-Association (CPA) equation of state for
the thermodynamic description of the non-solid phases (vapor
and liquid). The solid hydrate phase was described by the van
der Waals–Platteeuw model as presented by Parrish and Prausnitz.
The two models differed only in their method for describing the
Langmuir adsorption coefﬁcients in the van der Waals–Platteeuw
model.
The two models were validated against available hydrate equi-
librium pressure and composition data found in literature. Data
from three publications were utilized.
When allowing the two models to predict the structural phase
transition of the mixed hydrates, Model I predicted a hydrate
structure transition from structure II hydrates at vapor phase mole
fractions of CO2 below 0.12 to 0.16 to structure I hydrates at mole
fraction of CO2 above this range. The exact transition concentration
was shown to increase with increasing temperature. Model II pre-
dicted structure I hydrates to be stable in concentrations down to
vapor phase mole fractions of CO2 in the order of 0.001 to 0.02,
depending on temperature. Model II predicted the transition con-
centration to lower with increasing temperature.
Due to a large diversity in the literature data found for this sys-
tem, it was not possible to determine, which of the two models
perform better. Model I exceeded the performance of Model II
when comparing the two model predictions against equilibrium
data presented by Kang et al. [25] and Linga et al. [27], whereas
Model II by far performed better when comparing to the data pre-
sented by Herri et al. [28]. This may be explained by the fact that
the reference data of Herri et al. [28] differ from the data of Kang
and Linga. Finally, the importance of knowing the structure of
the formed hydrates when ﬁtting parameters in the van der
Waals–Platteeuw models was emphasized.
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TABLE 9
Comparison of Model I and Model II dissociation pressure predictions with data from
Herri et al. [28]. y(CO2)eq denotes equilibrium vapor phase mole fraction of CO2. Vapor
phase is balanced with N2 gas. Absolute deviation (AD) is deﬁned in equation (36).
T/K y(CO2)eq
Vapor
P/MPa
Exp
P/MPa
Model I
P/MPa
Model II
AD
Model I
AD
Model II
273.4 0.16 6.10 8.26 6.55 0.35 0.07
274.5 0.16 6.20 9.68 7.54 0.56 0.22
275.4 0.19 6.40 9.27 7.43 0.45 0.16
276.5 0.20 6.60 10.3 8.24 0.56 0.25
273.9 0.25 5.90 5.65 4.91 0.04 0.17
274.7 0.26 5.90 6.04 5.25 0.02 0.11
276.0 0.26 5.90 7.21 6.22 0.22 0.05
276.9 0.27 6.00 7.90 6.78 0.32 0.13
277.8 0.29 6.30 8.34 7.18 0.32 0.14
278.1 0.30 6.40 8.38 7.25 0.31 0.13
278.4 0.30 6.40 8.78 7.57 0.37 0.18
278.6 0.30 6.50 9.43 7.79 0.45 0.20
275.4 0.20 6.10 8.79 7.12 0.44 0.17
276.0 0.22 6.20 8.63 7.14 0.39 0.15
280.1 0.56 5.30 5.47 5.22 0.03 0.02
281.1 0.59 5.60 5.97 5.71 0.07 0.02
TABLE 10
Comparison of Model I and Model II hydrate phase composition predictions with data
from Herri et al. [28]. y(CO2)eq denotes equilibrium vapor phase mole fraction of Co2.
Vapor phase is balanced with N2 gas. Y(CO2) denotes hydrate phase mole fraction of
CO2 on a water free basis. Absolute Deviation (AD) is deﬁned in equation (36).
T/K y(CO2)eq Y(CO2) Y(CO2) Y(CO2) AD AD
Vapor Hydrate Model I Model II Model I Model II
273.4 0.16 0.66 0.73 0.62 0.11 0.06
274.5 0.16 0.66 0.72 0.60 0.09 0.09
275.4 0.19 0.66 0.74 0.64 0.12 0.03
276.5 0.20 0.58 0.73 0.63 0.26 0.09
273.9 0.25 0.75 0.80 0.74 0.07 0.01
274.7 0.26 0.73 0.80 0.74 0.10 0.01
276.0 0.26 0.70 0.78 0.72 0.11 0.03
276.9 0.27 0.70 0.78 0.71 0.11 0.01
277.8 0.29 0.67 0.78 0.72 0.16 0.07
278.1 0.30 0.69 0.78 0.72 0.13 0.04
278.4 0.30 0.72 0.77 0.71 0.07 0.01
278.6 0.30 0.70 0.76 0.71 0.09 0.01
275.4 0.20 0.67 0.74 0.65 0.10 0.03
276.0 0.22 0.65 0.75 0.67 0.15 0.03
280.1 0.56 0.85 0.82 0.81 0.04 0.05
281.1 0.59 0.82 0.81 0.78 0.01 0.05
TABLE 8
Comparison of Model I and Model II predictions with data from Linga et al. [27].
y(CO2) denotes initial vapor phase mole fraction of CO2. Initial vapor phase is
balanced with N2 gas. Absolute deviation (AD) is deﬁned in equation (36).
T/K y(CO2) P(exp)/MPa P/MPa AD P/MPa AD
Model I Model I Model II Model II
273.7 0.17 7.70 8.57 0.11 6.71 0.13
273.7 0.57 2.40 2.40 0.00 2.28 0.05
273.7 0.83 1.60 1.62 0.01 1.58 0.01
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a  b s  t  r a  c  t
Gas clathrate hydrate dissociation  pressures  are reported  for mixtures of carbon dioxide, water  and
thermodynamic promoters  forming  structure II  hydrates.
Hydrate (H)–aqueous liquid (Lw)–vapour  (V)  equilibrium  pressures  for  the ternary  system composed
of water,  tetrahydrofuran  (THF),  and  carbon dioxide (CO2), with 5.0  mole  percent  THF in  the initial  aque-
ous phase, are presented  in the temperature  range  from  283.3  K to  285.2  K.  At 283.3  K,  the three-phase
equilibrium pressure  is determined  to  be  0.61 MPa (absolute pressure).
Four-phase hydrate  (H)–aqueous liquid  (Lw)–organic  liquid  (La)–vapour  (V)  equilibrium  data  are  pre-
sented for the  ternary  system  of  water–cyclopentane–carbon  dioxide at temperatures ranging  from
285.2 K down  to 275.5  K.
New  four-phase  H–Lw–La–V equilibrium  data for  the quaternary system  water–THF–cyclopentane–
carbon dioxide are  presented  in  the temperature  range  from 275.1  K to 286.6  K.  It is  shown that  upon
adding  THF to the  pure  aqueous  phase to form  a  4  mass  percent  solution,  the equilibrium  pressure  of the
formed hydrates may be lowered  compared to the ternary  system  of water,  cyclopentane and  carbon
dioxide.
© 2013 Elsevier  Ltd. All  rights  reserved.
1. Introduction
Gas clathrate hydrates, more commonly known as gas hydrates,
are solid solutions of small guest molecules physically adsorbed
into cavities formed by hydrogen bonded water clusters. These
solid compounds form when the constituents come into contact
at conditions of low temperature and/or high pressure (Sloan,
2003). Temperature and pressure conditions, at which the hydrates
form, depend on the physical and  chemical properties of  the guest
molecule, assuming that the water phase is  pure. Impurities or addi-
tives dissolved in the aqueous phase may  also  affect the gas hydrate
equilibrium conditions as well as the formation kinetics.
Gas hydrates are often  referred to  as non-stoichiometric solid
inclusion bodies, where water (host) forms a lattice by hydrogen
bonding (Koh et al., 2009; Sloan, 2003; Sum et al., 2009). The lattice
formation generates a  number of empty cavities, in which small
molecules (guests) may  be encapsulated. Several structures are
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +45 4525 2867; fax: +45 4588 2258.
E-mail address: nvs@kt.dtu.dk (N. von Solms).
known, the most common being structures sI, sII and sH.  The pure,
empty hydrate water lattice itself is  a  thermodynamically unsta-
ble structure, and it is the interactions between water and guest
molecules stabilise the lattice structure (Sum et al., 2009).
1.1. Gas hydrate formation with thermodynamic promotion
When the occurrence of gas hydrates in the petroleum industry
was  discovered, an increased effort was made to map  their struc-
tures and to  ﬁnd ways of avoiding their formation in oil and gas
pipelines.
Recently, gas hydrates have received new interest due to their
relatively high gas/energy density. Whereas most previous efforts
were directed towards looking for ways to avoid hydrate forma-
tion (hydrate inhibition), the focus is now also on ﬁnding ways to
promote their formation at  moderate temperatures and pressures
(hydrate promotion). Sun et al. (2011) and Eslamimanesh et al.
(2012) have reviewed recent advances in gas hydrate research
including applications of promoted gas hydrate formation in pro-
cesses for methane/natural gas storage, fuel gas (hydrogen) storage
and gas separation (e.g. carbon dioxide capture).
1750-5836/$ – see front matter © 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijggc.2013.05.022
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1.2. Thermodynamic gas hydrate promoters
A  thermodynamic promoter is here  deﬁned as a component that
participates actively in the hydrate formation process and readily
enters the hydrate structure at higher temperature and lower pres-
sure than in the unpromoted hydrate.
Whereas the mechanism for thermodynamic inhibition of
hydrate formation is  a  consequence of  a  change in water activ-
ity due to hydrogen bonding between hydrate inhibitors (mainly
methanol, monoethylene glycol or diethylene glycol) and  water,
thermodynamic promotion of gas hydrates is  a  consequence of the
active formation of mixed promoter/gas hydrates under moderate
conditions of temperature and pressure. The hydrates formed in
that way  then serve as a  storage medium for  gas-like components
but may  also contain signiﬁcant amounts of the added promoter.
In this work, only hydrate promoters forming classical hydrate
structures (mainly sII and sH,  where the promoter molecules
partly enter the appropriately sized cavities), have been considered.
Hydrate promoters such as the tetra-n-butyl ammonium halides
(TBAB, TBACl, TBAF etc.) which form semi-clathrates, where the
promoter actively takes part in the formation of the lattice structure
of water molecules, have not been considered.
Over the years many heavy hydrocarbon compounds have been
investigated for  their ability to  form gas hydrates in the presence
of small gas molecules. A summary including hydrate dissociation
pressure data for  most of the binary methane-/heavy hydrocarbon-
based hydrate systems (mainly sH forming systems) investigated
was  presented by Sloan and Koh (2008). Most of these heavy
hydrocarbons are – due to their hydrophobic characteristics –
only partially miscible with water, giving rise to  liquid–liquid
phase separation. Hence, the experimental data represent hydrate
(H)–aqueous liquid (Lw)–organic liquid (La)–vapour (V) four-phase
equilibria.
Several hydrophilic, organic compounds are also known for
forming hydrates at moderate temperatures and pressures. Saito
et al. (1996) investigated the possibility of storing natural gas in
the form of hydrates by using either tetrahydrofuran (THF) or ace-
tone to lower the equilibrium pressure of the mixed hydrates.
They showed how the three-phase H–Lw–V equilibrium pressure
depends on the promoter concentration in the liquid phase co-
existing with the hydrate phase. A minimum in the observed
hydrate dissociation pressures was  detected at  a promoter con-
centration in the aqueous liquid phase of approximately 5  mole
percent, close to  the stoichiometric concentration of the sII hydrate
structure with complete occupation of the large cavity by the pro-
moter molecules.
De Deugd et al. (2001) compared the promoting effect of three
water-soluble hydrate formers constituting mixed hydrates with
methane. The three hydrate formers were THF, 1,3-dioxolane and
tetrahydropyran. From their results, De Deugd et al.  concluded
that ﬁve sided cyclo-ether structures (THF) are more efﬁcient sII
hydrate stabilisers than six  sided cyclo-ether structures (tetrahy-
dropyran). Furthermore, they inferred from their data that one
oxygen atom in the ﬁve sided ring structure (THF) stabilises the
sII  hydrate better than ﬁve sided ring structures with two  oxygen
atoms (1,3-dioxolane). De Deugd et al. explained these ﬁndings by
the differences in physical size and polarity of the three compounds
and suggested cyclopentane as a  possible promoter for  the forma-
tion of sII hydrate. Tohidi et al.  (1997) had already shown this by
measuring the promoting effect on the dissociation pressures of
methane or nitrogen hydrates by adding cyclopentane to binary
systems of water and  gas.
Ohmura et al.  (2005) measured hydrate dissociation pressures
for two  methyl-substituted cyclic ethers (2-methyltetrahydrofuran
and 3-methyltetrahydropyran) with methane. These ethers were
soluble in water to  some extent, but not  fully miscible with water,
like THF. Even though these methyl-substituted cyclic ethers were
more interesting promoters for  hydrate-based gas storage appli-
cations from an  environmental impact point of  view, they were
unfortunately less efﬁcient hydrate promoters in comparison with
their non-substituted counterparts.
Tsuji et al.  (2004) showed the importance of water solubility in
order to obtain high formation rates of hydrates. They measured
formation rates of mixed promoter/methane hydrates by spraying
an aqueous phase into a  methane gas phase at constant pressure.
It was  concluded that the gas uptake into the sH hydrate phase
was  promoter dependent but they also found that, in their process
conﬁguration, the largest gas uptakes were generally obtained in
systems with high promoter concentrations in the aqueous phase.
In this work the speciﬁc case of capturing carbon dioxide
(CO2) using thermodynamically promoted gas hydrate formation
is investigated. The two  hydrate promoters, cyclopentane and  THF
were chosen for the study. They differ in their ﬂuid phase behaviour
in aqueous systems, but have similar properties in the hydrate
phase. THF  appears to be the most efﬁcient of the known water-
soluble sII hydrate promoters and cyclopentane appears to  be the
most efﬁcient of all known sII  hydrate promoters. Hence, THF  and
cyclopentane are the hydrate promoters selected in this work.
1.2.1. Tetrahydrofuran—A hydrophilic hydrate promoter
Tetrahydrofuran is a  ﬁve-sided cyclic ether structure that has
received much attention in the literature not  only due to  its prop-
erties as an organic solvent, but also  due to  the fact that it forms
structure II hydrates with water. At ambient conditions, THF  and
water are completely miscible in the liquid state, i.e., upon mixing
THF and water, homogeneous liquid mixtures are formed over the
whole composition range. However, closed loop miscibility gaps
(liquid–liquid phase splits) have been observed at temperatures
above 345 K and slightly elevated pressures (Riesco and Trusler,
2005).
Several publications are available in the literature, presenting
THF as a possible promoter in pre- (Lee et al., 2010; Linga et al.,
2007a, 2007b; Zhang et al., 2009) or post combustion (Giavarini
et al., 2010, Kang and Lee, 2000; Kang et al., 2001; Linga et al., 2007b,
2008, 2010) hydrate-based CO2 capture processes. However, only
a few publications provide detailed phase equilibrium data for  the
ternary system of water, THF,  and CO2,  especially at low tempera-
tures and THF concentrations of approximately 17.4 mass percent
(5 mole percent) in the aqueous phase (Delahaye et al., 2006; Sabil
et al., 2010; Seo et al., 2008). Such data can provide information on
the true ability of THF promoted sII hydrates to  incorporate sufﬁ-
cient amounts of CO2 in order to establish a feasible capture process
operating at temperatures close to  the freezing point of water.
In separation attempts applied to gas mixtures containing CO2
and nitrogen, one of the main conclusions was  that the selectivity of
CO2 over N2 in the hydrate phase is  lowered by the presence of THF
compared to the non-promoted systems (Kang and Lee, 2000). The
highest CO2 selectivities were obtained when operating at low tem-
peratures. Hence it is of  interest to investigate how binary hydrate
systems of THF  and CO2 behave in the low temperature region, not
only with respect to the inclusion of  CO2 in the solid phase but also
with respect to the pressure requirements needed to  form mixed
hydrates at these conditions.
Delahaye et al. (2006) measured hydrate dissociation P–T con-
ditions as well as heats of dissociation for the ternary system of
water, THF and CO2. In addition, the T–x diagram for the binary
sub-system of water and THF was  experimentally determined at
atmospheric pressure for reference and for  modelling purposes. In
the binary system {water + THF},  the melting point (dissociation
temperature) of the THF sII hydrate formed from a  19.17 mass per-
cent (approximately 5.9 mole percent) THF aqueous solution was
determined to be 277.9 K.
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Delahaye et al. presented mixed THF–CO2 hydrate dissociation
pressures for systems of three THF  mass fractions in the liquid phase
ranging from 0.06 to  0.11 (approximately 1.6 to 3.0 mole percent).
Dissociation pressures of the mixed THF/CO2 hydrate were shown
to decrease with increasing THF  concentration.
Likewise, Seo et al. (2008) presented hydrate dissociation pres-
sure data for  the ternary system {water + THF  + CO2} with four
different THF  mass fractions in the aqueous phase ranging from
0.034 to  0.174 (approximately 1 to 5 mole percent). Their data
proved that the hydrate dissociation pressure decreases with
increasing THF concentration in the aqueous phase, up to a  concen-
tration of 5 mole percent THF. However, their results also showed
that increasing THF concentration in the aqueous solution from 3 to
5 mole percent provided only a small additional promoting effect
on the dissociation pressure of  the mixed THF–CO2 hydrate system.
Sabil et al. (2010) provided detailed P–T phase diagrams for the
ternary system of water, THF,  and CO2 at seven different composi-
tions, all with THF  mass fractions of 0.174 (5  mole percent) in the
initial aqueous solution. Hence, Sabil et al. varied only the initial CO2
gas to liquid ratio.  Sabil et al.  measured H–Lw–V three-phase equi-
librium pressures at temperatures down to  approximately 285 K.
It was  concluded that the H–Lw–V equilibrium curve was  (within
the experimental accuracy) independent of  the amount of CO2 in
the system and thus mainly depended on the THF concentration in
the  aqueous phase. The upper quadruple point (point at H–Lw–Lg–V
four-phase equilibrium, where Lg stands for the liqueﬁed gas phase,
i.e., the liquid phase being rich in CO2) did however depend on
the overall composition, and hence, the hydrate (H)–aqueous liq-
uid (Lw)–liquiﬁed gas (Lg) equilibrium line was  shifted towards
higher temperatures with increasing overall CO2 concentrations.
Sabil et al. discovered a  four-phase equilibrium region in some sys-
tems with three ﬂuid phases (two liquids and  one vapour) and one
solid phase. Generally, these scenarios were found at  temperatures
above 290 K and  pressures above 2.0 MPa. At overall CO2 concen-
trations of 19 and 29 mole percent, a  pseudo-retrograde behaviour
in  the measured hydrate equilibrium pressure was  observed in this
four-phase region. Here an  increase in pressure could both lower
and increase the four-phase equilibrium temperature. For example
at 19 mole percent CO2 (overall), the four-phase H–Lw–Lg–V equi-
librium temperature at P  = 2.7 MPa  was  determined at 290.8 K. This
temperature increased to 291.3 K at  a  pressure of  3.6 MPa. Increas-
ing the pressure further to 4.2  MPa  then lowered the four-phase
equilibrium temperature to  290.7 K.
1.2.2. Cyclopentane—A hydrophobic hydrate promoter
Cyclopentane is a cycloalkane and thus a hydrophobic com-
pound. Therefore, due to  its molecular characteristics, it is almost
insoluble in liquid water over wide ranges of state conditions.
For example, at  ambient temperature and  pressure, the binary
system {water + cyclopentane}  exhibits liquid–liquid phase sep-
aration into a  water-rich and a cyclopentane-rich liquid phase,
respectively, over a  wide interval of composition. Fan et al. (2001)
were the ﬁrst to experimentally document the occurrence of pure
sII cyclopentane hydrates, formed without the simultaneous pres-
ence of small gas molecules. Hydrates were formed at pressures
below the dew point pressure of cyclopentane in the temperature
interval examined. The quadruple point at which additionally a
cyclopentane-rich liquid phase (La) coexists with the three phases
H, Lw,  and V, was  determined at a temperature of 280.2 K and a  pres-
sure of  0.0198 MPa. At a  temperature of 273.4 K,  the hydrate–liquid
water–vapour equilibrium pressure of the pure cyclopentane sII
hydrate was  measured at  0.0069 MPa.
Recently, Trueba et al. (2011) measured hydrate (H)–aqueous
liquid (Lw)–cyclopentane-rich liquid (La) phase equilibrium
pressures for the binary {water + cyclopentane}  system at high
pressures. Trueba et al. found that the hydrate dissociation
temperature for this univariant three-phase equilibrium was
almost independent of pressure due to the low compressibility
of the two  ﬂuid phases and the one solid phase. At a  pressure of
2.55 MPa  the corresponding hydrate dissociation temperature was
279.9 K. Increasing the pressure to 12.55 MPa  increased the disso-
ciation temperature by only 0.09 K.
The  ternary system {water + cyclopentane + CO2}  was  investi-
gated by Zhang and Lee (2009a, b) in the sII  mixed hydrate stability
region. Four-phase (hydrate–liquid water–organic liquid–vapour)
equilibrium pressures were determined in the temperature interval
from 286.7 K to 292.6 K. The hydrate dissociation pressures var-
ied from 0.89 MPa  to  3.15 MPa  at  the low and high temperatures
respectively.
Mohammadi and Richon (2009) presented similar data from the
ternary system of water, cyclopentane, and  CO2 in the temperature
interval from 284.3 K to 291.8 K. Their data corresponded well with
the pressures measured by Zhang and Lee (2009a, b). However,
Mohammadi and Richon extended the low end of the tempera-
ture interval compared to Zhang and Lee by approximately 2 K. At
284.3 K, Mohammadi and Richon determined the mixed hydrate
equilibrium pressure at 0.35 MPa. Neither Zhang and Lee (2009a,
b) nor Mohammadi and Richon (2009) commented on the CO2 gas
uptake in the hydrate phase during their experiments.
Li  et al.  (2010) studied the capture of  CO2 from simulated power
plant ﬂue gasses (16.6 mole percent CO2,  83.4 mole percent N2)
in the quaternary system {water + cyclopentane + N2 + CO2}  and
in the corresponding modiﬁed system with an oil/water emulsi-
ﬁer (Tween 80) added to it. The focus in their study was  on the
hydrate formation rates and the selectivity of CO2 in the hydrate
phase. It  was  shown that upon adding an  emulsiﬁer, the crystalli-
sation rate  was  increased dramatically. However, a  negative effect
on CO2 selectivity caused by the addition of the emulsiﬁer was  also
reported.
Galfré et al. (2011) reported ﬁndings similar to  those presented
by Li et al.  (2010),  only here pure CO2 gas phases and another emul-
siﬁer (IPE 202) were utilised. Gas hydrates were formed in the
ternary system {water + cyclopentane + CO2}  at pressures below
0.2 MPa  at temperatures above 280 K.
Karanjkar et al. (2012) performed a kinetic study on the
cyclopentane sII hydrate formation from emulsiﬁed mixtures with
water (water droplets in oil). Karanjkar et al. found that in their sys-
tem hydrate formation was  primarily an interfacial phenomenon
taking place between the ﬂuid phases present. Hydrate crystals
formed rapidly on the water droplet surface and additionally, in
the absence of surfactants, a  shell was  quickly formed by agglom-
erated hydrate particles. Hence the transport of hydrate former into
the remaining water quickly became limited by the hydrate shell.
In a  recent kinetic study combined with morphological obser-
vations, Lim et al. (2013) showed that the presence of cyclopentane
enhances hydrate formation kinetics and results in higher gas
uptake for CO2 capture.
Aman et al. (2013) studied the effect of  interfacial tension and
adsorption on formation of cyclopentane hydrates.
1.3. Mixed promoter systems
Few studies of mixed promoter systems have been presented
in the literature. Li  et al. (2011) and Li  et al. (2012) presented
CO2 capture from fuel gasses (gas mixtures of carbon dioxide and
hydrogen) by hydrate formation in systems containing both tetra-
n-butyl ammonium bromide (TBAB) and  cyclopentane. The focus
in their work was  on improving the gas uptake and CO2 selec-
tivity in the hydrate phase(s) as well as shortening the induction
times compared to the single promoter systems. Li  et al.  (2011)
showed enhanced gas uptakes compared to  known promoter sys-
tems at  similar conditions and induction times as short as 15 s.  Li
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et al. (2012) claimed that a synergetic effect may  occur, whereby
cyclopentane does not only form sII hydrates but also takes part
in the semi-clathrate hydrate structure and displaces some of
the TBA+ molecules allowing for the formation of  larger amounts
of semi-clathrate hydrate. The reported selectivities of  CO2 over
hydrogen were as large as 91.6 mole percent in the mixed hydrate
phase for gas mixtures containing 38.6 mole percent carbon dioxide
initially (Li  et al., 2012).
1.4. Purpose of  this  work
It  is the purpose of this work to investigate the thermodynamic
effect of two  hydrate promoters, THF and cyclopentane, on the
dissociation pressures of CO2 hydrates. THF  was  chosen as the
model for  a  water-soluble hydrate former, since it is reasonably
well-studied and  easy to obtain for laboratory studies. For possi-
ble industrial applications less  toxic alternatives would likely be
considered. Mixed CO2/promoter hydrate dissociation pressures in
the low temperature region are determined individually for the
two  promoter systems as well as a  third mixed promoter system
containing both promoters together. The qualitative behaviour of
the systems with regard to the CO2 uptake in the hydrate phase is
discussed, although no hydrate composition data have been deter-
mined in the framework of this investigation.
When working with promoters that are essentially insoluble
in the aqueous liquid phase, proper mixing of  the ﬂuid and solid
phases is  vital in order to  arrive at reliable equilibrium conditions.
Insufﬁcient mixing may  result in the formation of  complex multi-
phase systems which appear to be  in thermodynamic equilibrium,
but which more likely constitute unequilibrated phases that are
kinetically limited by mass transfer through the solid phase formed.
2. Experimental
The experimental part of  this work was  carried out in three high-
pressure equilibrium cells, named C1, C2 and  C3  in the following
sections. The  basic principles behind each set-up are identical for
the three cells. Some differences in the set-ups are noted where
relevant. A  schematic and a  detailed description of the experimen-
tal set-up (equilibrium cell C2) are provided elsewhere (Herri et al.,
2011).
2.1. Experimental procedure
Hydrate equilibrium data are obtained by performing an  iso-
choric temperature cycle manipulation of the two- or three-phase
ﬂuid mixtures inside the batch reactors. A detailed description of
the experimental procedure used in this work is provided else-
where (Herri et al., 2011). Once hydrate forms and  the system
equilibrates, three phases, a hydrate (H), an aqueous liquid (Lw),  and
a vapour (V) phase will typically be  present in the case of promo-
ters being miscible with water over the whole composition range.
In the case of hydrophobic promoters which, upon mixing with
water, exhibit liquid–liquid phase-separation over more or less
extended composition ranges, four phases (hydrate (H)–aqueous
liquid (Lw)–organic liquid (La)–vapour (V)) will usually be present
in equilibrium under hydrate forming conditions. According to  the
Gibbs phase rule, the number of  degrees of freedom (F)1 for a simple
1 The number of  degrees of freedom F is  the  number of intensive properties such  as
e.g. temperature, pressure, or phase composition variables, that, without changing
the number of phases, are capable of independent variation.
Table  1
Chemicals utilised in this work.
Component Supplier Purity grade
Water Milli-Q Plus 185 Organic content<5 ppb
Salinity: conductivity of
 = 0.055 S/cm
Tetrahydrofuran Sigma-Aldrich >99.9% (anhydrous)
Stabilised with 250 ppm
butylhydroxytoluene (BHT)
Cyclopentane Chimie Plus >95%
Laboratoires
Carbon dioxide Air Liquide CnHn (n > 2) < 5 ppm
CO < 2 ppm
H2O < 7 ppm
O2 < 10  ppm
H2 < 1 ppm
N2 < 25 ppm
Li+ Tracer Merck 1001 ± 5 mg  dm−3 Li+
LiNO3 in 0.5 mol dm−3 HNO3 aqueous
solution
NO3− Tracer Merck 1000 ± 5 mg dm−3 NO3−
KNO3 in 0.5 mol  dm−3 HNO3 aqueous
solution
system2 in the absence of chemical reactions under the conditions
of thermodynamic equilibrium, equals the number of components
(C) minus the number of  phases (P) plus two, i.e. F = C –  P + 2  (Callen,
1985). Therefore, for  a hydrate forming system of three compo-
nents, among which one is a  water-miscible promoter, and three
equilibrium phases, two  degrees of freedom are available. For such
a system, e.g. initial composition and temperature are variables that
may  be varied experimentally. In the case of ternary systems con-
taining a hydrophobic promoter which is  miscible with water over
a small composition range only, four phases are often encountered
in equilibrium under hydrate forming state conditions. Here, only
one degree of freedom is available. Due to  the design of the exper-
imental set-up, the temperature has been chosen as the controlled
variable. In  the special case where both THF  and cyclopentane are
used, the system is  comprised of four components and typically
exhibits four phases under hydrate forming conditions. Under these
conditions, the system possesses an additional degree of  freedom,
leading to F = 2. Hence, ﬁxing the mole fraction of one arbitrarily
selected component in  one of  the phases (experimentally, this is
achieved by choosing a ﬁxed, overall, initial composition) and the
temperature determines the equilibrium conditions.
2.2. Chemicals
The  chemicals utilised in this work are presented in Table 1.
Both tetrahydrofuran and cyclopentane were obtained speciﬁcally
for this investigation, and are assumed to comply with the claimed
purities and  to contain no considerable amount of  impurities or
oxidation products as e.g. peroxides in the case of  THF.
2.3. Loading of equilibrium cells
The  system using THF  as the thermodynamic promoter was
investigated in equilibrium cell C1. C1  is  the smallest of the three
equilibrium cells and has a  net volume of 1.35 dm3. It is  equipped
with one Keller pressure transducer located at the top of  the cell
(accuracy of ±0.01 MPa) and one Prosensor Pt-100 temperature
sensor (accuracy of ±0.1 K) placed at the bottom of  the cell. The
temperature in the cell is controlled by a LAUDA Edition 2000
2 A  simple system is a system which is  macroscopically homogeneous, isotropic,
uncharged, for which surface area phenomena can be neglected and which is  not
acted on  by electric, magnetic or gravitational ﬁelds.
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cryostat allowing for  controlling the temperature both below and
above the normal freezing point of  water.
A solution containing a mass fraction of THF of approximately
0.175 (5.0 mole percent) in distilled water and with an initial tracer
concentration of approximately 10.0 mg  dm−3 (determined gravi-
metrically assuming a liquid density of 1000 kg m−3) was  prepared.
According to data found in the literature, a thermodynamic opti-
mum  with respect to hydrate promotion is  found for THF mole
fractions between 0.05 and  0.06 (Saito et al., 1996). The lowest
possible equilibrium pressures for the mixed hydrate are gener-
ally obtained at this promoter concentration, hence the choice of
the THF concentration made in this work.
An amount of 802.9 g of the prepared solution was  placed in
equilibrium cell C1, which was  subsequently closed, evacuated and
purged once before being pressurised with pure CO2 gas to  an  abso-
lute pressure of 1.49 MPa.
The system with cyclopentane as hydrate promoter was  inves-
tigated in equilibrium cell C3. C3 has a net volume of 2.46 dm3. It  is
equipped with one Keller pressure transducer in the top of  the cell
(uncertainty of ±0.01 MPa) and two  Prosensor Pt-100 temperature
sensors (uncertainty of  ±0.1 K),  one placed at the bottom and one
at the top of the cell. The cell temperature is controlled by a  HUBER
CC3-K6 cryostat allowing for temperature control both above and
below the normal freezing point of water. A VARIAN model 450GC
gas  chromatograph is  connected to  the cell. However, since only
CO2 is  in the feed gas, it is  not utilised in this experiment.
The equilibrium cell was  initially pressurised to an absolute
pressure of 0.99 MPa  at a  temperature of  275.9 K. Subsequently,
57.8 g of  cyclopentane was  pumped into the cell, followed by the
injection of  759.1 g of an aqueous solution containing a NO−3 tracer
amount of 9.9 mg  dm−3 (determined gravimetrically). (The solution
had previously been prepared from distilled water and a  pre-
prepared reference solution of  LiNO3.) The injected liquid amounts
correspond to  a volumetric ratio between the aqueous solution and
cyclopentane liquid of approximately 9:1.
The experiment using both THF and cyclopentane in a mixed
promoter solution was  performed in equilibrium cell C2. C2 has
a net volume of  2.36 dm3. It is  equipped with one Keller pres-
sure transducer in the top of the cell (accuracy of ±0.01 MPa) and
two  Prosensor Pt-100 temperature sensors (accuracy of ±0.1 K) one
placed in the bottom of the cell and one in the top. The cell tem-
perature is  controlled by a Lauda edition 2000 cryostat allowing
for temperature control both above and below the normal freezing
point of  water. A VARIAN CP 3800 gas chromatograph is  connected
to the cell, however since only CO2 is in the feed gas, it is not utilised
in this experiment.
The equilibrium cell was  pressurised to an absolute pressure of
0.99 MPa  at a temperature of 276.2 K. An amount of 56.3 g cyclopen-
tane was  then pumped into the cell followed by 730.2 g solution
of 4.0 mass percent (1.0 mole percent) THF in distilled water with
a  tracer (NO3−) concentration of  10.0 mg  dm−3 (determined by
weighing). The liquid masses injected into the cell corresponded
to a volumetric ratio of the aqueous liquid to  cyclopentane liquid
of approximately 9:1, which was  similar to  the ratio in the system
using only cyclopentane as promoter.
2.4. Data  recording and  analysis
The evolution of  temperature and pressure recorded for  a  typical
experimental run covering the formation of a hydrate phase are
provided in Fig. 1.
Since all experiments are carried out as “blind” experiments,
during the initial cooling, the ﬁrst hydrate formation is observed
as a  sudden temperature rise. This rise is caused by the hydrate
crystallisation process which is an exothermic phase transition.
The intensity of the temperature peak  depends on the nature of
Fig. 1. Typical recording of temperature and pressure as functions of time during
experimental start-up and hydrate crystallisation. Recording from experimental run
in equilibrium cell C1. Formed hydrate is  a  mixed THF/CO2 hydrate. (Dotted line)
Temperature (K), (full line) pressure (MPa).
the hydrate formation process (reaction rate and speciﬁc heat of
crystallisation), which are system speciﬁc and also depend on the
amount of  hydrate former present in the aqueous phase. In  the
example shown in Fig. 1, the crystallisation heat is rapidly removed
by the cooling system, and the system temperature continues to
drop while, progressively, more hydrates are formed. After some
time, ranging from hours to  days, the system attains its equilibrium
state at  the given temperature set-point.
At the initial equilibrium state, temperature and pressure are
noted, and a  liquid sample of approximately 1 mL  is extracted from
the remaining aqueous liquid phase. The  THF  concentration in the
liquid sample is determined by refractive index measurements at
298.2 K using a  refractive index apparatus, model 16275 from Carl
Zeiss. Aqueous phases are always assumed to be saturated with
cyclopentane, whenever cyclopentane is present. However, due to
the very low solubility of cyclopentane in the aqueous phase, its
effect on the refractive index of  the {H2O + THF}  system is assumed
to be  negligible. Hence, the results of the refractive index measure-
ments performed on the liquid samples should not be signiﬁcantly
distorted. The  tracer concentration in the extracted liquid sample
is measured by ion exchange chromatography in a DIONEX appara-
tus. The concentration of the tracer is used to estimate the amount
of water consumed in the hydrate phase. The total amount of tracer
lost in each extracted liquid sample is considered negligible when
compared to the initial amount loaded into the reactor.
After extraction of the liquid sample, the temperature set-point
on the cryostat is increased by 1 K and the system is  allowed to  reach
the corresponding equilibrium state. A complete hydrate dissocia-
tion run is illustrated in Fig. 2.
The  experimental procedure described and illustrated above
diverges from the isochoric temperature cycle procedure presented
elsewhere in the literature (Sloan and Koh, 2008). Typically, when
utilising the isochoric temperature cycle procedure for  hydrate
formation experiments, only the last equilibrium stage, where
the last remaining hydrate crystal dissociates, is considered a
true equilibrium stage. Nevertheless, Danesh et al. (1994) showed
experimentally that intermediate heating stages may  be regarded
as true equilibrium points on the hydrate dissociation curve for
univariant systems. Hence, the experimental procedure presented
here is  justiﬁed by their ﬁndings.
In the case of the THF  promoted hydrate formation, the H–Lw–V
equilibrium additionally depends on a second independent inten-
sive variable, such as for example the concentration of THF  in the
aqueous phase. Therefore, in these experiments, the THF concen-
tration in the liquid phase needs to  be followed closely, since it may
change during hydrate crystallisation/dissociation. The  amount of
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Fig. 2. Typical recording of temperature and pressure as functions of time  during
hydrate dissociation. Recording from experimental run  in equilibrium cell C1. Dis-
sociated hydrate is a mixed THF/CO2 hydrate. (Dotted line) Temperature (K), (Full
line) Pressure (MPa).
water consumed in the hydrate phase is indirectly calculated by
using the electrolyte tracer concentration. It is assumed that at  all
times the tracer is only present in the bulk liquid phase; however,
it cannot be excluded that some liquid has been entrained inside
the formed hydrate crystals. It is  expected that this will have only
a  minor inﬂuence on the presented results.
2.4.1. Tetrahydrofuran concentration in the  aqueous phase
For systems where THF is present in the feed, the concentration
of tetrahydrofuran in the aqueous phase is estimated via  refractive
index measurements performed on each extracted liquid sample.
The analytical method assumes that the presence of THF in the
aqueous phase has an effect on the refractive index of the solution
and that at  constant temperature this effect is  linear with respect
to composition.
In order to calibrate the refractive index apparatus utilised in
the experiments, 15 liquid samples ranging from pure, distilled
water to binary mixtures with a mass fraction of  THF of 0.45,
were prepared and analysed. Refractive indices of all samples were
measured, and a mathematical expression for  the concentration
dependence of the refractive index was  obtained by linear regres-
sion.
The detection limit of the analysis equipment was  determined
to a mass fraction of THF  of approximately 0.02. At concentra-
tions below this limit, the presence of  THF in the aqueous phase
could not be identiﬁed with sufﬁcient accuracy. THF mass fractions
between 0.02 and  0.10 could be detected, however the calibration
curve returned large uncertainties in this concentration range (max
deviation of ±22% in calculated THF mass fractions compared to the
reference solutions). For THF mass fractions above 0.1 the uncer-
tainty in the calculated mass fraction values amounted to  ±6%,
when THF concentrations obtained from the calibration curve were
compared to the actual reference concentrations.
The calibration curve relating the mass fraction of THF to the
corresponding refractive index could be  described by Eq. (1).
wTHF =
nR − 1.332518
9.555629 × 10−2
(1)
where wTHF is  the THF  mass fraction and nR is the measured
refractive index. The  refractive index measured for pure distilled
water was  1.333000; hence Eq. (1)  cannot be  used to describe pure
water. Thus, for all measurements returning refractive indices of
approximately 1.3330, the concentration of THF is  assumed zero,
even though the calibration curve returns a  THF  mass fraction of
Fig. 3. Temperature and pressure as functions of time during experimental start-
up and hydrate crystallisation. Recording from experimental run in equilibrium
cell C1. The hydrate formed in the cell is  a mixed THF/CO2 hydrate. (Dotted line)
Temperature (K), (full line) pressure (MPa).
approximately 0.005. Further details about the calibration proce-
dure can be found in Appendix A.1.
2.5. Aqueous phase converted into solids
By  assuming that the tracer is  present in the bulk aqueous phase
only, the volume of the aqueous phase (water and possibly water
soluble promoters) consumed during the hydrate crystallisation,
may  be estimated indirectly from the tracer concentration mea-
sured at each equilibrium stage. The calculation procedure for  this
estimated water consumption is presented in Appendix A.2.
In the case where cyclopentane is the only promoter, the con-
sumed amount of aqueous phase is assumed to be  pure water due
to the very low solubility of cyclopentane in the aqueous phase. In
the case where THF  is present in the aqueous phase in a consider-
able amount, the water consumption is obtained by correcting the
consumed aqueous phase by the measured THF concentration at  a
given equilibrium stage. In this  way, both consumed water and THF
may  be  estimated.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. The tetrahydrofuran promoted system
Fig. 3 illustrates the recorded reactor temperature and pressure
during the cooling procedure. The reactor was  allowed to attain
equilibrium for  one day, followed by a  re-pressurisation to  a pres-
sure of 1.48 MPa. The initial pressure drop, due to  CO2 dissolution
in the liquid phase is quite large since CO2 is  more soluble in
THF solutions than in water. From a gas separation process point
of view, this is beneﬁcial as long  as other gas phase components
(such as nitrogen) do not experience similarly enhanced solubil-
ity. Further dissolution of  CO2 was  observed until day two, where
the reactor pressure had dropped to  1.00 MPa. The  reactor tem-
perature was  lowered further by 1 K and crystallisation initiated
shortly after, identiﬁed in Fig. 3 by a  temperature peak (exotherm)
at approximately 2.2 days. The system was  fully stabilised after
approximately six days at a temperature of 283.2 K and a pressure
of approximately 0.6 MPa.
During the heating procedure the system was  heated in steps
of approximately one Kelvin and allowed to achieve equilibrium
with regard to both temperature and pressure between each tem-
perature step. A total of  seven equilibrated stages were obtained.
Measured and calculated results obtained in the hydrate disso-
ciation run are listed in Table 2. All hydrates had dissociated at
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Table 2
Measured temperature, absolute pressure, refractive index and tracer concentration of liquid  phase along with calculated mass fraction of tetrahydrofuran (THF)  and calculated
mass of aqueous phase converted into hydrate. Data from equilibrium stages obtained in equilibrium cell C1.
Measured Calculated
Sample T  (K) P (MPa) Refractive index Li+ (mg  dm−3) wTHF maq,consumed (g) nwater,consumed×(nTHF,consumed)−1
0 N/A N/A 1.347095 11.34 0.153 N/A N/A
1b 283.3 0.61 1.351124 12.48 0.195 104.1 97 a
2b 284.3  0.75 1.349110 12.20 0.174 88.3 18 a
3b 285.2  0.91 1.350115 11.50 0.184 45.0 297 a
4 286.2  1.03 1.348105 10.95 0.163 0.0 N/A
5 287.2  1.04 1.349114 10.91 0.174 0.0 N/A
6 288.2  1.05 1.348102 10.73 0.163 0.0 N/A
7 289.1 1.06 1.350115 10.84 0.184 0.0 N/A
a Assuming molar  masses of 18.02 g mol−1 and 72.11 g  mol−1 for water and THF, respectively.
b Only samples 1, 2 and 3 are  hydrate equilibrium points. Samples 4 to 7 are ﬂuid phase equilibria and sample 0  is  initial aqueous liquid phase.
equilibrium stage 4. This was  concluded from the fact that the pres-
sure rise at each subsequent temperature increase was  very low for
stages 5, 6 and  7.  Moreover, upon heating at these temperatures, the
measured tracer concentrations turned out to be constant within
the limits of the experimental accuracy. Equilibrium stages at  tem-
peratures higher than 285 K are thus expected to be  vapour–liquid
equilibrium points. Liquid samples were extracted and analysed for
THF- and  tracer concentration at all stages. Liquid samples were
de-pressurised (“CO2 boil-off”) before being analysed.
The THF mass fraction in the initial liquid (sample 0) obtained
from the refractive index measurement is underestimated com-
pared to  the prepared feed solution. The initial liquid contained a
mass fraction of THF  of 0.175, but the refractive index measurement
indicates a  fraction of 0.153, Also, the tracer concentration in the
feed is  overestimated. The initial tracer concentration should be
approximately 10.0 mg  dm−3 according to the individual masses
of each component added to  the prepared aqueous solution (see
Section 2.3). However, in sample 0  the measured tracer concen-
tration is  11.34 mg  dm−3. Sample 0  was  extracted shortly after the
second pressurisation to  a  pressure of 1.48 MPa  at a  temperature of
284.2 K (day one in Fig. 3). The  high tracer concentration could indi-
cate that crystallisation has already occurred at this point, however
since no temperature peak  was  observed, it is rather regarded as a
faulty analysis result. However, since the conditions of 284.2 K and
1.48 MPa  are well within the hydrate stability zone for the mixed
THF/CO2 hydrate, it cannot be excluded, that the increased tracer
concentration in sample 0 is due to unseen hydrate formation. In
order to obtain an estimate of the initial feed tracer concentration
(measured), the average of the ﬁnal four liquid samples is utilised.
This average amounts to  10.9 mg  dm−3. The following analyses are
based on this value for the feed tracer concentration as well  as the
calculated initial THF concentration.
Assuming that the hydrates formed from THF and CO2 are sII
hydrates and that the THF  molecules enter all the large cavities only,
i.e., that the occupation of THF in the small cavities can be  neglected,
the consumption of THF and water should occur in a  molar ratio of
1:17 respectively (8 large cavities to  136 water molecules), corre-
sponding to a gas-free mole fraction of THF  in the hydrate phase of
xHTHF, w THF = nHTHF/(nHw + nHTHF) = 0.059. Since in this experiment,
the THF concentration in the feed liquid is lower than the stoi-
chiometric concentration in the hydrate phase (with respect to a
complete ﬁlling of the large cavities by THF molecules exclusively),
we expect a small decrease in THF  concentration as the hydrates
form, and  thus, an  increase in the THF concentration in the liquid
phase as the hydrates are dissociated. The THF concentration should
hereafter remain unchanged (within the experimental accuracy)
once all hydrates have dissociated.
The three equilibrium stages in the temperature interval from
283 K to  285 K seem to experience little variation in the calculated
liquid phase THF concentration, indicating that the dissociated
hydrate composition in terms of water and  THF  is  close to the
co-existing liquid phase composition. The calculated THF concen-
trations at the four highest temperatures are close to constant,
when considering the experimental uncertainty.
The calculated ratios of water to THF consumed in the hydrate
phase are likewise provided in Table 2. In  the “ideal case”, i.e., in the
case of a  complete ﬁlling of the large cavities by THF  molecules only,
this number would be 17.  However in the three established hydrate
equilibrium points, it varies from 18 to 297. This number is highly
sensitive to the estimated THF concentration, which explains the
large variation.
Fig. 4  compares the three identiﬁed hydrate equilibrium stages
with those reported for  similar systems by Seo et al. (2008) and
Sabil et al. (2010) using similar compositions in the liquid phase.
Sabil et al. concluded from their results, that even though this
ternary three-phase equilibrium system is composition dependent
according to the Gibbs phase rule, the initial (overall) composi-
tion of CO2 had little, if any (within the experimental uncertainty),
impact on the position of  the three-phase (H–Lw–V) phase bound-
ary. This phase boundary was  mainly governed by the initial THF
concentration in the aqueous phase. Thus, even though the ini-
tial concentration of CO2 (overall) in our work may  vary from that
of Sabil et al. and Seo et al., the initial THF  concentrations in the
aqueous solution are identical.
The  three data points obtained in this work follow the trend
observed in the data of  Sabil et al.  (2010).  Data measured in this
work corresponds well with the data presented by Seo et al. (2008)
Fig. 4. Comparison of three-phase (H–Lw–V) equilibrium pressure (absolute) as
a function of temperature for mixed hydrates of tetrahydrofuran (THF) and CO2.
Hydrates formed from  an  aqueous THF solution initially containing 5 mol%  THF. The
initial vapour phase consists of pure CO2. () this work, () Sabil et  al. (2010), ()
Seo et  al. (2008). The data from Sabil et al. include six  individual experiments with
initial overall CO2 mole fractions ranging from  0.01 to 0.29.
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Fig. 5. Temperature and absolute pressure as functions of time  during experimental
start-up and hydrate crystallisation. Recording from experimental run  in equilib-
rium cell C3. The formed hydrate is a  mixed cyclopentane/CO2 hydrate. (Dotted
line) Temperature (K),  (full line) pressure (MPa).
and form a connection towards the low temperature data point
measured by Seo et al. Note also that the liquid phase composition
vary slightly between the three data points obtained in this work.
Data from Seo et al. (2008) and Sabil et al.  (2010) are all measured
at a constant THF  mole fraction in the initial aqueous solution of
0.05 (mass fraction of  0.175). In the comparison of data points in
Fig. 4 it should be  borne in mind that the three equilibrium
points obtained in this work refer to different values for the cal-
culated mole fraction of THF  in the aqueous phase at equilibrium
varying between 5.0 and 5.8 mol%. However, the fact that varia-
tions in the THF  concentration in this range have little inﬂuence on
the dissociation pressure of the mixed THF/CO2 hydrate justiﬁes
the comparison made here.
3.2. The cyclopentane promoted system
Fig. 5 shows the temperature and pressure recorded as functions
of time during reactor cooling. The  peaks in temperature and pres-
sure in Fig. 5 at approximately 0 and 0.25 days are due to  the liquid
loading (cyclopentane ﬁrst, followed by aqueous phase). Crystalli-
sation is  ﬁrst observed as a  small temperature peak at 0.3 days
(shoulder on the large temperature decline) and  again as a larger
peak at 0.5 days. The  ﬁrst crystallisation peak corresponds to the
formation of a  mixed cyclopentane/CO2 hydrate. This explains the
decline in pressure in connection with the ﬁrst temperature peak.
The second crystallisation occurs at a temperature close to 281 K.
At these conditions of temperature and pressure, we  are within
the stable zone for  the mixed cyclopentane/CO2 hydrate and at the
proximity of  the phase boundary for the pure cyclopentane hydrate.
At the second crystallisation peak, hardly any pressure drop occurs,
indicating the formation of the pure cyclopentane hydrate only. The
small decline in pressure after t  = 0.5 days is as likely due to  the tem-
perature decrease as it could be ascribed to the inclusion of CO2 in
the hydrate phase.
The cyclopentane promoted system stabilised in terms of tem-
perature and pressure within three days. After three days the
system set-point temperature was  increased by one degree, which
did not have any effect on the reactor pressure. Since the equilib-
rium cell was  operating at conditions within the stable zone for the
pure cyclopentane hydrate, it is possible that most if  not all of  the
bulk cyclopentane phase has been converted into hydrate, and the
hydrate system was  sub cooled. A total of 11  heating stages in the
temperature interval from 275.5 K to 285.2 K were recorded during
the hydrate dissociation run.
Fig. 6. Normalised water release (NWR—according to Eq.  (2)) as function of tem-
perature during the dissociation of the mixed cyclopentane/CO2 hydrates. Note the
near constant water release rate despite the  non-linear behaviour in the recorded
pressure increase.
Measured and calculated data for all equilibrium stages are pro-
vided in Table 3. Sample 0 was  taken from the initial aqueous liquid
phase prior to reactor loading.
Assuming cyclopentane enters all large cavities in the formed
sII hydrates, the added amount of  cyclopentane is sufﬁcient to con-
vert approximately one-third of the aqueous phase into hydrates.
If only a  fraction of the large cavities are occupied by cyclopentane,
a larger amount of the initial aqueous phase may  be converted into
hydrates. The present system is  univariant only if  four phases are
present in all hydrate equilibrium stages. Since this is a closed reac-
tor experiment, the measured tracer concentration may  be  used as
an indicator for  the number of  phases present. If  the tracer concen-
tration indicates more than one-third of the water being converted,
it is  possible that the bulk cyclopentane phase has been completely
converted into the hydrate phase.
The ﬁnal column in Table 3 provides the estimated ratio of  con-
sumed water over the initial loading of cyclopentane. For sample 1
this ratio is  above 17  indicating the possibility of complete conver-
sion of the bulk cyclopentane phase. At  the second stage (sample 2),
the ratio is below 17 suggesting the presence of the cyclopentane
bulk phase and  thus four phases in equilibrium.
An  interesting observation is made when looking at the pressure
behaviour of the system. The increase in temperature from 275.5 K
to 283.3 K provides an increase in pressure of only 0.05 MPa. How-
ever when looking at the estimated water consumption provided
in Table 3,  this appears to decrease continuously.
Fig. 6 illustrates the normalised water release during dissoci-
ation of formed hydrates. The normalised water release (NWR)  is
deﬁned according to Eq. (2).
NWR = maq, consumed, max −  maq, consumed(T)
maq,  consumed, max
(2)
where maq, consumed(T) is the mass of water consumed in the hydrate
phase at temperature, T. maq, consumed,max is  the maximum amount
of consumed aqueous phase occurring at the lowest recorded equi-
librium temperature.
Fig. 6 clearly shows that water is continuously released during
the heating process, indicating an  almost constant rate of hydrate
dissociation caused by the stepwise increase in temperature. Even
for the three stages at temperatures between 283.3 K and 285.2 K
the water release seems to  be  constant despite the fact that the
observed pressure increase becomes signiﬁcant under these con-
ditions.
The results indicate that the ability of  cyclopentane to  form pure
sII promoter hydrates at low temperatures becomes a  disadvantage
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Table 3
Measured temperature, absolute pressure, refractive index  and tracer concentration in the aqueous liquid phase along with calculated mass of water converted into hydrate.
Data from  equilibrium stages obtained in equilibrium cell C3.
Measured Calculated
Sample T (K) P  (MPa) NO3− (mg  dm−3) maq,consumed (g) nwater,consumed(ncyclopentane,initial)−1
0 N/A N/A 8.85a N/A
1 275.5 0.42 13.47 260.2 17.5
2 276.3 0.42 13.12 246.9 16.6
3 277.1 0.43 12.88 237.5 16.0
4 277.9 0.43 12.75 232.1 15.6
5 279.1 0.45 12.30 212.8 14.3
6 280.1 0.45 11.71 185.2 12.5
7 281.3 0.47 11.93 196.0 13.2
8 282.3 0.48 11.58 179.1 12.1
9 283.3 0.49 11.39 169.3 11.4
10 284.3 0.52 11.27 163.2 11.0
11 285.2 0.59 10.93 144.3 9.7
a Average of two analyses obtaining 8.79 mg dm−3 and 8.90 mg dm−3.
from a  gas capture point of view. This work suggests that pure
cyclopentane sII hydrates mainly form at  temperatures below
281 K. This conclusion is thermodynamically conﬁrmed by the sta-
bility limit for  pure cyclopentane hydrates the temperature of
which is located at approximately 280 K.
An explanation for  the low gas uptake could be  that only the
small 512 cavities of the sII hydrates are available for  CO2 molecules
which, at low  pressures, have only a low afﬁnity for this cavity.
Sum et al. (1997) measured compositions of pure CO2 sI hydrates
by Raman spectroscopy. They found no signs indicating the pres-
ence of CO2 in the small (512) cavities of the sI hydrate structure
and concluded that CO2 enters only the large cavities. In  the mixed
hydrate, cyclopentane is expected to occupy most of the large sII
hydrate cavities leaving mainly the small cavities available for  CO2.
Another explanation may  be slow gas diffusion from the bulk gas
phase to the hydrate forming regions.
Even though the mixed hydrate phase is the thermodynami-
cally most stable hydrate form at temperatures between 281 K and
285 K, it is  considered possible that the diffusion of carbon dioxide
through the liquid and solid phases does not  proceed fast enough
to be noticed when using this experimental procedure. Hence there
is a risk that the equilibrium stages which are assumed to  exist at
these temperatures are rather kinetically inhibited systems which
do only appear to be stable.
Fig. 7  compares the results of this work with mixed
cyclopentane/CO2 hydrate dissociation pressures measured by
Zhang and Lee (2009a, b) and Mohammadi and Richon (2009).
Fig. 7. Comparison of four-phase (H–Lw–La–V) equilibrium pressures (absolute)
as function of temperature for mixed hydrates of cyclopentane/CO2.  Hydrates
formed from a two-liquid phase system, initially containing pure water and pure
cyclopentane, and an initial vapour phase consisting of pure CO2. () this work, ()
Mohammadi and Richon (2009), () Zhang and Lee (2009a, b).
No equilibrium stages were measured at  temperatures above
285.2 K in this work. However in the low temperature region, data
from this work show a different trend than those reported by
Mohammadi and Richon (2009). We cannot exclude the possibility
that the system measured here has been mass transfer limited in
the low temperature region due to the large amounts of hydrates
formed and possibly also due to insufﬁcient mixing.
3.3. The tetrahydrofuran and cyclopentane mixed promoter
system
A  system containing two  thermodynamic promoters, cyclopen-
tane and THF, was  investigated for efﬁciency of thermodynamic
promotion of CO2 hydrates. Utilising this system in a  single-phase
promoter solution would be ideal, since the elimination of one liq-
uid phase (cyclopentane bulk phase) would simplify process design
and control. Hence attempts were made to  increase the solubility
of cyclopentane in the aqueous phase from the normal 40–50 ppm
(molar) at atmospheric conditions to approximately 0.5 mol% by
adding tetrahydrofuran to the aqueous phase.
3.3.1. Cyclopentane solubility in ternary mixtures with water and
tetrahydrofuran
Titration experiments were carried out at atmospheric condi-
tions in order to  determine the amount of  THF  necessary to  increase
the solubility of  cyclopentane in aqueous solutions roughly by a
factor of  100 compared to  its solubility in pure water.
Initially a two-phase feed mixture was  prepared with distilled
water and cyclopentane. This initial mixture was  approximately
0.5 mol% cyclopentane and 99.5 mol% water. THF was  then added
to the system at constant stirring until a  single-phase mixture
was  obtained. The system was  kept closed in order not to  lose
volatile components (cyclopentane and THF). It was  opened only
when adding THF. Three attempts were made to prepare solu-
tions of different total volumes. Whereas two  of these solutions
possessed volumes of approximately 0.06 dm3,  the preparation of
the third mixture aimed at achieving a total solution volume of
around 1 dm3. The solutions were prepared by weighing, whereby
the masses of  all components were noted when being added to  the
solution. The results are provided in Table 4.
The solutions were left overnight without stirring in order to
test phase stability. All solutions proved to be stable over time.
Mixture three was  also stable down to a temperature of 275.2 K.
Lower temperatures were not tested.
Generally it required more than 20 mol% of  THF in the ternary
mixture to allow the dissolution of approximately 0.4 mol%
cyclopentane. This corresponds to  having more than 50 mass% THF
in the system. Having this quantity of THF in the system lowers
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Table 4
Single-phase liquid ternary mixtures of water (H2O), tetrahydrofuran (THF) and cyclopentane prepared at  ambient conditions. All mixtures are saturated in cyclopentane.
Further addition of cyclopentane will result in a split into two  liquid phases.
Solution 1 2 3
Mass (g) Mole fraction Mass (g) Mole fraction Mass (g) Mole fraction
H2O 27.11 0.7942 27.10 0.7705 434.87  0.7689
Tetrahydrofuran 27.55 0.2016 31.77 0.2257 514.82  0.2274
Cyclopentane 0.56 0.0042 0.523 0.0038 8.17 0.0037
the activity of water in the solution dramatically, since THF forms
hydrogen bonds with water. A lowering of  water activity results in
the need for a pressure increase in order to  stabilise the hydrates.
Hence, in the above promoter solutions, it is likely that the beneﬁts
of having higher cyclopentane concentrations will be lost due to
the large amount of THF.
The above solutions were never tested in hydrate experiments,
since they proved to be  unstable in the presence of  CO2 at  moderate
pressures. The initial single-phase solution splits up into two  liquid
phases, an organic phase (La),  and  an  aqueous phase (Lw),  respec-
tively, when being mixed with CO2 in the pressurised reactor (to a
pressure of approximately 1.0 MPa). A  possible explanation for this
behaviour could be that CO2,  due to its local polarity, may  solvate
and form hydrogen bonds with water. Having a  mass fraction of
THF  larger than 0.5 in the liquid solution, the solubility of CO2,  and
thereby CO2–water interactions, become signiﬁcant, which further
lowers the water activity and thereby the solvent properties of the
aqueous phase. The resulting two  liquid phases are likely to  be an
organic THF rich phase containing some water and most of the orig-
inal cyclopentane content, and an  aqueous phase rich in water with
some THF and traces of cyclopentane.
3.3.2. Mixed promoter system—Hydrate equilibrium
Due to the instability of the single-phase mixed promoter
solution in the quaternary system with CO2,  it was  decided to inves-
tigate the mixed promoter system as a two-phase promoter system
with an aqueous phase containing small amounts of THF, traces of
cyclopentane and a bulk cyclopentane phase.
Adding one further component (THF) to the
previous (H–Lw–La–V) univariant ternary system
{H2O + cyclopentane + CO2} adds one degree of  freedom to
the experiment, since no additional phases form. Hence tem-
perature and  furthermore one intensive variable, like e.g. the
concentration of THF  in any of the co-existing phases, determine
uniquely the state conditions at equilibrium provided that four
phases are present in this state. In  practice, the variable that can
easily be  inﬂuenced by the experimenter is  the concentration of
THF  in the initial liquid and  thereby the overall composition of the
mixture in general. In  order to avoid large changes in composition
of the initial aqueous phase inside the reactor when ﬂuid phase
equilibrium is attained (before hydrate formation), it was  chosen
to carry out the experiments on a system prepared with an initial
binary sub-mixture {H2O  + THF}  possessing a  low concentration of
THF.
Fig. 8 shows the temperature and  pressure as a  function of time
for the mixed promoter system measured during reactor cooling.
From Fig.  8,  it becomes clear that the qualitative crystallisation
behaviour of the mixed promoter system is  similar to the one
encountered in the cyclopentane promoted system. Crystallisation
occurs in two  steps. The ﬁrst step takes place at a similar pressure
of approximately 1.0 MPa. Whereas the pure cyclopentane pro-
moted system crystallised at a temperature of approximately 278 K
(Fig. 5),  the mixed THF/cyclopentane promoted system required
cooling to approximately 276.8 K.  However, as crystallisation is  a
stochastic phenomenon, one cannot draw any conclusions with
regard to the thermodynamics of  the system solely based upon
the above observation due to the need for  sub cooling, stochastic
behaviour in induction times, etc. After the system had stabilised
within 5.8 days, heating was  initiated. Table 5 provides recorded
and calculated data for a  total of 18  heating stages obtained during
the heating procedure.
Sample 0 is the analysis of the aqueous feed phase prior to being
loaded into the reactor. This value differs signiﬁcantly from the
tracer concentrations measured in the ﬁnal two  stages, where all
hydrates are dissociated. These three values should be similar. In
order to obtain an  estimate of the consumed aqueous phase, the
feed tracer concentration is calculated as an  average of sample 0, 17
and 18. This provides a  feed tracer concentration of 8.69 mg  dm−3.
Due to  some instability in temperature recordings in the low
temperature region, the stage at 274.0 K (stage 1) is  disregarded
in the following analysis. Stage 16  is  the ﬁnal equilibrium stage
with the possibility of  hydrate presence. However with the large
uncertainty in feed tracer concentration, it cannot be veriﬁed, that
hydrates are still present in the system. Hence, this stage is  also
discarded from the expected hydrate equilibrium points.
When looking at the calculated THF concentrations in the aque-
ous phase provided in Table 5, it is worth noting that the THF  mass
fraction is below the detection level of the analysis method at tem-
peratures below 283.2 K. Above this temperature, THF is detected
in  low concentrations in some of the samples and  not in others. For
samples 16, 17 and 18, the feed THF concentration is found, sup-
porting the suspicion that no hydrates are present at these stages
anymore. The  fact that the THF mass fraction remains constant in
these three samples also supports this theory. For the intermedi-
ate recordings indicating THF mass fractions of 0.016 (samples 11,
12 and 14), the calculated THF concentrations should be used with
caution since these values are close to the lower detection limit of
the experimental apparatus used for measuring refractive indices.
Samples 13  and 15  showed no traces of THF  (within the uncer-
tainty of  the analysis method) despite the fact that both sample 12,
14 and 16 contained THF. It  is  possible that some THF  has been lost
Fig. 8.  Temperature and absolute pressure as functions of time during experimental
start-up and hydrate crystallisation. Recording from experimental run in  equilib-
rium cell C2. Formed hydrate is  a mixed cyclopentane/THF/CO2 hydrate. (Dotted
line) Temperature (K), (full line) pressure (MPa).
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Table 5
Measured temperature, absolute pressure, refractive index and tracer concentration of aqueous liquid phase along with  calculated THF mass fraction and calculated mass of
water converted into hydrate. Data from heating stages obtained in equilibrium cell C2.
Measured Calculated
Sample T (K) P (MPa) Refractive index NO3− (mg  dm−3) wTHF amaq,consumed (g)
0 N/A N/A 1.335017 9.89 0.026 N/A
b1 274.0 0.29 1.333001  23.43 0.0 459.5
2 275.1 0.30  1.333005 21.06 0.0 428.9
3 275.5 0.30  1.333004 17.71 0.0 372.0
4 276.5 0.30  1.333003 19.10 0.0 398.0
5 277.4 0.31 1.333004 17.53 0.0 368.2
6 278.1 0.32 1.333001 17.92 0.0 376.2
7 279.0 0.32 1.333000 17.84 0.0 374.6
8 279.9 0.34 1.333001 17.21 0.0 361.6
9 280.9 0.35 1.333000 17.33 0.0 364.1
10 281.8 0.36 1.333002 16.91 0.0 355.1
11 282.8 0.38 1.334007 17.03 0.016 357.6
12 283.7 0.43 1.334010 16.04 0.016 334.7
13 284.8 0.53 1.333000 14.24 0.0 284.6
14 285.7 0.67 1.334010 12.93 0.016 239.7
15 286.6 0.80  1.333002 10.67 0.0 135.8
b16  287.6 0.95 1.335015 9.31 0.026 48.6
b17 288.6 0.96 1.335015 8.07 0.026 −56.4
b18  289.6 0.97 1.335016 8.11 0.026 −52.3
a Calculated using an average of sample 0, 17 and 18 for tracer concentration in the  feed.
b Only samples 2–15 are expected hydrate equilibrium stages. Samples 1, 16, 17 and 18 are suspected either subcooled solid–liquid–vapour equilibrium or only  ﬂuid phase
equilibria.
due to vaporisation in the time the samples were extracted until
the time at which they were analysed for  refractive index. From a
qualitative point of view, these results suggest that all THF  is  con-
sumed in the hydrate phase at temperatures below 283.2 K. THF
is then released by hydrate dissociation in the temperature range
from approximately 283.2 K to 287.2 K.
Fig. 9 illustrates the normalised water release (NWR—according
to Eq. (2)) between heating stages 2 and 15.
The normalised water release for  the mixed promoter system
is interesting in the sense that water is slowly released at temper-
atures below 283.2 K. At higher temperatures, the water release
increases rapidly, indicating an increase in amount of dissociated
hydrates for  each temperature step. Hence, even though the qual-
itative behaviour of the recorded reactor pressure during hydrate
dissociation for this system is  similar to  that of  the pure cyclopen-
tane promoted system, the dissociation mechanism appears to be
different. The normalised water release rate is low at temperatures
below 283.2 K and  then increases steeply at temperatures above.
Fig. 9. Normalised water release (NWR—according to Eq.  (2)) as function of  tem-
perature during dissociation of mixed cyclopentane/tetrahydrofuran/CO2 hydrates.
Note the  highly non-linear water release rate.
In the cyclopentane promoted system, the water release rate was
close to linear with increasing temperature.
It  is well known that THF and cyclopentane both stabilise the
sII hydrate structure. Hence they are expected to  compete for
the large cavities of the hydrate structure, since the molecules
of both compounds are, with regard to their geometrical charac-
teristics, too large to enter the small cavities. According to  the
pressure-, water consumption- as well as the THF  mass fraction
data provided in Table 5,  the mixed hydrate phase containing
remarkable amounts of THF is stable below temperatures of 283.2 K
(or present in concentrations below the detection limit of this
experimental method). As in  the case of  pure cyclopentane pro-
moted hydrates, this observation indicates that the hydrate phase
being dissociated in this temperature region does mainly contain
cyclopentane guest molecules and is correspondingly low in gas
content.
Fig. 10 compares the measured dissociation pressures of the
pure cyclopentane promoted system with those of the mixed
THF/cyclopentane promoted system.
Since the mixed promoter system is divariant and the cyclopen-
tane promoted system is  univariant, a  quantitative comparison
cannot be made due to the changes in aqueous phase composition
(mainly THF concentration) between each data point representing
the divariant system.
Fig. 10 illustrates an  interesting conclusion drawn from this
experiment. Adding THF  to  the aqueous phase allows for a  sig-
niﬁcant pressure reduction of the promoted hydrate system
when compared to the pure cyclopentane promoted system.
The reduction in absolute pressures is  in the order of 25–30%
at low temperatures. Why  should this mixed promoter system
be superior to the single promoter system? Tetrahydrofuran
(THF) is an example of a  molecule that is soluble in water but
has also  been shown to be a  structure II hydrate promoter (Kang
et al., 2001) with increasing effect up to  concentrations of 5 to
6 mol% in the aqueous phase. This concentration is  consistent
with a  single THF molecule occupying and  stabilising the large
cage of  sII hydrate (a ratio of 17 water molecules to  one THF
molecule). So up to this overall concentration the aqueous phase
is nearly pure water (since the THF  is in the hydrate). Above this
concentration, there is  an  excess of THF  (with respect to formation
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Fig. 10. Four-phase (H–Lw–La–V) equilibrium pressures (absolute) as functions of
temperature for mixed hydrates of cyclopentane/tetrahydrofuran/CO2. Hydrates
formed from a  two-liquid phase system prepared from an  aqueous solution
containing 4 mass% tetrahydrofuran and an organic phase containing pure cyclopen-
tane. For  comparison, (H–Lw–La–V) hydrate equilibrium data exhibiting a mixed
cyclopentane/CO2 hydrate phase of the ternary system {H2O +  cyclopentane + CO2}
are included. The initial vapour phase consists of pure CO2 in both cases. ()
cyclopentane/THF/CO2, this work, ()  cyclopentane/CO2, this work, note the sig-
niﬁcant reduction in equilibrium pressures caused by  the addition of 4 mass%
tetrahydrofuran to the aqueous phase.
of sII large cages) and the THF  in the aqueous phase reduces
the water chemical potential, increasing the hydrate formation
pressure. A  similar effect was  observed by Jager et al. (1999) for
1,4-dioxane.
Adding cyclopentane to this system (water–THF–CO2) will
result in the formation of more stable sII hydrates, with cyclopen-
tane molecules now stabilising the large cages, forcing the THF
molecules into the aqueous phase. Here they will form more sII
hydrates, as long as the concentration in this phase does not exceed
about 6 mol% (1 THF molecule to 17 water molecules). In our exper-
iments the concentration of  THF was  4 mass%, or about 1  mol%, so
we do not approach this limit.
So to some extent the THF  and  cyclopentane are not competing
for the same hydrates (the formation mechanisms are different)
and there is  consequently the synergistic effect observed.
The data presented in this work indicate some disadvantages of
using cyclopentane as a thermodynamic promoter for CO2 hydrate
formation in gas separation processes operating at low tempera-
tures and low pressures. Having a  self-stability temperature of the
pure promoter hydrate at approximately 280 K,  the system quickly
starts forming signiﬁcant amounts of the pure promoter hydrate, if
mixing is insufﬁcient. These results indicate the need for emulsiﬁers
and possibly anti agglomeration agents, if  successful carbon capture
should be obtained in systems containing water in-soluble promo-
ters. The addition of emulsiﬁers and  anti-agglomeration agents will
not prevent the formation of the promoter hydrate, but it will ease
the transport of gas into the hydrate forming regions. Even though
hydrates do form in the systems shown in this work, the CO2 uptake
in the hydrate phase is low. Similar behaviour is  expected for THF
promoted systems at lower temperatures than those investigated
here, since THF  may  also self-stabilise the sII hydrate structure at
low temperatures. However since THF is  water soluble, mixing in
this system is easier and  more hydrates may  form before mass
transfer limitations occur.
The main goal of this work was  to study thermodynamic pro-
motion of CO2 capture with hydrates, and kinetic and mass transfer
aspects have not been addressed here. These areas have previously
been covered by Li et al. (2011, 2012); Linga et al. (2012); Babu et al.
(2013); Daraboina et al. (2013); Kang et al.  (2013); Adeyemo et al.
(2010); Zhang and Lee (2009a, b). A kinetic study combined with
morphological observations has also recently appeared (Lim et al.,
2013).
4. Conclusion
Gas hydrate dissociation pressures were measured for systems
of water, one (or two  different) structure II  hydrate promoter(s)
and carbon dioxide. In this investigation, tetrahydrofuran (THF),
cyclopentane and a  mixture of the two  were investigated for
their potential for  thermodynamically promoting the formation
of carbon dioxide hydrate in the low pressure/low temperature
region. For the ternary mixture {water + THF  + carbon dioxide},  pre-
pared from an initial aqueous solution containing 5.0 mol% THF,
H–Lw–V equilibrium pressures were measured in the temperature
range from 283.3 K to 285.2 K. At 283.3 K, the hydrate equilibrium
pressure was  determined at  0.61 MPa  (absolute pressure) for  this
system. Data from this work compared well with data reported
elsewhere in the literature.
For  the ternary system of  water-cyclopentane-carbon diox-
ide, four-phase hydrate–aqueous liquid–organic liquid–vapour
(H–Lw–La–V) equilibrium data was  presented at  temperatures
ranging from 275.5 K to 285.2 K. It  was  suggested that despite
the fact that cyclopentane is  one of the most efﬁcient sII  hydrate
promoters known at intermediate/high temperatures (283 K), it
is efﬁciency as a thermodynamic gas hydrate promoter for car-
bon dioxide hydrate formation becomes limited at temperatures
below 281 K due to the stability of the pure promoter hydrate. The
data presented in this study suggested that almost pure cyclopen-
tane sII hydrates rather than mixed carbon dioxide–cyclopentane
hydrates formed at temperatures below 281 K and  pressures above
0.4 MPa. The measured dissociation pressures compared well with
data reported elsewhere in the high temperature region, but devi-
ated from other data in the low temperature region.
Finally, new four-phase (H–Lw–La–V) equilibrium data for  the
quaternary system {water + THF + cyclopentane + carbon dioxide}
were presented in the temperature range from 275.1 K to  286.6 K.
It was  shown that adding THF to water to  form a  4 mass% aqueous
solution lowered the equilibrium pressure by 25–30% compared
to the ternary system of water, cyclopentane and carbon dioxide.
However, as in the pure cyclopentane promoted system, almost
pure promoter hydrates were formed at low temperatures. Fur-
ther studies are needed to explain the qualitative behaviour of
the mixed promoter system. It is suggested that the synergis-
tic effect is  the result of  different formation mechanisms for the
polar and the non-polar hydrate former, whereby in a system
where cyclopentane in hydrates is in equilibrium with cyclopen-
tane in the aqueous phase, some further formation of hydrates with
THF can still occur resulting in an  overall reduction in formation
pressure.
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Appendix A.
A.1. Refractive index measurements for water/tetrahydrofuran
solutions–calibration curve
Refractive index measurements have been performed for  14
solutions of THF  in distilled water as well as one sample of pure dis-
tilled water. THF concentrations are known (gravimetrically) for all
solutions. By performing a regression on the measured refractive
indices over the known THF mass fraction, an expression for the lin-
ear  concentration dependence of the refractive index is  obtained.
All measurements are performed at atmospheric pressure and a
temperature of  298.2 K on a  Carl Zeiss model 16275 refractive index
apparatus. Measured refractive indices and calculated THF mass
fractions are provided in Table A.1. The calibration curve is  shown
Fig. A.1.
The refractive index method, when using the Carl  Zeiss appa-
ratus for estimating THF concentrations in aqueous solutions, has
insufﬁcient resolution at  THF mass fractions 0.02. Hence, in this
work, the obtained calibration curve is valid only for concentrations
above this value. When performing the linear regression, a  con-
straint could have been set, such that the linear regression describes
the refractive index of  pure water correctly. However in order to
increase accuracy in the in the concentration interval from 0.02 to
0.10, no constraint has been set. Thus, it is noted that this  calibration
Table A.1
Refractive indices of THF solutions in distilled water. Data measured at  atmospheric
pressure and 298.2 K.
Ref. THF mass
fraction
Measured
refractive index
Calculated THF
mass fraction
AD in calculated THF
concentration (%)
0.000 1.333000 0.005 N/A
0.004 1.333001 0.005 26.1
0.008 1.333005 0.005 36.4
0.020 1.334010 0.016 22.2
0.033 1.335015 0.026 19.6
0.077 1.340050 0.079 2.9
0.099 1.341058 0.089 9.8
0.159 1.348104 0.163 2.4
0.174 1.350118 0.184 5.9
0.224 1.354141 0.226 1.0
0.293 1.361184 0.300 2.2
0.308 1.363197 0.321 4.3
0.341 1.365206 0.342 0.4
0.392 1.369230 0.384 2.1
0.459 1.375263 0.447 2.4
Calculated using the linear regression from Fig. A.1: refractive
index = 9.555629 × 10−2 wTHF + 1.332518, where wTHF is mass fraction of
THF in percent.
Fig. A.1. Measured refractive indices for solutions of tetrahydrofuran (THF) in dis-
tilled water. Measurements carried out  at atmospheric pressure and 298.2 K.
should be used only for  mass fractions above 0.02 and preferably
above 0.10.
A.2. Calculation of  mass of aqueous phase converted into solids
The  mass of aqueous phase converted into solid hydrate is cal-
culated according to
Vaq, 0 · tracer, 0 = Vaq(t)  ·  tracer(t) (A.1)
where tracer,0 tracer(t = 0) is the initial tracer concentration in
the aqueous phase (here the mass concentration tracer with
[tracer]  = mg  dm−3 is used), before it is loaded into the equilib-
rium cell. tracer(t) is the tracer concentration at a given equilibrium
stage detected at time t. Vaq,0 Vaq(t  = 0) is  the initial volume of
aqueous liquid and Vaq(t)  is the remaining volume of the aqueous
liquid phase at time t not  converted into hydrate phase at time t.
Using Eq. (A.1). the change in volume of the liquid phase due to  the
formation of the hydrate phase at any given equilibrium stage at
t > 0, Vaq,consumed(t)  =  Vaq,consumed(t), can be  expressed as
Vaq, consumed(t) = Vaq(t) =  Vaq, 0 − Vaq(t)
= Vaq, 0 ·
(
1 − tracer, 0
tracer(t)
)
(A.2)
The  inﬁnitesimal change in mass of  the aqueous phase at  instant
t, dmaq(t), is  related to the corresponding inﬁnitesimal volume
change dVaq(t) through the density of the liquid phase at that time
aq(t) according to
dmaq(t)  = aq(t) · dVaq(t)  (A.3)
If the density of the liquid phase is  assumed to be unaffected by
the small temperature- and composition changes occurring dur-
ing the experimental run and thus assumed to  be approximately
constant and taken as the value of the initial liquid solution, i.e.
aq(t) =  aq, 0,  the mass of  consumed aqueous phase is  calculated
by
maq, consumed(t) = maq(t)  = aq, 0 Vaq(t)
=
(
Vaq, 0 − Vaq(t)
)
aq, 0 (A.4)
By combining Eq. (A.2) with Eq. (A.4),  the mass consumed for
the formation of the hydrate phase at the equilibrium stage at t > 0
is given by the following relation:
maq, consumed(t) = maq(t)  = aq, 0Vaq, 0
(
1 − tracer, 0
tracer(t)
)
= maq,  0
(
1 − tracer, 0
tracer(t)
)
(A.5)
where maq, 0 denotes the initial mass of the loaded solution,
i.e., its mass at t = 0. In experimental investigations using a digital
vibrating-tube densimeter, Belandria et al. (2009) showed that in
the temperature range from 293.15 K up to  333.15 K, the change
in density of water–THF solutions as a  function of composition for
THF  mass fractions of  up to approximately 0.2 (corresponding to
approximately 6 mol%) is lower than 1% when compared to  the
density of  pure water at similar temperatures. Similarly, the den-
sity of  pure water varies less than 0.2% in the temperature interval
from 278.15 K to 293.15 K (NIST). Hence, in this work, it is con-
sidered a reasonable approximation to  assume a  constant value
for the density of the aqueous phase despite variations in tem-
perature, pressure and THF concentration. As the initial mass of
the loaded aqueous liquid is known, the actual density of the solu-
tion then becomes unimportant, since it cancels out in subsequent
calculations when considered constant.
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Knowing the mass fraction of THF in the aqueous phase ini-
tially, wTHF,0, and at  a  given equilibrium point, wTHF(t), the masses
of  consumed water, mw,consumed(t), and THF, mTHF,consumed(t), may
be estimated individually. Eq. (A.6) is used for estimating the THF
consumption
mTHF, consumed(t)  = maq,  0 wTHF, 0 − maq(t)  wTHF(t)
= maq,0wTHF,0 − maq,o
tracer,0
tracer
wTHF(t)
= maq,0
(
wTHF,0 −
tracer,0
tracer
wTHF(t)
) (A.6)
where maq,0 is the mass of the loaded aqueous phase at time 0 and
maq,(t) is  the mass of the residual aqueous phase at time, t.  Eq. (A.7)
is utilised for the calculation of the corrected water consumption.
mw, consumed(t) = maq, consumed(t)  −  mTHF, consumed(t)  (A.7)
The equations shown here assume that water  and THF ini-
tially present in the aqueous liquid phase is  only transferred into
the hydrate phase. The water content in the vapour and possible
organic liquid phases are assumed negligible.
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a  b s  t  r a  c  t
The complex ﬂuid phase behaviour, of the binary  system comprised  of  water  and  tetrahydrofuran  (THF)
is modelled by  use  of  the  cubic-plus-association  (CPA)  equation of state. A  total  of seven  modelling
approaches are analysed, differing  only in their  way of describing  THF and  its interactions  (hydrogen
bonding)  with  water.
The qualitative  behaviour of the ﬂuid phase equilibria  in this system  can  only be  described  by CPA
when cross-association  between water  and THF is  allowed.
Six of  the  seven  tested  modelling  scenarios allow  for cross-association  between  the two  compounds.
These scenarios are  named  Case 2  to  Case  7.  Case 2 treats  THF as  non  self-associating, but applies a  single
association site on  the  THF oxygen  atom,  that  allows for  cross-linking with  a single  water  molecule. Case 3
is identical  to Case  2  but applies two  association  sites  on THF,  allowing  for simultaneous  cross-association
with two water  molecules.  Case 4  treats  THF as  self-associating  and cross-associating  according  to an
association scheme  with  two  electron  accepting sites and  a single electron  donating  site. Case  5  also
considers both  self-  and  cross-association  by THF, but  applies  an association scheme  with two  electron
accepting-  and two  electron  donating  sites.
Cases 6  and  7  are  similar to Cases  4  and  5,  respectively,  however  the  binary  cross-association  volume
between electron  accepting  sites on water  and  electron  donating  sites on  THF is  adjusted to  match the
CPA descriptions  with available  experimental VLE  data.
It is found that  Cases  2, 3, 6  and  7  (when  applying  three adjustable  binary  parameters),  are the  only
cases, which can  describe both VLE  and  LLE using  a  single set  of parameters. With  a  total  of three binary
parameters correlated  to available  VLE  data,  these  data may be described  with average  absolute deviations
of approximately  5–7 percent.  The LLE  is  well predicted by  both model  Cases  2 and 3,  with a  slightly  better
phase composition  prediction  by Case  3.
While  Cases  6  and  7  describe VLE  data better than  the cases  treating  THF as solvating,  the  LLE  is  less
accurately described.
Based on the  results  presented  in this  work,  it is suggested  to  model  this binary  system  considering  THF
as cross-associating  only, with two  cross-association  sites.  The  use of a  temperature  dependent  binary
interaction parameter  and  a correlated  binary cross-association  volume then  allows for  both  accurate
VLE  and  LLE descriptions  in  large  ranges of  temperature  and  pressure.
©  2013 Elsevier  B.V. All  rights  reserved.
1. Introduction
The ﬂuid phase behaviour of binary systems containing tetrahy-
drofuran (THF) and  water was  intensively studied from the late
1960s to the beginning of the 1980s [1–9]. Most studies have
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +45 4525 2867; fax: +45 4588 2258.
E-mail address: NVS@kt.dtu.dk (N. von Solms).
focused on the vapour–liquid equilibrium (VLE) of this system,
which is  highly non-ideal and exhibits an azeotrope in the high
THF  concentration region.
THF is  a cyclic ether with the chemical formula c-(CH2)4O, which
is widely used as a  precursor in polymer production, a  solvent for
polymers (e.g. poly vinyl chloride—PVC) and a  cleaning agent for
semi-conductors [9].
In  chemical processes where THF  is used as a solvent, the sol-
vent phase is  easily polluted with water due to the hygroscopic
0378-3812/$ – see front matter © 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ﬂuid.2013.07.036
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List of symbols
Normal characters
Ai association site type “A” on component i [unit less]
akij constant in temperature expression for kij [unit less]
a0 CPA pure component parameter [Pa m6 mol−2]
Bj association site type “B” on component j [unit less]
b CPA co-volume parameter [m3 mol−1]
bkij constant in temperature expression for kij [K]
c1 CPA pure component parameter [unit less]
g hard sphere radial distribution function [unit less]
kij binary interaction parameter [unit less]
P pressure [Pa]
T temperature [K]
R  gas constant [m3 Pa mole−1 K−1]
V volume [m3]
x liquid phase mole fraction [unit less]
XAi fraction of  non-bonded association sites of type “A”
on component i  [unit less]
y vapour phase mole fraction [unit less]
Greek letters
˛(T) CPA temperature dependent attractive parameter
[Pa m6 mol−2]
ˇ  CPA association volume [unit less]
 CPA association strength []
ε  CPA association energy [Pa m3 mol−1]
ω  acentric factor [unit less]
Subscripts
i component i [unit less]
j component j [unit less]
Superscripts
Ref reference system [unit  less]
properties of THF and the mutual miscibility of THF and water in
the liquid state (at  ambient pressure and temperature). One of the
main motivations behind the before mentioned VLE  studies of this
binary system, was  the attempt of  establishing efﬁcient puriﬁcation
processes for THF  solvent phases contaminated with water. Since
the proposed processes were often based on distillation, VLE data
were measured mainly at or below atmospheric pressure. Matsuda
et al. [9] listed some of  the most recent separation processes based
on distillation. Most processes apply modiﬁcations such as pressure
swing, addition of salt or polymers in order to overcome the distil-
lation barrier caused by the azeotrope occurring at approximately
82 mole percent THF  at atmospheric pressure [9].
The ﬂuid phase behaviour of the binary THF/water system is
highly non-ideal and  displays some uncommon phenomena. At
low to ambient pressures and  temperatures, THF and water are
fully miscible in their liquid states. The miscibility of these com-
ponents is expected to  be a result of  hydrogen bonding occurring
between the oxygen atom on THF  and  hydrogen atoms on water.
Due to the cyclic structure of  THF,  the oxygen atom becomes more
“exposed” than what is normally the case for linear ethers. THF
thereby displays some degree of polarity, which could explain the
greatly enhanced miscibility of THF in water, compared to  linear
ethers in water.
A sign of the highly non-ideal behaviour of  THF/water mixtures
is found in the low pressure VLE  reported in the literature. Here, a
low boiling azeotrope occurs at  high THF  concentrations, indicat-
ing strong negative deviations from Raoult’s law. Generally, with
increasing temperature, the position of  the azeotropic mixture
Table 1
Selected experimental vapour–liquid equilibrium data reported in the literature for
the binary system of tetrahydrofuran and water.
Reference Type No data points Temp. (K) Pressure (MPa)
[1]  Txy/Pxy 40  298.15–373.15 0.0165–0.1013
[2]  Px 21 298.15  0.0032–0.0216
[3]  Txy 4 334.55–335.85 0.0973
[4]  Pxy 34 323.15–343.15 0.0404–0.1264
[5]  Txy 7 336.95–338.85 0.1013
[6]  Px 22 298.15  0.0032–0.0221
[7]  Txy 12 336.70–337.70 0.1013
[8]  Txy 10  336.75–339.10 0.1013
[9]  Tx 102 311.80–373.20 0.0400–0.1013
moves towards lower THF concentrations. This phenomenon may
be observed in Fig. 3. The fact that the azeotropic behaviour is  of
the low-boiling type, supports the theory that THF and water cross
interacts possibly by hydrogen bonding.
Table 1 presents a selection of  the available VLE data found in the
literature. These data are utilised as reference data in the modelling
of this work. The  binary compositions in most of  the experimental
investigations listed in Table 1 range from pure THF  to  pure water.
Shnitko and Kogan [1] pointed towards the fact that the concen-
tration independence of  the measured boiling point temperatures
in the concentration interval from approximately 10–60 mole per-
cent is similar to  that found in systems with liquid–liquid splits,
however Shnitko and Kogan observed no liquid splits during their
experimental work. Similar observations and conclusions have
been reported recently by Matsuda et al. [9].
Matous et al. [4,11] were the ﬁrst to  present ﬁndings of a cir-
cular miscibility gap for  the binary THF/water system. This split
was  found to occur in the liquid phase region above atmospheric
pressure. Their investigations were inspired by the diverging con-
clusions in previously reported data.
The ﬁndings of Matous et al. [4] have later been conﬁrmed by
others. Table 2 provides a list of authors reporting experimental
data for the closed loop miscibility gap occurring in the THF/water
system above atmospheric pressure.
Despite THF  and water being fully miscible at low pressures,
a closed-loop miscibility gap occurs at temperatures above 345 K
and elevated pressures. The  formation of  a  closed-loop miscibility
gap in binary mixtures may  be  explained in terms of  a competition
between entropic and energetic effects [13]. At temperatures below
the lower critical solution temperature (LCST) hydrogen bond-
ing between THF and water molecules are sufﬁcient to overcome
unfavourable orientational entropy and enthalpic contributions to
the overall energy of the system. Hence, the liquid phase is sta-
ble. By increasing the temperature enthalpic contributions begin
to dominate. Weak van der Waals forces between unlike species
force the mixture to  separate into two  immiscible phases in order
to minimise the overall system energy. Increasing further in tem-
perature, to above the upper critical solution temperature (UCST),
entropic effects dominate, and the system may  minimise its overall
energy by maximising its  compositional and orientational entropy.
Hence a single phase re-appears [13].
For the THF/water system, the LCST at  P  = 3.0 MPa  is approx-
imately 348 K. The UCST is  found at 405 K. Increasing pressure
Table 2
Selected experimental liquid–liquid equilibrium data reported in the literature for
the binary system of tetrahydrofuran and water.
Reference Type No data points Temp. (K) Pressure (MPa)
[4]  Tx 38 344.95–410.25 N/A
[10] PT 51 350.00–401.50 2.7000–24.7000
[12]  Tx 82 345.45–405.63 0.4830–6.0600
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increases the LCST and lowers the UCST, thereby shrinking the size
of the miscibility gap.
Wallbruch and Schneider [10] showed experimentally that the
closed loop miscibility gap shrinks with increasing pressure and
the binary system ﬁnally reaches a hypercritical point at  T  = 365 K,
P  = 24.7 MPa  and  xTHF = 0.22. Riesco and Trusler [12] conﬁrmed the
pressure effect found by Wallbruch and Schneider.
Several models have been applied through time to enable a
description of the complex VLE and LLE  behaviour of the binary
THF/Water systems. Early attempts of modelling the ﬂuid phase
behaviour in the binary system of THF and water have mainly
been based on  approaches, combining Gibbs excess energy mod-
els such as the Redlich–Kister equation [14] and later the more
advanced local composition models such as the non-random two-
liquid (NRTL) [15] and the UNIversal QUAsi-Chemical (UNIQUAC)
[16]. The UNIversal Functional Activity Coefﬁcient (UNIFAC) group
contribution model [17] has also been applied recently. Most often
the above models are combined with either the assumption of  a
coexisting ideal gas or with cubic equations of state such as the
Soave–Redlich–Kwong (SRK) [18] or the Peng–Robinson (PR) [19]
for the vapour phase. Using an equation of state for modelling
the vapour phase enables phase equilibrium calculations at  high
pressures, where the assumption of ideality in the vapour phase
becomes questionable.
In more recent modelling attempts, advanced equations of  state
such as the cubic-plus-association (CPA) [20,21] have been applied
or the simpler cubic PR and SRK have been combined with advanced
mixing rules such as the Huron–Vidal types (MHV-1 [22],  MHV-2
[23] and  HVOS [24]),  incorporating activity coefﬁcient models typ-
ically in the form of UNIQUAC, NRTL, UNIFAC etc. A  short summary
of presented applications of the above mentioned models to the
model the binary water-THF system is presented in the following.
Few of the authors listed in Table 1 also present attempts of mod-
elling their data. Matous et al. [4] utilised a modiﬁed Redlich–Kister
equation in order to describe liquid phase activity coefﬁcients of
water and  THF in their binary mixtures. A  total of  four binary
parameters (three in the Redlich–Kister polynomial and one con-
centration related) were correlated in order to  obtain a  satisfactory
description of  the VLE data. These parameters were highly temper-
ature dependent and two  parameter sets were presented (for 50 ◦C
and 70 ◦C).  Matous et al. emphasised the importance of investi-
gating the physical meaning of obtained parameters such that a
thermodymamically consistent model was  obtained. It was  illus-
trated how simply correlating VLE data could result in binary
parameters predicting unstable liquid phases in the stable liquid
phase region of this system. Matous et al. presented means of avoid-
ing this, when using the modiﬁed Redlich–Kister equation.
Lampa et al. [8] presented modelling attempts also using a  vari-
ation of the Redlich–Kister equation based on mole fractions. They
concluded that four binary parameters (all in the Redlich–Kister
polynomial) were sufﬁcient to correlate activity coefﬁcients and
VLE data in this system while still respecting the stability of
the liquid phase at temperatures below the normal boiling point
temperature. The approach presented by Matous et al. [4] was
followed in order to  obtain physically meaningful parameters.
Model parameters were correlated and results compared to  iso-
baric experimental VLE data measured only at a single pressure of
1 atm.
Rehak et al. [25] compared performances of modiﬁed Wil-
son [26] and modiﬁed NRTL models in terms of their ability to
describe both the VLE and LLE of  the binary THF/water system. The
modiﬁcations to both models ware made by super-imposing the
Redlich–Kister polynomial as an additional residual term on the
models. Hence both the Wilson or NRTL and the Redlich–Kister
models contributed to calculated Gibbs excess energies. Eight
binary parameters were correlated in the modiﬁed NRTL model
in order to get an accurate description of  both the VLE and LLE.
Nine binary parameters were needed in the modiﬁed Wilson model.
According to  Rehak et al., both models had  been tested with higher
numbers of correlated parameters without a signiﬁcant gain in
accuracy. Whereas the two  models performed comparable for the
VLE description, a  clear difference was  observed in the LLE descrip-
tion. Here the modiﬁed Wilson model outperformed the modiﬁed
NRTL model in describing the circular LLE region.
Brovchenko and Guillot [27] performed molecular simulations
using the NPT (ﬁxed number of  molecules, pressure and tem-
perature) Gibbs ensemble in order to describe the liquid–liquid
co-existence in the binary THF/water system. Systems of various
compositions, all containing a  total of  500 molecules (approxi-
mately) were simulated. The  TIP4P force ﬁeld model was  used for
water and a  ﬁve-site force ﬁeld model for THF. Using only one binary
correction factor, Brovchenko and Guillot were able to describe
the upper critical temperature reported by Matous et al. [4] with
an accuracy of approximately 20 K and  a concentration close to
the experimentally determined. However the model was  unable to
describe the lower critical temperature. By investigating the struc-
tural properties of the simulated phases, Brovchenko and Guillot
found that, on average, between one and two  water molecules were
always hydrogen bonded to  the oxygen atom of  each THF molecule,
indicating a high temperature stability of  this hydrogen bond.
Lazzaroni et al. [28] modelled the binary system using the
Peng–Robinson equation of state (EoS) with the modiﬁcations of
Stryjek and Vera (PRSV) [29]. Correlation results when using differ-
ent mixing rules for the alpha parameter were presented. Among
others, three variations of the Huron–Vidal mixing rules (MHV1,
MHV2 and HVOS) were applied. Both the NRTL and the UNIQUAC
Gibbs excess energy models were tested in these modiﬁed Huron-
Vidal mixing rules. The simple linear concentration dependence
was  used for  the b parameter of  the PRSV EoS. Lazzaroni et al. put
emphasis on the ability to  correlate VLE data without falsely pre-
dicting LLE, when evaluating the tested mixing rules. The HVOS
mixing rule combined with the NRTL model provided the best cor-
relation of  boiling point pressures in the temperature range from
298 K to  343 K. An absolute average deviation (AAD) less than 1
percent in terms of calculated pressures at three temperatures
(298 K,  323 K and 343 K) was  obtained by correlating two  binary
parameters in the model for  each temperature, plus a third corre-
lation parameter, that was  held constant at all three temperatures.
Hence, a  total of  seven binary parameters were needed in order to
describe the boiling point curves of  the binary system in the above
mentioned temperature interval. No comments were made on the
accuracy in the predicted vapour phase compositions or the accu-
racy of the model of describing the azeotrope or the LLE occurring
at higher temperatures.
Browarzik [30] presented both VLE and LLE modelling results for
the binary system of  THF and water using an advanced Gibbs excess
energy model based on continuous thermodynamics. The model
used a  continuous distribution function for describing associating
compounds as mixtures of chain associates. This distribution func-
tion was  temperature and composition dependent. Despite the fact
that water forms three-dimensional rather than chain associates,
the model performed well in describing aqueous systems.
Three binary parameters were correlated to  the experimental
LLE data of Matous et al.  [4]. Accurate descriptions of  the circular
LLE behaviour were obtained. The  developed model predicted the
azeotrope in the VLE data reported by Matous et al. [4] at  323 K
and 343 K. However, predicted boiling point pressures were gener-
ally lower than the experimental data, especially in the water-rich
composition region.
Susilo et al.  [31] claimed to be able to  model VLE of mixtures of
THF  and water using the SRK Eos combined with the MHV-2 mix-
ing rule obtaining activity coefﬁcients from the modiﬁed UNIFAC
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model. The model was  combined with the van  der Waals–Platteeuw
gas clathrate hydrate model [32] in order to model phase bound-
aries of the solid hydrate phase formed in aqueous THF mixtures
in contact with methane. No ﬂuid phase modelling results were
presented. Parameters for the modiﬁed UNIFAC model were taken
from elsewhere in the literature [33].
When modelling mixed THF/hydrogen gas clathrate hydrates,
Martin and Peters [34] claimed to  be  able to model ﬂuid phase
behaviour of binary mixtures of THF  and water in the tempera-
ture interval from 298 K to  373 K using the CPA equation of state.
Water was  modelled using an association scheme with two  elec-
tron donating and two  electron accepting sites, THF  was  assumed
non self-associating. Pure component parameters for THF were
obtained from critical data (T, P, ω)  and  a  constant binary interac-
tion parameter (kij) of  −0.35 was  utilised. According to the authors,
equilibrium data presented elsewhere [35] were modelled with an
absolute average accuracy of  10.1 percent in terms of  calculated
pressures, however no actual ﬂuid phase modelling results were
presented.
Sabil et al. [36] modelled the ternary system of carbon diox-
ide, THF  and water using the PRSV EoS with the HVOS mixing
rule incorporating the UNIQUAC Gibbs excess energy model. Four
binary parameters in the UNIQUAC model for the THF/water binary
pair were ﬁtted to  experimental data presented by Lazzaroni et al.
[28]. No modelling results for the binary THF/water system were
presented, but good accuracy in the description of the liquid
water (Lw) – liquid organic (Lv) →  liquid water (Lw)  − liquid organic
(Lv) – vapour (V)  phase transition (boiling point) was  obtained for
various compositions in the temperature range from 282 K to  298 K
and pressures up to approximately 6 MPa.
Matsuda et al. [9] modelled VLE  in the binary THF/water sys-
tem using the NRTL model for the liquid phase combined with the
assumption of ideal gas for  the vapour phase. Boiling point tem-
peratures were successfully modelled in the pressure range from
0.04 MPa  to 0.1 MPa. Three binary NRTL parameters were corre-
lated in order to match the model with their own  experimental data
(boiling point temperatures). An  average absolute deviation of 0.2 K
was  obtained for  a total of 102 data points. The  maximum absolute
deviation in the calculated boiling point temperatures compared to
the measured data was  1.7 K. No LLE modelling was  presented.
Lee et al.  [37] combined the Wilson equation with the assump-
tion of ideal gas behaviour at pressures at or below 1 atm  and the PR
equation at pressures above 1 atm, in order to model VLE behaviour
of the THF/water system. Two binary parameters were correlated
in the Wilson model to get accurate VLE description at a pressure of
1 atm. Lee et al.  made no comments on whether a  binary interaction
parameter in the PR EoS had  been correlated or not. Largest devia-
tions between calculated and experimental data were found in the
concentration region around 10 mole percent THF,  where boiling
point temperatures were over estimated by approximately 2 K.
Ben Attouche Sfaxi [38] modelled VLE behaviour for the binary
system using the advanced Cubic-Plus-Association (CPA) equa-
tion of state (EoS). A four-site association scheme was  used for
water (self-associating with two  electron donating and two  elec-
tron accepting sites) and  THF  was  treated as non self-associating.
In order to account for the expected interactions between the two
species, Ben  Attouche Sfaxi deﬁned two  association sites (electron
donating sites) on the THF oxygen molecule and made these avail-
able for cross association with hydrogen atoms on the surrounding
water molecules. The approach of Folas et al.  [39] was  ﬁrst fol-
lowed in order to  obtain binary association parameters. However
this approach was  found inappropriate for the THF/water system.
Ben Attouche Sfaxi ﬁnally correlated both the binary cross associa-
tion parameters (εAiBj and ˇAiBj ) and  a  constant kij to  available VLE
data. The ﬁnal VLE  modelling results presented did however still
indicate an undesired liquid–liquid split occurring in the VLE region
at temperatures around 343 K. No LLE modelling results were pre-
sented.
Pahlavanzadeh et al. [40] recently used the UNIFAC group con-
tribution model to describe activity coefﬁcients of  THF  and water
in their binary mixtures in the attempt of modelling gas clathrate
hydrates containing THF. However, no UNIFAC model parameters
or ﬂuid phase modelling results were presented.
In recent attempts of modelling the ﬂuid phase behaviour of
the binary system of THF and  water [23,27],  an  advanced equation
of state, the cubic-plus-association (CPA) [20,21] has been applied.
While only few results have been presented on the VLE description
by this model at low to  moderate pressures [27],  no results have
been presented for the liquid phase behaviour predicted by this
model at higher temperatures and pressures.
Some of the referenced attempts of modelling the ﬂuid phase
behaviour of binary systems of water and THF  have been moti-
vated by the need for developing thermodynamic models capable of
describing the formation of gas clathrate hydrates containing THF.
In such models, an  accurate description of  both the water activity
in the liquid phase and the fugacity of  THF  is of great importance,
as these are key factors, that play important roles in gas hydrate
models such as e.g. the van  der Waals–Platteeuw gas clathrate
hydrate model [32]. The development of such a  model in order
to enable thermodynamic evaluations of  gas separation processes
based on gas hydrate formation is also the main motivator behind
this work. THF may  form structure II gas hydrates at mild conditions
of temperature and pressure and has been proposed as a  potential
thermodynamic hydrate promoter e.g.  in carbon dioxide capture
processes.
In this work the CPA equation of state is applied to model both
the VLE and the LLE of  the binary system. CPA has the advantage
of being able to account for the strong polar interactions (hydro-
gen bonds) occurring between THF  and water. Results from several
attempts of correlating the binary VLE behaviour while respecting
the high temperature/high pressure liquid–liquid phase behaviour
are presented. The  main differences between the presented mod-
elling attempts lie in the treatment of THF  in CPA as being either
non-associating, cross-associating (solvating) or self- and cross-
associating.
2. Model
2.1. The cubic-plus-association equation of state
The  CPA equation of  state presented by Kontogeorgis
et al. [19,20] combines the physical term from the cubic
Soave–Redlich–Kwong (SRK) EoS  with an  association term simi-
lar to that found in the statistical associating ﬂuid theory (SAFT)
models.
On  pressure explicit form, the CPA EoS may  be expressed [41]:
P = R · T
Vm − b −
˛(T)
Vm ·  (Vm + b) −
R  ·  T
2 ·  Vm ·
[
1 + 1
Vm
· ∂  ln g
∂
(
1/Vm
)
]
×
∑
i
xi
∑
Ai
(
1 − XAi
)
(1)
where R is the gas constant and T is  temperature. Vm denotes
the molar volume, ˛(T) is the temperature dependent SRK energy
parameter and b is the SRK co-volume parameter. g  is the hard
sphere radial distribution function. Ai denotes association site A on
component i.  xi is the mole fraction of component i,  XAi is  the frac-
tion of sites, type A  on component i, not  bonded to  other sites. CPA
simpliﬁes to the SRK EoS for non-associating systems.
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The fraction of non-bonded sites, XAi , is  estimated by solving
Eqs. (2) and (3).
XAi =
⎡
⎣1 + V−1m ·∑
j
xj
∑
Bj
XBj ·  AiBj
⎤
⎦
−1
(2)
Eq. (2)  is  evaluated for all site types on all associating compo-
nents. The  summation over Bj in Eq. (2) indicates summation over
all association sites.
AiBj is the association strength between site A on molecule i
and site B on  molecule j. It is given by
AiBj = g(Vm)ref ·
[
exp(εAiBj · (R  · T)−1) −  1
]
·  bij ·  ˇAiBj (3)
εAiBj and  ˇAiBj are the association energy and volume, respectively
between site A  on molecule i  and site B on molecule j. g(Vm)ref is the
contact value of the radial distribution function for the reference
hard sphere ﬂuid system.
The radial distribution function, g(Vm) was  presented in a  sim-
pliﬁed form by Kontogeorgis et al.  (sCPA [21]). Whereas earlier
versions of  CPA utilised the Carnahan–Starling expression for the
hard-sphere radial distribution function, sCPA uses the expression
shown in  Eq. (4)  for  the simpliﬁed hard-sphere radial distribution
function.
g(Vm) =
[
1 − 1.9 ·  b · (4 ·  Vm)−1
]−1
(4)
This work utilises the simpliﬁed form of CPA.
The temperature-dependent energy parameter, ˛i(T) for pure
component i,  in the SRK term is calculated by means of Eq. (5).
˛i(T) =  a0,i ·
[
1  + c1,i ·
(
1 −
√
T  ·  T−1
c,i
)]2
(5)
where a0,i and c1,i are pure component parameters and Tc,i is the
critical temperature for component i.  For associating components,
the CPA EoS utilises ﬁve pure component parameters, a0,i, bi, c1,i,
εAiBi and ˇAiBi . Non-associating components are described by three
pure component parameters, a0,i,  bi and c1,i in a manner similar
to that of the “standard” SRK EoS. Pure  component parameters
for associating components are obtained by ﬁtting the model to
experimental vapour pressures and  saturated liquid densities of
the pure component. The  three pure component parameters for
non-associating compounds may  also be obtained from critical
temperature, Tc,i,  critical pressure, Pc,i, and the acentric factor, ωi.
In binary systems, the van  der  Waals one-ﬂuid mixing rules are
used for evaluating the SRK parameters, ˛(T) and b. This is  done
according to  Eqs. (6) and (7)  [41].
˛(T)  =
∑
i
∑
j
xi · xj · ˛ij(T) (6)
b =
∑
i
xi ·  bi (7)
where the “classical” combining rules are applied for  the binary
˛ij(T) in the SRK term and the binary bij in the association term.
˛ij(T) =
√
˛i(T) ·  ˛j(T) ·
(
1 −  kij
)
(8)
bij =
(
bi + bj
)
·  2−1 (9)
kij in Eq. (8) is the binary interaction parameter (BIP) between com-
ponent, i, and component, j. kij may  be  temperature-dependent,
e.g. according to the equation kij = akij + bkij/T. No mixing rules
are needed for the association parameters of CPA. Only for cross
associating systems, combining rules must be applied to  the two
association parameters εAiBj and ˇAiBj . This work utilises the CR1
combining rules according to Eqs. (10) and (11).
εAiBj = (εAiBi + εAjBj ) ·  2−1 (10)
ˇAiBj =
√
ˇAiBi ·  ˇAjBj + 	AiBj (11)
The combining rule for ˇAiBj ,  Eq. (11),  has been written in a
general form, which handles both cross-association between two
self-associating molecules as well  as cross-association between
one self-associating and one non self-associating molecule (solva-
tion). In  the case of  cross-association between two  self-associating
molecules, 	AiBj may  either be set to  zero, in order to  allow
model prediction according to  the standard CR1 combining rule,
or it can be  used as a  handle on the deviation of the cross
association interactions from the arithmetic mean. In  cases with
cross-association involving one non self-associating molecule, 	AiBj
is needed to provide cross-association interactions. For systems
containing three or more components sCPA becomes predictive,
since only binary interactions may  be accounted for (directly) in
the process of parameter estimation.
3. Parameterisation of  the  model
3.1. Pure component parameters and  association schemes
In  this work the general notation for association schemes is
[{X+};{Y−}], where X  and Y  are number of sites. Superscripts (+)
and (−) denote whether the sites are electron accepting (+) or elec-
tron donating (−). Water is  always modelled as a self-associating
compound with a  total of four associating sites. Two  sites are elec-
tron donating (two sets of oxygen atom lone pair electrons) and
two  are electron accepting (two hydrogen atoms). Self-association
between two  water molecules is  modelled by allowing electron
donating sites on one molecule to  interact (hydrogen bond) with
electron accepting sites on another molecule of the same type. The
association strength is deﬁned by the pure component association
parameters, εAiBi and ˇAiBi .  Hence, the association scheme for  water
in  the above deﬁned notation becomes [2+;  2−], corresponding to
the 4C  association scheme as deﬁned by Huang and Radosz [42]. The
ﬁve pure component parameters for water are available elsewhere
in  the literature [41] and these have been adopted here.
Since no authors in the literature have presented successful
attempts of modelling both VLE and LLE for  the binary system
of water and THF using the CPA equation of state, a screening
of potential modelling approaches for THF  has been performed
in  this work. Scenarios including THF  as non-associating, only
cross-associating (solvating), self-  and cross-associating have been
investigated. When THF is modelled as non-associating or cross-
associating only, the three pure component CPA parameters (a0,
b and c1) are obtained by correlating vapour pressure and satu-
rated liquid densities. Similarly, these data are used when the ﬁve
pure component parameters (a0,  b,  c1,  εAiBi and ˇAiBi ) for THF as
self-associating are regressed. The “Design Institute for Physical
Property Data (DIPPR)” correlations [43] in the reduced tempera-
ture range from 0.30 < T/Tc < 0.93 have been used as reference data
in  both approaches.
In the cases where THF is assumed to  cross-associate only, two
cases with different association schemes have been tested. These
cases differ in their number of electron donating sites on the THF
molecule. The ﬁrst case applies a  single electron donating site on the
THF  oxygen atom. In the general notation, this type of association
scheme becomes [0+;  1−]  The site is  allowed to associate only with
electron accepting sites (hydrogen atoms) on water molecules.
The second case applies two  electron lone-pairs (donating sites)
on THF. This association scheme is  noted [0+;  2−]. Both of  the sites
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Fig. 1. Graphical illustration of investigated association schemes for THF. (a) denotes
electron accepting site, (d)  denotes electron donating site.
are allowed to  cross-associate with the electron accepting sites on
water.
When THF is considered both a  self- and a cross-associating
compound, two  association schemes have been investigated. The
ﬁrst is a  [2+;  1−]  scheme with two  electron accepting sites (the
two  carbon groups directly connected to  the oxygen atom) and one
electron donating site (the two  electron lone-pairs on the oxygen
atom, “lumped” into one site). The second test scenario applies a
[2+; 2−] scheme with two  electron accepting sites and two  electron
donating sites. In  the self-associating cases, electron donating- and
accepting sites on THF molecules are allowed to self-associate in
a similar way  as they are allowed to cross-associate with water.
Fig. 1 illustrates the investigated association schemes for THF. a  is  an
electron accepting site  and d is  an  electron donating site. Fig. 2 illus-
trates the investigated scenarios in the binary mixtures with water
as well as the allowed types of association in each case. In  addi-
tion to the illustrated association types, water is  always allowed to
self-associate.
In the following, the different scenarios will be named according
to the case numbers illustrated in Fig. 2.
The pure component parameters utilised in this work are pro-
vided in Table 3.
The three parameters, a0, b and  c1 for THF  are identical in Cases
1–3, where THF is considered non self-associating. This implies
that the description of the pure THF  system is unchanged even for
the cases where THF is  allowed to  cross-associate (solvate) with
water. The differences between THF-cases of no association and
only cross-associating are seen in the binary mixture with water.
When no association or only cross-association is allowed (Cases
1–3), the pure THF system is described by the CPA equation of
state with average absolute deviations (AAD) of  1.4 percent com-
pared to the reference data in both vapour pressures and saturated
liquid densities (in the temperature interval 0.30 < T/Tc < 0.93). If
self-association is  allowed (Case 4 to Case  7), two  additional pure
component parameters are added to the CPA model, and the AAD is
lowered to 1.1 percent in both vapour pressure and saturated liquid
density description for both the [2+; 1−]  and the [2+;  2−]  association
scheme.
Average absolute deviations are deﬁned according to Eq. (12).
AAD = 1
N
N∑
i=1
∣∣∣∣ scalc,i − sexp,isexp,i
∣∣∣∣ (12)
Case
Assoc Scheme
for THF
Allowed  associati on
1 N/A N/A
[02A and 2B 
+
;1
-
]
[03A and 3B 
+
;2
 -
]
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+
;1
-
]
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Fig. 2.  Modelled cases for tetrahydrofuran (THF). In addition to the illustrated sce-
narios of cross-association with  water, water is also allowed to  self-associate.
where scalc is the calculated property of interest (s may  be tem-
perature, pressure, composition etc.) and sexp is  the experimental
reference data. N  is  the total number of data points.
For Cases 2  and 3, applying the CR-1 combining rule to  obtain
the water–THF cross association parameters, will return a  binary
association energy, εAiBj , corresponding to half the self-association
energy of water, and a binary association volume, ˇAiBj ,  of 	AiBj .
Hence, in cases involving solvation, 	AiBj must take a  non-zero value
in order to  allow cross-association.
The  methodology presented her, for handling cross-association
between self-associating and non self-association compounds cor-
responds to  using the modiﬁcation of the CR-1 combining rule
presented by Folas et al. [39]. The advantage of expressing the CR-1
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Table 3
CPA equation of state pure component parameters for water and tetrahydrofuran (THF). Case numbering according to scenarios illustrated in Fig. 2.
Component Assoc scheme a0 × 10−11
(Pa  m6 mol−2)
b  × 105
(m3 mol−1)
c1 ˇAiBi εAiBi × 10−4
(Pa  m3 mol−1)
Ref.
Water [2+;2−] 1.2277 1.451 0.6736 0.0692 1.6655 [41]
THF Cases 1, 2A, 2B, 3A, 3B  [0+;1−]  and [0+;2−] 15.5228 6.767 0.7773 N/A N/A This work
THF Cases 4, 6A, 6B [2+;1−] 14.9512 6.859 0.7621 0.0654 0.3579 This work
THF Cases 5, 7A, 7B [2+;2−] 15.0561 6.859 0.7654 0.0410 0.2662 This work
combining rule in the present form is that it is  general and easily
handles all the investigated cases.
3.2. Data ﬁtting and  parameter optimisation algorithm
A constrained optimisation algorithm has been implemented in
order to adjust binary parameters in CPA and thereby to correlate
the available VLE data. Constraints were implemented in the opti-
misation algorithm, in order to assure stability of  the liquid phase,
when needed.
The optimisation algorithm utilised in this work is based on a
FORTRAN implementation of the simulated annealing (SA) global
optimisation algorithm presented by Goffe et al.  [44] (source code
available via  [45]). The function, to  which the SA algorithm is
applied, is deﬁned by the sum of absolute differences between
calculated and  experimental boiling point temperatures, or boil-
ing point pressures as well as calculated and experimental vapour
phase compositions (if available). As an example, when correlating
Pxy data, the objective function is deﬁned by Eq. (13).
OBJ =
∑
i
(∣∣∣∣Pcalc,i − Pexp,iPexp,i
∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣ycalc,i − yexp,iyexp,i
∣∣∣∣
)
(13)
If Txy data are available, the pressure residuals in Eq. (13) are
replaced by temperature residuals. If only Tx or Px data are avail-
able, the second term of  Eq. (13) is omitted.
In order to assure low pressure liquid phase stability, constraints
have been applied in all optimisations. These constraints have been
implemented in the form of stability tests (Gibbs energy minimisa-
tion) on the liquid phase in temperature and pressure regions close
to the experimental boiling point data. A penalty function has been
applied such that any ﬁndings of liquid–liquid phase splits, where
the experimental data show a single liquid phase, result in a large
relative step increase, in the objective function.
Finally the experimental liquid–liquid equilibrium data at
approximately 0.5 MPa  presented by Riesco and Trusler [12] have
been considered. A constraint has been set assuring liquid phase
stability at 0.5 MPa  up to  temperatures of approximately 345 K.
Again, this has been implemented in the form of stability tests  for
multiple compositions at the above conditions of temperature and
pressure.
For each parameter set proposed by the SA algorithm, the
objective function consists of contributions from the liquid phase
stability tests followed by the boiling point calculations. In  this way,
the objective function is deﬁned over the entire allowed parameter
space. The  fact that the penalty function makes the objective func-
tion discontinuous is not a  problem, since the simulated annealing
algorithm is based on stochastic principles rather than gradients.
The binary parameters available for  correlation are the binary
interaction parameter, kij, in all cases and additionally 	AiBj in the
binary association volume, ˇAiBj .
Since the obtained kijs  in Cases 2 and  3  turned out to  be highly
temperature dependent, attempts were made applying a  1/T  tem-
perature dependency on the correlated kijs.  By  doing this, a total
of three binary parameters were ﬁnally adjusted simultaneously.
In the following, Case 2  with a  constant value for kij is denoted as
Case 2A. When a  temperature dependent kij is  used, the notation is
changed to  Case 2B. The  same goes for Case 3A and 3B.
In  Cases 4 and 5, where THF is  treated as self-associating,
no further accuracy was  gained by introducing a temperature
dependency on the binary interaction parameter, kij. Hence these
scenarios are not treated in the following.
In order to make a fair comparison of cases treating THF  as
self-associating with cases treating THF  as solvating, Cases 6 and
7 are included in this study, treating THF as self-associating. These
cases apply two  or three binary adjustable parameters for  the self-
associating cases. Hence, they are similar to Cases 2A, 2B and 3A
and 3B in terms of  adjustable parameters and are named Cases 6A,
6B, 7A and 7B.  A  and B again mean constant kij (A) or temperature
dependent kij (B).  Case 6A and  6B assigns the [2+;  1−] association
scheme to  THF and Case 7A and 7B  assigns the [2+;  2−]  scheme. The
six and seven cases leave 	AiBj in the combining rule for the binary
cross-association volume between electron donating sites on THF
and electron accepting sites on water as an adjustable parame-
ter (similar to the solvating cases). The binary association volume
for cross-association between electron accepting sites on THF  and
electron donating sites on water is  still predicted by the standard
CR-1 combining rule with (	AiBj = 0). Attempts were made for  both
Cases 6  and 7  to model all types of cross-association with one corre-
lated binary cross-association volume (unique 	AiBj for each case).
Whereas the correlated 	AiBj changed their values compared to
those presented in Table 4 by doing so, the ﬁnal modelling results
were similar to  the cases included in this work. Table 4 summarises
the investigated cases as well as the parameters obtained. Table 4
presents, for all cases considered, the correlated binary parameters
for the system THF–water along with their AAD’s compared to  the
experimental data points (Px, Tx, Pxy, Txy) used  as reference data.
All VLE data from the authors listed in Table 1, except those mea-
sured by Matsuda et al. [9],  have been used as reference data. The
data measured by Matsuda et al. are reserved for later veriﬁcation
of the model predictions in terms of boiling point temperatures at
various pressures. Even though some authors present boiling point
data for the pure systems along side with the mixture data, these
pure component data points have been excluded from the reference
data.
4. Results and discussion
4.1. Correlated VLE
When modelling the binary system water–THF, using the pure
component parameters provided in Table 3 and the “standard” mix-
ing and combining rules (kij =  0 and 	AiBj = 0), it becomes obvious
that this model needs correlation of binary parameters in order
to describe the experimental VLE data while simultaneously res-
pecting the stability of the liquid phase in the low pressure region
(complete miscibility of water and THF).
With no binary parameters adjusted, Cases 1, 2A/2B and 3A/3B
(Cases 2A/2B and 3A/3B inhibit cross-association when using the
“standard” mixing and combining rules) predicted the presence
of two  liquid phases with only limited miscibility at conditions of
atmospheric pressure.
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Table 4
Correlated binary CPA parameters for the system of tetrahydrofuran and water. kij =  akij + bkij/T is  the binary interaction parameter used in the mixing rule for the binary alpha
parameter in the SRK term of CPA. 	AiBj enters in the binary association volume of  the  CPA association term. Average absolute deviation (AAD) according to Eq. (12) with
respect to  all reference data used in the parameter regression (boiling point temperatures, pressures and corresponding vapour phase compositions).
Case Association scheme for THF Adj. parameters kij 	AiBj AAD × 102
1 N/A akij N/A N/A N/A
2A [0+;1−] akij , 	
AiBj −0.132 0.6435 9.97
2B [0+;1−] akij , bkij , 	
AiBj 0.132 − 92.55/T  0.4317 6.70
3A [0+;2−] akij , 	
AiBj −0.104 0.3221 13.0
3B [0+;2−] akij , bkij , 	
AiBj 0.408 −  154.65/T 0.2543 5.82
4 [2+;1−] akij −0.083 N/A 7.10
5 [2+;2−] akij −0.063 N/A 6.70
6A [2+;1−]  akij , 	
AiBj −0.1258 −0.0298 5.78
6B [2+;1−]  akij , bkij , 	
AiBj 0.0848 −  66.99/T  −0.0320 5.42
7A [2+;2−]  akij , 	
AiBj −0.1145 −0.0108 4.61
7B [2+;2−]  akij , bkij , 	
AiBj 0.0412 −  50.99/T  −0.0225 5.13
It was  found that only the cases “naturally” allowing for cross-
association (Cases 4 and 5) could provide sufﬁcient attractive forces
between water and THF in order to allow liquid phase miscibility,
to some extent. However, even Cases 4 and 5 predicted unstable
liquid phases (liquid–liquid splits) in some concentration regions
in the low pressure/low temperature regions.
For  Case 1, where cross-association is  neglected, even when
applying a negative binary interaction parameter, kij,  the contribu-
tion of the SRK term is too  dominant for the two  liquid phases to  mix
completely over the wide temperature and pressure range covered
by the experimental data. Not  even a  temperature dependent kij
could provide the necessary attractive forces over the desired tem-
perature interval. Thus, Case 1 has been omitted from the following
analysis.
The solvating cases, Cases 2A,  2B, 3A and 3B are all capable
of describing the miscibility of the two  compounds in the liquid
state at low pressures. However of these, only Cases 2B and 3B are
able to describe the liquid–liquid split at higher pressures, where
experimental data document liquid–liquid separation.
The self-associating Cases 4, 5, 6A, 6B, 7A and 7B almost all
describe the VLE data as well as the solvating cases with three
adjustable parameters (2B and 3B). Not surprisingly, in the self-
associating cases, accuracy of the VLE description is increased
with increasing number of  adjustable parameters. However, only
Cases 6B and 7B  are able at describing the LLE occurring at  higher
pressures.
An interesting conclusion drawn from the AAD’s presented in
Table 4 is  that the Cases 4  and 5, treating THF as self-associating
with one adjustable binary parameter, provide accuracies com-
parable to the cases treating THF as only cross-associating with
a temperature dependent binary interaction parameter (Cases 2B
and 3B). This is despite the fact that Cases 4 and 5 have only a single
correlated binary parameter, whereas Cases 2B and  3B have three
correlated binary parameters. Cases 4 and 5 do, however, have two
additional pure component parameters for THF compared to Cases
2B and 3B.  This provides a  signiﬁcant improvement in the descrip-
tion of pure component physical properties such as e.g. the vapour
pressure. It is  possible that the improved description of the mixed
system properties is  partly due to the higher accuracy of the pure
component description for  THF in Cases 4 and  5. Table 4 also shows
that high absolute values of both the binary interaction parame-
ter, kij,  and the binary association volume (	AiBj ),  are needed in
order to  stabilise the liquid phase in the scenarios where THF is not
considered a self-associating compound (Cases 2A/2B and 3A/3B).
On a general note, it is seen that the absolute value of  kij is  always
larger in the cases where THF has only a single association site on its
oxygen atom. This is a  natural consequence of the fact that the con-
tribution of the SRK term of CPA need to be  reduced further in the
cases with little if  any cross-association. The largest absolute values
of the correlated kijs are found at low temperatures. At 298 K, the
kij for Case 2B takes a  value of  −0.179 where in Case 3B  it takes a
value of −0.111. At 343 K, the kij values are increased to  −0.138 and
−0.043 for  Cases 2B and 3B, respectively. For the self-associating
Cases 6B and 7B, kijs at 298 K are −0.130 and  −0.140, respectively.
Also here, the absolute values of the regressed kijs decrease with
increasing temperature. A  similar tendency is seen in the regressed
binary association volumes for  the solvating cases. It seems the
binary association volume is reduced by a factor of  two  when the
number of association sites on the THF  oxygen atom is doubled, i.e.
when one goes from Case 2A to Case 3A or from Case 2B to Case 3B.
Figs. 3–7 compare the performances of  the obtained model cases
with a  selection of the experimental data utilised as reference data
in  the binary parameter optimisation procedure.
Fig. 3 illustrates results from modelling Cases 2A and 2B.  In
these modelling cases THF is considered only to cross-associate
with water via the single association site on the THF  oxygen atom.
It is seen that the low temperature data at 298 K are well described
using a  constant kij,  however this modelling approach is unable to
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Fig. 3. Comparison of correlated and experimental boiling point and dew point
pressures as functions of the  tetrahydrofuran (THF) mole fraction in the binary sys-
tem of water and THF. Results at  three temperatures are  presented. Pure component
parameters for CPA are those listed in  Table 3 and the regressed binary parameters
for Case 2A and 2B may  be found in Table 4. Experimental data from [1,2,4,6]. Dashed
line: CPA, Case 2A. Solid line: CPA, Case 2B.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of correlated and experimental boiling point and dew point
pressures as functions of the tetrahydrofuran (THF) mole fraction in the binary sys-
tem of water and THF. Results at three temperatures are presented. Pure component
parameters for CPA are  those listed in  Table 3 and the regressed binary parameters
for Case 3A and 3B may be found in Table 4. Experimental data from [1,2,4,6]. Dashed
line: CPA, Case 3A. Solid line: CPA, Case 3B.
describe the azeotrope, if  the high temperature data and liquid sta-
bility is also considered when regressing binary parameters. If  the
VLE data at higher temperatures are discarded in the parameter
optimisation, the azeotrope at  298 K may  be described accurately
using a constant value for kij.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of correlated and experimental boiling point and dew  point
pressures as functions of the tetrahydrofuran (THF) mole fraction in the binary sys-
tem of water and THF. Results at three temperatures are presented. Pure  component
parameters for CPA are those listed in  Table 3 and the regressed binary parameters
for Cases 4 and 5 may  be found in Table 4. Experimental data from [1,2,4,6]. Dashed
line: CPA, Case 4. Solid line: CPA, Case 5. Cases 4 and 5 provide almost identical
results for these  properties, hence it may  be difﬁcult to distinguish between solid
and dashed lines in most parts of this ﬁgure.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of correlated and experimental boiling point and dew  point
pressures as functions of the  tetrahydrofuran (THF) mole fraction in the binary sys-
tem of water and THF. Results at  three temperatures are  presented. Pure component
parameters for CPA are those listed in Table 3 and the regressed binary parameters
for Case 6A and 6B may be found in Table 4. Experimental data from [1,2,4,6]. Dashed
line: CPA, Case 6A. Solid line: CPA, Case 6B. Case 6A and 6B provide similar results for
these properties, hence it may be difﬁcult to distinguish between solid and dashed
lines in most parts of this ﬁgure.
Introducing the temperature dependency on the regressed
kij greatly enhances the model accuracy. The azeotrope is  well
described at 298 K and the high temperature descriptions, in par-
ticular, are improved. The experimentally documented tendency of
the azeotrope to  move to lower THF  concentrations with increas-
ing temperature is likewise described in model Case 2B. However
the azeotrope at  high temperatures is slightly higher in THF con-
centration than those determined experimentally. At atmospheric
pressure, the azeotrope occurs at a THF mole fraction of  approxi-
mately 0.82 [9]. Model Case 2B  places the azeotrope at a THF mole
fraction of approximately 0.85 (cannot be seen in  Fig. 3). Generally,
model Case 2A and 2B  underestimates the boiling point pressure of
the liquid mixtures. This effect is most pronounced at high temper-
atures, where the boiling point pressures are underestimated by
approximately 0.1 bar (approximately 8 percent) in the THF mole
fraction range from 0.2 to  0.8. The largest deviations compared to
the experimental data are found in the THF mole fraction range
from 0.05 to 0.2. Attempts have been made to improve the accu-
racy of the model at  the low THF concentrations, by weighing these
experimental data points heavier in the objective function, than
the high concentration data. These attempts to  improve the models
were however unsuccessful.
It was  found during the parameter optimisation work that
the model 2B  accuracy at high temperatures could be  improved
signiﬁcantly by allowing for  liquid–liquid splits at pressures of
0.5 MPa  and temperatures below 345 K. However, the resulting
liquid–liquid split turned out to  propagate to lower pressures and
thus interfered with the VLE data at T = 343 K.
Fig. 4 compares modelling Cases 3A and 3B  with the same exper-
imental data as those shown in Fig. 3. Here THF has been assigned
two  association sites on its oxygen atom. The same conclusions are
drawn from these results as those for Case 2A  and 2B. A single value
kij is  insufﬁcient to cover the entire temperature interval of avail-
able VLE data. However, by introducing a  temperature dependant
kij,  the high temperature accuracy is improved and the model is
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Fig. 7. Comparison of  correlated and experimental boiling point and dew point
pressures as functions of the tetrahydrofuran (THF) mole fraction in the binary sys-
tem of water and THF. Results at three temperatures are presented. Pure component
parameters for CPA are  those listed in Table 3 and the regressed binary parameters
for Case 7A and 7B may be found in Table 4. Experimental data from  [1,2,4,6]. Dashed
line: CPA, Case 7A. Solid line: CPA, Case 7B. Case 7A and 7B provide similar results for
these properties, hence it may  be difﬁcult to  distinguish between solid and dashed
lines in most parts of this ﬁgure.
able to describe the azeotrope. Like model Case 2B, Case 3B places
the azeotrope at 1 atm at a  THF  mole fraction of approximately 0.85,
slightly above the experimentally determined composition. Model
Case 3B results are almost identical to those of Case 2B. Model Case
3B does, however, provide slightly better descriptions in the low
THF  concentration range than Case 2B, indicating that the increased
possibility for cross association improves the VLE description in the
low THF concentration region.
Fig. 5 illustrates the performances of Cases 4 and 5, where THF
is treated both as a  self- and cross-associating compound. Cases 4
and 5 perform well at 298 K. However, they fail at describing the
azeotrope. The accuracies of these models decrease as the temper-
ature increases, and  the azeotrope only occurs in the models in the
ﬁnal data set at  343 K.  Here both models place the azeotrope at a
THF  mole fraction of approximately 0.92. An  interesting observa-
tion is the higher accuracy of model Cases 4 and  5 in the low  THF
concentration range at 298 K compared to Cases 2B and 3B. It seems
however, that these models loose the accuracy as temperature is
increased. As mentioned, attempts were made, to include a tem-
perature dependant kij in Cases 4 and 5 in order to improve the
high-temperature descriptions. However, no signiﬁcant improve-
ments were found compared to the cases with constant kijs.  Even
with the additional degree of freedom, these models could not
describe the azeotrope correctly at  any of the three temperatures.
The performances of  model Cases 4 and  5 are very similar, thus
the curves representing these models in Fig. 5  are hardly distin-
guishable. Pronounced differences are found only in the low THF
concentration range, where Case 5 is  a  little more accurate than
Case 4.
Figs. 6 and 7 show results for Cases 6A/6B and 7A/7B, respec-
tively. As can also be seen in Table 4,  including two  or three binary
adjustable parameters in the self-associating cases can hardly be
justiﬁed when considering the VLE description only. Little accu-
racy is  gained when going from two  adjustable parameters to  three,
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Fig. 8. Comparison of predicted and experimental boiling point- and dew point
temperatures as functions of tetrahydrofuran (THF) mole fraction in the  binary sys-
tem of water and THF. Results at  three pressures are  presented. Pure component
parameters for CPA are those listed in  Table 3 and the regressed binary parameters
for Cases 2B and 3B may  be found in Table 4. Experimental data from [9]. Dashed
line: CPA, Case 2B. Solid line: CPA, Case 3B. Cases 2B  and 3B provide almost identical
results for this property, hence it may be difﬁcult to  distinguish between solid  and
dashed lines in most parts of this ﬁgure.
however with three binary parameters, the self-associating cases
also arrive at  describing LLE.
From the above results, it is  obvious that Cases 2B, 3B, 6B and  7B
are the only modelling approaches that provide sufﬁcient accuracy
in the VLE description over the entire temperature and pressure
range covered by the experimental data and succeed in describing
LLE at elevated pressures. Hence, only these cases will  be treated
in the following.
4.2. Predicted boiling point temperatures
Figs. 8 and 9 illustrate predicted boiling point temperatures at
three pressures and compare with experimental data which have
not been included as reference data. Only Cases 2B, 3B, 6B and 7B are
included in this comparison. All other solvating or self-associating
cases were considered either unable to correlate the reference data
accurately or unable to  describe the high pressure LLE.
Fig. 8 illustrates the boiling point temperatures predicted by
model Cases 2B and 3B, and compares them with a selection of
the experimental data presented by Matsuda et al. [9]. At these
pressure conditions, both models describe the boiling point tem-
peratures well. It should be noted that, even though these data were
not included in the parameter optimisation algorithm, the repre-
sented conditions of  temperature and pressure were covered by
other data. Hence, these results are predictions, however the two
models still operate well inside the conditions of temperature and
pressure covered by the reference data. The improvement of Case
3B compared to  Case 2B at the low THF  concentration range is visi-
ble  in Fig. 8. As temperature increases, the differences between the
two  models become more pronounced.
Fig. 9 compares model Cases 6B and 7B in their description of
the boiling point temperatures measured by Matsuda et al. [9].
These two  models describe the experimental data with similar
accuracy as the cases treating THF as cross-associating only (Cases
2B and 3B). Hence, it seems that with three adjustable binary
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Fig. 9. Comparison of predicted and experimental boiling point- and dew  point
temperatures as functions of tetrahydrofuran (THF) mole fraction in the binary sys-
tem of water and THF. Results at three pressures are presented. Pure component
parameters for CPA are  those listed in  Table 3 and the regressed binary parameters
for Cases 6B and 7B may be found in Table 4. Experimental data from  [9]. Dashed
line: CPA, Case 6B. Solid line: CPA, Case 7B. Cases 6B and 7B provide almost identical
results for this property, hence it may  be difﬁcult to distinguish between solid and
dashed lines in most parts of this ﬁgure.
parameters, treating THF as solvating or self-association provides
similar performance in the VLE description of this system.
4.3. Predicted LLE
No liquid–liquid equilibrium (LLE) data have been directly con-
sidered in the process of regressing binary parameters for this
system. Only the experimental LCST at  0.5 MPa  and 345 K has been
used as an  indirect means of  controlling the liquid phase below the
temperatures at which liquid–liquid splits have been reported in
the literature.
All modelling cases have been investigated for  occurrences of
liquid–liquid splits in the pressure region from 0.5 MPa  to 6.0 MPa.
Only Cases 2B, 3B, 6B and 7B show this kind of phase behaviour.
Figs. 10, 12 and 14 illustrate the liquid–liquid splits predicted
by model Cases 2B and  3B at pressures of 0.5  MPa, 3.0 MPa  and
6.0 MPa, respectively. Similarly, Figs. 11, 13  and  15  show the
liquid–liquid splits predicted by Cases 6B and 7B. The “method
of alternating tangents” as presented by von Solms et al. [46],
has been utilised to search for LLE regions as well  as to  calcu-
late the upper- and  lower critical solution temperatures of the
illustrated circular liquid–liquid split  regions. This method has the
advantage of considering only a single phase at a  time and thus
is less sensitive than traditional ﬂash calculations, where both
phases are accounted for  simultaneously. As the critical point is
approached, the two  phases become close to identical, resulting in
computational/numerical challenges that are easier overcome in
the “method of alternating tangents”.
Figs. 10  and  11 show the LLE predicted by the models at a
pressure of  0.5  MPa. Note how the imposed liquid phase stabil-
ity criterion has resulted in a lower critical solution temperature
(LCST) occurring at approximately 345 K for all cases, close to the
temperature reported by Riesco and  Trusler [12]. The overall com-
position ranges enclosed in the two-phase LLE  regions predicted
by the models are in fact true predictions, and these lie close to the
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Fig. 10. Comparison of predicted and experimental liquid–liquid equilibrium tem-
peratures as functions of tetrahydrofuran (THF)  mole fraction in the binary system
of water and THF. Pressure is  0.5  MPa. Pure component parameters for CPA are those
listed in Table 3 and the regressed binary parameters for Cases 2B  and 3B may be
found in Table 4. Experimental data from [12]. Dashed line: CPA, Case 2B. Solid line:
CPA, Case 3B. Cases 2B and 3B provide almost identical results for boiling point and
dew point temperatures, hence it may be difﬁcult to distinguish between solid and
dashed lines in these parts of this ﬁgure representing these properties.
experimentally determined compositions for the solvating cases.
The water rich liquid phase is less accurately described by the cases
treating THF as self-associating. Cases 2B and 3B predict the LLE
region to extend up in temperature until an  upper three-phase crit-
ical point (VLLE) is reached. Cases 6B and 7B close the loop before
the VLE region is reached.
Figs. 12  and 14 illustrate the predicted LLE at  a  pressure of
3.0 MPa  and compare with available experimental data. The entire
closed loop miscibility gap is covered by the experimental data at
this pressure. Again, all models predict the LCST at approximately
345 K and the composition ranges for  the cases treating THF  as
solvating lie close to the experimental data. An interesting differ-
ence between model Cases 2B and 3B is seen at these conditions.
Whereas Case 3B still extends the LLE region up in temperature
until the upper critical VLLE point, Case 2B closes the LLE loop with
an upper critical solution temperature (UCST) of  approximately
456 K. However, Case 3B still predicts the composition range of  the
LLE more accurate than Case 2B which overestimates the THF  mole
fractions of  both liquid phases. At 3.0 MPa  it becomes clear that
Cases 6B and 7B underpredict the size of the miscibility gap and
overestimate the THF concentration in the water rich liquid phase.
Cases 2B and 3B  overestimate the size of the miscibility gap, how-
ever these models are more accurate in terms of  compositions of
the predicted liquid phases.
The  LLE  predictions at 6.0 MPa  are illustrated in Figs. 14 and 15.
At these conditions, the predicted VLE is  shifted to such high tem-
peratures, that both of the models treating THF  as solvating are
capable of closing the circular LLE miscibility gap. Case 2B predicts
the UCST at  approximately 454 K and this critical point occurs at a
THF  mole fraction of 0.19. The UCST predicted by Case 3B occurs at
498 K and here the critical solution composition is approximately
0.13 in terms of  THF. Thus, whereas Case 2B describes the UCST bet-
ter, Case 3B is  more accurate in liquid phase compositions. Cases
6B and 7B still underpredict the size of  miscibility gap.
Generally, it is worth mentioning that the CPA EoS  performs
its best at the scenario that is the physically most meaningful
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Fig. 11. Comparison of predicted and experimental liquid–liquid equilibrium tem-
peratures as functions of tetrahydrofuran (THF) mole fraction in the binary system
of water and THF. Pressure is 0.5 MPa. Pure component parameters for CPA are  those
listed in Table 3 and the regressed binary parameters for Cases 6B and 7B  may  be
found in Table 4. Experimental data from [12]. Dashed line: CPA, Case 6B. Solid line:
CPA, Case 7B.
description of THF. This somewhat conﬁrms the theory behind the
model. Two  association sites on THF  available for  cross-association
with water provide the best overall accuracy in both VLE and LLE
descriptions.
A  ﬁnal note is  made on the pressure dependency of the predicted
LLE. When comparing Figs. 10 to  15 it is observed that the “shrink-
ing” effect pressure has on the extension of the circular miscibility
gap (experimental data) is larger than the effect predicted by the
models. Whereas the LCST in the experimental data presented by
Riesco and Trusler [12] increases from approximately 345.5 K at
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Fig. 12. Comparison of predicted and experimental liquid–liquid equilibrium tem-
peratures as functions of tetrahydrofuran (THF) mole fraction in the binary system
of water and THF. Pressure is 3.0 MPa. Pure component parameters for CPA are  those
listed in Table 3 and the regressed binary parameters for Cases 2B and 3B  may  be
found in Table 4. Experimental data from [12]. Dashed line: CPA, Case 2B. Solid line:
CPA, Case 3B.
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Fig. 13. Comparison of predicted and experimental liquid–liquid equilibrium tem-
peratures as functions of tetrahydrofuran (THF)  mole fraction in the binary system
of water and THF. Pressure is  3.0 MPa. Pure component parameters for CPA are those
listed in Table 3 and the regressed binary parameters for Cases 6B  and 7B may be
found in Table 4.  Experimental data from [12]. Dashed line: CPA, Case 6B. Solid line:
CPA, Case 7B.
0.5 MPa  to  350.7 K at 6.0 MPa, it remains in the region of 345 K for
all model cases.
Hence, whereas the temperature dependent binary parameters
allows for  an accurate description of the VLE and simultaneously
a good prediction of the circular LLE miscibility gap, it seems the
temperature dependency of the binary interaction parameter, kij,
dampens the natural pressure effect on the LLE phase behaviour
present in the model.
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Fig. 14. Comparison of predicted and experimental liquid–liquid equilibrium tem-
peratures as functions of tetrahydrofuran (THF)  mole fraction in the binary system
of water and THF. Pressure is  6.0 MPa. Pure component parameters for CPA are those
listed in Table 3 and the regressed binary parameters for Cases 2B  and 3B may be
found in Table 4.  Experimental data from [12]. Dashed line: CPA, Case 2B. Solid line:
CPA, Case 3B.
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Fig. 15.  Comparison of predicted and experimental liquid–liquid equilibrium tem-
peratures as functions of tetrahydrofuran (THF) mole fraction in the binary system
of water and THF. Pressure is 6.0 MPa. Pure component parameters for CPA are  those
listed in Table 3 and the regressed binary parameters for Cases 6B and 7B may  be
found in Table 4. Experimental data from [12]. Dashed line: CPA, Case 6B.  Solid line:
CPA, Case 7B.
The above observations correspond well with the ﬁndings
of Kontogeorgis et al.  [47], who  applied the CPA EoS to model
liquid–liquid equilibria of  two  linear ethers (di-n-propylether and
ethyl propylether) in their binary mixtures with water. Water was
assigned an  association scheme with two  electron donating and
two  electron accepting sites, while both ethers were assumed to
be non self-associating. Kontogeorgis et al.  concluded that CPA
would wrongly predict the qualitative behaviour of  the LLE sys-
tems, if cross-association between the electron accepting sites on
water and electron donating sites on the ether oxygen atom were
not accounted for. Similarly, it was  claimed that vapour–liquid
equilibria descriptions were improved when accounting for  cross-
association. Furthermore it was  found that assigning one or two
electron donating sites on the ethers provided comparable per-
formances, though a small gain in accuracy was  found when
assigning two  sites.
5. Conclusion
The complex ﬂuid phase behaviour, of the binary system com-
prised of  water and tetrahydrofuran (THF) was  modelled by use of
the cubic-plus-association (CPA) equation of  state. A  total of  seven
modelling approaches were analysed, differing only in their way
of describing THF and its interactions (hydrogen bonding) with
water.
Experimental data, available in the literature, documenting
the ﬂuid phase behaviour of this binary system, showed both
azeotropic vapour–liquid equilibrium (VLE) behaviour and a  circu-
lar liquid–liquid miscibility gap. This qualitative behaviour could
only be described by CPA when cross-association between water
and THF was  allowed.
Six of the seven tested modelling scenarios allowed for  cross-
association between the two  compounds. These scenarios were
named Case 2 to Case 7. Case 2 treated THF as non self-associating,
but  applied a  single association site on the THF oxygen atom, that
allowed for cross-linking with a single water molecule. Case 3 was
identical to  Case 2 but applied two  association sites on THF,  allow-
ing for simultaneous cross-association with two  water molecules.
Case 4 treated THF as self-associating and cross-associating accord-
ing to  an  association scheme with two  electron accepting sites and
a single electron donating site. Case 5 also  considered both self- and
cross-association by THF, but applied an association scheme with
two  electron accepting- and two  electron donating sites.
Cases 6 and 7 were similar to Cases 4 and 5, respectively,
however the binary cross-association volume between electron
accepting sites on water and electron donating sites on THF  was
adjusted to match the CPA descriptions with available experimental
VLE data.
It  was  found that Cases 2, 3, 6 and 7, providing three adjustable
binary parameters, were the only cases, which could describe both
VLE and LLE using a single set  of  parameters. With a total of three
binary parameters correlated to available VLE data, these data could
be described with average absolute deviations of approximately
5–7 percent. The LLE was  well predicted by both model Case 2 and
3, with a slightly better phase composition prediction by Case 3.
While Cases 6 and 7  described VLE data better than the cases
treating THF as solvating, the size of the circular miscibility gap at
high pressures was  under predicted.
Based on the results presented in this work, it is  suggested
to model this binary system considering THF  as cross-associating
only, with two  cross-association sites. The use of  a temperature
dependent binary interaction parameter and a  correlated binary
cross-association volume then allows for both accurate VLE and
LLE descriptions in large ranges of  temperature and pressure.
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Abstract 
A thermodynamic modelling study of both fluid phase behaviour and hydrate phase 
behaviour is presented for the quaternary system of water, tetrahydrofuran, carbon dioxide 
and nitrogen. The applied model incorporates the Cubic-Plus-Association (CPA) equation of 
state for the fluid phase description and the van der Waals-Platteeuw hydrate model for the 
solid (hydrate) phase. Six binary pairs are studied for their fluid phase behaviour. CPA 
descriptions are adjusted when needed by correlation of binary parameters in the applied 
mixing- and combining rules. Kihara cell potential parameters in the hydrate model are 
regressed for the three hydrate formers, tetrahydrofuran, carbon dioxide and nitrogen.  
     The developed model is applied to simulate two simplified, gas hydrate-based processes 
for post-combustion carbon dioxide capture from power station flue gases. 
     The first process, an unpromoted hydrate process, operates isothermally at a temperature 
of 280 K. Applying three consecutive hydrate formation/dissociation stages (three-stage 
capture process), a carbon dioxide-rich product (97 mole percent) is finally delivered at a 
temperature of 280 K and a pressure of 3.65 MPa. The minimum pressure requirement of 
the first stage is estimated to be 24.9 MPa, corresponding to the incipient hydrate 
dissociation pressure at 280 K for the considered flue gas. 
     A second simulated carbon dioxide capture process uses tetrahydrofuran as a 
thermodynamic promoter to reduce the pressure requirements. By doing so the minimum 
pressure requirement of the first capture stage is lowered to 0.41 MPa. Selectivity towards 
carbon dioxide in the hydrate phase is however lower than in the unpromoted process. 
Therefore the tetrahydrofuran promoted capture process needs four consecutive hydrate 
formation/dissociation stages to produce a 96 mole percent carbon dioxide-rich product 
stream. This stream is delivered at 280 K and a pressure of 0.17 MPa. 
     The present modelling study suggests several drawbacks of using tetrahydrofuran as a 
thermodynamic hydrate promoter, when applied in low-pressure, hydrate-based gas 
separation processes. Due to the high volatility of this compound, the promoter readily 
transfers to the vapour phase. Furthermore, tetrahydrofuran lowers the selectivity towards 
carbon dioxide, and the gas uptake in general, in the hydrate phase compared to the 
unpromoted system. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Keywords: Gas hydrates, Promoter, Carbon Dioxide, Tetrahydrofuran, Modelling, 
Thermodynamics, Cubic-Plus-Association (CPA), Van der Waals-Platteeuw.  
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1. Introduction 
Carbon dioxide is a greenhouse gas. It absorbs and re-emits long-wave (infrared) radiation 
in the atmosphere of this planet. Part of this re-emitted radiation is send back to the surface 
of the planet, helping to retain thermal balance. 
     During the last 200 years, the amount of carbon dioxide present in the atmosphere has 
increased from 280 ppm to a level of about 390 ppm in 2010 [1, 2].  
     Though ambiguously shown, there is growing consensus that our climate is changing due 
to anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases. Carbon dioxide from anthropogenic 
sources is considered to be the main contributor to the observed climate change [3]. 
     Much focus has recently been put on reducing carbon dioxide emissions from centralised 
locations such as e.g. fossil fuel (coal, oil and gas) fired power stations. The International 
Energy Agency (IEA) estimated the global carbon dioxide emission from fossil fuel fired 
heat- and energy production to be 8.2 gigaton per year in 2001. This corresponded to 
approximately 35 percent of the total carbon dioxide emission related to combustion of 
fossil fuels that year [4]. 
     Carbon dioxide capture is typically divided into two sections, pre- or post-combustion. In 
pre-combustion, at fossil fuel is contacted with air or oxygen to form hydrogen and carbon 
monoxide. The gas is hereafter contacted with steam, whereby the carbon monoxide is 
further oxidised to form carbon dioxide and more hydrogen. After this stage, the pre-
combustion carbon dioxide capture stage is placed to remove carbon dioxide, thereby 
purifying the fuel (hydrogen) [5]. Post-combustion capture implies removing carbon dioxide 
from flue gases after combustion, before the flue gas is released to the atmosphere. The 
post-combustion technology offers the advantage of being easier to retro-fit to existing 
plants without making significant changes to the combustion technology [6]. 
     A novel gas clathrate hydrate based separation technology forms the basis for the present 
study. This process has been proposed as an alternative to the existing gas separation 
technologies. 
     Gas clathrate hydrates, more commonly known as gas hydrates, are solid compounds of 
sufficiently small molecules and water. These solid compounds form when the constituents 
come into contact at conditions of low temperature and/or high pressure [7].  
     Gas hydrates are often referred to as non-stoichiometric solid inclusion bodies, where 
water (host) form a crystalline lattice by hydrogen bonding [8, 9, 10]. The lattice formation 
generates a number of empty cavities, in which small gas molecules (guests) may be 
enclathrated. The water lattice itself is a thermodynamically unstable structure, however 
attractive and repulsive interactions between the water and guest molecules stabilise the 
lattice [10]. The three most commonly encountered gas clathrate hydrate structures are the sI, 
the sII and the sH structures. Detailed descriptions of each hydrate structure may be found 
elsewhere [7] 
     The size of the guest molecule is often what defines the structure of a formed hydrate. 
Guest molecules of diameter size 4.2 – 6 Å, such as methane (CH4) and carbon dioxide (CO2) 
form structure I hydrates. Some guest molecules with diameters smaller than 4.2 Å form 
structure II hydrates when present as single guests. These include nitrogen (N2) and 
hydrogen (H2). Larger molecules with diameter 6 – 7 Å also form structure II. Propane 
(C3H8) and iso-butane (C4H10) are the most common among these. Structure H hydrates are 
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typically formed by large molecules of diameter 7 – 9 Å accompanied by smaller molecules 
such as methane, hydrogen sulfide or nitrogen [7]. 
     Carbon dioxide may form gas hydrates with water at a pressure of approximately 1.2 
MPa and temperature of 273 K [7]. The crystalline structure formed by the hydrogen bonded 
water molecules creates a total of 8 vacancies, so-called cavities, for each 46 water 
molecules. Assuming single occupancy of carbon dioxide in each of these cavities allow for 
a maximum carbon dioxide mole fraction of 0.15 in the solid phase. This corresponds to a 
mass fraction of carbon dioxide in the solid phase of approximately 0.31. Since gas hydrates 
are non-stoichiometric phases, full occupancy of carbon dioxide in the hydrate structure is 
however rarely achievable at moderate conditions of temperature and pressure. 
     Nitrogen and oxygen, like carbon dioxide, may form gas hydrates. However, these 
compounds form hydrates at significantly higher pressures. The formation pressure of the 
nitrogen hydrate at 273 K is approximately 16 MPa [7]. Gas mixtures of nitrogen, oxygen 
and carbon dioxide will form hydrates at conditions in between those of the pure gases. The 
hydrates formed from these mixtures will enclathrate all gas phase components with 
appropriate sizes. Since carbon dioxide forms hydrates at the lowest pressures of the three 
main constituents of the flue gas, the mixed hydrates are expected to be rich in carbon 
dioxide. 
     Assuming liquid carbon dioxide is the desired end-product, the hydrate based carbon 
dioxide capture process, like the chemical absorption process, will contain two sections, 
capture and release. In the capture part, the flue gas is compressed, cooled and mixed with 
water, whereby hydrates may form by crystallisation. A carbon dioxide-rich hydrate slurry is 
hereafter transferred to the release section, where the solid particles are dissociated (melted) 
by either heating or pressure release. The captured gas is released at conditions of moderate 
to high pressures and low temperature. The aqueous liquid phase may be re-cycled to the 
capture section. 
     Figure 1 illustrates a simplified schematic of a suggested process configuration. 
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 Figure 1. Simplified Schematic of a suggested configuration for the gas clathrate 
hydrate-based post-combustion carbon dioxide capture technology. The suggested 
conditions for temperature and pressure are not necessarily actual conditions of the 
process. 
 
One of the main advantages of the hydrate based separation technology is that it operates at 
temperatures, where low-quality heat can be used in the release section of the process. Also, 
a smaller amount of excess liquid is heated in the release part, since the hydrate slurry may 
be concentrated before being heated. Finally, the captured gas is delivered at high pressure 
and low temperature, reducing costs for liquefaction of the final carbon dioxide product.   
     The main drawback of this process is the high pressure/low temperature requirement in 
the capture part. Large amounts of flue gas must be compressed in (multi-stage) compressor 
trains. A large amount of nitrogen is basically compressed just to be let down in pressure 
after the capture stage. By introducing a turbine generator downstream of the capture stage, 
some energy may be recovered from the carbon dioxide lean flue gas before emission to the 
atmosphere. This will however further increase the capital cost of the capture plant. Other 
challenges with this process are low kinetics of the hydrate crystallisation, low water 
conversion as well as handling of the particle suspension. With solid particles in the system, 
a high risk of plugging of process equipment is expected due to agglomeration of particles. 
     Recent attempts of improving this technology have looked into ways of lowering the 
pressure requirement in the capture stage. It has been found that the addition of low 
pressure/high temperature gas hydrate stabilisers, so-called thermodynamic gas hydrate 
promoters, may significantly lower the pressure requirement of this process. A 
thermodynamic gas hydrate promoter is a gas hydrate former that stabilises the hydrate 
structure at low pressures/high temperatures, thereby allowing for gas phase components to 
enter the hydrate phase at milder conditions. The result is a hydrate phase that enclathrates 
both the promoter and the desired gas phase constituents. If the additive is a liquid at the 
operating conditions of the process, it does not pollute the final gas product since it will 
remain with the liquid phase when the hydrates are dissociated. One disadvantage of adding 
these promoters is that they lower the gas storage capacity of the solid phase. Thus, a lot of 
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research has gone into finding the ideal gas hydrate promoter that allows for hydrate 
formation at near-atmospheric pressure with high gas uptake capacity. 
     Tetrahydrofuran, a five-sided cyclic ether, has been suggested as a potential 
thermodynamic gas hydrate promoter for the hydrate based carbon dioxide capture process. 
     Kang and Lee [11] investigated hydrate dissociation pressures and compositions for the 
ternary system water-N2-CO2 and the quaternary system water-THF-N2-CO2.  
     A simulated flue gas vapour phase containing initially 17 mole percent CO2 was shown 
to form hydrates at pressures of 0.475 MPa (275 K), if 1 mole percent THF was added to the 
aqueous liquid phase. The hydrate equilibrium pressure for this system without the addition 
of THF was 8.35 MPa (275 K).  
     It was found that CO2 selectivity in the hydrate phase was lowered by the addition of 
THF, compared to the un-promoted system. Moreover, CO2 selectivity was lowered with 
increasing temperature. A simulated flue gas phase initially containing 17 mole percent CO2 
could form hydrates containing approximately 35 mole percent CO2 on a THF- and water-
free basis. 
     From their results, Kang and Lee proposed a capture process in three hydrate 
formation/dissociation stages. In the first step, 1 mole percent THF should be used as a 
thermodynamic hydrate promoter. In the second and third step, no promoter should be added, 
in order to increase CO2 selectivity. Intermediate vapour phase compression, performed 
between the individual capture stages, would be necessary in the proposed purification 
process. 
     Kang et al. [12] measured three-phase hydrate-liquid-vapour (H-L-V) equilibria in the 
ternary system of water, carbon dioxide (CO2) and nitrogen (N2), as well as in the 
quaternary system of water, tetrahydrofuran (THF), CO2 and N2.  
     It was concluded that CO2 selectivity in the hydrate phase was increased by decreasining 
temperature in the unpromoted (without THF) system. 
     Aqueous solutions containing 1 mole percent and 3 mole percent THF were investigated 
for their thermodynamic promotion of gas hydrate formation from synthetic flue gasses 
containing 17 and 70 mole percent CO2. Hydrate equilibrium pressure data were reported.  
     Linga et al. [13] presented results from a kinetic study of gas hydrate formation from gas 
mixtures of CO2/H2 and CO2/N2.  
     Preliminary results of CO2 capture by hydrate formation using an aqueous solution of 1 
mole percent tetrahydrofuran (THF) were shown. While the equilibrium pressure and 
induction times were lowered dramatically by this additive, the gas consumption became 
considerably lower at similar applied driving forces. 
     A thermodynamic and kinetic study of CO2 capture, both pre- and post combustion, was 
presented by Linga et al. [14]. Gas mixtures containing H2 and CO2 or N2 and CO2 were 
contacted with pure water in the attempt to establish a thermodynamic and kinetic basis for 
the new CO2 capture process. A gas mixture containing 16.9 mole percent CO2 and 83.1 
mole percent N2 was used to simulate the post combustion scenario. A hydrate equilibrium 
pressure of 7.7 MPa at a temperature of 273.8K was determined for this gas mixture.  
     Gas consumptions at isobaric conditions were recorded over a time period of 120 minutes. 
When dissociating the formed hydrate phases, gas mixtures containing between 55 mole% 
and 57 mole% CO2 were released. After 120 minutes of hydrate formation the vapour phase 
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CO2 content had been lowered from the initial 16.9 mole percent to approximately 10 mole 
percent 
     Thermodynamic and kinetic data for hydrate formation in the quaternary system of 
water-tetrahydrofuran (THF)-nitrogen (N2)-carbon dioxide (CO2) have been reported in the 
literature [15]. The main purpose of this work was setting up a block flow diagram for post 
combustion carbon dioxide capture from power station flue gasses.  
     A simulated flue gas containing 16.9 mole percent carbon dioxide 83.1 mole percent 
nitrogen was utilised. Three concentrations of THF were used, 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 mole percent. 
Promoted hydrate equilibrium data corresponded well with those Kang et al. [12] at similar 
conditions. The system with 1.5 mole percent THF formed hydrates already at atmospheric 
pressure at a temperature of 273.8 K. 
     Kinetic experiments were conducted, applying driving forces from 0.7 MPa to 2.3 MPa. 
It was shown that induction times for hydrate formation depended both on applied driving 
force and THF concentration in the liquid phase. Induction times between 0.3 minutes and 7 
minutes were reported. By applying a driving force of 2.3 MPa and a THF concentration of 
1.5 mole percent, induction times for hydrate formation of approximately 0.3 minutes were 
achieved.  
     It was found that the hydrate phase gas uptake (measured as pressure drop during hydrate 
formation) was increased when increasing the applied driving force. Furthermore, increasing 
THF concentration to more than 1 mole percent resulted in a decrease in gas uptake in the 
initial hydrate growth period. The highest gas uptakes were obtained when using an initial 
concentration of 1 mole percent THF in the aqueous phase.  
     A separation process was proposed, operating at a temperature of 273.8K and a constant 
pressure of 2.5 MPa. It was suggested that the carbon dioxide could be purified to a 
composition of approximately 94 mole percent in three separation stages, if a 1 mole percent 
THF aqueous phase was utilised in all three steps.  
2. Purpose of This Study 
In order to evaluate the efficacy of CO2 removal in the hydrate-based post-combustion 
carbon dioxide capture process, accurate thermodynamic models are required. 
     To enable a thorough evaluation, a generic thermodynamic model should cover wide 
ranges of temperature and pressure and include descriptions of both fluid and solid phases 
occurring in the process. 
     The present study focuses on modelling equilibrium conditions in the hydrate forming 
vessel of the capture process. An important piece of information here is the hydrate 
formation conditions (temperature and pressure) both for the un-promoted and the promoted 
hydrate systems. Moreover, since gas hydrates are non-stoichiometric phases, estimates of 
the hydrate composition and thereby the composition of the captured gas phase is desired for 
various process conditions.  
     A thermodynamic model presented in a previous study [16], combining the van der 
Waals-Plaatteeuw hydrate model [17] with the Cubic-Plus-Association equation of state [18, 
19] has been applied and modified to incorporate all four components present in the system 
of interest (water-tetrahydrofuran-carbon dioxide-nitrogen). The developed model is 
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validated against experimental data for both fluid phase equilibria and hydrate equilibria. A 
simplified post-combustion carbon dioxide capture process is simulated by use of the 
developed model. 
3. Model 
The van der Waals-Platteeuw hydrate model [17] as presented by Parrish and Prausnitz [20], 
has been modified such that the Cubic-Plus-Association (CPA) equation of state (EoS) 
supplies the hydrate model with all the needed inputs related to the co-existing fluid phases. 
     The Cubic-Plus-Association (CPA) equation of state presented by Kontogeorgis et al. [18, 
19] combines the physical term from the cubic Soave-Redlich-Kwong (SRK) EoS with an 
association term similar to that found in the Statistical Associating Fluid Theory (SAFT) 
models. 
     Holder et al. [21] suggested a simplified (compared to that originally presented by 
Parrish and Prausnitz) method for transforming the reference hydrate chemical potential 
difference from reference temperature and pressure to the actual temperature and pressure. 
In their expression, the use of an experimental reference hydrate pressure, PR, was removed 
providing a simpler expression.  
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In a previous work [16], the van der Waals-Platteeuw hydrate model was applied using the 
original expression of Parrish and Prausnitz for the chemical potential difference of the 
reference hydrate. However the model was subsequently modified to incorporate the 
expression of Holder et al., shown in equation (1). Equation (1) is therefore used in the 
present work.  
     Furthermore, to enable thermodynamic calculations in systems involving the 
simultaneous presence of more than two fluid phases, the two-phase iso-thermal/iso-baric 
flash module originally used in the model [16] has been exchanged by an in-house, Gibbs 
energy minimisation multi-phase flash routine, allowing for the simultaneous co-existence 
of multiple fluid phases.  
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3.1  Hydrate Model Parameters 
The van der Waals-Platteeuw hydrate model contains a number of model specific 
parameters. Among these are the structural parameters for the hydrate lattice. Values for 
these parameters are available in the literature and are provided in Table 1. 
 
Table 1. sI and sII hydrate lattice and unit cell parameters for the van der 
Waals-Platteeuw hydrate model. 
Structure sI sII 
Cavity 512 51262 512 51264 
No. cavities per unit cell 2 6 16 8 
Avg. cavity radius·1010 / m 3.95 a 4.33 a 3.91 a 4.73 a 
Coordination number 20 24 20 28 
No. water molecules per unit cell 46 136 
a Data from Sloan (1998) [22] 
 
Other model specific parameters for the hydrate model are the thermodynamic properties of 
the reference hydrate. These properties have been indirectly determined by a large number 
of authors over time. As these thermodynamic properties are not readily estimated, the 
reported values often differ significantly from each other. Table 2 lists the thermodynamic 
properties for the reference hydrate used in the model of this work. 
 
Table 2. Thermodynamic properties for the reference hydrate in the van der Waals-Platteeuw 
hydrate model. 
 sI  sII  Ref. 
/
0 0( , ) w
L
wT P
EP'  / J·mole-1 1297 937 [23] 
/ Ice
wH
E'  / J·mole-1 1389 1025 [23] 
/
0 0( , ) w
Ice L
wH T P'  / J·mole-1 -6011 -6011 [22] 
( )pC T'  / J·mole-1·K-1 -38.12+0.141·(T-273.1) -38.12+0.141·(T-273.1) [22] 
// wIce LIce
w wV V
E'  ' /m3·mole-1 4.6·10-6 5.0·10-6 [22] 
 
The van der Waals-Platteeuw hydrate model, as presented here, has no real predictive 
capabilities without a priori knowledge of the gas hydrate formers of interest. Kihara 
parameters must be determined by fitting the complete model to existing data for 
dissociation pressures and/or hydrate phase compositions. When doing so, the hydrate 
structures of the used reference data should preferably be known. The use of Kihara 
parameters determined independently from data for the pure hydrate formers (such as 
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viscosity data and/or second virial coefficients) will provide unsatisfactory results, if used in 
this model. The Kihara parameters regressed as part of this work are presented in Table 3. 
 
Table 3. Kihara cell potential parameters regressed as a part of this work. 
Only ıj and İj have been correlated. The core radii, aj, are taken from 
other sources, where they have been determined typically from pure 
component viscosity data and/or second virial coefficients. 
Component aj·1010 / m ıj·1010 / m İj/kB / K 
Carbon dioxide 0.6805 * 2.9643 171.70 
Nitrogen 0.3526 * 3.1723 128.07 
Tetrahydrofuran 0.9013** 3.5398 291.48 
 * Sloan and Koh (2007) [7], ** Strobel et al. (2009) [24]. 
 
3.2  Equation of State Parameters 
The cubic-plus-association (CPA) equation of state uses three pure component parameters 
for non-associating compounds and five pure component parameters for self-associating 
compounds. Compounds that are non self-associating, but may cross-associate with other 
self-associating compounds still have only three pure component parameters. In this work, 
carbon dioxide and tetrahydrofuran are treated in this way. 
     Pure component parameters for non self-associating and non cross-associating 
compounds are here obtained from critical properties (critical temperature, critical pressure 
and acentric factor) in a manner similar to that applied in the Soave-Redlich-Kwong 
equation of state. Self-associating and cross-associating compounds obtain pure component 
parameters by correlation of CPA to vapour pressure and saturated liquid density data. The 
pure component parameters used in this work for the total of four components considered 
(water, tetrahydrofuran, carbon dioxide and nitrogen) are provided in Table 4. 
 
Table 4. Cubic-Plus-Association (CPA) equation of state pure component parameters for; 
water (H2O), tetrahydrofuran (THF), carbon dioxide (CO2) and nitrogen (N2). Association 
scheme according to definition presented elsewhere [25]. 
Comp. Assoc. 
scheme 
a0·101 
/ 
Pa·m6·mole-2 
b·105 
/ 
m3·mole-1 
c1 ȕAiBi İ
AiBi ·10-4 
/ 
Pa·m3·mol-1 
Ref. 
H2O [2+;2-] 1.2277 1.4515 0.6736 0.0692 1.6655 [20] 
THF [0+;2-] 15.5228 6.7670 0.7773 N/A N/A [25] 
CO2 [0+;1-] 3.5079 2.7200 0.7602 N/A N/A [26] 
N2 N/A Tc = 126.2 K    ,    Pc = 3.40 MPa    ,    Ȧ = 0.03772 [27] 
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Water is the only component treated as self-associating in this work. Two other components, 
tetrahydrofuran and carbon dioxide are allowed to cross-associate (solvate) with water, 
however these two components do not cross-interact with each other. Nitrogen is treated as 
non self-associating and non cross-associating.  
     All possible binary combinations of the above four components have been investigated 
for their fluid phase equilibria as a part of this work. Non-zero binary interaction parameters 
(kij) and binary cross-association values (ȖAiBj) have been adjusted where needed by 
correlating CPA to available fluid phase equilibria data found in the literature. 
     kij is the binary interaction parameter (BIP) between component, i, and component, j. kij 
enters in the mixing rule for the binary energy parameter in the SRK term of CPA. In this 
work, kij may be temperature-dependent, according to equation (2). 
 
 1ij kij kijk a b T
         (2) 
 
Both akij and bkij take non-zero values if temperature dependence of kij is needed to obtain 
accurate fluid phase descriptions of binary pairs over extended ranges of temperature. If a 
constant kij suffice, only akij will take a non-zero value. 
     ȖAiBj enters in the combining rule for the binary association volume parameter, ȕAiBj. This 
work applies the CR1 combining rule as suggested elsewhere [25]. 
 
i j j j i ji iA B A B A BA BE E E J        (3) 
 
In the case of cross-association between two self-associating molecules, ȖAiBj is set to zero, 
to allow model prediction according to the standard CR1 combining rule. In cases with 
cross-association involving a self associating and a non self-associating molecule, a non-
zero ȖAiBj is needed to provide cross-association interactions. In the present work, this is the 
case for the two binary pairs of water-tetrahydrofuran and water-carbon dioxide. 
     Table 5 lists binary parameters regressed as part of the present work for all six possible 
binary combinations of the four components. 
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Table 5. Adjusted parameters for all binary pairs formed by the four components; water, 
tetrahydrofuran, carbon dioxide and nitrogen. Up to three binary parameters (akij  , bkij  , 
ȖAiBj) may be adjusted for binary pairs showing cross-association. A maximum of two 
binary parameters (akij  , bkij) may be adjusted in pairs with no cross-association. akij and bkij 
are related to the binary interaction parameter, kij, as shown in equation (2). ȖAiBj enters in 
the combining rule for the binary cross-association volume according to equation (3). 
Binary Pair Adj. Parameters. kij ȖAiBj 
Water-Tetrahydrofuran akij  , bkij  , ȖAiBj 0.4084 - 154.7/T 0.2543 
Water-Carbon dioxide akij  , bkij  , ȖAiBj 0.4719 - 112.5/T 0.1707 
Water-Nitrogen akij  , bkij   0.9999 - 368.4/T N/A 
    
Tetrahydrofuran-Carbon dioxide  0.00 N/A 
Tetrahydrofuran-Nitrogen  0.00 N/A 
    
Carbon dioxide-Nitrogen akij -0.0856 N/A 
 
4. Results and Discussion 
4.1  Fluid Phase Modelling 
The algorithm of this model, providing fluid phase equilibrium conditions from the CPA 
multi-phase flash calculation (Gibbs energy minimisation) as inputs to the van der Waals-
Platteeuw hydrate model, ensures a consistent calculation of equilibrium conditions in 
systems with both hydrate forming and non-hydrate forming components. 
     Often in the literature, models are presented, where the van der Waals-Platteeuw hydrate 
model is coupled with an equation of state for the vapour phase, a Gibbs excess energy 
model or an activity coefficient model for the activity of water in the liquid phase, and 
finally correlations for solubilities of gas phase components in the liquid phase (e.g. the 
Krichevsky and Kasarnovsky equation [28]). Whereas such an approach provides a large 
degree of freedom in terms of tuning the final results of the hydrate model, these types of 
model require an extensive list of input parameters.  
     By contrast, in the present model, the CPA equation of state, with a limited number of 
parameters, provides all the required inputs for the hydrate model in a straightforward and 
consistent manner. 
     Being consistent in all fluid phases, this model may not only be used to describe or 
predict conditions of incipient gas hydrate formation, it also accurately describes or predicts 
the number and type of co-existing fluid phases and the distribution of feed components in 
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the fluid phases at equilibrium conditions. For this reason, emphasis has been put on “tuning” 
the fluid phase description to create an accurate and reliable framework for the overall 
model.    
     The following sections present CPA modelling results of binary and ternary sub-systems 
within the quaternary system of water-tetrahydrofuran-carbon dioxide-nitrogen. These 
results serve as a validation of the inputs supplied later to the van der Waals-Platteeuw gas 
clathrate hydrate model.  
     When comparing model results to experimental data, the term Average Absolute (relative) 
Deviation (AAD) is used. AAD is defined according to equation (4). 
 
, exp,
1 exp,
1 N calc i i
i i
s s
AAD
N s 
 ¦
    (4) 
 
Where scalc is the calculated property of interest (s may be temperature, pressure, 
composition etc.) and sexp is the experimental reference data. N is the total number of data 
points. 
     Generally (both for fluid phase modelling and hydrate modelling), in cases, where 
correlation of parameters was needed, optimisation has been done by minimising the sum of 
absolute relative deviations between model descriptions and experimental data. The 
objective function has been defined as equation (5). 
 
, exp,
1 exp,
N
calc i i
i i
s s
Obj
s 
 ¦
    (5) 
 
Where scalc again is the calculated property of interest (s may be temperature, pressure, 
composition etc.) and sexp is the experimental reference data. N is the total number of data 
points used as reference. Other definitions of the objective function, such as the sum of 
squared differences or the sum of squared relative differences, have been tested for some 
systems without noticeable improvements.  
     Optimisation of parameters in this work has been performed by use of an optimisation 
algorithm based on a FORTRAN implementation of the simulated annealing (SA) global 
optimisation algorithm presented by Goffe et al. [29] (source code available via [30]). 
 
Water-tetrahydrofuran  
A detailed study on the CPA modelling of this binary system has been presented previously 
[25]. Water is treated as a self-associating compound applying an association scheme with 
two electron donating and two electron accepting sites.  
     Tetrahydrofuran has been modelled as an inert compound in its pure state but is allowed 
to cross-associate with water via two association sites (electron donating). This is consistent 
with the physical picture of this mixture. 
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     Applying this approach provides accurate descriptions of both low-pressure vapour-
liquid equilibria (VLE) and high-pressure/high temperature liquid-liquid equilibria (LLE) 
using a single set of CPA parameters (three binary parameters adjusted).  
     No fluid phase equilibrium data has been found in the literature, at conditions of 
temperature and pressure, where the structure II hydrates of THF form. Hence, no validation 
of the CPA parameters at these conditions has been performed. However, the fact that CPA 
correctly describes the complex behaviour of this complex binary system over extended 
ranges of temperature and pressure (T = 298 K – 406 K and P = 0.003 MPa – 6.1 MPa) 
suggests the validity of the model parameters over an extended range of conditions. 
     Figure 2 illustrates the description of the (low boiling) azeotropic vapour-liquid equilibria 
for this binary system at a pressure of 0.1 MPa. CPA overestimates the boiling point 
temperatures of the binary mixture at this pressure. Herslund et al. [25] showed that the 
accuracy of the model is improved considerably at T = 298 K, which is closer to the 
expected working range of the hydrate model (approximately 273 K to 300 K). 
 
 
Figure 2. Vapour-liquid equilibria for the 
binary system of water and tetrahydrofuran 
at P = 0.1 MPa. Red triangles: experimental 
data from [31-34]. Solid lines: CPA. 
 
The fact that the binary system of water and tetrahydrofuran shows azeotropic VLE 
behaviour of the low-boiling type indicates positive deviations from Raoult’s law. This 
observation suggests that while tetrahydrofuran does form hydrogen bonds with water, these 
bonds are not as strong as those between two water molecules. The competition between the 
hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity in tetrahydrofuran gives rise to the above mentioned 
positive deviations from Raoult’s law as well as other remarkable behaviour for this binary 
system (e.g. the circular liquid miscibility gap at elevated pressure). 
 
Water-carbon dioxide 
Tsivintzelis et al. [26] have presented a thorough study on the modelling of the binary 
system of water and carbon dioxide using CPA. It was concluded that this binary system can 
successfully be modelled when cross-association (solvation) between water and carbon 
dioxide is accounted for. Water is treated as a self-associating compound applying an 
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association scheme with two electron donating and two electron accepting sites. CO2 is 
modelled as an inert compound in its pure state, but is allowed to cross-associate (solvate) 
with water via a single association site. Tsivintzelis et al. assigned the notation “electron 
acceptor” to this association site (positive charge). 
     Using this approach, accurate descriptions of both the water-rich and carbon dioxide-rich 
fluid phases are obtained over extended ranges of temperature and pressure.     
     In the work of Tsivintzelis et al., a temperature dependent binary interaction parameter is 
proposed. Tsivintzelis et al. applied a linear, two-parameter dependence of the type; akij + 
bkij · T. 
     The present work also uses this approach and the pure component parameters presented 
by Tsivintzelis et al.. However, new binary parameters for the system water-carbon dioxide 
have been regressed in this work, using the same reference data suggested by Tsivintzelis et 
al.. A non-linear temperature dependence on the BIP (kij) has been applied according 
equation (2). The reference data are those listed in Table 6. 
 
Table 6. Experimental fluid phase equilibrium data used as reference data in this work 
for the binary system of water and carbon dioxide. x denotes compositional data from 
the water-rich phase. y denotes compositional data from the carbon dioxide-rich phase. 
Reference Type No. Data Points Temp. / K Press. / MPa 
[35] x,y 80 288.7 – 533.2 0.69 – 20.3 
[36] x,y 77 278.2 – 318.2 0.46 – 7.96 
[37] x,y 58 323.2 – 353.1 4.05 – 10.2 
 
     A comparison of the linear-type and non-linear type temperature dependence for the 
binary interaction parameter showed that the non-linear dependence provided more accurate 
descriptions of the complete set of reference data from Table 6. Hence, this temperature 
depencence is applied in the following. 
     Wiebe and Gaddy [38] provide data for the water-rich phase at a temperature of 308 K. 
These data are used to validate the model parameters along with a selection of the used 
reference data. 
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a) T = 288 K 
 
b) T = 288 K 
 
c) T = 308 K 
 
d) T = 308 K 
Figure 3. Fluid phase equilibria in the binary system of water and carbon dioxide. a) Carbon dioxide 
mole fraction in the water-rich phase at T = 288 K. Experimental data from [35, 36]. b) Water mole 
fraction in the carbon dioxide-rich phase at T = 288 K. Experimental data from [35, 36] c) Carbon 
dioxide mole fraction in the water-rich phase at T = 308 K. Experimental data from [36, 38] d) Water 
mole fraction in the carbon dioxide-rich phase at T = 308 K. Experimental data from [36]. 
 
Figure 3 a), b), c) and d) illustrate the model performances for the binary system of water 
and carbon dioxide at two temperatures, 288 K and 308 K. Comparisons are made with the 
selected reference data available at the two temperatures and the data reported by Wiebe and 
Gaddy. Excellent agreement between CPA and the experimental data are found at both 
temperatures. As reported by Tsivintzelis et al., applying this modelling approach enables an 
accurate description of the minimum solubility of water occurring in the carbon dioxide-rich 
phase around the phase transition of this phase from vapour-like at low pressures to liquid-
like at high pressures.  
     Average absolute deviations (AAD’s) of 9.1 percent are obtained for the description of 
the carbon dioxide mole fractions in the water-rich phase and the water mole fractions in the 
carbon dioxide-rich phase. 
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Water-nitrogen 
Nitrogen is treated as a non self-associating compound. For simplicity, the three pure 
component parameters for this component are calculated from the critical temperature, 
critical pressure and acentric factor (Tc, Pc, Ȧ) in a manner identical to that applied for the 
cubic Soave-Redlich-Kwong (SRK) equation of state. The pure component critical 
properties are taken from the DIPPR database [27]. 
     The predictions of CPA for the binary system of water and nitrogen are unsatisfactory, 
hence a non-zero binary interaction parameter (kij) is applied. In order to obtain accurate 
description of both the water-rich and the nitrogen-rich fluid phases over extended ranges of 
temperature, a non-linear, temperature-dependent BIP has been incorporated in the model. 
The experimental data used as reference data are those listed in Table 7.  
 
Table 7. Experimental fluid phase equilibrium data used as reference data in this work 
for the binary system of water and nitrogen. x denotes compositional data from the 
water-rich phase. y denotes compositional data from the nitrogen-rich phase. 
Reference Type No. Data Points Temp. / K Press. / MPa 
[39] x 28 273.2 – 442.2 10.1 – 30.4 
[40] x,y 36 323.2 – 373.2 10.1 – 30.4 
[41] y 13 298.2 – 373.2 2.11 – 10.2 
[42] y 22 273.2 – 293.2 0.50 – 10.0 
[43] x 52 274.2 – 363.0 0.92 – 7.04 
[44] y 35 282.9 – 363.1 0.43 – 4.96 
 
Figure 4 illustrates the model performance for the binary system of water and nitrogen at 
two temperatures, 273 K and 298 K. Comparisons are made with the reference data 
available at these two temperatures. 
     The water content in the vapour phase (nitrogen-rich phase) is well described by the 
model at both temperatures. Whereas the accuracy of the CPA model in terms of describing 
the nitrogen content in the water-rich phase is acceptable at 273 K, CPA performs very well 
for these types of data at 298 K. 
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a) T = 273 K 
 
b) T = 273 K 
 
c) T = 298 K 
 
d) T = 298 K 
Figure 4. Vapour-liquid equilibria in the binary system of water and nitrogen. a) Nitrogen mole 
fraction in the water-rich phase at T = 273 K. Experimental data from [39] b) Water mole fraction 
in the nitrogen-rich phase at T = 273 K. Experimental data from [42] c) Nitrogen mole fraction in 
the water-rich phase at T = 298 K. Experimental data from [39, 43] d) Water mole fraction in the 
nitrogen-rich phase at T = 298 K. Experimental data from [41]. 
Figure 4 a), b), c) and d) confirm that the model is accurate in describing this binary system 
in the temperature interval, which is expected to be the working range for the hydrate model. 
 
Tetrahydrofuran-carbon dioxide 
Both tetrahydrofuran and carbon dioxide are modelled as non self-associating compounds in 
their pure states. In the binary system comprised of these compounds, both species are 
similarly assumed non associating, and CPA accurately predicts the fluid phase equilibria of 
this system. The reference data indicated in Table 8 are described with an absolute average 
deviation (AAD) of 8.2 percent. An attempt has been made to improve the high-temperature 
description of this binary system by applying a non-zero BIP. With a BIP value of kij = -
0.008, the description of the reference data may be lowered to 8.0 percent. Hence, an 
adjustment of the model (non-zero BIP) can hardly be justified. 
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Table 8. Experimental fluid phase equilibrium data used as reference data in this work 
for the binary system of tetrahydrofuran and carbon dioxide. x denotes compositional 
data from the tetrahydrofuran-rich phase. y denotes compositional data from the carbon 
dioxide-rich phase. 
Reference Type No. Data Points Temp. / K Press. / MPa 
[45] x,y 85 311.0 – 331.3 0.81 – 8.14 
[46] x,y 65 313.0 – 333.0 6.51 – 9.69 
[47] x,y 68 313.2 – 353.2 0.47 – 10.3 
[48] x,y 30 298.2 – 313.2 2.06 – 7.63 
 
Figure 5 a), b) and c) illustrate the model performances in describing the fluid phase 
equilibria at three temperatures, 298 K (Figure 5a), 311 K (Figure 5b) and 353 K (Figure 5c). 
CPA predictions (kij = 0.0) are compared with the correlated model (kij = -0.008). 
 
 
a) T = 298 K 
 
 
b) T = 311 K 
 
 
c) T = 353 K 
Figure 5. Fluid phase equilibria in the binary system of tetrahydrofuran and carbon dioxide. 
Comparison of experimental data (red triangles), CPA prediction with kij = 0.0 (dashed lines) and 
CPA with kij = - 0.008 (solid lines). a) T = 298 K. Experimental data from [48]. b) T = 311 K. 
Experimental data from [45]. c) T = 353 K. Experimental data from [47]. 
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No obvious differences are observed between the adjusted model and the CPA predictions, 
hence CPA predictions (kij = 0.0) of the behaviour of this binary pair are used subsequently. 
     CPA overestimates the upper pressure limit of the two-phase envelope seen at T = 353 K 
(Figure 5c) by roughly 20 percent. However, the low temperature description of the system 
is sufficiently accurate for the purpose of this model. 
 
Tetrahydrofuran-nitrogen 
Only a single data set has been found for the fluid phase equilibria of the binary system of 
tetrahydrofuran and nitrogen. This data set is indicated in Table 9. Five equilibrium data 
points from the tetrahydrofuran-rich liquid phase are presented by Gibanel et al. [49]. 
 
Table 9. Experimental fluid phase equilibrium data used as reference data in this work 
for the binary system of Tetrahydrofuran and nitrogen. x denotes compositional data 
from the tetrahydrofuran-rich phase (liquid state).  
Reference Type No. Data Points Temp. / K Press. / MPa 
[49] x 5 273.2 – 303.2 0.10 
 
     CPA predictions of the solubility of nitrogen in liquid tetrahydrofuran at 0.1 MPa are 
shown in Figure 6. 
 
 
Figure 6. Solubility of nitrogen in liquid 
tetrahydrofuran at P = 0.1 MPa. 
Comparison of experimental data and CPA 
predictions. Red triangles: Experimental 
data from [49]. Solid line: CPA prediction 
(kij = 0.0). 
 
     CPA correctly predicts the order of magnitude of the nitrogen solubility in liquid 
tetrahydrofuran. However, the temperature dependence of the solubility is not captured by 
the model. Gibanel et al. found that the solubility of nitrogen increased with increasing 
temperature, whereas CPA predicts a decrease in the solubility with increasing temperature. 
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     The application of a non-zero BIP does not enable CPA to describe this opposite 
tendency. Applying a temperature dependent BIP can improve the description in the 
temperature interval shown, however this can hardly be justified considering the limited 
number of experimental data points available for this system.  
     Hence we use CPA predictions for the fluid phase behaviour of this binary pair in the 
model development that follows. 
 
Carbon dioxide-nitrogen 
Low temperature vapour-liquid equilibria data have been modelled for this binary pair. 
Table 10 lists the data used as reference. 
 
Table 10. Experimental fluid phase equilibrium data used as reference data in this work 
for the binary system of carbon dioxide and nitrogen. x denotes compositional data from 
the carbon dioxide-rich phase. y denotes compositional data from the nitrogen-rich 
phase. 
Reference Type No. Data Points Temp. / K Press. / MPa 
[50] x,y 54 220.0 – 240.0 1.29 – 16.7 
 
Figure 7 a) and b) illustrate how CPA predicts (kij = 0.0) the VLE of this system.  The upper 
pressure limit of the two-phase region is overestimated by the model. By applying a non-
zero kij of -0.086, the description is significantly improved at the low temperature (220 K). 
However, CPA still overestimates the pressure extension of the phase envelope compared to 
the experimental data at 240 K. 
 
 
a) T = 220 K 
 
b) T = 240 K 
Figure 7. Fluid phase equilibria in the binary system of carbon dioxide and nitrogen. Comparison 
of experimental data (red triangles), CPA prediction with kij = 0.0 (dashed lines) and CPA with kij 
= - 0.086 (solid lines). Experimental data from [50]. a) T = 220 K. b) T = 240 K.  
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No further attempts have been made to improve the high-temperature description of this 
binary pair, since these experimental data lie far from the expected operating temperatures 
of the hydrate model under development.  
 
Water-tetrahydrofuran-carbon dioxide 
The performance of CPA in describing the ternary system of water, tetrahydrofuran and 
carbon dioxide is investigated. Since these three compounds show highly non-ideal 
behaviour in their respective binary pairs, it is suspected that the ternary system behaviour is 
of similar complexity.  
     No ternary adjustable parameters are available in CPA, hence the model relies on the 
ability of the model to extend from binaries to the ternary system.  
     Table 11 provides a selection of available equilibrium data for this ternary system.  
 
Table 11. Experimental data for fluid phase equilibria in the ternary system of water-
tetrahydrofuran-carbon dioxide. x denotes aqueous liquid phase, z denotes organic 
liquid phase. 
Reference Type No. Data Points Temp. / K Press. / MPa 
[51] x,z 32 298 – 333 0.99 – 5.21 
[52] x,z 30 298.2 – 313.2 2.06 – 7.63 
 
     Lazzaroni et al. [51] have reported compositional data for the ternary system of carbon 
dioxide-tetrahydrofuran-water in temperature and pressure ranges, where this system shows 
three-phase vapour(V)-aqueous liquid(Lw)-organic (or CO2-rich) liquid(La) equilibria. 
Compositions from the two liquid phases along with the density of the vapour phase are 
provided for a total of 16 conditions of temperature (T) and pressure (P). 
     The 16 T/P conditions investigated experimentally by Lazzaroni et al. have here been 
modelled using the Gibbs energy minimisation flash approach on a feed comprised of 10 
mole percent water, 10 mole percent tetrahydrofuran and 80 mole percent carbon dioxide.     
     Whereas CPA, with the binary parameters provided in Table 5, predicts three-phase 
VLLE equilibria at the conditions reported by Lazzaroni et al., the phase composition of the 
aqueous phase in particular is predicted with considerable deviations compared to the 
reported compositions. Figure 8a) and Figure 8b) compare experimental phase compositions 
of the co-existing liquid phases reported by Lazzaroni et al. with the phase compositions 
predicted by CPA.  
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a) Aqueous phase, T = 298 K 
 
b) Organic phase , T = 298 K 
Figure 8. Compositions of co-existing liquid phases at conditions of three-phase vapour-liquid-
liquid equilibrium for the ternary system of carbon dioxide, tetrahydrofuran (THF) and water. 
Comparison of experimental data from [51] and CPA predictions. Blue diamonds: carbon dioxide 
mole fraction. Red triangles: Tetrahydrofuran (THF) mole fraction. Blue cross: Water mole fraction. 
Dashed line: Carbon dioxide mole fraction (CPA). Solid line: Tetrahydrofuran (THF) mole fraction 
(CPA). Dash dot dashed line: Water mole fraction (CPA). a) Aqueous liquid phase at T = 298 K. b) 
Organic liquid phase at T = 298 K. 
The tetrahydrofuran concentration in the aqueous liquid phase is predicted to be roughly 
twice as high as the concentrations reported by Lazzaroni et al. For this reason, the carbon 
dioxide solubility in the aqueous phase is also overestimated. The organic liquid phase 
composition is well predicted in terms of composition at 298 K and pressures ranging from 
1 to 5 MPa. Similar observations are found for the data sets at 311 K and 333 K (not shown 
here).  
     Similarly, the model has been validated against the ternary data reported by Sabil et al. 
[52]. Whereas Lazzaroni et al. report phase compositions in the three phase V-Lw-La 
equilibria region at fixed temperatures and pressures, Sabil et al. report T/P conditions of 
fluid phase transitions for ternary mixtures of carbon dioxide-tetrahydrofuran-water systems 
with various initial compositions. Upper and lower phase boundaries for the three-phase V-
Lw-La region are determined experimentally for systems with specified initial compositions. 
     When crossing the upper phase boundary from the low pressure side to the high pressure 
side at specified temperature, a transition from three phases (V-Lw-La) to two phases (Lw-La) 
occurs. At the lower phase boundary, the system moves from V-Lw-La equilibrium for 
pressures above the phase boundary to V-Lw equilibrium for pressures below the boundary. 
     The initial compositions reported for each data set presented by Sabil et al. [52] are 
specified in a manner that may be misunderstood. Here it is assumed that the reported 
compositions for carbon dioxide (x1) are mole fractions in the ternary mixture, whereas the 
compositions reported for tetrahydrofuran (x2) are binary mole fractions in the initial 
aqueous liquid phase. Hence, when modelling the systems, the initial composition of 
tetrahydrofuran in the ternary mixture has been corrected under the assumption that the 
initial system consists of x(CO2) = x1 moles of carbon dioxide and x(THF) = (1-x1)*x2 
moles of tetrahydrofuran. In the model, the ternary system is balanced with water according 
to; x(water) = 1 - x(CO2) – x(THF) = 1 – x1 – ((1-x1)*x2). This is in agreement with a 
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separate publication of Sabil et al. [53], where a selection of the same data is presented 
alongside measured hydrate equilibrium data.  
     Figure 9 a) illustrates a comparison of the CPA predictions with a selection of the 
experimental data for the upper phase boundary for the phase envelope (V-Lw-La to Lw-La) 
for three systems of various feed compositions. Figure 9 b) illustrates a comparison of the 
CPA predictions and experimental phase boundaries for both the upper (V-Lw-La to Lw-La) 
and lower (V-Lw-La to Lw-V) boundaries for the phase envelope. Note that the compositions 
provided in these figures are the corrected feed compositions of the ternary mixtures. 
 
 
a)  
 
b)  
Figure 9. Comparison of calculated and experimental phase envelope boundaries for the ternary 
system of carbon dioxide-tetrahydrofuran (THF)-water. Experimental data are from Sabil et al. [52]. 
a) High-pressure boundaries for phase envelope in systems with 9 mole percent carbon dioxide and 
varying mole fraction of tetrahydrofuran, x(THF). b) Lower and upper phase envelope boundaries 
for ternary system with x(CO2) = 0.09, x(THF)  = 0.046 , x(H2O) = 0.864.  
The upper phase boundary is calculated by specifying initial T/P conditions that are in the 
two-phase Lw-La region for the system with specified feed composition. A flash calculation 
then separates the feed into two liquid phases followed by a boiling point calculation 
performed for one of the two liquid phases. The new T/P conditions are subsequently 
returned to the flash algorithm and this procedure is continued until the calculated boiling 
point temperature/pressure no longer changes within a given tolerance. 
     The calculation procedure for the lower phase boundary is more complex since both 
vapour and liquid phases co-exist on both sides of the phase boundary. Hence, here it is not 
possible to search for the boundary by a combination of flash- and bubble-/dew point 
calculations. A trial and error search method has been applied, starting at pressure 
conditions below the phase boundary and then increasing pressure in steps of 0.001 MPa 
until the phase boundary is reached (phase number and types are monitored by multi-phase 
T/P flash calculations).   
     From Figure 9 a) it becomes clear that CPA predicts the upper phase boundaries of the 
VLLE region with significant deviations compared to the experimental data. For the system 
with x(THF) = 0.082, the calculated pressures are approximately 30 percent higher than 
those measured by Sabil et al. [52]. Deviations decrease with decreasing concentration of 
tetrahydrofuran. With an overall mole fraction of tetrahydrofuran of 0.009, the calculated 
boundary pressures are approximately 8 percent above the experimental data. 
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     Figure 9 b) compares the measured [52] and predicted (CPA) upper and lower phase 
envelope boundaries for the ternary system comprised of 9 mole percent carbon dioxide, 4.6 
mole percent tetrahydrofuran and balance water. The upper phase boundary is predicted by 
CPA with deviations of approximately 14 percent. For the lower phase boundary, CPA 
overestimates the pressures by approximately 69 percent at the low temperatures and 100 
percent at the high temperatures. 
     From the above analyses it is concluded that CPA, with the given parameters, predicts 
the ternary system of carbon dioxide-tetrahydrofuran-water with significant deviations 
compared to experimental data available in the regions where this system shows three-phase 
V-Lw-La equilibrium. Since no experimental data have been found for this system in the 
two-phase regions, it has not been possible to investigate the accuracy of the model in the 
description of these regions.  
4.2  Modelling of the Un-promoted Gas Hydrate System 
As a simplification of the specific case of carbon dioxide capture from power station flue 
gases, it is assumed that the flue gas phase may be modelled in the form of binary mixtures 
of nitrogen and carbon dioxide. In actual flue gases, significant amounts of other 
components such as e.g. oxygen and water may also be present. With respect to hydrate 
formation, oxygen acts similarly to nitrogen [54, 55], thus when simulating the flue gas, it is 
reasonable to replace the oxygen content with nitrogen in the model gas phase. The initial 
water content in the flue gas phase may also be neglected since, at equilibrium, the vapour 
phase will be saturated with water. Hence, the simplified, un-promoted gas hydrate system 
consists of ternary mixtures of nitrogen, carbon dioxide and water. 
     Several aspects of the model have been altered compared to a previously presented study 
of this ternary system [16]. The CPA parameters for the fluid phase description have been 
changed and the hydrate model equation for the reference hydrate have been changed from 
the form presented by Parrish and Prausnitz [18] to that of Holder et al. [21]. The calculation 
algorithm and numerical methods are however unchanged compared to the previous work. 
     New experimental studies, presenting mixed hydrate equilibrium data for the ternary 
system of carbon dioxide, nitrogen and water have appeared in the literature in recent years 
[12, 13, 56-62]. These data are not entirely consistent with the data previously used as 
reference data for the mixed nitrogen-carbon dioxide hydrate [12]. Eslamimanesh et al. [63] 
tried to establish a method for investigating the thermodynamic consistency of available gas 
hydrate data on the ternary system of nitrogen-carbon dioxide-water. Due to the complexity 
in both modelling and measuring equilibrium conditions for mixed gas hydrates in general, 
Eslamimanesh et al. were unable to draw clear conclusions on the thermodynamic 
consistency of the investigated data.  
     Hence, new Kihara parameters have been regressed for both nitrogen and carbon dioxide 
as part of this work. When regressing the Kihara parameters, both the pure hydrates of the 
two hydrate formers (sI hydrate for carbon dioxide and sII hydrate for nitrogen) have been 
considered together with the data for the mixed hydrates (both dissociation pressures and 
hydrate composition). Table 12 lists the data used as reference. Only hydrate(H)- Liquid 
water(Lw)-vapour(V) equilibrium data have been included as reference for the pure hydrates 
of carbon dioxide. The mixed hydrates of carbon dioxide and nitrogen have been assumed 
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structure I hydrates for all the available data on the mixed hydrates. To ensure the validity of 
the obtained Kihara parameters for carbon dioxide in sII hydrates, a few data for the mixed 
hydrates of carbon dioxide and tetrahydrofuran (3 mole percent and 5 mole percent 
tetrahydrofuran in the aqueous liquid phase) have been included in the regression of 
parameters. Even though the un-promoted gas hydrate system is presented in this section 
without the use of promoters, regression of Kihara parameters for the three hydrate formers 
studied in this work (carbon dioxide, nitrogen, tetrahydrofuran and cyclopentane) has been 
done in an iterative procedure, to ensure internal consistency of the obtained parameters in 
all possible combinations and hydrate structures. Emphasis has been put on ensuring that the 
model predicts the right hydrate structures in all systems. 
 
Table 12. Reference data for optimising Langmuir contants (Kihara parameters) along with final 
model accuracy. P denotes equilibrium pressure. Y denotes water-free hydrate composition. y(CO2) is 
vapour phase mole fraction of carbon dioxide. 
Ref. Comp. No Points Temp. / K Composition AAD (P) AAD (Y) 
[53] CO2 P: 10 275.1 – 282.9 y(CO2) = 1 0.039 N/A 
[64] CO2 P: 10 275.0 – 282.8 y(CO2) = 1 0.034 N/A 
       
[12] CO2/ N2 P: 48 
Y: 20 
272.9 – 284.3 0.05  y(CO2)  0.97 0.085 0.162 
[13] CO2/ N2 P: 1 273.7 y(CO2) = 0.17 0.037 N/A 
[56] CO2/ N2 P: 9 278.1 – 285.3 0.27  y(CO2)  0.81 0.16 N/A 
[57] CO2/ N2 P: 24 275.3 – 283.1 0.00  y(CO2)  1.00 0.14 N/A 
[58] CO2/ N2 P: 9 273.1 – 280.2 0.91  y(CO2)  0.97 0.06 N/A 
[59] CO2/ N2 P: 15 274.0 – 281.9 0.16  y(CO2)  0.72 0.12 N/A 
[60] CO2/ N2 P: 16 
Y: 16 
273.4 – 281.1 0.16  y(CO2)  0.59 0.24 0.08 
[61] CO2/ N2 P: 33 
Y: 33 
273.6 – 281.7 0.13  y(CO2)  0.75 0.17 0.20 
[62 ] CO2/ N2 P: 33 276.9 – 285.4 0.81  y(CO2)  0.96 0.17 N/A 
       
[65] N2 P: 8 273.2 – 281.1 y(N2) = 1 0.036 N/A 
[66] N2 P: 23 273.2 – 283.3 y(N2) = 1 0.040 N/A 
 
     According to the Gibbs phase rule (f = c – p + 2), in systems with two components (pure 
hydrates of carbon dioxide or nitrogen) and three phases in equilibrium, the system is uni-
variant (one degree of freedom). Hence, when fixing e.g. the system temperature, a single 
equilibrium state will be valid for any feed composition that provides three phases at this 
temperature. 
     When moving to the ternary system of carbon dioxide, nitrogen and water, still 
considering the H-Lw-V equilibrium region, the system becomes di-variant due to the 
addition of one component. Hence, at specified temperature, multiple H-Lw-V equilibrium 
states exist for this system. Specifying a second intensive variable “locks” the system into a 
single equilibrium state. In the model, this is done artificially by setting the vapour feed 
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composition to that of the desired equilibrium state and then feeding only sufficient amount 
of water to form a liquid water phase. By doing so, the vapour phase at equilibrium will be 
very close to the feed vapour phase composition. 
     Calculated equilibrium conditions for the mixed hydrates of carbon dioxide and nitrogen 
depend not only on the initial vapour phase composition of the feed, but also on the amount 
of liquid fed into the system. This is explained by the large differences in solubility of 
carbon dioxide and nitrogen in water. The final equilibrium composition of the vapour phase 
may change significantly depending on the amount of water in the feed. Hence, when 
comparing the model to experimental data, it is necessary to simulate the reported 
experimental conditions as accurately as possible. If the experimental feed (overall) 
composition is reported directly, this feed is used in the model. If only the vapour phase 
composition at equilibrium is reported, this composition should be used as vapour feed 
composition and the modelled system should be initiated with a low liquid to vapour feed 
ratio (e.g. Lw/(V+Lw) = 0.05 on molar basis). If the initial vapour phase composition is 
reported without an exact feed composition, the model results should be used with caution, 
since results may vary several percent depending on the liquid to vapour feed ratio set in the 
feed. Of the reference data provided in Table 12, [12, 13 and 57-59] provide only initial 
vapour phase composition and initial volume of liquid fed into the system. Hence, the 
overall model feed compositions have been approximated roughly according to reported 
vapour phase compositions and liquid volumes. Table 12 contains the average absolute 
relative deviations (AAD according to equation (4)) in equilibrium pressure (P) and water 
free hydrate composition (Y), where available, for each reference data set. 
     With the regressed Kihara cell potential parameters (İ/k and ı) the hydrate model 
describes the pure hydrates of both carbon dioxide and nitrogen within an average accuracy 
of 4 percent in the temperature interval from approximately 273 K to 283 K. Figure 10 
illustrates the model description of the two pure hydrates. Comparisons are made with 
experimental data. 
 
 
a) Pure carbon dioxide sI Hydrates 
 
b) Pure nitrogen sII hydrates 
Figure 10. Comparison of model performance (solid lines) and experimental data for the pure 
hydrates of carbon dioxide and nitrogen. a) Dissociation pressures for carbon dioxide sI hydrate as 
function of temperature. Experimental data from [67-70]. b) Dissociation pressures for nitrogen sII 
hydrate as function of temperature. Experimental data from [65, 66, 71]. 
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It is seen that the model describes both of the pure hydrate forms with reasonable accuracy 
in the low pressure region. The sudden change of slope in the hydrate data for carbon 
dioxide is due to the transition from vapour to liquid for the carbon dioxide rich phase 
(upper quadruple point). The model slightly overestimates this temperature, which is seen by 
the entire H-Lw-LCO2 being shifted up in temperature by approximately half a degree.      
     Nitrogen hydrates are described accurately up to temperatures of approximately 278 K. 
At higher temperatures, the model underestimates the hydrate pressures of the pure nitrogen 
sII hydrate. 
Extending to the mixed hydrates increases complexity and pressure deviations increase. 
     Equilibrium pressures reported by Kang et al. [12], Fan and Guo [58] and Linga et al. [13] 
are well described by the model with AAD’s below 0.1 in terms of pressure. However, the 
composition data reported by Kang et al. are less accurately described. The largest 
deviations are found in the pressure data presented by Herri et al. [60], Belandria et al. [61] 
and Kim et al. [62]. The compositions reported by Herri et al. [60] are described with a low 
AAD of 0.08, however the model fails at describing the pressures reported by these authors 
(AAD of 0.24). The model deviates from both the pressure- and composition data reported 
by Belandria et al. [61] with AAD’s of 0.17 and 0.20 respectively. Pressure data reported by 
Kim et al. [62] are described with an AAD of 0.17. 
     Figure 11 compares reported dissociation pressures for various vapour phase 
compositions with model results. All modelling results are obtained assuming a liquid feed 
ratio, Lw/( Lw+V), of 0.8. 
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Figure 11. Comparison of model performance 
(solid lines) for the mixed hydrate of carbon 
dioxide and nitrogen and experimental data 
measured by Kang et al. [12] and Olsen et al. [59]. 
y(CO2) denotes vapour phase composition of 
carbon dioxide reported by the authors. 
It is seen that the model performs well in the composition limits near pure carbon dioxide in 
the low-pressure region and near nitrogen in the high-pressure regions. Generally the 
dissociation pressure of the mixed hydrate decreases with increasing carbon dioxide content 
in the vapour phase. The model accurately describes five out of the six data sets reported by 
Kang et al. [12], however it fails at describing the temperature-dependence for the data set at 
17.6 mole percent carbon dioxide. The high-temperature experimental data of this set could 
be questioned for this reason, however as shown in Figure 11, the temperature trend in the 
data reported by Kang et al. at these conditions correspond well with the trend of the data 
reported by Olsen et al. [59] at similar conditions.  
     What is difficult to see in Figure 11 is that whereas the model predicts the formed mixed 
gas hydrates to be of the sI structure type for all conditions with carbon dioxide vapour 
phase compositions of 11 percent and higher, a structural transition occurs for the system 
with 6.7 mole percent carbon dioxide. At temperatures below 275.6 K, the predicted 
structure is sI, however above this temperature the model predicts the sII hydrate to be the 
thermodynamically most stable form. 
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a)  
 
b)  
Figure 12. a) Hydrate equilibrium pressure for the mixed hydrate of carbon dioxide and nitrogen as 
function of vapour phase compositions. Experimental data from Bruusgaard et al. [57]. Solid line: 
Model at 281 K. Dashed line: Model at 275 K. b) Hydrate composition (Ycarbon dioxide) on water-free 
basis for the mixed hydrate of carbon dioxide and nitrogen as function of mole fraction of carbon 
dioxide in the vapour phase (ycarbon dioxide). Experimental data from Kang et al. [12]. Solid line: Model 
at 274 K. Dashed line: Model at 277K. Dash-dot-dashed line: Model at 280 K. 
Figure 12 a) illustrates the effect of the initial vapour phase composition on the dissociation 
pressure of the mixed hydrate of carbon dioxide and nitrogen. The experimental data are 
reported by Bruusgaard et al. [57]. The model results are obtained assuming a liquid feed 
ratio, Lw/( Lw+V), of 0.2. Note the change in slope of the model curves at approximately 5-6 
mole percent carbon dioxide in the vapour phase. Despite the fact that all reference data for 
the mixed hydrate system were assumed sI hydrates, the model predicts sII hydrates to form 
for gas mixtures with less than five mole percent carbon dioxide and sI hydrates for gas 
mixtures with more than five mole percent carbon dioxide. This boundary is valid for the 
system fed with 20 mole percent liquid. It is not surprising though, that a structural change 
occurs in the mixed hydrate system, since the two pure hydrates form different structures. 
The compositional position of the structural change from sI hydrates to sII hydrates depend 
on the obtained Kihara parameters which are influenced by the assumed structure during the 
parameter regression. The difference in the composition for the structural transition 
observed in Figure 11 (6.7 mole percent carbon dioxide at 275.6 K) and that observed in 
Figure 12 a) (approximately 5-6 mole percent carbon dioxide at 275.3 K) is explained by the 
differences in the simulated liquid to vapour feed ratios. Hence, the presented results 
illustrate the importance of knowing exact feed composition, or as a minimum the 
equilibrium vapour phase composition for this ternary system, when comparing modelling 
results with experimental data. 
     A final and equally important aspect of the hydrate modelling for this carbon dioxide 
capture process is the ability of the developed model to describe the composition of the gas 
phase physically adsorbed inside the solid hydrate phase. Not only is it important for the 
model to accurately describe hydrate formation temperature/pressure conditions to enable a 
thermodynamic evaluation of the necessary flue gas compression, the hydrate composition is 
as important since it is needed to investigate the efficiency of the process to selectively 
remove carbon dioxide from the mixed flue gas. 
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     Figure 12 b) illustrates modelling results for the water-free hydrate composition as 
function of the equilibrium vapour phase composition in the H-Lw-V region. The model 
results are compared with experimental data reported by Kang et al. [12]. The vapour phase 
composition reported by Kang et al. for these data are actual vapour phase compositions at 
equilibrium, hence the model has been initiated by feeding only 5 mole percent liquid and 
95 mole percent vapour to ensure that the equilibrium vapour phase composition 
corresponds to that reported by Kang et al.. It is seen that the model describes the data well 
in the composition limits, however the model overestimates the selectivity towards carbon 
dioxide in the region by 10 to 30 mole percent carbon dioxide in the vapour phase. The 
model correctly shows the trend of decreasing selectivity in the hydrate phase with 
increasing temperature. 
       
 
4.3  Modelling the Thermodynamic Promotion Effect of Tetrahydrofuran 
     With the model in place for both the fluid phase description and the hydrate description 
of the un-promoted hydrate systems, only the Kihara parameters for tetrahydrofuran are 
needed in order to describe the promoted gas hydrates. 
     Kihara parameters (İ/k and ı) for tetrahydrofuran have been regressed using experimental 
data for the mixed hydrates of tetrahydrofuran + carbon dioxide and tetrahydrofuran + 
nitrogen. Only experimental data from the H-Lw-V three-phase region have been used as 
reference. Initial concentrations of tetrahydrofuran in the liquid phase up to five mole 
percent have been considered. Since more data were available for the tetrahydrofuran + 
carbon dioxide system, the objective function to be minimised has been modified such that 
the two systems are weighted equally (total deviation is normalised according to the number 
of data points for each system).  
     It has been shown experimentally that, for a given temperature, the corresponding H-Lw-
V equilibrium pressure for this ternary system mainly depends on the concentration of 
tetrahydrofuran in the aqueous liquid phase [53]. Hence, unless exact feed compositions are 
provided for the literature data, the model feed liquid is specified at the reference 
composition and calculations are initiated with a 90 mole percent liquid fraction (10 mole 
percent gas). Table 13 contains a list of references and conditions for the data used as 
reference. Comparisons of experimental data and model results in terms of equilibrium 
pressures are included. 
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Table 13. Reference data used when regressing Kihara cell potential parameters for tetrahydrofuran 
(THF). x(THF) denotes mole fraction of THF in the feed liquid phase. AAD (P) is absolute average 
relative deviation of calculated pressures compared to the reference data. 
Ref. Comp. No Points Temp. / K Composition AAD (P) 
[72] THF / CO2 13 278.3 – 289.9 0.016  x(THF)  0.028 0.17 
[73] THF / CO2 7 280.4 – 291.1 x(THF) = 0.05 0.21 
[74] THF / CO2 28 279.9 – 291.3 0.012  x(THF)  0.05 0.10* 
[75] THF / CO2 6 283.8 – 289.8 x(THF) = 0.011 0.26** 
      
[75] THF / N2 5 281.4 – 289.4 x(THF) = 0.011 0.02 
[76] THF / N2 23 280.9 – 293.8 0.01  x(THF)  0.05 0.09 
*   Data at x(THF) = 0.012 and T > 288.55 K disregarded since model predicts H-Lw-LCO2 equilibria. 
**  Data for T > 287.4 K disregarded since model predicts H-Lw-LCO2 equilibria. 
 
With the obtained parameters, the model overestimates equilibrium pressures for the mixed 
hydrate of tetrahydrofuran and carbon dioxide at liquid phase concentrations of 
tetrahydrofuran below three mole percent. Accurate descriptions of the promoted hydrates of 
carbon dioxide are obtained for concentrations of tetrahydrofuran in the aqueous liquid 
phase at or above three mole percent.  
     The mixed hydrates of nitrogen and tetrahydrofuran are described with AAD’s below 0.1 
for both reference data sets. Figure 13 a) and b) compares model results with a selection of 
the reference data for both the mixed hydrates of carbon dioxide + tetrahydrofuran and 
nitrogen + tetrahydrofuran. 
 
 
a)  
 
b)  
Figure 13. Dissociation pressures as function of temperature for mixed hydrates of carbon dioxide 
or nitrogen with tetrahydrofuran (THF). x(THF) is the initial mole fraction of tetrahydrofuran in the 
liquid phase. Model results (solid lines) are obtained using feed liquid molar ratios, Lw/(Lw+V) of 0.9. 
a) Carbon dioxide-tetrahydrofuran hydrates. Experimental data from [72, 74]. b) Nitrogen-
tetrahydrofuran hydrates. Experimental data from [75, 76]. 
Figure 13 a) clearly illustrates how the model overestimates the dissociation pressure of the 
mixed carbon dioxide + tetrahydrofuran hydrate at a THF mole fraction of 0.016.  The data 
sets at 3 and 5 mole percent THF are accurately described by the model.  
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     The mixed hydrates of nitrogen and tetrahydrofuran are accurately described in general. 
The model deviates only compared to the data set at 2 mole percent THF. At this 
concentration, the model underestimates the dissociation pressures compared to the 
experimental data reported by Seo et al. [76]. 
     Figure 14 a) and b) illustrates how the equilibrium pressures for the two promoted 
hydrate systems, at constant temperature, depend on the THF concentration in the liquid 
phase. The model predictions are compared with experimental data extracted from the above 
reference data sets. 
 
 
a) Tetrahydrofuran + carbon dioxide 
T = 286.1 K 
 
 
b) Tetrahydrofuran + nitrogen 
T = 286.1 K 
 
Figure 14. Dissociation pressures for the mixed sII hydrate of tetrahydrofuran and carbon dioxide (a) 
or nitrogen (b) as function of the initial liquid phase mole fraction of tetrahydrofuran (xtetrahydrofuran) at 
T = 286.1 K. Solid lines are model results using a liquid feed ratio Lw/(Lw+V) of 0.9. a) 
Experimental data from [72, 74]. b) Experimental data from [76]. 
The data extracted for the carbon dioxide + tetrahydrofuran hydrate system are not all given 
exactly at a temperature of 286.1 K. The temperatures for these data vary from 285.9 K to 
286.2 K. Hence, a small uncertainty in the experimental data must be expected due to these 
temperature variations. The data for the nitrogen + tetrahydrofuran system are all measured 
at a temperature of 286.1 K. 
     The presented model results in Figure 14 a) and b) are calculated for a constant 
temperature of 286.1 K. The model clearly shows the promoting effect of tetrahydrofuran, 
which has also been experimentally documented. The estimated equilibrium pressures, at 
constant temperature, decrease with increasing concentrations of tetrahydrofuran in the 
liquid phase up to a concentration of approximately 5 – 6 mole percent. For concentrations 
above this, the promoting effect decreases.  
     Looking closer at Figure 14 a) and b), it is found that the model predicts an optimum in 
the promoting effect at approximately 5.6 mole percent tetrahydrofuran in the aqueous phase. 
This concentration is identical for both of the systems shown in Figure 14 a) and b). The 
predicted optimum in the aqueous THF concentration thus lies at the theoretical, 
stoichiometric concentration of an sII hydrate with complete filling of its large cavities by 
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THF (xTHF,stoich = 0.056). An investigation of the predicted fractional occupancies of THF in 
the large cavities also showed occupancies higher than 0.99.  
     Tetrahydrofuran acts in two opposite directions in hydrate forming systems: 
Tetrahydrofuran stabilises the sII hydrate structure by its presence in the large cavities of the 
solid hydrate phase. Simultaneously, tetrahydrofuran lowers the activity of water in the 
aqueous liquid phase by forming hydrogen bonds with water. Hence, the promoting effect of 
THF is a competing effect of hydrate phase stabilisation and water de-stabilisation in the 
liquid phase. At concentrations lower than 5.6 mole percent, stabilisation of the solid 
structure is the dominating effect. At higher concentrations, the de-stabilisation of water in 
the aqueous liquid phase increases its effect, and the overall promoting effect on the hydrate 
phase decreases. 
     Figure 15 shows the same competition between hydrate stabilisation and liquid water de-
stabilisation only here for the pure sII hydrate of tetrahydrofuran (binary system of 
tetrahydrofuran and water).  
 
 
Figure 15. Dissociation temperature for the 
pure sII hydrate of tetrahydrofuran as function 
of the liquid phase mole fraction of 
tetrahydrofuran (xtetrahydrofuran). P = 0.10 MPa. 
Experimental data from [72, 77, 78]. The solid 
line represents model predictions. 
 
Hydrate dissociation temperatures are shown as a function of mole fraction of THF in the 
aqueous liquid phase. Both the experimental data and the model results are obtained at a 
fixed pressure of 0.10 MPa. Again an optimum is found at approximately 5.5 – 6.0 mole 
percent. The results shown in Figure 15 illustrate how the model tends to underestimate the 
stabilising effect of THF at low liquid phase concentrations. In the concentration range from 
approximately 2.5 – 7 mole percent, the model accurately describes the pure THF hydrate 
equilibrium temperatures. Above 7 mole percent THF, the model seems to overestimate the 
de-stabilising effect on the liquid phase.  
     The above results provide an explanation for the model’s more accurate performance in 
the mixed hydrates of THF plus gas in the concentration range from approximately 3 – 5 
mole percent. This is the region where the model provides the most accurate description of 
the balance between THF hydrate stabilisation and liquid water de-stabilisation. 
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a) x(THF) = 0.01 
 
b) x(THF) = 0.03 
Figure 16. Hydrate dissociation pressure for the mixed hydrate of carbon dioxide-nitrogen-
tetrahydrofuran as function of temperature. y(CO2) denotes initial mole fraction of carbon dioxide in 
the vapour phase. x(THF) denotes initial mole fraction of tetrahydrofuran in the aqueous liquid 
phase. Experimental data from [12]. Solid lines are model prediction obtained using a liquid feed 
ratio Lw/(Lw+V) of 0.9. a) x(THF) = 0.01. b) x(THF) = 0.03. 
Kang et al. [12] report experimental data for promoted gas hydrate systems of gas mixtures 
containing carbon dioxide and nitrogen. The thermodynamic promoter is tetrahydrofuran 
and Kang et al. investigate the promoting effect at liquid phase concentrations of 1 and 3 
mole percent THF. Two gas mixtures are used, initially containing 17 and 70 mole percent 
carbon dioxide. These conditions have been investigated using the developed model. Vapour 
phase and liquid phase initial compositions are those indicated by Kang et al. and the model 
feed liquid ratio, (Lw/(Lw+V), is set at 0.9. Figure 16 a) and b) compare the model 
predictions with the data reported by Kang et al. As expected, the model overestimates the 
dissociation pressures of the mixed carbon dioxide-nitrogen-tetrahydrofuran hydrate at a 
liquid phase containing 1 mole percent tetrahydrofuran (Figure 16 a). For the system with 3 
mole percent tetrahydrofuran in the liquid phase, the model predicts hydrate equilibrium 
pressures very well both for the carbon dioxide lean and carbon dioxide rich system. The 
model predicts all 21 data points with an AAD of 0.17. The systems with 1 mole percent 
THF are described with an AAD of 0.21 and the systems with 3 mole percent THF are 
described with an AAD of 0.14.  
     Both Figure 16 a) and b) show that the model predicts the equilibrium pressure for the 
gas mixture comprised of 70 mole percent carbon dioxide to increase steeply with 
temperature in the high temperature region. At temperatures above the ones shown in Figure 
16 a) and b), the model predicts higher dissociation pressures for the carbon dioxide rich 
system than the carbon dioxide lean system.  
     Linga et al. [15] similarly report equilibrium pressures for mixed gas hydrates of carbon 
dioxide and nitrogen, promoted by the presence of tetrahydrofuran. A total of 9 data points 
are presented for liquid phase THF mole fractions ranging from 0.005 to 0.015 and vapour 
phase mole fractions of carbon dioxide ranging from 0.15 to 0.17. The low temperature data 
reported by Linga et al. [15] for a THF liquid mole fraction of 0.01 and a vapour phase mole 
fraction of 0.17 continue the trend in the data reported by Kang et al. at similar conditions. 
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The data reported by Linga et al. have been modelled using the present model with a liquid 
feed molar ratio of 0.9. The data are described with an AAD of 0.43. Again these 
experimental data show that the model overestimates hydrate equilibrium pressures for the 
promoted systems with low liquid phase mole fractions of tetrahydrofuran.   
 
4.4  Model predictions for the promoted carbon dioxide capture process 
Up to this point, the model has been validated against available experimental data mainly for 
sub-systems relevant to the THF-promoted, post-combustion carbon dioxide capture process. 
It has been shown that significant amounts of tetrahydrofuran must be added to the aqueous 
liquid phase, in order to lower the pressure requirements sufficiently for this process to 
become realisable in large-scale gas separation processes. 
     Furthermore, it is the conclusion of the previous sections, that the present model is the 
most reliable for systems with three or more mole percent tetrahydrofuran in the aqueous 
liquid phase. 
     Hence, the following section considers and analyses the example of carbon dioxide 
capture from a simulated flue gas comprised of 10 mole percent carbon dioxide and 90 mole 
percent nitrogen. Two process conditions are simulated, one uses a promoter solution with 
three mole percent THF and the other uses a promoter solution with five mole percent THF. 
     The investigated aspects of the capture process are the flue gas minimum pressure 
requirements, process efficiency and selectivity and finally the environmental impact of this 
process. The latter in particular is an aspect which is often ignored.  
     Figure 17 a) illustrates the minimum pressure requirements (hydrate dissociation 
pressures) as function of temperature for a flue gas comprised of 10 mole percent carbon 
dioxide and 90 mole percent nitrogen. Two cases are simulated, the first using three mole 
percent THF in the aqueous phase and the second using 5 mole percent THF in the aqueous 
phase. The process is simulated using a 50 mole percent liquid feed ratio. 
 
 
a)  
 
b)  
Figure 17. Mixed hydrate equilibrium pressures (a) and fractional occupancies of gas in the small 
512 cavities of the sII hydrate (b) as functions of temperature for the quaternary system of water-
tetrahydrofuran-carbon dioxide-nitrogen. Initial vapour phase comprised of 10 mole percent carbon 
dioxide and 90 mole percent nitrogen. Initial liquid phase consists of water and x(THF) mole 
fraction of tetrahydrofuran. Model predictions obtained using a liquid feed ratio Lw/(Lw+V) of 0.5.  
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At all temperatures investigated, the minimum pressure requirement for the process using a 
3 mole percent THF solution is higher than that for the process using a 5 mole percent THF 
solution. In the investigated temperature interval from 276 K to 295 K, equilibrium 
pressures vary from approximately 0.1 MPa to 12 MPa. According to the model, both 
systems reach an equilibrium pressure of 0.10 MPa if the process temperature is lowered 
sufficiently for the (almost) pure THF hydrate to form. The 3 mole percent system reaches 
an equilibrium pressure of 0.10 MPa at approximately 276.3 K. In the case of the 5 mole 
percent THF system, this temperature is approximately 277.9 K. If one compares with the T-
x diagram of Figure 15, these temperatures are marginally higher than the equilibrium 
temperatures estimated for the pure THF hydrate in the binary system of tetrahydrofuran and 
water. The explanation for this is given in Figure 17 b). Even in the low temperature limits 
of the shown data, the hydrate phase incorporates small amounts of flue gas in the small 512 
cavities of the hydrate structure. The presence of this gas helps stabilising the hydrate phase 
above the dissociation temperature of the pure THF hydrate.  
     Both systems in equilibrium at a pressure of 0.10 MPa, obtain a fractional occupancy of 
the small hydrate cavities of approximately 0.05 (seen in Figure 17 b)).  
     Even though not depicted in Figure 17, in all the investigated systems, the fractional 
occupancy of tetrahydrofuran in the large 51264 cavity is predicted to be higher than 0.994 
indicating complete occupancy of the large cavities by THF. The fractional occupancy of 
THF in the large cavities decreases from approximately 0.9994 at the low temperatures to 
approximately 0.995 in the high temperature limits. This is valid for both systems. 
     The model correctly predicts THF to only enter the large cavities. The fractional 
occupancy of THF in the small cavities is always predicted to be zero. Similarly, only 
negligible amounts of gas enter the large cavities (order of magnitude is 10-3). 
     The information provided in the combination of Figure 17 a) and b) is discouraging in 
the context of a process for post-combustion carbon dioxide capture from power station flue 
gases using THF promoted gas hydrates. If flue gas pressurisation is considered the crucial 
issue in this process, low operating temperatures must be applied. Operating the 5 mole 
percent THF process below 0.5 MPa requires cooling the system to below 280 K. At these 
conditions, only 5 to 18 percent of the hydrate gas capacity (occupancy of the small cavities) 
is used. This means much hydrate may form, however little gas is transferred from the 
vapour phase into the solid phase. If the design criterion is high gas uptake in the solid phase, 
say 50 percent of the full capacity, the temperature must be raised to 287 K, where the 
minimum pressure requirement becomes 2.8 MPa. Generally, the two investigated systems 
behave similarly with regard to pressure and gas uptake. Hence, the 3 mole percent THF 
system will need similar pressurisation to obtain 50 percent cage occupancy of gas in the 
small cavities.  
     Figure 18 a) illustrates the water- and promoter-free mole fraction of carbon dioxide in 
the gas phase adsorbed in the incipient hydrate crystal formed from a 10 mole percent 
carbon dioxide vapour phase. It is shown how this mole fraction decreases with increasing 
temperature/pressure. At identical temperatures, the 5 mole percent THF system turns out to 
be a little more selective towards carbon dioxide than the three mole percent system. The 
reason for this is that, for identical temperatures, this system operates at lower pressures, 
279
which in turn increases selectivity. Again, modelling results are obtained using a 50 mole 
percent liquid feed ratio. 
     Figure 18 b) compares the selectivity of the promoted process with 5 mole percent THF 
to that of the un-promoted system. Both systems are modelled using a 50 mole percent 
liquid feed ratio. 
 
 
a)  
 
b) T = 280 K 
Figure 18. a) Model predictions of water- and promoter free hydrate composition of carbon dioxide 
as function of temperature. Initial vapour phase consists of 10 mole percent carbon dioxide and 90 
mole percent nitrogen. b) Carbon dioxide content in hydrate phase on water- and promoter free basis 
as function of initial vapour phase composition at T = 280 K. Red triangles: experimental data for 
the un-promoted hydrate system [12]. x(THF) is mole fraction of tetrahydrofuran in the feed liquid 
phase. 
It is seen that the selectivity towards carbon dioxide in the hydrate phase is lowered 
compared to the un-promoted system (ternary system of water-carbon dioxide-nitrogen). 
Neither the un-promoted, nor the promoted system produces a hydrate phase that is 
sufficiently rich in carbon dioxide to enable a single stage carbon dioxide capture process. 
Whereas the un-promoted system requires 3 theoretical hydrate formation/dissociation 
stages to reach a final vapour phase mole fraction of carbon dioxide above 0.95, the 
promoted system will require a total of four stages. 
     Table 14 presents predicted stage conditions (incipient hydrate crystal dissociation 
conditions) for two multi-stage capture processes – one un-promoted and one promoted 
using 5 mole percent aqueous solutions. Both processes operate at a temperature of 280 K. 
The feed into the first stage of each process is comprised of 10 mole percent carbon dioxide 
and 90 mole percent nitrogen. All stages operate at a 50 mole percent liquid feed ratio. Since 
the minimum pressure requirements are of interest, all stages are assumed to operate at the 
incipient hydrate equilibrium pressure of the input gas. In the suggested process, a single 
capture stage comprises all the equipment illustrated in Figure 1. After the first capture stage, 
it is likely that only a limited amount of compression becomes necessary between stages, as 
the incipient hydrate dissociation pressure decreases with increasing carbon dioxide mole 
fraction in the vapour phase. 
     The un-promoted process uses pure water as liquid phase. Hence the first stage operates 
at a pressure of 24.9 MPa. It is assumed that the stage pressure is constant throughout the 
entire stage and the all hydrates formed have a composition similar to the incipient hydrate 
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crystal. The hydrates formed in stage 1 are then dissociated at constant pressure and the 
released vapour phase, now containing 36 mole percent carbon dioxide is transferred to 
stage 2. In stage 2, hydrates will form at a pressure of 9.17 MPa and the water-free hydrate 
composition here becomes 80 mole percent in carbon dioxide. Passing this vapour phase 
(after dissociating the hydrates of stage 2) to stage 3, where hydrates will form at a pressure 
of 3.65 MPa, provides a final outlet gas at a temperature of 280 K and a pressure of 3.65 
MPa containing 97 mole percent carbon dioxide. 
     The promoted capture process operates at significantly lower pressures. The minimum 
pressure requirement of the first stage becomes 0.41 MPa and the water- and promoter-free 
hydrate composition of carbon dioxide is 30 mole percent. The promoted capture process 
requires a total of four theoretical stages to reach a final outlet gas containing 96 mole 
percent carbon dioxide. This outlet gas is supplied at 280 K and 0.17 MPa. 
 
Table 14. Simulated incipient hydrate conditions for the un-promoted and promoted (x(THF) = 
0.05) capture processes. T = 280 K. Initial vapour phase mole fraction of CO2 in feed to stage 1 is 
0.10. Peq is incipient hydrate equilibrium pressure for each stage. YCO2 is mole fraction of CO2 in 
the incipient hydrate crystal (water- and promoter-free basis). Hydrate phase composition (YCO2) in 
stage 1 is used as feed to stage 2 and so forth. All stages in both processes operate at a 50 mole 
percent liquid feed ratio. 
            Unpromoted  Promoted 
Stage  Peq (MPa) YCO2  Peq (MPa) YCO2 
1  24.9 0.36  0.41 0.30 
2  9.17 0.80  0.29 0.62 
3  3.65 0.97  0.21 0.86 
4  N/A N/A  0.17 0.96 
The results presented above outline both the benefits and the drawbacks of using 
tetrahydrofuran as a thermodynamic hydrate promoter in the hydrate-based carbon dioxide 
capture process. The main benefit is the fact that the minimum pressure requirement in the 
first separation stage of the process is reduced from 24.9 MPa to 0.41 MPa by the addition 
of 5 mole percent THF to the aqueous liquid. The drawback of the promoted system is not 
only the fact that this process requires an additional separation stage, the promoted system 
also delivers the final carbon dioxide rich stream at a low pressure. Hence, this process 
requires a final compression of the carbon dioxide product, before this stream is ready for 
transportation and/or storage (assuming liquid carbon dioxide is the preferred form for 
transportation). Compressing the outlet stream of the final separation stage is however 
significantly less energy consuming than compressing the original flue gas, since the final 
outlet gas only represents a small fraction of the original flue gas stream. 
     Furthermore, since the promoted hydrates provide low gas uptakes at the proposed 
process temperature, large amounts of liquid and hydrate slurries must be circulated in the 
system to remove significant amounts of carbon dioxide from the original flue gas. 
     An interesting yet often ignored aspect of the promoted hydrate based carbon dioxide 
capture process is the promoter slip from the aqueous liquid phase to the vapour phase. 
Figure 19 illustrates the predicted THF mole fraction in the equilibrium vapour phase 
(incipient hydrate forming conditions) leaving the first stage of the promoted hydrate 
process.  
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Figure 19. Equilibrium Mole fraction of 
tetrahydrofuran, y(THF), in the vapour 
phase leaving stage 1 of the simulated 
carbon dioxide capture process. Solid line: 
model predictions for system using a 3 
mole percent THF aqueous solution. 
Dashed line: model predictions for system 
using a 5 mole percent THF aqueous 
solution. 
As can be seen, the gas phase of stage 1 contains significant amounts of THF. For the 
simulated four-stage capture process (x(THF = 0.05), operating at 280 K, the gas phase in 
stage 1 would contain 0.39 mole percent THF at equilibrium,. This promoter content would 
have to be recovered, before the off-gas can be emitted to the atmosphere.  The following 
stages would emit similar or higher concentrations of THF to the atmosphere, since these 
stages operate at even lower pressures. Hence, the present model predicts furthermore one 
challenge in the promoted hydrate process. Significant amounts of promoter will slip from 
the liquid phase to the vapour phase and this content must be re-generated subsequently for 
both environmental and economic reasons. 
5. Conclusion 
A modelling study of both fluid phase behaviour and hydrate phase behaviour was presented. 
Four components were studied, water, tetrahydrofuran, carbon dioxide and nitrogen. Six 
binary pairs were studied for their fluid phase behaviour. CPA descriptions were improved 
when needed by correlation of binary parameters in the applied mixing- and combining rules. 
     In this work, CPA has proven its qualities as an advanced equation of state handling 
systems involving hydrogen bonding, resulting in complex fluid phase behaviour. Accurate 
descriptions were obtained for all the investigated systems. 
     The binary system of water and tetrahydrofuran represents a challenge from a fluid phase 
modelling point of view, as this system shows both azeotropic vapour-liquid equilibrium 
(VLE) at ambient conditions and closed-loop miscibility gaps at elevated temperatures and 
pressures. Accurate modelling of this system was found to be important when later 
extending the model to include other components such as e.g. carbon dioxide. Whereas CPA, 
from a qualitative point of view, predicted the correct fluid phase behaviour in this ternary 
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system, the phase composition of the aqueous phase in particular was described with 
significant deviations compared to available experimental data. 
     The developed model was applied to simulate two simplified processes for post-
combustion carbon dioxide capture from power station flue gases. 
     The first process, an unpromoted hydrate process, was assumed to operate isothermally at 
a temperature of 280 K. The flue gas feed into the first stage of the process was comprised 
of 10 mole percent carbon dioxide and 90 mole percent nitrogen. In the hydrate forming 
vessel, pure water and flue gas was mixed at a 50/50 molar feed ratio. The hydrate forming 
stage was assumed to operate isobarically at the incipient hydrate equilibrium pressure of 
the inlet gas. This is a simplified scenario as hydrate crystallization would need further 
pressurisation or cooling to take place. The incipient hydrate dissociation conditions were 
however used as a means of determining the minimum pressure requirement of the system. 
The minimum pressure requirement of the first stage was estimated to be 24.9 MPa. The 
captured gas contained 36 mole percent carbon dioxide suggesting the need for a multi-stage 
capture process design. Applying three consecutive hydrate formation/dissociation stages 
(three-stage capture process), a carbon dioxide-rich product (97 mole percent) could be 
delivered at a temperature of 280 K and a pressure of 3.65 MPa. It was concluded that this 
process was not economically feasible due to the high pressure requirement of the first 
capture stage. 
     The second carbon dioxide capture process used tetrahydrofuran as a thermodynamic 
promoter to reduce the pressure requirements. A five mole percent aqueous solution of 
tetrahydrofuran was circulated in the second process. By doing so the minimum pressure 
requirement of the first capture stage could be lowered to 0.41 MPa. Selectivity towards 
carbon dioxide in the hydrate phase was however lower than in the unpromoted process. 
Therefore the tetrahydrofuran promoted capture process needed four consecutive hydrate 
formation/dissociation stages to produce a 96 mole percent carbon dioxide-rich product 
stream. This stream was delivered at 280 K and a pressure of 0.17 MPa. 
     The presented results are discouraging for the carbon dioxide capture process in 
development. The present modelling study has suggested several drawbacks of using 
tetrahydrofuran, when applied in low-pressure, hydrate-based gas separation processes. Due 
to the high volatility of this compound, the promoter readily transfers to the vapour phase. 
Furthermore, tetrahydrofuran lowers the selectivity towards carbon dioxide in the hydrate 
phase compared to the unpromoted system. 
     It is not in the nature of species such as carbon dioxide and nitrogen to form the classical 
gas hydrates at conditions close to atmospheric pressure. Therefore, even though these 
hydrate structures become available at low pressure, carbon dioxide may not necessarily 
enter the solid phase in significant amounts. This model suggests that it is 
thermodynamically more favourable for carbon dioxide to remain in the co-existing fluid 
phases at low pressure conditions. 
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7. List of Abbreviations and Symbols 
Abbreviations 
AAD  Average Absolute Deviation 
BIP  Binary Interaction Parameter  
CPA  Cubic-Plus-Association 
LLE  Liquid Liquid Equilibrium 
Obj  Objective function 
SA  Simulated Annealing 
THF  Tetrahydrofuran 
VLE  Vapour Liquid Equilibrium 
VLLE Vapour Liquid Liquid Equilibrium 
 
Symbols 
Normal Characters 
Ai  Association site type “A” on component i [unit less] 
a0  CPA pure component parameter [Pa·m6·mol-2] 
aj  Spherical core radius of component j in the Kihara cell potential [m] 
akij  Constant in temperature expression for kij [unit less] 
Bj  Association site type “B” on component j [unit less] 
b  CPA co-volume parameter [m3·mol-1] 
bkij  Constant in temperature expression for kij [K] 
c1  CPA pure component parameter [unit less] 
( )pC T'  Reference heat capacity difference between the meta-stable empty 
hydrate phase and liquid water at temperature T [J·mole-1] 
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/
0 0( , )
Ice
wH T P
E'  Reference hydrate enthalpy difference between water in the meta-stable 
empty hydrate phase and water in ice at reference temperature and 
pressure conditions [J·mole-1] 
/( ) wIce LwH T'  Enthalpy difference between water in ice and Liquid water at 
temperature, T [J·mole-1] 
/
0 0( , ) w
Ice L
wH T P'  Reference enthalpy difference between water in ice and Liquid water at 
reference temperature and pressure conditions [J·mole-1] 
kB  The Boltzmann constant [J·K-1] 
kij  Binary interaction parameter [unit less] 
N  Total number [unit less] 
P  Pressure [Pa] 
P0  Pressure at reference condition [Pa] 
Pc  Critical pressure [Pa] 
PR  Pressure of reference hydrate [Pa] 
R  Gas constant [m3·Pa·mole-1·K-1] 
scalc  Calculated parameter value used in definition of AAD or obj 
sexp  Experimental parameter value used in definition of AAD or obj 
T  Temperature [Kelvin] 
T0  Temperature at reference condition [K] 
Tc  Critical temperature [Kelvin] 
/ Ice
wV
E'  Molar volume difference empty hydrate structure and ice [m3·mole-1] 
/ wIce L
wV'  Molar volume difference between ice and liquid water [m3·mole-1] 
x  Liquid phase mole fraction [unit less] 
XAi Fraction of non-bonded association sites of type “A” on component i 
[unit less] 
y  Vapour phase mole fraction [unit less] 
Yj  Water free hydrate composition of guest j [unit less] 
 
Greek letters 
ȕAiBi  CPA pure component association volume [unit less] 
ȕAiBj  CPA binary association volume [unit less] 
ȖAiBj  CPA binary adjustable in combining rule for ȕAiBj [unit less] 
İj  Maximum attractive potential of specie j in the Kihara cell potential [J] 
İAiBi  CPA pure component association energy of specie i [Pa·m3·mol-1] 
/L
w
EP'   Reference hydrate chemical potential difference between water in the 
meta-stable empty hydrate phase (ȕ) and water in the co-existing liquid 
phase (L) [J·mole-1] 
/
0 0( , ) w
L
wT P
EP'  Reference hydrate chemical potential difference between water in the 
meta-stable empty hydrate phase (ȕ) and liquid water (L) at reference 
temperature and pressure conditions [J·mole-1] 
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Ȧ  Acentric factor [unit less] 
 
Subscripts 
i  Component i [unit less] 
j  Component j [unit less] 
w  Water [unit less] 
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Abstract 
A thermodynamic model based on the Cubic-Plus-Association equation of state and the van 
der Waals-Platteeuw hydrate model is applied to perform a thermodynamic evaluation of 
gas hydrate forming systems relevant for post-combustion carbon dioxide capture. 
     A modelling study of both fluid phase behaviour and hydrate phase behaviour is 
presented.  Cycloalkanes ranging from cyclopropane to cyclohexane, represents a challenge 
for CPA, both in the description of the pure component densities and for liquid-liquid 
equilibrium (LLE) in the binary systems with water. It is concluded that an insufficient 
amount of reliable LLE data exist for the binary system of water and cyclopentane. 
Additional water-in-oil data in particular are desired for this system.  
     An unpromoted hydrate-based capture process, operating isothermally at a temperature of 
280 K is simulated. The minimum pressure requirement of the first stage is estimated to be 
24.9 MPa. Applying three consecutive hydrate formation/dissociation stages (three-stage 
capture process), a carbon dioxide-rich product (97 mole percent) may be delivered at a 
temperature of 280 K and a pressure of 3.65 MPa.  
     A second capture process, where cyclopentane is incorporated as a thermodynamic 
hydrate promoter is simulated. At the presence of cyclopentane the minimum pressure 
requirement of the first stage (operating at 285 K) is lowered to 1.04 MPa. This process 
needs four consecutive hydrate formation/dissociation stages to produce a 95 mole percent 
carbon dioxide-rich product stream. The The vapour phases in the cyclopentane promoted 
process contains several mole percent cyclopentane at hydrate equilibrium conditions. At 
temperatures below 284 K, the entire cyclopentane bulk phase evaporates completely at 
hydrate forming conditions (pressures below 0.55 MPa). 
     The present study suggests the hydrate-based separation technology to be unsuitable for 
the specific case of post-combustion carbon dioxide capture from power station flue gases, 
where operating pressures should preferably remain close to atmospheric. Even though the 
hydrate structure becomes available at low pressure conditions (by use of thermodynamic 
promoters), carbon dioxide may not necessarily enter the solid phase in significant amounts. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Keywords: Gas hydrates, Promoter, Carbon Dioxide, Cyclopentane, Modelling, 
Thermodynamics, Cubic-Plus-Association (CPA), Van der Waals-Platteeuw. 
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1. Introduction 
Being a greenhouse gas, carbon dioxide absorbs and re-emits long-wave (infrared) radiation 
in the atmosphere of this planet. In the last 200 years, the concentration of carbon dioxide in 
the atmosphere has increased from approximately 280 ppm to a level of about 390 ppm in 
2010 [1, 2].  
     Though not proven, it is suspected that our climate is changing due to anthropogenic 
emissions of greenhouse gases. Among the known greenhouse gases, carbon dioxide is 
suspected to be a main contributor to the observed climate change [3]. 
     Efforts have been made to reduce carbon dioxide emissions from central locations such 
as e.g. fossil fuel (coal, oil and gas) fired power stations. The International Energy Agency 
(IEA) estimated that approximately 35 percent of the total carbon dioxide emission coming 
from combustion of fossil fuels in 2001 was related to heat- and energy production [4]. 
     One way of lowering emissions of carbon dioxide from such locations is post-
combustion carbon dioxide capture. Post-combustion capture is performed by removing 
carbon dioxide from flue gases before the gas is released to the atmosphere. These kinds of 
capture technologies are often easier to retro-fit to existing plants, since this can be done 
without making significant changes to the combustion technology [5]. 
     A novel gas clathrate hydrate based separation technology is analysed in the present 
communication. This process is currently investigated as an alternative to the existing gas 
separation technologies. 
     Gas clathrate hydrates, are solid, crystalline formations of small molecules and water. 
Gas hydrates form when the constituents come into contact at conditions of low temperature 
and/or high pressure [6].  
     Gas hydrates are often referred to as non-stoichiometric solid inclusion bodies, where 
water acts as a host, forming a crystalline lattice by hydrogen bonding [7, 8, 9]. A number of 
empty cavities are incorporated in this lattice, in which small guest molecules may be 
physically adsorbed. The water lattice is a thermodynamically unstable structure, however 
interactions between the water and guest molecules stabilise the lattice [9]. The most 
commonly encountered gas clathrate hydrate structures are the sI, the sII and the sH 
structures. Detailed descriptions of each hydrate structure may be found elsewhere [6]. 
     Hydrate structures are often governed by the physical sizes and shapes of the guest 
molecules enclathrated in the lattice cavities. Guest molecules of diameter size 4.2 – 6 Å, 
such as methane (CH4), carbon dioxide (CO2) and hydrogen sulfide (H2S) all form structure 
I hydrates. There are guest molecules with diameters smaller than 4.2 Å that form structure 
II hydrates when present as single guests. These include nitrogen (N2) and hydrogen (H2). 
Larger molecules with diameter 6 – 7 Å may similarly form structure II. Propane (C3H8) and 
iso-butane (C4H10) are the most common among these. Structure H hydrates are typically 
formed by large molecules of diameter 7 – 9 Å accompanied by smaller molecules such as 
e.g  methane [6]. 
     The carbon dioxide hydrate forms a pressure of approximately 1.2 MPa for a temperature 
of 273 K [6]. The resulting sI hydrate structure creates a total of 8 cavities for each 46 water 
molecules. If a single carbon dioxide molecule is enclathrated in each of these cavities, the 
hydrate phase molar concentration of carbon dioxide becomes 15 percent. This corresponds 
to a mass fraction of carbon dioxide of approximately 0.31. Such a gas density is however 
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rarely achievable at moderate conditions of temperature and pressure since gas hydrates are 
non-stoichiometric formations (some cavities are left vacant). 
     Nitrogen and oxygen also form gas hydrates, however, these compounds form hydrates at 
significantly higher pressures. Gas mixtures of nitrogen, oxygen and carbon dioxide are 
expected to form hydrates at conditions in between those of the pure gases. The hydrates 
formed from such gas mixtures will enclathrate all gas phase components. As carbon 
dioxide forms hydrates at the lowest pressures of the three main constituents of the flue gas, 
the mixed hydrates are expected to be rich in carbon dioxide. 
     The suggested hydrate based carbon dioxide capture process contains two sections, 
capture and release. The flue gas is compressed, cooled and mixed with water in the capture 
section, whereby hydrates may form by crystallisation. A hydrate slurry may subsequently 
be transferred to the release section, where the solid particles are dissociated by either 
heating or pressure release. The carbon dioxide-rich gas is released at conditions of 
moderate to high pressures and low temperature. The aqueous liquid phase may be re-cycled 
to the capture section. 
     Figure 1 illustrates a simplified schematic of a suggested process configuration. 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Simplified Schematic of a suggested configuration for the gas clathrate 
hydrate-based post-combustion carbon dioxide capture process. Modified from [10].  
 
The hydrate based separation technology has the advantage of operating at temperatures, 
where low-quality heat can be used in the release section of the process. Furthermore, 
smaller amount of excess liquid is heated in the release part, since the hydrate slurry is a 
concentrated phase.  
     This technology has the disadvantage of requiring high pressures/low temperatures in the 
capture part. Very large volumes of flue gas must be compressed. By doing this, a large 
amount of nitrogen is compressed just to be let down in pressure after the capture stage. The 
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introduction of a turbine generator downstream of the capture stage may recover some 
energy. This will however increase the capital cost of the capture plant. Other known 
challenges related to this process are the slow kinetics of the hydrate crystallisation as well 
as handling of the particle suspension.  
     Previous attempts of improving this technology have investigated ways of lowering the 
pressure requirement in the capture stage. It has been found that the addition of low 
pressure/high temperature gas hydrate stabilisers (thermodynamic hydrate promoters) may 
significantly lower the pressure requirement of this process. A thermodynamic gas hydrate 
promoter is a gas hydrate former that stabilises a hydrate structure at low pressures/high 
temperatures, thereby allowing for gas phase components to enter the hydrate phase at 
milder conditions. The formed hydrate phase thereby enclathrates both the promoter and the 
desired gas phase constituents. If the promoter is a liquid at the operating conditions of the 
process, it does not pollute the final gas product since it will remain with the liquid phase 
when the hydrates are dissociated. One disadvantage of adding these promoters is that they 
lower the gas storage capacity of the solid phase, since they occupy a fraction of the lattice 
cavities. 
     Cyclopentane has been suggested in the literature as a potential thermodynamic gas 
hydrate promoter for the hydrate based carbon dioxide capture process, as this component is 
known to form sII hydrates at ambient conditions of temperature and pressure. 
     Hydrate-Liquid water-Vapour equilibrium data for the sII cyclopentane clathrate hydrate 
formed in pure water was measured by Fan et al. [11]. The reported equilibrium pressures 
were sub-atmospheric in the temperature range from approximately 273 K to approximately 
280 K, suggesting that cyclopentane may be used as a thermodynamic hydrate promoter in 
processes operating at near-atmospheric pressure conditions. 
     The formation mechanism of pure cyclopentane hydrate formed in water-in-oil emulsions 
was studied by Karanjkar et al. [12]. Emulsions were formed by the use of the Span 80 non-
ionic surfactant. It was shown that cyclopentane hydrate formation is an interfacial process. 
Contact surface area played a key role in the formation process, and an increased amount of 
hydrate was formed in emulsified systems compared to systems with two distinct liquid 
phases. 
    It was found that without the use of surfactants, a thin hydrate layer quickly formed and 
covered the liquid-liquid interface, slowing down transport of cyclopentane by diffusion to 
the water-rich liquid phase. At the presence of oil-soluble surfactants, the growth 
mechanism was changed dramatically. Hydrate crystals then grew and merged into the water 
liquid-phase, rather than covering the surface, resulting in higher water conversions and a 
larger range of crystal particle sizes. 
     In a recent study combining kinetic and morphological observations, Lim et al. [13] 
showed that the presence of cyclopentane enhances hydrate formation rates and provides 
high gas uptakes for systems relevant to CO2 capture. 
     Hydrate formation in the ternary system of water-cyclopentane-carbon dioxide has been 
investigated by Zhang and Lee [14] and Mohammadi and Richon [15]. Cyclopentane was 
shown to have a significant pressure reducing effect on the hydrate formation conditions 
compared to the pure carbon dioxide hydrates. Four-phase equilibrium conditions, involving 
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hydrates, were determined in the temperature interval from 284.3 K to 292.6 K. Hydrate 
dissociation pressures varied from 0.35 MPa to 3.51 MPa in this temperature range. 
     Zhang et al. [16] investigated hydrate formation in the quaternary system of water + 
cyclopentane + carbon dioxide + hydrogen in the temperature interval from approximately 
284 K to 291K. Increasing the relative carbon dioxide content in the vapour phase lowered 
the equilibrium pressure of the mixed hydrate phase. However, as temperatures approached 
the dissociation point of the pure cyclopentane hydrate at 0.1 MPa, this effect diminished 
due to the formation of an almost pure cyclopentane hydrate. 
     Li et al. [17] studied carbon dioxide capture from synthetic flue gasses comprised of 83.4 
mole percent N2 and 16.6 mole percent CO2. Mixed hydrates were formed in the presence of 
cyclopentane. They investigated hydrate formation rates and the selectivity of CO2 in the 
hydrate phase. It was shown that upon adding an emulsifier to the promoted system, the 
crystallisation rate was increased dramatically compared to the promoted system with two 
bulk liquid phases (water and cyclopentane). However, the selectivity towards CO2 in the 
hydrate phase was decreased by the addition of the emulsifier.  
2. Purpose of This Study 
The post-combustion carbon dioxide capture process applying gas hydrate formation is 
investigated by means of thermodynamic modelling. The main focus is on the minimum 
pressure requirements in the hydrate forming vessel (crystalliser). The minimum pressure 
requirement is here defined as the incipient hydrate dissociation pressure for a given system 
at specified temperature. Since gas hydrates are non-stoichiometric phases, estimates of the 
water-free hydrate composition and thereby the composition of the captured gas phase is 
reported for various process conditions.  
     A thermodynamic model handling equilibrium of both fluid phases and hydrate 
formation in the ternary system of water, carbon dioxide and nitrogen was presented in a 
previous study [18]. This model combines the van der Waals-Plaatteeuw hydrate model [19] 
with the Cubic-Plus-Association (CPA) equation of state [20, 21]. The model has recently 
been modified [10] and accuracy has been improved for both the fluid phase and hydrate 
phase descriptions in the above mentioned ternary system. Furthermore, tetrahydrofuran was 
incorporated in the component list, enabling the performance of a thermodynamic evaluation 
of the post-combustion carbon dioxide capture process using tetrahydrofuran as a 
thermodynamic hydrate promoter.  
     In the present study, the component list is further expanded to include cyclopentane. The 
new model is validated against experimental data for both fluid phase equilibria and hydrate 
equilibria. A simplified post-combustion carbon dioxide capture process, including 
cyclopentane as a thermodynamic promoter, is simulated by use of the developed model. 
3. Model 
The model applied in this work is described in detail elsewhere [10, 18], and will therefore 
not be presented here. Model specific parameters for the van der Waals Platteeuw hydrate 
model used in this work may be found in our most recent communication [10]. 
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     This section only presents component specific parameters applied in the present study. 
These parameters include CPA pure component parameters for the four components of 
interest in this study, water, cyclopentane, carbon dioxide and nitrogen. These parameters 
are provided in Table 1. 
 
Table 1. Cubic-Plus-Association (CPA) equation of state pure component parameters for; water 
(H2O), cyclopentane(1) (CP(1)), carbon dioxide (CO2) and nitrogen (N2). Association scheme 
according to definition presented elsewhere [22]. 
Component Assoc. 
scheme 
a0·101 
/ 
Pa·m6·mol-2 
b·105 
/ 
m3·mol-1 
c1  ȕAiBi  İ
AiBi ·10-4 
/ 
Pa·m3·mol-1 
Ref. 
H2O [2+;2-] 1.2277 1.4515 0.6736 0.0692 1.6655 [21] 
CP(1) N/A Tc = 511.7 K    ,    Pc = 4.51 MPa    ,    Ȧ = 0.19487 [23] 
CO2 [0+;1-] 3.5079 2.7200 0.7602 N/A N/A [24] 
N2 N/A Tc = 126.2 K    ,    Pc = 3.40 MPa    ,    Ȧ = 0.03772 [23] 
 
In CPA, two approaches may be used to obtain pure component parameters for non-
associating compounds. One is to use critical temperature, critical pressure and acentric 
factor for the pure component (if available) and calculate the three pure component 
parameters in a manner identical to that used for the SRK equation of state. The second 
approach is to regress the three parameters by fitting CPA to data for vapour pressures and 
saturated liquid densities for the pure component. Both approaches are used in this work. 
For non self-associating and non cross-associating compounds, critical data are used to 
calculate the three pure component parameters of CPA. For components that are cross-
associating or self- and cross-associating, parameters are regressed by use of experimental 
data for vapour pressures and liquid densities. 
     All CPA parameters of this work that are calculated from critical data, use critical data 
from the DIPPR database [23]. 
     In addition to the pure component parameters, binary parameters in CPA have previously 
been presented for all binary pairs formed by the ternary system of water, carbon dioxide 
and nitrogen [10]. The present study has expanded to include three new binary systems 
incorporating cyclopentane. Binary CPA parameters for all pairs formed in the quaternary 
system of water, cyclopentane, carbon dioxide and nitrogen are provided in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Binary parameters for all pairs formed by the four components; water, cyclopentane, 
carbon dioxide and nitrogen. Up to three binary parameters (akij  , bkij  , ȖAiBj) may be adjusted for 
binary pairs showing cross-association. A maximum of two binary parameters (akij , bkij) may be 
adjusted in pairs with no cross-association. akij and bkij are related to the binary interaction 
parameter, kij. ȖAiBj enters in the combining rule for the binary cross-association volume, ȕAiBj. 
Binary Pair  Adj. Parameters. kij ȖAiBj Ref. 
Water-Cyclopentane(1)  akij 0.0211 N/A This work 
Water-Carbon dioxide  akij  , bkij  , ȖAiBj 0.4719 - 112.5/T 0.1707 [10] 
Water-Nitrogen  akij  , bkij   0.9999 - 368.4/T N/A [10] 
      
Cyclopentane(1)-Carbon dioxide akij 0.1574 N/A This work 
Cyclopentane(1)-Nitrogen  N/A 0.0000 N/A  
      
Carbon dioxide-Nitrogen  akij -0.0856 N/A [10] 
 
The van der Waals-Platteeuw hydrate model, as applied here, has no real predictive 
capabilities without a priori knowledge of the gas hydrate formers of interest. Kihara 
parameters must be determined by fitting the complete model to existing data for 
dissociation pressures and/or hydrate phase compositions. When doing so, the hydrate 
structures of the used reference data should preferably be known. The Kihara parameters 
applied in this modelling study are presented in Table 3. Only the parameters (ıj and İj) for 
cyclopentane have been regressed as part of the present work. 
 
Table 3. Kihara spherical cell potential parameters used in this work. kB is 
the Boltzmann constant. 
Component aj·1010 / m ıj·1010 / m İj/kB / K Ref. 
Carbon dioxide 0.6805 * 2.9643 171.70 [10] 
Nitrogen 0.3526 * 3.1723 128.07 [10] 
Cyclopentane 0.8968 ** 3.1480 250.89 This work 
* From [6]  ,  ** From [25] 
 
The Kihara parameters presented in Table 3 are valid only for the specific model applied 
here [10, 18], since these depend on the reference hydrate properties, equation of state etc. 
Other implementations of the van der Waals-Platteeuw hydrate model, incorporating 
different hydrate reference properties and/or another equation of state, may therefore not 
necessarily provide results that are identical to those presented in this work. 
  
4. Results and Discussion 
When comparing model results to experimental data, the term Average Absolute (relative) 
Deviation (AAD) is used. AAD is defined according to equation (1). 
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Where scalc is the calculated property of interest (s may be temperature, pressure, 
composition etc.) and sexp is the experimental reference data. N is the total number of data 
points. 
     Generally (both for fluid phase modelling and hydrate modelling), in cases, where 
correlation of parameters was needed, optimisation has been done by minimising the sum of 
absolute relative deviations between model descriptions and experimental data. The 
objective function has been defined as in equation (2). 
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Where scalc again is the calculated property of interest (s may be temperature, pressure, 
composition etc.) and sexp is the experimental reference data. N is the total number of data 
points used as reference.  
     Optimisation of parameters in this work has been performed by use of an optimisation 
algorithm based on a FORTRAN implementation of the simulated annealing (SA) global 
optimisation algorithm presented by Goffe et al. [26] (source code available via [27]). 
 
4.1  Fluid Phase Modelling 
Being consistent in all fluid phases, this model may not only be used to describe/predict 
conditions of incipient gas hydrate formation, it also accurately describes/predicts the 
number and types of co-existing fluid phases and the distribution of feed components in the 
fluid phases at equilibrium conditions. For this reason, emphasis has been put on “tuning” 
the fluid phase description to create an accurate and reliable framework for the hydrate 
model.    
     The following sections present CPA modelling results of pure and binary sub-systems 
within the quaternary system of water, cyclopentane, carbon dioxide and nitrogen. These 
results serve as a validation of the inputs supplied later to the van der Waals-Platteeuw gas 
clathrate hydrate model.  
 
CPA Pure Component parameters for cyclopentane 
Cyclopentane is assumed a non self-associating compound and thus has three pure 
component parameters in CPA. As mentioned, these parameters may be obtained in two 
ways. 
     As an example below, CPA parameters for cyclopentane calculated from critical 
properties; Tc = 511.7 K, Pc = 4.51MPa, Ȧ = 0.194874 (from here on referred to as 
Cyclopentane(1)) are: 
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a0 = 17.155·10-1 (Pa·m6· mol-2) 
b = 8.173·10-5  (m3·mol-1) 
c1 = 0.7801  (Unit less) 
Alternatively, three pure component parameters are regressed by fitting CPA to vapour 
pressures and saturated liquid molar volumes of cyclopentane in the reduced temperature 
interval from approximately 0.5 to 0.9. Experimental data are generated from the 
correlations provided by the DIPPR database [23]. In this temperature interval, the 
correlation deviations are lower than 1 percent compared to the experimental source data 
behind the correlation. The regressed CPA parameters (referred to as Cyclopentane(2)) 
become: 
a0 = 16.311·10-1 (Pa·m6· mol-2) 
b = 7.527·10-5  (m3·mol-1) 
c1 = 0.7262  (Unit less) 
Some results of calculations performed using the two pure component sets are shown in 
Figure 2. 
 
 
a) 
 
b) 
Figure 2. Comparison of calculated and “experimental” vapour pressure a) and saturated liquid 
molar volume b) of cyclopentane. “Experimental” data from [23]. Cyclopentane(1) parameters 
are obtained from critical data. Cyclopentane(2) parameters are obtained by fitting CPA to the 
shown “experimental” data along with saturated liquid volumes 
Figure 2 a) and b) illustrate, respectively, the natural logarithm of the vapour pressure as 
function of inverse temperature and saturated liquid molar volume as function of 
temperature for pure cyclopentane. Data from DIPPR are shown in the two figures for 
comparison with the calculations using cyclopentane(1) and cyclopentane(2) parameters. 
     CPA: Cyclopentane(1) (critical data) and CPA: Cyclopentane(2) (regressed parameters) 
describe the vapour pressure of pure cyclopentane with similar accuracy. CPA: 
Cyclopentane(1) has an absolute average deviation (AAD) of 0.7% while for CPA: 
Cyclopentane(2), the AAD has decreased to 0.4%. 
     A more noticeable difference between the two pure component parameter sets is seen in 
the description of the saturated liquid volume of cyclopentane (Figure 2 b). 
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     The AAD of parameter set 1 (critical data) in the reduced temperature interval from 0.5 
to 0.9 is approximately 9.5%, while parameter set 2 (regressed parameters) obtains an AAD 
of approximately 2.0%. Hence, in this case a significant gain in accuracy in the description 
of the pure component saturated liquid volumes is obtained by regressing pure component 
parameters. 
     An AAD of 2.0 percent in the reduced temperature interval from 0.5 to 0.9 is relatively 
large considering cyclopentane is a non self-associating compound. It is a little surprising 
that CPA has trouble describing molar liquid volumes of the pure cycloalkane. 
  

Figure 3. DIPPR [23] correlations of 
saturated liquid molar volumes of 
cycloalkanes. Data for cyclopropane (c-
C3), cyclobutane (c-C4), cyclopentane (c-
C5), cyclohexane (c-C6) and 
cycloheptane (c-C7). 
The DIPPR data however reveal nothing unusual for cyclopentane compared to four other 
cycloalkanes (see Figure 3). The illustrated data (from correlations) show clear trends with 
increasing molar volumes as function of increasing ring size and increasing temperature. 
     Further attempts were made to find a reason for the low accuracy in the description of the 
saturated liquid volumes. By regressing CPA pure component parameters for cycloalkanes 
ranging from cyclopropane (c-C3) to cyclohexane (c-C6) and comparing these to the DIPPR 
correlations shown in Figure 3 it was found that CPA has difficulties in describing these 
densities for cyclobutane and cyclopentane, whereas the remaining investigated 
cycloalkanes (cyclopropane and cyclohexane) are well described in terms of saturated liquid 
volumes. The regressed CPA parameters for the four cycloalkanses have been compared to 
published parameters for n-alkanes of similar sizes. Trends in the parameters of this work 
compare well with those found for other compounds. Hence, no reason was found to 
question the present parameters. See Appendix A1 for a more detailed description of this 
analysis. 
 
Water-Cyclopentane 
Cyclopentane(1) (from critical properties) and Cyclopentane(2) (regressed parameters) 
presented above yield significant differences in the description of the saturated liquid 
volume of this component. In the following, it is investigated how the two parameter sets 
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perform when moving to liquid-liquid equilibrium (LLE) conditions of the binary system of 
water and cyclopentane. Experimental reference data for this binary system are taken from 
[28-31]. The conditions covered by the experimental data are listed in Table 4. 
 
Table 4. Liquid-Liquid equilibria (LLE) data for the binary system of 
cyclopentane and water. x denotes water-rich liquid phase composition data, z 
denotes cyclopentane-rich phase composition data. AAD is absolute average 
deviation according to Eq. (1) when using the Cyclopentane(1) parameter set 
and a binary interaction parameter, kij, of 0.0211. 
Reference Type No. Data Points Temp. / K AAD 
[28] z 5 273.2 – 313.2 0.47 
[29] x 1 298.2 0.03 
[30] x 6 313.3 – 426.3 1.35* 
[31] x 3 276.5 – 296.2 0.24 
* AAD = 0.44 for the single data point measured at 313 K. 
 
     Figure 4 a) illustrates the predicted LLE (oil in water and water in oil contents) for the 
binary system of water and cyclopentane. Water is treated as a self-associating compound 
using an association scheme with two electron donating and two electron accepting sites 
(also known as the 4C scheme in the terms of Huang and Radosz [32]). Cyclopentane is 
modelled either using the Cyclopentane(1) parameters (from critical data) or with regressed 
Cyclopentane(2) parameters. 
It is seen that the regressed CPA parameters provide a lower accuracy in the oil in water 
description in the binary system with water compared to the CPA parameters obtained from 
critical data.  Both of the parameter sets overestimate the cyclopentane in water contents and 
under estimate the water in cyclopentane content. Whereas the differences between the two 
parameter sets are large for the water-rich phase, both parameter sets describe the 
cyclopentane-rich phase with similar deviations. 
     An attempt has been made to improve the LLE description of CPA for both cyclopentane 
parameter cases. Figure 4 b) illustrates the performances of CPA in describing LLE for the 
binary system of water and cyclopentane. Non-zero binary interaction parameters have been 
regressed by minimising model deviations compared to all the experimental reference data 
listed in Table 4. 
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a) 
 
b) 
 
c) 
Figure 4. Comparison of Experimental, predicted a) and correlated b), c) LLE for the binary system of 
water and cyclopentane. Blue diamonds: mole fraction of water in liquid cyclopentane [28]. Red 
triangles: mole fraction of cyclopentane in liquid water [29-31]. Solid lines: CPA using 
Cyclopentane(1) parameter set. Dashed lines: CPA using Cyclopentane(2) parameter set. 
 
Both parameter sets for cyclopentane result in an underestimation of the cyclopentane 
content in the water-rich phase at temperatures below 370 K. At temperatures above 370 K 
the oil in water content is overestimated. The water in oil description is underestimated 
significantly in the entire temperature interval covered by the experimental data. A binary 
interaction parameter (BIP) of 0.0844 was needed to correct the oil in water description in 
the case of parameter set (1), the regressed BIP for parameter set (2) was 0.1397, 
significantly larger than case (1). It becomes obvious that the application of a binary 
interaction parameter cannot enable an accurate description of both liquid phases 
simultaneously for this system. A positive BIP of approximately 0.084 is needed with the 
cyclopentane parameter set (1) to correlate the water-rich phase data and a negative BIP of 
roughly -0.126 is needed to correlate the cyclopentane-rich phase. Hence, both phases 
cannot be described accurately using a single, constant BIP. 
     Figure 4 b) shows that both model approaches for cyclopentane result in dissatisfactory 
descriptions of the oil in water content in the temperature range, which is the expected 
operating range for the hydrate model under development (273.2 K to approximately 310 K). 
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Hence, an attempt has been made to improve the accuracy of the model in terms of 
describing the shown LLE data at temperatures below 315 K. Only experimental data from 
the water-rich phase, below 315 K) have been considered as reference data. New BIP’s have 
been regressed. The results are shown in Figure 4 c). The regressed BIP’s for both 
modelling approaches are reduced significantly. The BIP for cyclopentane parameter set (1) 
becomes 0.0211 and for parameter set (2), the new BIP becomes 0.0683. The AAD when 
comparing to the four experimental data points for the water-rich phase below 315 K are 
23.5 percent and 25.7 percent for set (1) and set (2) respectively. Deviations compared to the 
experimental data at higher temperatures become significantly larger than the parameters 
providing the best overall fit of the complete data set. 
     It is surprising that CPA cannot describe both LLE phases when applying a non-zero BIP 
since with a non-zero, positive BIP, CPA accurately describes both LLE phases in the binary 
system of water and cyclohexane [33]. An analysis of this has been appended in Appendix 
A2. Based on observations of trends in LLE data in similar oil/water systems, it is concluded 
that the experimental data reported by Englin et al. [28] may be faulty. This would explain 
why CPA fails at describing these data, even with the application of a non-zero, positive BIP. 
     Generally, the accuracy of CPA in describing the water-rich phase could be improved by 
applying a temperature dependent BIP. However, due to the limited amount of trusted data 
available for this system, it is chosen not to make further attempts of correlating the few 
existing data sets.  
     Since the calculated (from Tc, Pc and Ȧ) parameter set for cyclopentane provides the best 
descriptions of the experimental data with the lowest value for the regressed BIP, this 
parameter set has been chosen for the following work. 
 
Water-carbon dioxide 
Detailed modelling results for this binary pair have been presented elsewhere [10, 24]. 
Water is treated as self-associating and carbon dioxide is treated as non self-associating but 
is allowed to cross-associate with water via a single association site. Three binary, 
adjustable parameters are used to describe VLE and LLE of this binary pair over extended 
ranges of temperature and pressure. The pure component parameters and binary parameters 
may be found in Table 1 and Table 2.  
 
Water-nitrogen 
Nitrogen is assumed non self-associating and the three pure component parameters for this 
compound are calculated from the critical temperature, critical pressure and acentric factor 
in a manner similar to that used in the Soave-Redlich-Kwong (SRK) equation of state (EOS). 
VLE in the binary system of water and nitrogen has successfully been modelled previously 
[10] applying a non-linear, temperature dependent binary interaction parameter. The pure 
component parameters and binary parameters may be found in Table 1 and Table 2. 
 
Cyclopentane-carbon dioxide 
Both cyclopentane and carbon dioxide are treated as non associating compounds in their 
binary mixtures. Table 5 lists experimental VLE data found in the literature for this binary 
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system. Only experimental data at temperatures below 400 K are considered. Some of the 
listed authors in Table 5 do however present data at temperatures up to 500 K. 
 
Table 5. List of references presenting VLE data for the binary system of cyclopentane and carbon 
dioxide. x denotes liquid phase composition data, y denotes vapour phase composition data. Note 
that some references may present more data outside the T/P conditions listed here. These are not 
used as reference data in this work. AAD is absolute average deviation according to Eq. (1) using a 
binary interaction parameter, kij, of 0.1574. 
Reference Type No. Data Points Temp. / K Press. / MPa AAD 
[34] x,y 24 366.8 1.03 – 11.2 0.05 
[35] x,y 218 276.6 – 388.1 0.33 – 12.0 0.03 
[36] x 5 283.0 – 303.0 0.10 0.10 
 
     A high value for the BIP of this pair is needed to correlate the VLE data of this system. 
Figure 5 a) compares the VLE predictions of CPA (kij = 0.0) with the final correlated results 
(kij = 0.1574) at a temperature of 293 K. The depicted experimental data are from Shah et al. 
[35]. 
 
a) b) 
Figure 5. Comparison of model results and experimental data for vapour-liquid-equilibria (VLE) 
at various temperatures in the binary system of cyclopentane and carbon dioxide. VLE data from 
[35]. Dashed lines: CPA predictions (kij = 0.0). Solid lines: CPA description with kij = 0.1574. a) T 
= 293 K. b) T = 277 K, T = 293 K and T = 313 K. 
CPA tends to over estimate the solubility of carbon dioxide in the liquid cyclopentane phase. 
A significant gain in accuracy in the description of this phase is obtained by applying a 
positive BIP.  
     Only data in the expected working range for the hydrate model are depicted in Figure 5 a) 
and b). CPA does however describe data at higher temperatures with comparable accuracy. 
This can also be seen from the AAD’s presented in Table 5. 
 
Cyclopentane-nitrogen 
No association is allowed in the binary pair of cyclopentane and nitrogen. Both components 
are treated as non self-associating and pure component parameters are calculated from 
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critical temperatures, critical pressures and acentric factors. Parameters may be found in 
Table 1. In this specific system, CPA simplifies to the standard SRK equation of state. 
 
Table 6. VLE data available for the binary system of cyclopentane and nitrogen. x denotes liquid 
phase composition data, y denotes vapour phase composition data. AAD is absolute average 
deviation according to Eq. (1) using a binary interaction parameter, kij, of 0.0. 
Reference Type No. Data Points Temp. / K Press. / MPa AAD 
[34] x,y 62 366.4 – 410.2 1.36 – 31.3 0.08 
 
Reference VLE data for this system have been reported by Marathe and Sandler [34]. The 
temperature and pressure conditions covered by the data are listed in Table 6. A binary 
interaction coefficient (BIP) has been correlated using all the binary data reported by 
Marathe and Sandler. A value of kij = 0.019 is obtained. Figure 6 compares the model 
predictions, kij = 0.0 and model correlations, kij = 0.019 with the available reference data. 
 
 
Figure 6. Comparison of model results and 
experimental data for VLE in the binary 
system of cyclopentane and nitrogen. 
Experimental data from [34]. Dashed lines: 
CPA predictions (kij = 0.0). Solid lines: 
CPA description with kij = 0.019. 
 
As seen in Figure 6, the application of a non-zero BIP does not provide significant 
improvements of the model descriptions in the T/P range covered by the experimental data. 
However, the application of a positive BIP seems to lower the described upper pressure 
limits of the phase envelope for both temperature conditions. Since the available 
experimental data are measured at conditions far from the working conditions of the 
developed hydrate model, and the improvements are considered insignificant, it is chosen to 
allow CPA to predict (kij = 0.0) the behaviour of this binary pair in the following work. 
 
Carbon dioxide-nitrogen 
Since carbon dioxide only solvates with water, both carbon dioxide and nitrogen are 
considered non-associating in their binary pair. Low temperature fluid phase equilibria have 
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been modelled previously [10] applying a constant binary interaction parameter. The pure 
component parameters and binary parameters may be found in Table 1 and Table 2. 
 
4.2  Modelling the Un-promoted Gas Hydrate System 
The present model has been applied previously to model hydrate formation in the ternary 
system of water, carbon dioxide and nitrogen [10]. It has been shown that both the pure 
structure I (sI) hydrates of carbon dioxide and the pure structure II (sII) hydrates of nitrogen 
are accurately described in terms of dissociation pressures in the temperature interval from 
273.2 to 283.2 K.  
     Since the experimental data available in the literature for the mixed hydrates of carbon 
dioxide and nitrogen [37-45] do not all compare well, it is uneasy to evaluate the 
performance of the model for the mixed hydrates. However the model compares well to 
most of the available data for both hydrate equilibrium pressures and mixed hydrate 
compositions.  
     The model predicts a structural transition in the formed hydrates from sI hydrates for 
mixed gas phases containing more than approximately 5 mole percent carbon dioxide to sII 
hydrates for gas phases with less than approximately 5 mole percent carbon dioxide. The 
exact concentration for the structural transition depends on both the water content in the 
system and temperature. Increasing temperature results in an increased cut-off concentration 
for a given system with fixed water content.  
       
 
4.3 Modelling the Thermodynamic Promotion Effect of Cyclopentane 
To enable incipient hydrate equilibrium calculations for systems containing cyclopentane, 
Kihara cell potential parameters have been regressed for this component by matching the 
model to experimental data for mixed hydrates of cyclopentane + carbon dioxide and 
cyclopentane + nitrogen. 
     The spherical hard core radius, aj, of cyclopentane has been calculated by Takeuchi et al. 
[25] from second virial coefficient data. The calculated core radius, as presented in the 
original work of Takeuchi et al., has been used in the present study.   
     Table 7 lists the experimental hydrate dissociation pressure data found in the literature 
for the mixed hydrates of cyclopentane + carbon dioxide [14,15] and cyclopentane + 
nitrogen [46-48]. All data supposedly represent hydrate(H) – liquid water(Lw) – liquid 
organic(La) – vapour(V) equilibria. These data have been used as reference data when 
correlating the two Kihara potential parameters used as adjustable parameters in the van der 
Waals-Platteeuw hydrate model (ıj and İj/kB). 
     Since the modelled systems are uni-variant in the four-phase, hydrate forming region, all 
systems are modelled using an equimolar feed stock (xwater = 1/3 , xcyclopentane = 1/3 , xgas = 
1/3). 
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Table 7. Four-phase hydrate equilibrium data in the ternary systems of water, cyclopentane, carbon dioxide 
(CO2) and water, cyclopentane, nitrogen (N2). AAD in P is absolute average deviation when comparing the 
present model to the available reference data. AAD according to Eq. (1). 
Reference System No. Data Points Temp. / K Press. / MPa AAD in P 
[14] Cyclopentane + CO2 7 286.7 – 292.6 0.89 – 3.51 0.20 
[15] Cyclopentane + CO2 7 284.3 – 291.8 0.35 – 2.52 0.13 
      
[46] Cyclopentane + N2 4 282.9 – 289.1 0.64 – 3.50 0.13 
[47] Cyclopentane + N2 8 285.9 – 302.0 1.68 – 24.5 0.04 
[48] Cyclopentane + N2 5 281.7 – 290.2 0.25 – 4.06 0.16 
 
Table 7 lists, for each reference data set, the absolute average deviations (AAD) in terms of 
hydrate dissociation pressures when comparing the final model performance with the 
experimental reference data. Despite the fact that the reference data for the mixed hydrates 
of cyclopentane and carbon dioxide only cover a narrow temperature interval of 
approximately 8 Kelvin, AAD’s to these data are considerable. The data for the mixed 
hydrates of cyclopentane and nitrogen cover a larger temperature interval of approximately 
20 Kelvin. Figure 7 a) and b) compare the model descriptions and the experimental data for 
the mixed hydrates of cyclopentane + carbon dioxide (Figure 7 a) and cyclopentane + 
nitrogen (Figure 7 b). 
 
a) b) 
Figure 7. Gas hydrate dissociation pressure as function of temperature for the mixed hydrate of 
cyclopentane and carbon dioxide (a) and cyclopentane and nitrogen (b). Experimental data from 
[14,15] (a) and  [46-48] (b). 
The model description of the mixed hydrates of cyclopentane and carbon dioxide appears to 
contain more curvature than is seen in the experimental data. The equilibrium pressure data 
of the mixed hydrate increases almost linearly with increasing temperature for temperatures 
lower than 292 K. Above this temperature the pressures reported by Zhang and Lee [14] 
increase more steeply with increasing temperature. The model seems to underestimate the 
dissociation pressure in the temperature range from 284 to 291 K due to the curvature in the 
model. Above 291 K, the model description becomes very steep with increasing temperature.  
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     The fluid phase behaviour for this system has been tracked during all calculations. It was 
found that the carbon dioxide-rich vapour phase becomes incorporated in the organic liquid 
phase at temperatures above 292.5 K (for the equi-molar feed). Hence, above 292.5 K, the 
calculated conditions represent three-phase hydrate(H) – liquid water (Lw) – liquid organic 
(La) equilibria. The calculated pressures increase almost vertically in this range due to the 
disappearance of the most compressible phase. However, below 292.5 K the steep pressure 
increase is likely imposed by the Kihara parameters of carbon dioxide. It is possible that the 
regressed Kihara parameters for carbon dioxide provide little stabilising effect of the small 
cavity in the sII hydrate structure at elevated temperatures. 
     The high AAD’s reported in Table 7 for the data of Zhang and Lee [14] are mainly due to 
the model description increasing steeply at a temperature approximately 0.5 K lower than 
the experimental data. The model deviates significantly from the data point at 292.6 K, since 
the model predicts hydrate(H) - liquid water(Lw) – liquid organic(La) equilibria at this 
temperature. 
     Accurate descriptions of the mixed hydrate of cyclopentane and nitrogen are obtained 
considering the large temperature interval covered by the experimental data. Even though 
difficult to see, AAD’s in the low-temperature range are however comparable for this 
system to those in the cyclopentane + carbon dioxide system. The modelled equilibrium 
pressures in this system do not increase suddenly as seen in the system with carbon dioxide, 
hence the sudden increase in pressure is ascribed the Kihara parameters for carbon dioxide 
as suggested above.  
     Figure 8 illustrates the predicted pure sII hydrate of cyclopentane. The model predictions 
are compared to data reported by Fan et al. [49] in the hydrate (H) – liquid water (Lw) – 
vapour (V) region and data reported by Trueba et al. [50] in the hydrate (H) – liquid water 
(Lw) – liquid organic (La) region. 
 
 
Figure 8. Hydrate dissociation pressure as 
function of temperature for the pure sII 
hydrate of cyclopentane Comparison of 
model prediction and experimental data from 
[49, 50]. 
Even though these data were not included as reference data when regressing Kihara 
parameters for cyclopentane, the model accurately predicts the data reported by Fan et al. 
[49]. AAD for these data is 0.25. The data reported by Trueba et al. [50] are less accurately 
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described. The developed model predicts the upper quadruple point for this binary system at 
a temperature approximately 1.5 K higher than the experimental data suggests.  
     Since the pure hydrate of cyclopentane is of little interest to the present work, no 
attempts have been made to improve the accuracy of the description in this sub-system. 
     As a final note, it is worth mentioning that the model results presented in Figure 8 
represent the model prediction for the pure sII cyclopentane hydrate as function of 
temperature. However, whereas the model does predict the sII hydrate structure to be the 
most stable form of the cyclopentane hydrate at temperatures below 281.2 K, the model 
predicts the sI hydrate structure to be the most stable form of the pure cyclopentane hydrate 
at temperatures above 281.2 K (not shown in Figure 8).  
 
 
4.4  Model predictions for the promoted carbon dioxide capture process 
Up to this point, the model has been validated against available experimental data mainly for 
sub-systems relevant to the cyclopentane-promoted, post-combustion carbon dioxide capture 
process. 
     The following considers and analyses the example of carbon dioxide capture from a 
simulated flue gas comprised of 10 mole percent carbon dioxide and 90 mole percent 
nitrogen. 
     The investigated aspects of the capture process are the minimum flue gas pressure 
requirements, process efficiency and selectivity and finally the environmental impact of this 
process. The latter in particular turns out to be a major challenge in the cyclopentane 
promoted capture process.  
     Figure 9 a) illustrates the predicted minimum pressure requirement in the cyclopentane 
promoted carbon dioxide capture process, treating a flue gas initially containing 10 mole 
percent carbon dioxide and 90 mole percent nitrogen. The minimum pressure requirement is 
here described by the thermodynamic equilibrium pressure of the incipient hydrate crystal 
for the feed. In a real process, a higher pressure must be applied to ensure sufficient driving 
force for the hydrate nucleation and growth to take place. 
     The capture process is simulated by mixing equi-molar amounts of gas (V) and liquid 
(Lw + La), thus V/(V+Lw+La) = 0.5. The total amount of feed liquid is comprised of 95 mole 
percent water and 5 mole percent cyclopentane. Assuming the formed hydrates are of the sII 
type and cyclopentane fully occupies the large cavities, the cyclopentane feed alone is 
sufficient to convert approximately 90 percent of the liquid water feed to solid hydrate (a 
“stoichiometrich” hydrate phase with complete filling of large cavities contain 5.56 mole 
percent cyclopentane). Since the present model only allows for calculation of incipient 
hydrate formation conditions, actual conversion of the liquid phase at a given 
temperature/pressure (T/P) condition cannot be simulated.  
     The modelled system is di-variant in the four-phase equilibrium region, hence the 
calculated equilibrium pressure is not only temperature dependent, but also composition 
dependent. 
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a) 
 
b) 
Figure 9. Predicted hydrate dissociation pressure (a) and fractional occupancy of gas in the small 512 
cavity (b) as function of temperature for the quaternary system of water, cyclopentane, carbon dioxide 
and nitrogen. The feed is 47.5 mole percent water, 2.5 mole percent cyclopentane, 5 mole percent 
carbon dioxide and 45 mole percent nitrogen. 
Only temperatures down to 280 K are considered in the process simulations, since the sII 
hydrate phase may be stabilised by cyclopentane alone at temperatures lower than this. In 
the model this is indicated by a low fractional occupancy of gas in the small 512 cavities of 
the sII hydrate structure and simultaneously complete occupancy by cyclopentane in the 
large cavities. The model predicts the fractional occupancy of cyclopentane in the large 
cavities to be higher than 0.99 at all the simulated conditions. This occupancy decreases 
from 0.999 at 280 K to 0.994 at 295 K. The predicted amount of gas present in the large 
cavities is negligible as is the predicted amount of cyclopentane in the small cavities.  
     Figure 9 b) illustrates the predicted fractional gas occupancy of the small cavities. The 
enclosed gas is a mixture of carbon dioxide and nitrogen. This information provides an 
indication of the efficiency of the gas capture process. Only the small cavities of the sII 
hydrate structure are available for gas uptake, since the large cavities are fully occupied by 
cyclopentane. Hence, Figure 9 b) illustrates how much of the full storage capacity of the 
formed hydrate is used at a given T/P condition. This along with the predicted selectivity 
(Figure 11 b) of carbon dioxide in the hydrate phase determines the efficacy of the capture 
process. 
     Both the minimum pressure requirement and the gas uptake increase with increasing 
temperature. The minimum pressure requirement for the capture process operating at 280 K 
is approximately 0.28 MPa. At this condition only 11 percent of the storage capacity in the 
hydrate phase is exploited, since cyclopentane almost self-stabilises the solid phase. An 
increase in temperature to 289.0 K results in an increase in gas uptake to a fractional 
occupancy of 50 percent in the small cavities. At this temperature the minimum pressure 
requirement becomes 2.97 MPa. 
     The model shows a change of slope in both the predicted minimum pressure requirement 
(Figure 9 a) and the predicted gas uptake (Figure 9 b) occurring at a temperature of 
approximately 283.4 K. Below this temperature both the dissociation pressure and the gas 
uptake decreases only little with lowering temperature. The explanation for this behaviour is 
found in the predicted fluid phase behaviour. CPA predicts a disappearance of the bulk 
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cyclopentane liquid phase, (La), occurring at a temperature of approximately 283.4 K and a 
pressure of approximately 0.54 MPa. These conditions are valid for the given system and 
will change with changing feed composition. At temperatures below 283.4 K, the 
cyclopentane liquid phase is incorporated in the vapour phase. 
     Figure 10 illustrates the cyclopentane mole fraction in the vapour phase for the simulated 
carbon dioxide capture system operating at incipient hydrate equilibrium conditions. The 
feed gas contains 10 mole percent carbon dioxide and the feed liquid consists of 5 mole 
percent cyclopentane. 
 
 
Figure 10. Mole fraction of cyclopentane in 
the outlet vapour phase leaving stage 1 of the 
simulated carbon dioxide capture process as 
function of operating temperature. Pressure 
the incipient hydrate formation pressure at 
any given temperature. 
The vapour phase mole fraction of cyclopentane is the highest at low temperatures, despite 
the fact that the vapour pressure of the cyclopentane liquid phase increases with increasing 
temperature. The reason for this is that the incipient hydrate pressure increases with 
increasing temperature. This overcompensates for the increase in vapour pressure of 
cyclopentane. At temperatures below 283.4 K, the curve flattens. This is an indication that 
an insufficient amount of cyclopentane is present in the system to saturate the vapour phase 
at the given conditions of temperature and pressure. Thus, all bulk cyclopentane has 
transferred to the co-existing phases. At higher temperatures, the vapour phase is saturated 
with cyclopentane, indicating the presence of a bulk cyclopentane liquid phase co-existing 
with the vapour phase. Only negligible amounts of cyclopentane transfer to the aqueous 
liquid phase. At no point does the cyclopentane content in the vapour phase become lower 
than 1 mole percent. At an operating temperature of 285 K the cyclopentane content in the 
outlet gas will be 2.7 mole percent. This indicates a major drawback of using this 
thermodynamic hydrate promoter. A significant promoter loss to the vapour phase must be 
expected. This organic content must be regenerated and possibly re-cycled before the carbon 
dioxide lean outlet gas can be emitted to the atmosphere. 
     Figure 11 a) and Figure 11 b) show equilibrium pressures and hydrate composition 
(water- and promoter free basis) respectively as function of the initial vapour phase 
composition for a cyclopentane promoted system operating at a constant temperature of 285 
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K. This temperature is chosen to avoid that cyclopentane transfers completely to the vapour 
phase.  For comparison, similar results are provided for the unpromoted system operating at 
a constant temperature of 280 K. Data for the unpromoted system operating at a temperature 
of 280 K are those reported by Kang et al. [37]. Both systems are simulated using a 50/50 
(molar) vapour/liquid feed with 5 mole percent of the liquid being cyclopentane and 95 mole 
percent being water. 
 
 
a) 
 
b) 
Figure 11. Mixed hydrate dissociation pressure (a) and hydrate gas composition (b) as 
function of carbon dioxide mole fraction in the vapour phase (binary vapour phase with 
nitrogen). The unpromoted system is the ternary system of CO2, N2 and H2O. The promoted 
system is the quaternary system of CO2, N2, H2O and cyclopentane. Experimental data from 
[37]. 
The pressure reducing effect of the cyclopentane addition is clearly seen in Figure 11 a). At 
a temperature of 285 K, the capture process operates at pressures ranging from 0.5 MPa to 
1.2 MPa for the entire vapour phase concentration span. Even though operating at a lower 
temperature, the unpromoted process operates at much higher pressures ranging from 2.9 
MPa to 31 MPa. 
     One of the drawbacks of the cyclopentane addition is seen in Figure 11 b), comparing the 
selectivity of carbon dioxide in the hydrate phase for the unpromoted- and the cyclopentane 
promoted systems. The selectivity towards carbon dioxide becomes lower by the addition of 
cyclopentane. However, the hydrate phase still has a clear selectivity towards carbon dioxide, 
providing the possibility of separating this component from nitrogen in the flue gas. An 
aspect not shown in the investigated isothermal systems is the gas uptake. At 285 K, this 
uptake range from approximately 28 to 35 percent of the full storage capacity of the sII 
hydrate phase, depending on the initial vapour phase composition. 
     The information provided in Figure 11 a) and Figure 11 b) may be combined to make a 
simplified thermodynamic process evaluation.  
     Neither the un-promoted, nor the promoted system produces a hydrate phase that is 
sufficiently rich in carbon dioxide to enable a single stage capture process. Whereas, for a 
flue gas initially containing 10 mole percent carbon dioxide, the un-promoted system 
requires 3 theoretical hydrate formation/dissociation stages to reach a final vapour phase 
with more than 95 mole percent carbon dioxide, the promoted system will require a total of 
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four stages. In the suggested process, a single capture stage comprises all the equipment 
illustrated in Figure 1. After the first capture stage, it is likely that only a limited amount of 
compression becomes necessary between stages, as the incipient hydrate dissociation 
pressure decreases with increasing carbon dioxide mole fraction in the vapour phase. 
     Table 8 presents predicted stage conditions for two multi-stage capture processes – one 
un-promoted and one promoted using cyclopentane. The unpromoted process operates at a 
temperature of 280 K and the promoted process at 285 K. The feed into the first stage of 
each process is comprised of 10 mole percent carbon dioxide and 90 mole percent nitrogen. 
All stages operate at a 50 mole percent liquid feed ratio. 5 mole percent of the liquid feed is 
pure cyclopentane in the promoted process. All stages are assumed to operate at the 
incipient hydrate equilibrium pressure of the inlet gas. 
 
Table 8. Simulated incipient hydrate conditions for the un-promoted and cyclopentane promoted capture 
processes. T = 280 K for the unpromoted and 285 K for the promoted system. Initial vapour phase mole 
fraction of CO2 in feed to stage 1 is 0.10. Peq is incipient hydrate equilibrium pressure for each stage. YCO2 
is mole fraction of CO2 in the incipient hydrate crystal (water- and promoter-free basis). Hydrate phase 
composition (YCO2) in stage 1 is used as feed composition to stage 2 and so forth. All stages in both 
processes operate at a 50 mole percent liquid feed ratio. 
  Unpromoted: T = 280 K  Promoted: T = 285 K 
Stage  Peq (MPa) YCO2  Peq (MPa) YCO2 
1  24.9 0.36  1.04 0.28 
2  9.17 0.80  0.79 0.58 
3  3.65 0.97  0.56 0.83 
4  N/A N/A  0.51 0.95 
 
The un-promoted process uses pure water as liquid phase. Hence the first stage operates at a 
pressure of 24.9 MPa. It is assumed that the stage pressure is constant throughout the entire 
stage and the all hydrates formed have a composition similar to the incipient hydrate crystal. 
The hydrates formed in stage 1 are then dissociated at constant pressure and the released 
vapour phase, now containing 36 mole percent carbon dioxide is transferred to stage 2. In 
stage 2, hydrates will form at a pressure of 9.17 MPa and the water-free hydrate composition 
here becomes 80 mole percent in carbon dioxide. Passing this vapour phase (after 
dissociating the hydrates of stage 2) to stage 3, where hydrates will form at a pressure of 
3.65 MPa, provides a final outlet gas at a temperature of 280 K and a pressure of 3.65 MPa 
containing 97 mole percent carbon dioxide. 
     The cyclopentane promoted capture process may operate at significantly lower pressures. 
The minimum pressure requirement of the first stage becomes 1.04 MPa and the water- and 
promoter-free hydrate composition of carbon dioxide is 28 mole percent. The promoted 
capture process requires a total of four theoretical stages to reach a final outlet gas 
containing 95 mole percent carbon dioxide. This outlet gas is supplied at 285 K and 0.51 
MPa. Note that the model predicts that the cyclopentane bulk phase will transfer directly to 
the vapour phase at the inlet of last stage due to the low pressure condition. 
     The present investigation has shown that whereas cyclopentane is a potent 
thermodynamic hydrate promoter in terms of its capability of reducing the incipient hydrate 
formation pressure, it does bring several drawbacks in the form of low gas uptakes in the 
hydrate phase, lowered selectivity towards carbon dioxide. Furthermore, the high miscibility 
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with the vapour phase compounds results in a significant promoter loss from the process 
liquid(s). 
5. Conclusion 
A thermodynamic model based on the Cubic-Plus-Association equation of state and the van 
der Waals-Platteeuw hydrate model was applied to perform a thermodynamic evaluation of 
gas hydrate forming systems relevant for post-combustion carbon dioxide capture. 
     A modelling study of both fluid phase behaviour and hydrate phase behaviour was 
presented.  
     Cycloalkanes ranging from cyclopropane to cyclohexane, represented a challenge for 
CPA, both for the description of the pure component densities and for liquid-liquid 
equilibrium (LLE) in the binary systems with water. It was concluded that an insufficient 
amount of reliable LLE data exist for the binary system of water and cyclopentane. 
Additional water-in-oil data in particular are desired for this system.  
     An unpromoted hydrate-based capture process, operating isothermally at a temperature of 
280 K was simulated. The flue gas feed into the first stage of the process was comprised of 
10 mole percent carbon dioxide and 90 mole percent nitrogen. The hydrate forming vessel 
was assumed to operate isobarically at the incipient hydrate equilibrium pressure of the inlet 
gas. The minimum pressure requirement of the first stage was estimated to be 24.9 MPa. 
The captured gas contained 36 mole percent carbon dioxide, suggesting the need for a multi-
stage capture process design. Applying three consecutive hydrate formation/dissociation 
stages (three-stage capture process), a carbon dioxide-rich product (97 mole percent) could 
be delivered at a temperature of 280 K and a pressure of 3.65 MPa. It was concluded that 
this process was not economically feasible due to the high pressure requirement of the first 
capture stage. 
     A second capture process, where cyclopentane was used as a thermodynamic hydrate 
promoter, operated at slightly elevated temperatures compared to the unpromoted process. 
In this system, 5 mole percent (fraction of liquid feed) cyclopentane bulk liquid was added 
to the pure water system. By doing so the minimum pressure requirement of the first stage 
(operating at 285 K) could be lowered to 1.04 MPa. Selectivity towards carbon dioxide in 
the hydrate phase was however lowered compared to the unpromoted process. Therefore, 
this process needed four consecutive hydrate formation/dissociation stages to produce a 95 
mole percent carbon dioxide-rich product stream. The product stream was delivered at 285 
K and a pressure of 0.51 MPa. The vapour phases in the cyclopentane promoted process 
contained several mole percent cyclopentane at hydrate equilibrium conditions. At 
temperatures below 284 K, the entire cyclopentane bulk phase would evaporate completely 
at hydrate forming conditions (pressures below 0.55 MPa). 
     The present study has shown the hydrate-based separation technology to be unsuitable 
for the specific case of post-combustion carbon dioxide capture from power station flue 
gases, where operating pressures should preferably remain close to atmospheric. 
     It is not in the nature of species such as carbon dioxide and nitrogen to form the classical 
gas hydrates at conditions close to atmospheric pressure. Therefore, even though these 
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hydrate structures become available at low pressure conditions (by use of thermodynamic 
promoters), carbon dioxide may not necessarily enter the solid phase in significant amounts.  
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7. List of Symbols 
Abbreviations 
AAD  Average Absolute (relative) Deviation 
BIP  Binary Interaction Parameter 
CP  Cyclopentane  
CPA  Cubic-Plus-Association 
LLE  Liquid Liquid Equilibrium 
Obj  Objective function 
SA  Simulated Annealing 
VLE  Vapour Liquid Equilibrium 
VLLE Vapour Liquid Liquid Equilibrium 
Symbols 
Normal Characters 
Ai  Association site type “A” on component i [unit less] 
a0  CPA pure component parameter [Pa·m6·mol-2] 
aj  Spherical core radius of component j in the Kihara cell potential [m] 
akij  Constant in temperature expression for kij [unit less] 
Bj  Association site type “B” on component j [unit less] 
b  CPA co-volume parameter [m3·mol-1] 
bkij  Constant in temperature expression for kij [K] 
c1  CPA pure component parameter [unit less] 
kB  The Boltzmann constant [J·K-1] 
kij  Binary interaction parameter [unit less] 
N  Total number [unit less] 
P  Pressure [Pa] 
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Pc  Critical pressure [Pa] 
R  Gas constant [m3·Pa·mole-1·K-1] 
scalc  Calculated parameter value used in definition of AAD or obj 
sexp  Experimental parameter value used in definition of AAD or obj 
T  Temperature [Kelvin] 
Tc  Critical temperature [Kelvin] 
x  Liquid phase mole fraction [unit less] 
y  Vapour phase mole fraction [unit less] 
Yj  Water free hydrate composition of guest j [unit less] 
 
Greek letters 
ȕAiBi  CPA pure component association volume [unit less] 
ȕAiBj  CPA binary association volume [unit less] 
ȖAiBj  CPA binary adjustable in combining rule for ȕAiBj [unit less] 
İj  Maximum attractive potential of specie j in the Kihara cell potential [J] 
İAiBi  CPA pure component association energy of specie i [Pa·m3·mol-1] 
Ȧ  Acentric factor [unit less] 
 
Subscripts 
i  Component i [unit less] 
j  Component j [unit less] 
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9. Appendices 
Appendix A1 
In the following analyses, CPA pure component parameters are regressed for cycloalkanes 
ranging from cyclopropane (c-C3) to cyclohexane (c-C6).  
     Pure component parameters are already available in the literature for cyclohexane [33], 
however these parameters provided unsatisfactory descriptions of the vapour pressure data, 
when comparing to the most recent DIPPR correlations (DIPPR 801 2013 database [23]). 
Hence, new pure component parameters have been regressed as a part of this work and these 
are compared with the previous parameters. All the cycloalkane parameters presented in 
Table A1.1 are regressed to DIPPR correlation data for vapour pressure and saturated liquid 
volumes in the reduced temperature interval from approximately 0.5 to 0.9. 
 
Table A1.1. Regressed CPA parameters for a selection of normal- and cycloalkanes. 
Compound a0·101 
(Pa·m6·mol-2) 
bͼ105 
(m3·mol-1) 
c1  Ref. AAD 
Pvap 
AAD 
ȡliq 
n-C3  9.114 5.78 0.6307 [51] 0.009* 0.019* 
c-C3 8.144 4.84 0.6327 This work 0.004 0.012 
     
n-C4 13.144 7.21 0.7077 [51] 0.002* 0.010* 
c-C4 12.089 6.17 0.6819 This work 0.005 0.024 
     
n-C5 18.199 9.10 0.7986 [51] 0.005* 0.010* 
c-C5 16.311 7.53 0.7262 This work 0.004 0.020 
     
n-C6 23.682 10.79 0.8313 [51] 0.005* 0.005* 
c-C6 21.784 9.04 0.7426 [33] 0.072 0.012 
c-C6** 21.112 9.03 0.7587 This work 0.012 0.014 
*  Stated AAD’s in the reduced temperature interval from 0.55 to 0.90. 
** New parameters for cyclohexane from this work. 
 
For comparison, Table A1.1 also contains regressed CPA parameters for propane, n-butane, 
n-pentane and n-hexane. These parameters have been found in the literature [51]. 
     Only regressed CPA parameters are shown in Table A1.1. The performances of CPA 
with parameters calculated from critical data and acentric factors have been compared to the 
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above. Generally, both the calculated parameters (SRK) and the regressed parameters (CPA) 
provide accurate descriptions of vapour pressures for the pure cycloalkanes. The calculated 
parameters however result in an overestimation of the saturated liquid volumes, similar to 
that shown for cyclopentane in section 4.1.  
     It is seen that for both cyclobutane and cyclopentane, CPA has troubles describing the 
saturated liquid volumes. CPA generally underestimates the volumes at low temperatures, 
and overestimates at high temperatures. The cyclopropane and cyclohexane liquid volume 
data are described with AAD’s similar to those found in the normal-alkane systems. 
     A trend is seen when comparing CPA parameters of normal- and cycloalkanes with equal 
carbon numbers. The a0 parameter increases its value by approximately 10% (9-12%) when 
going from cycloalkane to normal-alkane. Similarly, the b parameter increases by 20% (17-
21%). A less clear trend is seen in the c1 parameters. These increase by approximately 10% 
when going from cycloalkane to normal-alkane in the n-pentane/cyclopentane and n-
hexane/cyclohexane systems. For n-butane/cyclobutane the increase is only 4% and finally 
for propane/cyclopropane, the regressed c1 parameters are almost identical. 
     As a final validation of the regressed CPA parameters, the correlated b parameters are 
displayed against van der Waals volumes of the four compounds cyclopropane to 
cyclohexane. Van der Waals volumes are taken from the DIPPR database. Kontogeorgis et 
al. [52] showed that CPA b-parameters displayed against van der Waals volumes fall into a 
straight line for components of various types (n-alkanes, alcohols, acids, glycols, amines and 
water).  
 

Figure A1.1. Correlated CPA b parameters 
against van der Waals volumes (Vw) for 
cyclopropane (c-C3) to cyclohexane (c-C6), 
propane (n-C3) to n-hexane (n-C6), carbon 
dioxide and water. 
Figure A1.1 shows a clear coherency in the obtained b-parameters for the four cycloalkanes 
(c-C3 to c-C6). The four compounds all fall reasonably into the straight line behaviour 
found in the normal-alkanes as well as carbon dioxide and water. Hence, there is no reason 
to question the obtained b parameters, which are known to have a significant influence on 
density descriptions by CPA. 
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Appendix A2 
To investigate how the two presented CPA parameters for cyclopentane affect descriptions 
of binary systems, the binary system with water has been investigated.  
     The system of water and cyclohexane is first modelled as a reference system, since this 
system is known and successfully modelled previously using CPA [33]. Predicted LLE 
results for the water + cyclohexane system are shown in Figure A2.1. Water is modelled 
using a classical association scheme with two electron donating and two electron accepting 
sites. Pure component parameters for water are taken from [21]. Pure component parameters 
for cyclohexane are those regressed in this work. For comparison, the predicted LLE using 
calculated parameters (from Tc, Pc and Ȧ) for cyclohexane are included in Figure A2.1. 
Experimental data are those recommended by Maczynski et al. [53], who performed a 
critical evaluation of LLE data available in the literature among others for water 
hydrocarbon systems. 

Figure A2.1. LLE. Predicted solubilities of 
oil in water, x(cyclohexane), and water in 
oil, x(water), for the binary system of water 
and cyclohexane. Comparison of modelling 
results and experimental data [53]. Solid 
lines: CPA prediction with regressed 
parameters for cyclohexane. Dashed lines: 
CPA prediction with parameters for 
cyclohexane calculated from Tc, Pc and Ȧ. 
An interesting observation is that the calculated parameters for cyclohexane predict this 
binary system well. Whereas the two parameter sets predict the cyclohexane-rich phase 
similarly, the water-rich phase is more accurately predicted when using the calculated pure 
component parameters for CPA. A binary interaction parameter (BIP) has been regressed to 
improve the description of the experimental data illustrated in Figure A2.1. Only a BIP for 
the system with fitted CPA parameters for cyclohexane has been regressed. The results are 
shown in Figure A2.2. 
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Figure A2.2. LLE. Oil in water, 
x(cyclohexane), and water in oil, x(water), 
for the binary system of water and 
cyclohexane. Comparison of modelling 
results and experimental data [53]. Solid 
lines: CPA description with regressed 
parameters for cyclohexane and a binary 
interaction coefficient of kij = 0.050. 
Applying a BIP of 0.050 enables an accurate description of both LLE phases for this system. 
However, the model still fails at describing the low-temperature minimum solubility of 
cyclohexane in water occurring at approximately 296 K - 298 K.  
     The predicted LLE in the binary system of cyclopentane and water is different from that 
of cyclohexane and water in the way that both the calculated and the regressed CPA 
parameters underpredict the water in oil content and overpredict the oil in water content. In 
the cyclohexane/water system, both these contents are overpredicted. 
     Hence, it is suspected that the water in oil reference data reported by Englin et al. [28] 
could be erroneous for the cyclopentane water system. Whereas the oil in water data for the 
system of cyclopentane and water are among the data recommended by Maczynski et al. 
[53], the water in oil data used in this work are not among the recommended data. In order 
to investigate if the water in oil data could be faulty, LLE data for the cyclohexane-water 
system are compared with similar LLE data for the n-hexane-water system in Figure A2.3. 
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Figure A2.3. Comparison of LLE data for the 
binary systems; cyclohexane/water and n-
hexane/water. Experimental data from [53]. 
Red triangles: cyclohexane mole fraction in 
water-rich phase. Green squares: n-hexane 
mole fraction in water-rich phase.  
It is seen that a liquid water phase can dissolve more cyclohexane than n-hexane at similar 
temperatures. A cyclohexane liquid phase, on the other hand, can dissolve less water than a 
liquid n-hexane phase. Figure A2.4 illustrates the same type of LLE data for the binary 
systems; n-pentane/water and cyclopentane/water. 
 

Figure A2.4. Comparison of LLE data for 
the binary systems; cyclopentane/water and 
n-pentane/water. Experimental data from 
[53]. Red triangles: cyclopentane mole 
fraction in water-rich phase. Green squares: 
n-pentane mole fraction in water-rich phase.  
In the binary water-pentane systems, the aqueous liquid phase can dissolve more 
cycloalkane than normal alkane (like the water-hexane systems), however an interesting 
behaviour is found in the liquid oil phases. These data show that the normal alkane liquid 
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phase dissolves less water than the cycloalkane liquid phase, this being the opposite 
behaviour of that seen in the systems of water + normal- or cyclohexane. 
     Since much data is available for the binary systems of n-hexane/water and 
cyclohexane/water, and at all temperatures, the data show higher water contents in the 
normal alkane liquid phase than in the cycloalkane liquid phase, it is expected that these data 
are consistent. 
     Due to the fact that only a few data on the water content in oil phases exist for the 
pentane systems, it is likely that one or even both of these data sets are erroneous. The single 
data point for the water content in the n-pentane liquid phase is however among the 
recommended data of Maczynski et al. [53], whereas the data series for water content in 
cyclopentane is not (despite being considered by Maczynski et al.). 
     With the trends of the hexane systems in mind, one would have expected the water 
content in n-pentane to be higher than that in cyclopentane. However the few available data 
for these systems show the opposite. 
     It cannot be excluded that the experimental data for the binary system c-C5/water are 
erroneous. This would be a plausible explanation for the failure of CPA to describe both 
LLE phases in the binary system of water and cyclopentane. 
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